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Preface
This collection. of . essays on the .financing and -organization of American

ethication is the product of a joint Berkeley-Stanford Seminar suPported by the
.. National Institute pf Education ne seminar w, designed to capitalize on the

wealth of talent and experience repent in those. two, institutions, ald go encour-
age collabération and cooperation between them. We believed thara joint venture,
focusing attention. "on the intercopnection between' finance . and, organization,
would significantly advance our thinking about these important issues. The tiMing
of this seminar, and the*coljection of essairs that grew óüt of it, are particularly .

important,. for the enterpriiisof public edithation itself is at a 'crucial juncture .'.

It is mow apparent that Ile radical cri ques Of the Sixties were but a preview .

of the larger public concenis of the sev tiet. Those concerna, While still frag-
Mented and uneven, am .directed at the hole of the educational enterprise: its
purposes,its goals', its strueture, and the incial and organiiationaljarrangements -

. that undergird and defme it.- Declin public school enrollments; increasing
private school enrollments, debate I- ver courvordered bussink, declining test a:

scores, voucher initiatives, tax ind xpenditure limitation radVenients are biit
part Of a long ail; controversal list if piobiems.. Ea& has a signikicant financial
and organizational component. .

Our support for the Berkeley- tanfok Siminiir was based on our belief that
, the schoOl finance reform- inovem nt is -reaching a pfateau, *at school financing
and organization areintimately b unj.together, and that it is time to.reflect on .

e ntar-term. future of these t o important iisues. HiStorically, the movement
°wird school finance equaliza in was the *major education reform ofithe shales

d early seventes: Its- n eniphasii on questions of taxpayer equity
through- judicial proceedings, .iol,Veyer, had begun to obscure rather than seveal

. other important equity issues and Other non-judicial concerns and side effects.
Schdol fmance research afid iniiilementStion strategies had become, as i.lurke said
about the law: sharp bir virtue a being narro*: - &

In short, we were convinced that it was time to enlarge the scope of school .

furance research t41; include, questions of schOol organization. 8chools are, after
all, financed fett a purpose; .and that purpose is achieved through organizational
airangements. To separate the one front 'the other, while:anilytically appro.
priate;provided oii..gr a one-dimensional pictime of the stmetuie 'of education.

These essays, then, present an ,einerging two-dimensional' picture: dealing
. with both the fmancing and organization of, education. The missing third diiinen-,

0 .
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sion, of course, is the purpose of 'education itself; unfortunately, that important
sdbject is beyond.the purview of these essays. But it is clearly the next question
to be asked by ftudents of educational finance and orga7ization, and it puit be
interwoven into the dialogue in the near future.

It is-our, hope that this btu* vilI stimulate and encourage that dialogue, for
it is in the free giye and take of ideas that the educational enterprise is most at
home. If these essays help to focus that dialogue and force important issues to the
surface, they will contribute to the solution of the pressing educatiiinal problems
of the seventies and eighties?' In.. that case, the Berkeley-Stanfôrd seminar and
this volume, its offspring, will have demonstrated their utility and value.

David Mandel
:

Assistant Director
Educational Finance Division

National Institution of EduCation
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thapter

Overview.

Charles Benson and Louise Stoll

Finance and organizational policies in American education ere in a tumultuous .

state. Cafed to task from all sidesfor not meeting what often appear tobe contra,.
dictory s clards of equity and choice, schools function in the narrow spaces per-.
mitted by ies imPosed by local .schooi.boards, state legislatures and depart-
ments of educati d, ,to an increasing degree, the .federal..government. The
great swells .of the "s t of the nation",, such as a changing economy and. shifting

'.' job Market, the fise .in tea. el:militancy, 'matter's of social conscience which cry
r redistribution of resour are all experienced by school districts befote

. the iisues. are 'recognized and dermed . treads. and new problems. The lag is
tical, for bound by, the policies born o'f .a sliffelent Perception Of. the facts,

'.educatiolijangiiishes. ,and "schools and school districts apply bandaid teChniques
that ofte compound the difficulties of long' range. solution. When pellicles
art altered inr. response to new situations, they often reflect only, partial under-
standing of the issues anti hence _either wotsen thescene or bring,on a new set
or sirloin, problems, for. there Is little iyatematiC information gathering or re-

. scarab : educational , policy 0'..with respect to . finance , and organizational
2 questions. -

. The educatiOn fmance zeforni moilement, for exam)). u ably dirte"em ec dnd
telward beriefitting students .w.hh respett to equal educaUonal opportimity;
proceeded in the:absence Of a clear definition of objectives and has- Paid Only
casual attention to 'Unintended consequenee& Thii has resulted in diltited.retians
for :the intended ,I.)eneficiariei, a situation which has fmally aroused the atteng6n
of educational policY planner& This voluMe, which repiegents the efforts of the

,
Stanford-Berkeley Seminar on School Finance inel Organization, constitutes a

.

modest but' linportint .first stei to .deal more thoroughly with' issues. of educe-.
reitource allocation.'



In early 1976, offieers of the National Institute of Education held a series of
informal meetings with members of the Stanford and Berkeley faculties on the

desirability of a joint seminar on educational finance ana organization. There was

a feeling among all parties, that, notwithstanding the dilution of results noted
above, considerable attention had been drawn to problems of finance and organi-

zation during the course of the "educational finance reform movement." Actually,
the diicussion between NIE ad BerkereseStanford could be seen as a logical pro-

gression from a series of meAtings held around the country from 1972 Onwards -

and sponsored by such organizations as Ford Foundation, Educaton Commission
of the States, etc. Further, those who were pondering the future of the propened

seminar shared a feeling that the content of ideas in public policy toward finance
and organization of education had reached a kind of plateau. This is not to
th at there had not been technical and analytical advances, but it was heli
that the seminar might help to stimulate thoughts to guide future improvementi

in analytical capacity.
The first requirement for gathering data that would assist educational policy-

makers to cope effectively with the rapid changes in soCiety was to identify. the

areas for needed research. The theme of the seminar thus became "emerging
educational policy issue's for the next decade," with emphasis on research direc-

tions for fmancial and organizatidnal matters! A list of tentative topicr included
equality issues in school finance,. "optimal size" issues of administration and
decision making units, demography, child care and preschool, out of school envi-

ronment of young people, labor markets and social mobility, recurrent education

and ,educational technology. Scholars recognized for work in these areas were

s solicited to write papers on 6ceti of the topics which they considered important
for future research emphasis. The-authors were expected to develop themes of

interest to themselves within the parameters of the seminar, but specifically to

answer thd following three questions:

1 What is the problem being addressed by the paper, and why is it im-
it :I,

if existing policies in education prevail, what is the likely development

in 5-10 yea& time of file problem(s) chosen for investigation?
.
If the decisiOn were yours, what specific research topics or studies would

you recommend to deal with fife prob1em0) and futikre policy agendas?

. Thus, a common format focused on predictive insiiht was aeveloped for pre-
.

sentationlof the issues. The content an& emphasis of the papers varied widely,
however, and the style of presentatiowranged from discurSive to tightly argued
paragraphs. While the "placing" of the probleth naturally required an understand-

ing of present educational policy, a comprehensive review of the literature was

not requested of the authors fol two reasons: first, the readesspf these papers are
preseMed/tt lie knowledgeable with respect to educational 'policy and, therefore,

familiar (vith the literature and related relearch; second, the papers would have

become too long fora single volume, and been diverte41 from the creative mission

of the seminar which *as to develop fmerging researchossues itr the next decade.

To the extent that a critique a related research was deem;d necessary tei clarify

2
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analysis or propOsed research agendas, the authors provided it. The fnal selection
of ,topics depended on the interests of, seminar participants. Vior example, no
researcher had sufficient interest hi pursuMg educational technology, though this
is deemed an important area for future work.

The Stanford-Berkeley,Seminar followed a straight forward formatrBeginning
in November 197.6iethd ending in March 1977, the Seminar convened nine times..
The Meetings were held in the Stanford Board Rpom in downtown San Francisco,
midway between the Stanford and UC Berkeley campuses. In addition to the
authors of the papers and the project staff, a select group of graduate students,
professors and other persons* who had particular expertise in matters of-sthool
finance and organization were invited. Average 'attendance was115. Papers were .

distributed and "talked through" by the authoi.. Discussion first clarified assump-
tions and arguments and th e. centered on research topics provoked by the paper.
The discussion generally resulted in specific suggestions to the author for expan-
sion or reemphasis of the paper. A record of each discussion wai kept which con-
stituted the baSis for written suggestions for revision in some cases. Followidg
each seminar, the paper was sent to the participants who* had not attended and
to a broader mailing list which included officials of NIE. Written Critiques were
solicited from those who had not attended the presentation to assist the authors
with revisions. Final drafts of the papers were collected prior to August 1977 and,
wtth approval of the Project staff, appear in full in this volume.

The seminar papers segregate themselves into two main categories:
Those which deal with effecting 'change in school' organization and re-
sources already internalized to a substantial degree in the system. .

ItThose which deal with outside social forces that have been recognized ,

. ut of the eight papers, a focus for the ,futuiv, is developed based on an
land responded to.in only slight measure by the educational system.

understanding of present trends relating both to educational institutions and the
broader social context. .

'The first set of papers addressing School Organization and Resources dis-
: cuss four topics: law, finance, opthnal size of educational units and .theories of

change. . : ,
. "Law, Politics and:Equal Educational'Opportunity: The/Limits of Juditial

v Involvement," by tiavidKirp assesses the role of the courts in the development of (
what has come to be called the "Educational Finernce Reform Movement."

- kirp asserts that the decade of heavy court involitemerkt in education4issues,
begMinfig with Brown .vs. Board of gducationi Can be )aced to two important

. institutional shifts: procedural .reforms which relaxed requirements for class
action suits* and a judicially conitrued expansion of the mem41 of the ehual pro-
tection clause. He argues- that the history of school finance p4llels that of other
equal -opportunity movements in that a three-stage process has occtirred: first, -

s after political reform -failed (school boalds aud legislatures."did nothing"), the-
equality, claim was giveu constitutioital Aftnition (Serrano vs. Priest, Hobson vs.
Hansen; tc.): .Second, a minimal, rather than egalitarian, version of the claim
achieved judicial .recognition (San Antonio vs. Rodriguez, Lau vsoNiaoli, etc.).
Third, federal and state legislation, has transformed the distribgtiVe justice issues. .

;

-
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into issues itienable. *Volifical res utionnew State fmance legislation. He

lievelops.tw elatt1iyptheses to ex ain. the cufrent (post Rodriguez) situation

of apparent "minal trnrt involvern t in ichool finance equity issues: 41) that

judicial involvm as declined heciiuse many of. the issues a& oxtreniely corn-

plex and es Iallfr noizzsticeable or beyond the court's coMpetehcy to deal .

, with; *id (2) of the cirts is best appreciated as 'a catalyst io political

:resolution; oornp3iced policy *Fdilemitias rather than as a source of definitive
s.- ,

policy decisio 4.
;the discussion )!if,legal cases preseed in the paper illuminates the linpossi-

bilitY ' flfie 4butia creating operant language out. of such terms as "adequate"'or
A 4 .e.

g,h 'and effidient" as applied to Scliool funding. The present state of
I'm the impact of ediicatiOnal and school finance policy and. on:alternative

'isms for resolving disparities is an inadequate foundation on which the

relyambiguous as ty, what the terms me,on and what the remedies

e. In addition, the c urts are unwilling to 'decree trade-offs in which'
, ppgM `tp .

; one, arloup in the population benefits at the expense of another. The courts,

Op argkies, have4iiven the research availablegone about as far as they can,
0,,A4.40e possibly continuing a Ziialogue With statch legislatures on the matter,,

'no4..v to-restrict their concern to gross ,disparities and broadly defined

. rni Ohis is not necesury a loss, Kirp argues, becauseit has, indeed, spurred

0 nsit in the political .areliathe' -appropriate arena to tackle the trade-offs

ed by public policyas witness over 30 states have thus far enacted school

. .4-efonn laws. It is this joint undertaking of the courts and the legislative

branch, the courts declaring minimal constitutional guarantees and the law makers

.giviihksfubstance to these deelarations, that best suits the resolution of questions
of educational equity in this society. We are directed, then, not only to examine

,ducational and finance policies, but also to explore what new lines pf research

!inight facilitate the interplay, of judicial and legislative action in the future. -

I: n this volume, onesuch direction is indicated in-the paper by Lee Friedman

,,In-''! d ichael Wiseman: "Toward Understanding the Equity Consequences of

blidol FinanCe Reform. Grounded in research and analysis which will be familiar

. 1 to those intereited in school finance, the authors point o at (.1) definitions ofulk

, A 1 .
1 "fiq,ltil opportunity" are diverse and sCsingimes inconsis ,-, and (2) little data,

e regarding the effects of recent policy changes 'addressing 'unequal oppor-

1 tunity. They go on to argue that an importantgap in current understanding is the

,. f scarcity of data concerning how people and 'localities act with respect to changes

;, in schobl finance policies. Friedman and Wiseman suggest that the progress toward

the goal of "-fiscal neutrality"the apparent preferred response of states to the

'0 II

demand for e
' s4; negative co

's class.
The pa

*ty-be monitored closely, Asticularly with respect to unintended
sequences such as possible increased residential clustering by income

-
r is concerned' with expanding the understanding of the concepts

frequently ban "ed about in the school finance reform movement, in order to

.4 refine the t'ools for monithring the impactoof fiscal legislation. They distinguish

...P. between 1) "simple neutrality,' meaning, with resiiect to educational resourCes,
"I...absolute equality in dollar amounts, and 2) "conditional neutrality,'' a "fair pro-..

4 oi



cess in the dittributioli of wealth." The, lAter oceurs when the distribution of
44nputi or outputs Wc.i.nki Pe: the same, all other thinp being equal. It is the thesis

of this.pa:lier_ that thelundamental equal 'eduCatiah issue J5 a "simple neutrality"
*rf" 'issue7.-,that is; ,pooi,thildr* do poi haVe, the same educational inputs or outputs

' s rich claildfen: In contfast, the Califchnia gourt, still thelead4ig court in schOol, finance, appears tci.acceptva.k4inditiOniLneutrality" solution. 9uotinglaguage
frOni the' Serrano- It decision,wthey show, the coure5 apparent concernAvitkOctuak

. disport* in.schdotexperidiourei 4100 bit wealth and, ot the same
nails 'to allow ,district power:equalizing (DPE) 'as a solution. DPE ii specifically**

e
.:'intended to avoid a ;simple neutrality"- solUtion. 'Thrsame tax rate would bring-

. in the same dollari when.applied; howewr, no one ebercis a particular district to
levy a tax rite sufficient to provide equal inpLiti.thuCh less equal educational opt.'
putoplt wOuid appear highly Unlikely under DPE Oat the frequenci distribution of
achool distrlt spendingVould be identivatwhenorted by wealth or income class
of residefit4 _

s

Intereatingly, however, in- am examination oi the iMpact of school finance
reforin in. Illinois "since 1073, Friedman and Wiseman.find considerable Pregress
tOward "simPle neutraliti."' They point Out that the recent establishment in Illi-
nois of a 'motor Title VESEMike revenue distribution to *distriets counters' this
progress. toivard "simple neutralityAZ but it also counters the interest of the DPE

,:rerorm legiilation. All of thit poinieup the6omplexity and conflicts inherent in
the equity issue, the ease with whiCh it is muddled, and the need for increased
'research .with respect to the impliet of reform legislation implementation. Once
again, it is the problem Of relating Judiciol intent to 'legislative action., Giving
voice to the law requires clarity of ideai and a grasp of the practical implication of
aciion; both need continued examination.

.

The 'examination' of judicial-legislative interplay is of.interest with respect tO
school finance, primarily, as it impacts local school districts and the education pro-
vided in the schools. themselves. The 4uestions that must be addiessed here 'are:
(1) as a result of. shifts in the law, What changes occur isrthe organizational and
fininciai condition of school districts? (2) How 'does, this affecrdie educational
inputs and outputs for various,. categories -of students? And (3) how can it all be-
measured? Two seminar pailiers address these issues, onikdeveloping amethodolagY
for understanding change in a school district, or schOol, and the other focusing

5. on optimum size. of educational units.
'Toward a Contingency Theory, of Organizational Change in &location':

Structurck Processes and Synibolisin;."- by Terry Deal and Brooklyn Derr focuses
-on al methodtilogy thot is tailored to schools for both examining impact and

c

implenienting change. The paper rejects the "OD"orgenizational development
rnowiment which was transported largely unaltered from the business world to
6ducation in the sinies, as being 'adequate io effeet school district institutional
change.

Schools, Deal and MIT maintain, while ,behaViag like other organizations in
some, respects, ate extremely complex kinds Of institution% that share alumber of
characteristic; that make change difficult. They lack clear goals and developed
technology, are inter-Penetrateds and controlled by their environment, operate

.
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under a myth of "profesionaltsm" whicit makei 'employees Velieve they ares
autonomous but have a civil servant mentality operating aloneide. Thus, a three-
pronged contsideration emerges which, irith respeat to any change, demands
examination of the structure, processes, ancl myths of the school, or school dis-
trict. Viewed from this petspective, tlie iinpaci of Serrano on the education oppor-

, tunities of children in low wealth districts,.or districts which will find ihemselves
with-less money, is not explained- by the dollar differences at all, but is highly
contingent upon how the- district retains its structural patterns, technical -pro-
cesses, andisymbolic elements such as values and beliefs. Since school districts are
"loosely coupled" or "organized anarchies," De4 old Derr maintain' that there
are few guidelines.to follow 'to minimize deleteriogReffects or enhance the possi-
bility of success. And it isin understanding the. dinamic interactions of these-
dimensions that they urge* research agendafor they believe that insensitivity
to these internal needs and: a lack of integatiort among the-three aspects of the
orgaiiiation have contributed to the high failure rate of previous change efforts.
tn essence, they are ming, the best laid ,plans In school fmance and organize-
lion reform -may be koomed to failure if means of implementation that teidly
work aren't developed and carried out, based upon the real*. of how schools and
school districts operate. a

- This cautious remihder concerning methodology for examining the impact of
laws as will ;as implementing 0-flange finds no more ongoing concern than in the
question of optimal size of schools and districts.

"Organizational Scale and School Success," by James Guthrie, tackles the
issue of district and school size, initially from an historical perspective. The trend
of the last 35 years is clear: while number of students has increased since
1930 from 25 to 50.million, the average school district size has gone from
206 to 3,000 and the average school from 100 to 550. Theories touting the eco-
nomics of larger school units, legislation encouraging consolidation of school
districts, and research claiming increased educational outputs from this have come
under attack. In recent years, many studies, for instance, ignored important struc-
tural cbnsiderations of consolidation, such., as transportation. With respect to
achievement and integration, the research is, ambiguous since the socioeoonomic
status (SES) level of students seems often not to have been taken into aecount.

Guthrie argues,', that citizen participation seems adversely affected by large
schools, and also that both citizens and school board members lose power when
state control is increased, as is generally the case when school finance reform legis-
lation is enacted. The consequeances of this loss of lay control on education is not
well understood beyond exPressed feeling's of citizen alienation. It likely will not
be understood until more refined measurement techniques for cost-benefit analy-
sis of ,schools are operational.

The trend toward school districts and schools of ever increasing size co*inues
to be encouraged by legislation based on simplistic and possibly erronedud cot-
benefit analysis. In addition, it appears -to be a public policy which is in apparent
conflict with an increasingly important public insistence upon additional (or
renewed) community particifation in schools, an insistenee which also has acquired
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- legislative fairor as more federal and state programs require parent advisory coni-.
mittees., Tliis collision ;coin-se of &creased ifarent expectation of control and the
increasihg size and ,bureaucratization of the ducational institution is far more

, than an lionic commentary on the apparent impossibility of managing public
education in this country.: It is Superimposed on A structural shift of an enormous
maghitude---the ,sbarp'dechrie in the birth rate of thecountry'-Avhich'forced &Up-

on 'both the.use-of fadilities and the need for staff.

v.

.".

". The importance of underitanding the iinpact of declining enrollm'ent of
*students on the fmancial and- organization features of AmeriOan ppblic education

ates the current seine. While demographers' vere quick to note the sharp
in fertility rates, schools took a whileto 'adjuSt.IThOltevelation caMe to?
1 districts operating under a per/pupierevenue limit law 'that their student

pulation wasn't raising sufficient revenue to pay the same staff, and it be-
came 'obvious to all distrkts that Ihe cost per student 9fia-imning their sctiools
had 'skyrocketed! The conseqvences, for school district organization and goy-
*mance are substaRtial: teacher lay-offs, which create conflict with teachers'
unidns over jobs and seniority provisions and' threaten to leave school districts
staffed only with senior people; school closings which cause enormous dissension
in a community; the demands orgoveming boards to -have' increased power to
"transfer staff" to "cover the ground," to list a few. Declining enrollment is now
understood to be a nationwide phenoniepa, but an industry which has been for a
century .predicated on growth does not make the tranition to stability or con-

'. 'traction overnight. ParticUlarly -since urbin school districts which moit nped
attention with respect to educational equity are most' affected, the implications.
for fmanci reform and district/school organizations are important to understand.

'. By the same argument, the Seminar arrived at the decision to examine other
aspects of-the contekt within which schools operate. Prior school fmance reforin
research has paid little attention to either the interrelatedness of school and home
or -changes hi. the Ivorld .of work. A failure to examine' assumtitions in each of
theSe areas, it is believed, could retult in new pOlicies being adopted that result
in a series of adirerse- and unanticipated side effects. Thus, the following papers
address the .second major area for research: outside social lOrces -influencing
education4

a

The Seminar Ccimmissioned a -paper. by Harriet Fishlow, a demographer, and
one by:Charles Binson whose redent work has. focustd oh early childhood nutri-
tion and studies of how children of different SES backgrounds spend time ontside
of ichOol. These t*to papers by no .means exhaust considerations, esiential to
understanding the "context" within which schools operate, but rather, are exam-
ples of the kindi of Considerations whick must be aken into account if sweeping
refOrm in' The technical areas of fmance and school/district organization are to be
effective.

. In "Demography. and Changing Enrollments," Harriet Fishlow, etamines the
fertility rates of the last decades, projects future fertility' rates and suggests the
implications 9f these for schools.

440
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Fishlow tioints out that the 'number of births has fallen nearly every year in
the last 18-years and that the percentage of deaine coverthat period is nearly 28%.

'This hasrespited, already, in a 10% decline in elemIntary school enrollment and
.will 'mean a further decline of 7% tar.8% b'y the -middle 1980s. Secondary enroll-

, ments reached theirrpeak' in.1976 and, over the:next 15 years, can be expetted to`.
decline by 25%. After the mid. 198?s, hpWever, the children of 'pothers belonging

to a large cohortborn befdile the decline in birth' rate of the late 1960swill enter
sdhool so enrollment will. once more turn'yptard; however, enrollments are .not
likely. tO move all the way back up because,the level; of fertility 'is emected.to stay
comparatively low. Fishlow spends considerable effort to defe.nd her chosen, size
of future completed families oof 2.1, or I,Vhat iS knovin as "replacement" per,

, woman. She bases this selection on: multiple considerations of career aspirations

and rising laborforce participation for wonien,,inanifestation of female individu-

alism, the availability of contraception and legal abortion, environthental concerns;
and the short run economic state. The babies,born prior to ills current period of
declining fertility rate, betwten 1944 and 1964y create a "bulge", in the aAe struc-

ture of the nation which will have iniplicatiOns for the job 'market as well as the

delivery of socialserviees for the nekt decades. is, then, not fecline or growth,

pet se, but the cyclical fluctuations in elernentary and secondary schools that the

FishlOw paper caus9 us .to consider: It points to needed search to deVelop

flexibility with respect to ficilities, retraining of surplus tea ers,.and creation of

a "pool" of certificated people to moVe back in as enrollrn nt risei again without

an agonj.zing period of overcrowding and powerful teacher*age demands, etc.

Insofar as the Fishlow paper sharpens an understanOg of the "magnitude of
the clientele" schools serve' and are likely to serve, it urges institutional develop-
ments that will minimize the buffeting to education from swells ,or declines of

population. The question of. whether the social benefits ofeducation Cart be inde-
pendent of demographic considerationsor any other significant social phenomena

,is, of course, not answerable with-cei L..dnty.

The .paper by Charles Benson,,."Tane and 'How It Is Spent," argues for a con-

tihuink-examination 'of one of the most stable findings of social science reeearch:

that the sohool performance of children is related to their home background, and,

indeed, that variatioh in family background accounts far more for variation in

school achieventent than do variations in i'chool characteristics. Benson notes that

whateverelse the term "horne background" means, it certainly includes considera-

tion of .family characteristics and structurenumber of .children and Ordering,

whether one qr two parents is in the home, whether or not there is a non-working

parent, Income and education leiml of the parents, and attitudes on important

issues relating to' child rearing. Everyone agrees that what happens outside of

school affetts what happens inside of school, and vice versa. Schools should,

ideally, deVelop the human capital built up by the family:

But it .is .not well understood how human capital is built up in the family.
Yarioui studies indicate a significant relationship between time investment in
children try Parents and the children's perfo'unance in school, so tirne spent with
children is considered `!good.". But results seem to vary with respect to the

8
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-"quality' of that' time. Time, itieems, WS' be."froor time," justas salary may be
"pbor income," and each presumably, has Qn ad4ers4 effect On childreh's devel-

.. opment. In addition; it appears thitt `childrerin different socio-egonomic classes
have differing amounts 'of contact pith hor-parent adults, and.that these "neigh-
borhood effects" might plaY ta role in inderstanding student. dehievement in '-
school. .,The trade-offs ate not Nell 'Understood when quality,- went attitudes,
heighbbrhood.sontacts, education level, an.d.hiCome.level qualify the "lime spent

.* with children." The goal is to bring the best poisible equipped child to the'Schobl:
The challenge is to underitand-Ahe critical components of. 1.`heimetackgrbund"
With :an eye, possibly, toward developing socially acceptable' interventions that
would 'enhance school peiformance) Eiariiplesof the unansWeted questions peril:
nent to school fmance reform consideration's are: can "g " child rearing prac-

- tices in low SES familiei, including good diet and sleeping pfacticet, help with
homework, control of TV watching, etc.:enable their children to compete suc-
cessfully ih school with uppef SES families ,who pat( no attention to these prac-
tices or even do the opposite? Or are the best efforts of poor families to improve
the life chandes of *their children eradicated by .neighborhoOd effects or family
structure effects? Is ihe quality of family ipestmeht so different that all the -
"good practices" of the podr fall before the unmeasurable components of the
rich? iiow does much time from an uneducated mother compare with little time
from a highly educated mother with respect tb children's school achievements?

penson's paper suggests 'it may be possible ,to disentangle the effects of
parental characteristics, family structure, and neighborhood by analyzing, in the ,

first instance, the use .of, children's and parents' time:This proposal builds on pie .

growing literature -in three fields: eConornics of time, time budget analysis, and
chnd psycholbgy. It also builds ou research into intra-familial distribution of time.

Two papers iii the seminar direct research to the connection betwegn work
Ns. and education. It has long been accepted that schools pret;are People for worli

and thit this is their primary function. Tge equity problem has been to assure
that the opportunity and' the rewards of schooling fall equdlly on all classes of
people. 'The 4unian Capital model, which -issumes that the matket works iffi- .
ciently and that individuals respond yationally to rates of ietiirn to schooling,
has bten the model generally used to explain the school-work cohnection. Norton'
Grubb, in "Schooling and -WQrk: The Changing Context oftducation,"- reject's'
the human caPital theory is pioviding au adequate model for udderstan'ding thiS
relationship ahd explores three topics which could serve as the foundation of a
more adequate model: over-education in Americji,, credentializh* and career
eduCation. Hi argues 'that the long:held Myth teat more education means bitter
jobs should be laid to rest in view of the Urge college age. cohort of the 19460s
which could not fmd jobs With salary and status commensurate with their educk
tion. The demographic and technological causes of this, he argues, ire not unex-
pected in a capitalist society where benign neglect rules public policy with rispect
to the connection between work and schools. This apprOach ultimately challenges
the sctiool finance reform movement and all other-educational equity movementsj,
by suggesting that the possibility of success will remain elusive as long as the .

"systeth is what it is."

. 9
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fubb's development of the zreclentialing theory ,addiebsses other disturbilig

phenomena: the degradation of jobsehe setting of unnecessarily tovh require-
ments for employment in the presence of afi abundance of workerthe use 'of
education as a non-rational sorting device rather than a plaCe to' acqqire needed

job .skills. The proliferatidn of Career education prdgrams giourkded in assertions
about "over-education" and "creden-tialing," speaks primarilY, to reforni in school

currieulum and content. .

It is tfie-view of those arguingtfik career education that the present mode of

,schooling has become irrelevant to ailult/WOrk Grubb believes that if career
education cannot obtain the support of business and labors it will remain. mertly

a reform internal to the education 'system and hive no impact On the way schools

,
interact with labor markets. He develot3s a research agenda which departs from
hypotheses centering arRund the human capital model in its attempts to under-0-
sta'nd the variety of c8ntradictory roles schools haVe come to play. The comrhon.
myths have said .one thing about the relationship; reality insists that something \
different is happening. Lurking jn the paper are the unassailable_assumptions that
schools; in what thtty teach and how tlieV do it: "support" the present capitalist
structure of thountry and that, as an agentfor change, schools are likely to

The final 'paper in the Volume, "Recurrent Education and Employment"
by David Stern also examines the apparent phenomena of "over-education," but

with the goal of utilizing it for development of a more equitle society rather

than 'preventing it. The key for Stern is "recbrrent education" which he defines

as "any activity in whicli. someone intends tO learn something but which is not
undertaken as part of an unbroken 'sequence of schooling, from compulsory
schooling tà p!:ist secondary, to final degree." This includes urban power pro-
grant, night schooll,., veterans programs, institutes for managers and unionvnem-
bers, etc. Stern sees recurrent, education' as a means of reducing rates &F un-

employment and providing rnore, jobs to workers of all educational backgrounds.
It would avoid bottlenecks in certain.occupational categories as well as get work-

.

ers interested
,- in theirpbs by permitting- mid-career retooling and thus raising

production-, both with likely anti-inflationary effects. Stern's research tnda
rris directed toward discovering how recuent education can increase both oti-

vation and productivity.
Stern appears to reject Grubb's thesis that the phenompa of over-education

fenders inadequate the hujnan capital model fo.explain the relationship of work
and schopl. Rather, he views "over-education" as the consequence of the "baby

boom" ind a6 causing major but predictable dislocations in he labor Market. He
believes that reCurrent education provides a praCtical solution to dealing with.
both the .sheer numbers or workers who will be in mid-career in the years 1980-
2010 and ;he likelihood that their skills will have deteriorated.

Stern'S paper departs from the papers already discussed in providing an
intriguing and original means for accomplishing what he advocates: a plan for
financing recurrent education by permitting indiViduals to borrow againt their
Social Security or pensions, thereby creating no new public fiscal liabilities*The
spilloveribenefits to the public from a program directed essentially.at education
is a hea,lthier economy in ways already described as well as allevia.fion, in part,

a
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of the pbteniially horrendous problem of intergenerational distribution_as the
'large baby -boom cbhort begins ,to retire and demand Social Security benefits,
from the payrolls of the.smaller cohort of their children ancl grandchildren.

The papers in this volume, then, address,..a varied and pr,ovocative list of
ssues pertinent to school finance and organizational rerqnn. The reader is urged
not to be bound intellectually by the order of iz!-esentation which,has been chosen.
The subfects'oe inter-related and The papers pieSented in aftormat focussed on
the common concern for developing emerging research prOposals htschobl finance
and organization for the coming_decades." The implications for polidy and research
raised by any one paper in the volume may well illuminate many of the other
topics considered. The.Collection should not be assessed as an end. in itself, but as

.a spur to considerations and research important to the development of an,equi-.
table educational sYstem in this country, .

e .
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Chapter 2
4 --

Law, Politics, and Equal
Educational Opportunity:

the Limits of Judicial Roform
4

David L. kirp

"By itself, the court is alMost powerkss to affect the court of national policy."1

"[Title Supreme Court\ of the United States is really the schoolmaster of te
Republic and if it cannot command, it can at least educate the American people
about what they need to do to Anprove the educational systems of Ale country."3

4

Introduction: The Rise -(and Fall?) of the
Constituiional Revolutiiin in Edayttion

With respect to questions of educational policy, courts have historically
been the "least dangerous"and the least involved;.-branoh of government. Policy
was traditionally framed by leg" School boards, largely unconstrained
by the command ,of the constitution. The rown3 decision' significantly altered.
this allocation of authority, but only re issues of fice were concerned;
defining "equal educational opportunity" in other spheres remained essentially
the province of politicians and educators. abip \

, The experience of the past decade has been very different: to ignore the
possibility of judicial Intervention hi educational policy 'calculations risks subse-
quent review and upiet of those calculations. The judges have thrust ,themselves
into the, voftex of debates over the procedifral and iubstantive rights and liberties
of students and teachers: decisions ccencerning, for example, students' Ilind
teachers' rights of free Speech and peaceful protre.st, and the procedural Protections

, available to students and teachers whom school 'districts wish td' discipline or dis-
mils, have had hoteworthy effects on-the management of school affairs.1 Of even
greater moment, courts' have assessedAairns.based on-the assertedly inequitable
treatment of particular classes of students: those residing in "poor" school dis-
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trictO or attendini-minimally funded schools within a particular district,6 the
handicapped,7 the non-English speaking,8 and women.9 In each instance, norma-
five argumnts rooted in understandings of distributive juitice have been rendered
into issues cognizable under the constitution.

This development pay be traced to several interrelated sources, bob/ inside
and outside the judicial' system. Within the judiciary, various procedural reforms
.pertaining.to litigation, most vtably the relaxation of requirements fol- a "class.
action" lawsuita case whose result affects not only the individual litigant but
also all others WIcio share the litigants' grievancemadessible the bringing of
cases whose. impact :would 6e widely felt; 'class justice, not just individual justice,
could now be .obtained.1° Paralleling this procedural reform was a judicially-
crafted 'expansion of the substantive meaning of the equal prote0on clause."
That metaphor of equality "NO State shall . . . deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws"had once3been derided.by Justice
Holmes as the last refuge of constitutional argument. No loager: during the Warren

Court era, poll taxes, fees for transcripts and appellateattorneys in criminal cases,
electoral apportionment, and welfare residency rules were assessed in light of the
equal protection guarantee. In each instance, because the court could identify a
constitutionally fundaniental right in je9pardy, the state-created differentiations
were reviewed to-determine tl*ir "necessity," not merely their "reasonableness";
none 'of these differentiations survived scrutiny under this new standard. The
Supreme Court also became increasingly attentive to classifications which disad-
vantaged ,the poor, a group whichlike blackscodld plausibly claim that differ-
entiations adversely affecting them were presumptively invidious. TIlp 'landmark
equal protection cases of -the time fused both kinds of concerns: the state's classi-
fidations(trenched upon constitutionally vital interests 'and employed wealth as
the basis for distinction-making.

This new equal protection had apparent relevance to equal educational
opportunity questions: If 'inequities concerning voting rights and'crirninal prove-

(' dup offend the equal protection' clause because of the constitutional importance
of those rights, should not inequities with respect to education, which could
plausibly be described as the developmerttalprerequisite fp:the infcirmed exercise
of other constitutional rights, similarly :offend? If classifications which disadvan-
tage "dlicrete Ind insular minoritiesr those premised" on pee, and; perhaps;
povertyare suspeat, Wasn't.'the plight -of children resicting in property-poor

i school districts cons.titutionally salient? And didn't classifications. grounded on
'linguistic ability, mental or emotional haridicap and sex; prdsent 'affalytically

' similar problems?' .

The equal eduaitional opportunity issues tnemselvesfairness with reipect
tO the distribution'of resourCes within states and schobl districts, and with-respect
to the treatment of "minority" groupswere hardly new. Scholars had devoted
considerable (if varying)_attention to them; nor had they gone undiscusked in
school boards and legislatures, the forums -which custpmaiily, make allocative
determinations. Yet neitllier scholarly analyses nor #Atical debates had muCh
altered the status quo. The lawyers' contribution to the policy debate was the

- articulation of ancient' grievances before a newly receptive forum, the courts;
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,in that forum, principreil elaboratilon of argument in constitutionally-re
terms counted for more. than the familiar determinants of political su
bluntly, recourse to the courts marked an end-run,around institution
unresponsive to equity-based gr1er4nces.

In each instance, some-judicial sucerss was parked:" the Serrano', interclis-
strict and thexHobson iiltradistrici resoUrce allocation cases; decisions in Pennsyl-
vania and Washington, D.C., giving cqnstitutional credence to the right of handi-
capiied children to an "appropriate" education; Lau, wlich found in.the 1964
Civil Rights Act* statutOrY Narrant for requiring that atiention be' Pai'd to the

/educational needs of ihe ncin-Englith speaking; and lower court ppinions which
assured women access to particular school offeringsnotably competitive athletic
programs and voCational classesand protected them against exclusion on the
potind of pregnancy. v

These were famous-victories which, taken togetherr, heMy sense
of the possibilities inherent-in judill y-ordered reform. To b44, the iipteine
Court's holding in Rodriguez, thatthe equal prbtection offeMed by
'itate school finance systems which. Preserve wealtlf-based4Witiong,school
districts, did rePresent a significant setback to this- nrverntpt. klot on.iY did

-*weaken tIke drive for restructuring state fmayc.e laws, big. it 41sb dashed
notion that education -was' of sufficient constitutietnal hnportaiot to W ti

' preferred treatment. The lawyers and' their allies, how0Vier, saw the setbaCk as :-
only temporary, the larger thrust toward judicial redefinkkin of eqUal
opportunity essentially unimPairefl.

.
\ Whj&her the relationihip between court-created chamge and edutational
1 po&y1aking is viewed favorablythe courts perceived as herOes," one edu-

cator put itz-or thought to embody the unprincipled usiiiPation Of political and' ;4

- professional authority without Constitutional, license," the influence of ciirts
- the policy process is now conceded. It has become the- new conventional wisdom4

Yet- in. -areas - of inqUhy as dynamic as education, new conventionaPwisdoms lc;
becolne dated even as they supplant Oe old; that may koe title caie With regard to
prevailing assessments of the jpdicialple. The post-Rodriguez-world has Witnessed
no notable judicial boldnesses. The SuPreme, Court has not addressed constitu-,
tionally-fraMed questiOns of equal* oppoytunity1".and the pace of judiCially:
mandated refonn in the lower fedelal and state courts has noticeably slackened:
This little-noticed reversion to something more like the older judicial restraint may
be attributable to the immediate aftsr effects of Rodriguez itself; it is, after all,
only four years since that decision was handed down. gut, as subsequent sections
of the essay suggest in greater detail, deeper explanations concerning both the
judiciary's competence to resolye these equal educational opportunity questions
(beyond setting constitutional minima) and the relationshp betweeal courts and
the avowedly political branches of, government, hold greater intellectual interest
and more evident plausibility. ' , A, Many of the equal educational opportunity questions now being presented

. for judicial resolution: strain.the capacity of the courts. In some instances, what
the litigants are seeking has no operant meaning: the efforts to defme a "thoroUgh
and efficient system" that have plaped New Jersey's school finance litigation
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serves as an ap011ustration." In other cases, as with suits questioning the ade-

. qua4 of particular educational programs provided for handicapped youngSterst,
the empirical data needed to inform the adjudicatory process.,do not exist; conse
quently, the mixed fact-law questions which lie at the heart of thosto- disputes
cannot confidently' be resolved." In yet other. situtations, the demand is that

courts order what is presently impossible of attaidnent, as with the litigation
. 4seeking to hold school- districts accountable in damages for the achievement

failures of students."- In each of these circumstances, equity-based argumgnts
have appropriately limited appeal for the Coints, particularly in the context of
.cautiousness established by Rodriguez.

Matters of legal doctrine ands reconsiderations of judicial role, are not the
only reaso% for the recent demise of judigial activism. With respect to each of4the educational 'equity issues other than school fiiiance, the aggrieved gro s have

obtained through legislation much of (in some instances, more than)l/at they

sought through litigation. The resource demands of women, the non-English
speaking, and the handicaPped have been embodied in new state and federal laws;
and, with rApect to these last two groups, moneys which no court could ckder

, expended have been made available to , meet their particular needs. Even in the

school fmance domain, where comParable federal legislation has not beeii forth-
coming, the 1970s witnessed the passage of statutes in some eighteen states which
reduee resource disparities among school districts; while the federal government

has not underwritten these equalization efforts, it has made available money to
plan for them. lntradistriet resource inequalities have lessened considerably as a
consequence of the federal statutory requirement that nonrfederal.expenditures in.

schools receiving compensatory education.funds be "comparable" to expenditures
in other schools in a given district. t

By itself, judicial activism did not "cause" this new legislative responsiveness.

Other factors7arnong them, the availability of state budgetary surpluses in the

early 1970s *, as with the federal sex discriminationlegislation, the feasibility of

low cost legislitive action), the reformist inclination qf the legislature, the role of.
adinpressure group sulsion and liberal politiCal leadershiphave all h significant

influence.'8 Yet, the relationship between judicial and legislative refo efforts is

not _coincidental. The primary effect of judicial involvement in, the equal educa-

tional opportunity' realm may well be faund not in court-defined resolution of
these questions, but more nebulously in the judicial impetus for an essentially -1,
political solution, with courts affording new legitimacy to particular equity-based ."

concerns.'? This dynamic interaction does not cease with legislative assumption
of responsibility.' Statutes *are often sufficiently general in their terms to require
judicial interpretation;' in that sense, court assessment of equity claims IS not
ttayed, but rather placed on a new and more limited footing. More speculatively,
if the promise of reform inherent in the current legislative initiatives goes unreal-

jzed, aggrieVed parties may be encouraged yet again to render these equity ques-
tions into constitutional form.

It is_ these two related nypotheses that I wish to explore: First, constitution-
ally-based educational equity claims which demand more than a minimal entitle-

ment are typically non-lusticiable, and for that.reason have not been honored by

.4 I.
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the coura Second, judicial minima-setting May best be appreciated not as defining
polky but rather as contributing to a political resolution of the underlying policy
dilemma that equal educational opportunity claims invariably present': that contri- %

bution .represents one stage in a continuing interchange between legislatures and
courn,liThe eugsay focuses less on doctrinal development than on institutional
dynamics Within, the court and between'the political and judicial branches. Beciuse .

the school finance issuq otfers the richest, most textured history, it is tred
separately in Part H. Part III asserts a pattern to the judicial-poliiical interplay
with respect to educkional equity questions generally., dnd considers areas of legal
and policy inquiry other than school finance in developing the argument. The
conclusion sets this assessment in broader context, sketching a revi-
sionist understanding Of the Court ' role with respect to problems of distributive:
justice.

School Finance:
The ConstOtignal Near-Revolution

The California Supreme Court's 1971 decision in Serrano v. Priest12° Striking
down that state's system of financing public education on the grounds that it dis-
criminated against those living in property-poor districts and hence violated the
equal protection clauses of both the. United States' and California constitutipn
represenad the high-water park for efforts to secure through the judiciary equal
educational opportunity with respect to financing education. In kh.F wake of that
decision, similar suits were brolight in Ihirty-one states; the faeral and sate

. cbutts that 6onfronted the question immediately thereafter% liberally borrowed
,both Serrano's legal analysis antl constitutional conc1usions.21

In 1977, such excitement as can still be attributed to tliquestion has been
generathLby a second Serrano decision, this one decided exclusively on state con-
stitutional grounds. Elsewhere, the issue of court-generated finance reform is
essentially moot. The broader hopes for a judicially:worked school finance revolu-
tion of national .scope were demolished by the Supreme Court's Rodriquez22
decision, and while suits premised ori equal protection and specific education pro-
visions in state constitutions have subsequently been filed,' the judicial response
has been at best mixed. But even as the courts' involvement in this issue has
diminished, legislatures in eighteen states, rhost of them states where nb authorita-
tive judicial decision was rendered, have revised their financing system in ways
which reduce the impact of local wealth disparities. The anticipated revolution
has been overtaken by the politically commonplace task of securing incremental
change. The tale of this transformation bears telling.

The aspirations of those who initially litigated the school finance issue were
avowedly egalitarian: equal protection demanded equal treatment of students.
That objective could- be achieved either by distributing educational resources
according to need or on a head count (one scholar, one dollar) basis.24 This
challenge to the near-universal practice of relying primarily on property taxes
raised by school districts,of widel differing wearth to support public schOols was
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,. 'rebuffed by the courtsin the late 1960s. Judges lack the capacity to make "needs"

determinations, the court in McInnis v. Shapiro' concluded: "[T1here are no
'discoverable and managegable standards' by which a court can determine when the

Constitution is satisfied and when it is violated." The pro-posed alternativedis-
tribliting resources on the basis of absolute dollar equalitywas thought Nettie

judges to inSure only a deadening samenest. McInnis *viewed these particular short-

comings or plaintiffs' argument as indicative of a broader truth: school finance

presents a political,.ziot ia constitutidnal westion..,"[ Tj he allocation of, public
revenues is a basic policy decision more tppropriately handled bsy a legislature

. than a cdUrt." The state's reliance on localbr-raised property taxes as the chief

source of school financing was characterized as a means of allowing "local choice
and experimentation." That decision was affirmed without opinion by the United

...,

States Supreme Court. .......

The genius of .the Serrano approach,26 as contrasted with'".ihat taken in
McInnis, was that it conceded the McInnis couxt's conclusion that school finance

questions are generally political, while carving oui a limited and tomprehensible
role for the courts. The doctrinal roots of .the two approaches were almost identi-

cal: both argi,k0. for the. constitutionally-preketred status of education and' both

noted the advetse effects on those Whom state finance schemes rendered poor.
The crucial difference tay in the remedy proposed. Serrano did not speak to the
particulars of resource distributpn as McInnis had, but.only declared impermissi-
ble one among many modes of financing schooling. The fiscal neutrality staniard
successfully urged in that xasethe 'constitutionally-compelled severance of the

nexus between, local weaith and educational expenditureleft states free fo select

from a myriad of revenue:raising and distributing alternatives.4The political sys-

tem., not the couits, would weigh the competing claims of uniformity.of distribu-

tion against the particular needs of urban districts, racial minorities, low achieving

students and the like. Legislatures couild also opt to preserve "local choice" with
resPeCt to levels of financing education, a value alluded to in McInnis; as long as

school distnits had equal or constructively equal tax bases, expenditure variation
did not offend the constitutional standard.

Because fiscal neutrality 'reaches only one form of inequity, that attributable
to taxable wealth, and because that particular form bears a most uncertain rela-

tionship to the desserts ofichildren, Supreme Court -adopkon of this standard

Woqid not have resolved questions concerning children's resource equity claims."

At est, judicial action would have forcibly focused legislative energies on equity

as one part of therefonn task.. Although the legal argument failed in *adriguez,

,
this political aspirittion has to soma extent been realized.

Rodriguez did not deny thal inequity, inhered in prevailing school finance
syStems. "Chaotic and unjust," JusticePotter Stewart said of the Texas statute
even in concurringwith the majority that this unfairness was not of constitutional
dimengion. The Court rejected the constitutional predicates offered to justify
adoption of the fiscal neutrality prinCiple. No identifiable' class of poor persons

was found ,to suffer discrimination (Serreo had relied upon the discrimination

expliciilk4orked 'by statute against proPeriy-poor districts); and education was

held not iii be 'a constitutionally fundamental interest. While Rodriquez did hint
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that a State fmance sylrem which afforded students less thah "an adequate Mini-
mum educational offeripg" wciuld violate equal pmtection guarantees, the possi-
bility for succasfully faShiontrig sefikan argumept was remote; de Texas statut4
upheld in,Rofiriittez -preier;red -widely diSparate funding levels among school dis-
tricts:In dwming that fact ColistitutiOnally irreldVant and, diffeitntly, in reiterat-

the McInnis decision's concerst.that judicially-mandated fmancing reform
. would disturb the allocation i)f authority between loCal-schbol districts and the
state, Rodriguez intimates thtit_school fmance.questions are essentially legislative \
in nature.: ,

t-While Rödrigpez left lit t e room for further school finance litigation premised
on the federal equal protection clause, there remained the possibility of renewing

-the challenge onsitate constitutional gro*ds.'
Jt could be, and has be'en, asserted that finance systems which tied reOUrce

availibility to local wealth ifiolated both state equal protection clauses and &Inca-.
tion articles mandating, for instance, "a uniform system of free public schOols" or.-
"common schools, where all the children of the state may be educated."25 The
state supreme courts of Idaho, Washington, Montana and Oregon dismissediuch
arguments;29 elsewhere, as in Connecticut, the issue remains pending.

in Robinson v. Cahill." the NeW Jersey Supreme Court tuplie14 a challenge
io that state's finance system; holding that the.existing Mode of raising and ctis-
tributing. resources did not satisfy the state constitutional requirenlent of a "thor-
ough arid efficient system" of public education. But "victory",in that case 'should'
give law reformer advocates even more cause for concern than the Rodrigua
defeat. Through seven separate decisions and innumerable concurrences and dis-
sents, the task of Specifying the -meaning of the constitutional requirement has
gone unachieved: "Thorough and efficient"' remains as much a' mystery as the
McInnis "needs" standa`rdjust what must the legislature do to assure "that educa-
tional opportunity which is needed in the contemporary setting in order to equip
a child for his role as a citizen, and as a competitor it the labor machete!? Political
ami analytic efforts to solve this mystery provoi.-0 nflicting policy stabs
into_ the- judically-created darkness and legislatili to the, judiciary's
vagaries. In July .1976, the court took the extraordinary, step of Ordering the
closing of New. Jersey's schools until the lawmakers fundectan "equ 'atAzation act"
Which they had passed the.previous session. That constitutional confrontation did
proiluce. legislative action acceptable-to the judges; whether anyone else will be
satisfied is less clear. IronicallY enough, in light of the sweep of the ori@nal
Robinson decision, the New Jersey equalization statute has only modest effects
on -existing wealth-based disparities; and the urban plaintiffs who brought the suit
are worse off after the reform than before. If Robinson stands for anythingi it is
that broad questions of distributional equity cannot be-resolved by judicial exeg-
eses of such eluiive phrases as "thorough and efficient."

Constitutional theory continues to be reworked, in hopes that a new apprelach,
to a presumably more responsive judiCiary, will unseat Rodriguez. The alleged -
irrationality of finance formulas that do not take into account the greater munici-
pal- services burdens and higher education costs of large cities is presently the sub-
ject 'of litigation in 'New .Yoik." An equal protection-based argument for a
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"negative inputs" measure of equal educational oppo' rtunity has also been

vanced. "The concern is only with expenditure or input inequalities that lack
rational justification, such as but not limited to wealth-created disparities." That

approach, it is said,, "preserves the dispute-settling function of the judiciary while

at the same time being mindful of its limitations."32 Although the present

Suprem%Court hak shown no enthusiasm for a constitutional standard broader

than that rejected in Rodriguez, perhaps the issue will again be ripe for presenta-

tion a decade from now. Perhaps "negative inputs" will carry the field where

"fiscal neutrality" failed, or perhaps a constitutional argument as yet undreamt

will ultimately receive judicial blessing. It is far too soon to know.
Attention presently focuses primarily- on state legislatures, newly energetic

with respect to educational poliey generally, and, tecondarily, on the federal

government. Particularly during the early 1970s, school finance, reform was an

important state issue. In each of the fifty states, appointed study committees
evaluated the existing system, and new legislatipn was introduced. Although

analyses andqpoliticking often yield no change, eighteen states did pass legislation

producing incremental shifts away from existing wtalth-based disparities and

toward a more rational allocation of dollar resources.33 Among the steps taken

were increases in the level of state aid, property tax relief, and distributional

formulas which took itito account speciahneeds of particular type of children and

cost of living differentials.
The courts' involvement in these efforts has varied substantially fr?m state

to state. In- some instances, the interplay between judicial press and political

response has been overt. Judicial decisions in Minnesota34 ahd Kansas35 prior to

Rodriguez adopted the Serrano approach and hence technically forced legislative

reform. But in both states those decisionsperely iginforced a preexisting political

willingness to take the judicially-requfred action; if the suits were not technically

collusive, they had considerable support from their nominal political adversaries.36

Michigan's governöt, a most unusual plaintiff sought and obtained a state supreme

court determination that that state's finance laws violated the equal protection

clauses of the federal and state constitutions; a-year later, after the Michigan legis-

lature enacted a financing formula providing for a somewhat more equitable distribu-

tion than had previously existed, the court vacated its previous opinion and dismissed

the case.37 By doing so, the court made clear,that its real purpose..., to cajole

some reTorm, not to,insist upon a particular reform as constitutionally compelled.

Other states, among them New Mexico and Maine, required.no judicial prod

before acting. By 1970, school finance reform had cOme to seem politically plausi-

ble, not preposterous.'TaxpaYers in school districts forced by thear low tax bases

to set ever-higher tax rates were demanding yelief, enabling politicians to canverf

school finance into a politically saleable issae; then-existing budgetary surpluses'

permitted states to increase their relative contribution to education without having.

to increase state taxes;38 'and reform seemed the right thing to do.

In addressing this issue, the state legislatures proceeded very differently from.

the judiciary: their action was differently grounded, and treated different factors

as relevant tO the decision. ,Where courts require principled, canstitutionally-

premised reasons to ground their decisions, legislators operate under no such con-
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straints; legislative 'motivations are consequently More varied and pragmatic. T4e
judiciary. assessed the claim that financing inequities embcidied a denial of equal
educational opportunity) as a "case," and hence did not mike trade-offs. among
competing soda' policy.goods; to have done otherwise would have been iinproper.
gy contrast, legislative support for fmance reform-was often secured...through
classic Political bargaining. For example, urban and "rich" communities were each-
able to protect the interest of their own constituencies as their price for support:
the "urban factor" in Californikyd Florida, and the universal tendency in reform
states to increise e*penditures in-poor districts rather than undoing existing
advantages enjoyed by wealthy districts, illustrate the' process. Endorsement of
school financing change was also premised otOction M. other, =related policy
areas: the govenOr of Kansis, for instanie, insisted upon passage of a corporate
income tax provision before signing the school finance law. The judiciary 'searched
for narrow, coherent standards,again# which to defme a constitutional right con-
cerning resource equity; Robinson v. Cahill is the conspicuous exception. The
legislatures took a quite different tack, perceiving school finance as one element
of broader reform concerns, among thern.the identification and provision of sup-
port for children with special needs, the imposition of cost controls on spend-
thrift districts, and the introduction of accountability requirements.

gven where &turfs ha5I no formal part in these efforts, the constitutional
t questiqn has not been irrelevant. Sen-and offered one nersuadveidefinition of

fair treatinent; that definition embodied an aspiration to which appeal could be
made, even if it did not rise' to the level of formal obligation. In Oregon; for
example, the leading state senate proponent of finance reform relied on Serrano
as demonstrating the need for "every ..child to obtain a deeent education without
regard to the vagaries of government boundaries."." Federal legislation which
reimburses states for the cost of developing or fmancing plans ..whose primary pur-
pose is achievement '"of equality of educational opportunity fOr all children"
hints at the hard-to-measure impact on political thinking generated by Serrano,4°
at the least, that decision cemented the bond between finance and equity. Some
day, the federal government may provide general aid to the states, with the effect
of further ircdhcing expenditure disparities and inequities in tax burdens. This idea
too has its modern political genesis in Serrano, even if it is light-years away from
anything that the most aggressive fiscal neutrality advocate could have imagined a
court ordering.

These efforts need to be appraised with a certain skepticism. For one thing,
some of the state reforms have had more to do with property tax relief than with
educational equity, however that latter concept is defmed; at least in the short
run, .fhe expenditure gap between the richest and poorest schooldistricts actually
firreased in some states after "reform."41 For another, reform efforts ,substan-
tially diniinished with the ditappearance both of'state budgetary surpluses and
judicial pros**. Among eighteen states identified as having revised their .schOol
finance systems lletween 1971 and 1975, only five had acted since 1973, the year
Rodriguez was ttdecided.41 Even in the. 'states where some reform has already
occurred, greater equalization is in certain instances dependenton furtherlegisla-
live. action, and one cannot but wonder whether the willingness to appropriate



new money VOW survive the recent economic recession and the more skeptical

stance that legislators incre,asingly adopt toward education'. The anticipated 1977

increase in state tax revenues should permit an empirical test of the durability of

the political commitment to finance ref6rm and resource equity.

If the politicol reform movement dissipates, leaving substantial inequities in

place, yet another effort to involve the judiciary in the resolution of the school

finance question-can be anticipated. The end of this interplay between courts 'and

legislatures has yet to be written.

Beyond School Finance:
The Pattern of Judicial-Legislative Response.

to Equal Educational Opportunity Issues s

In no other realm has the array of judicial responses to equal opportunity

questions been so broad; the debate over the proper constitutional function of the

cOurts so pointed, as in the school finance domain. The central themes of this

history do, however, have their analogues in efforts to give political and constitu-

tional definition to equality of opportunity in other contexts. Whether eqUality is

defined in terms of- within-district resource .distribution, or treatment of the
handicapped, the non-English speaking, or women, a common pattern emerges.

The equality claim is cast in constitutional terms after political reform efforts fail

(or, in some instances, are
achieves judicial recognition;

, .

4.4"4

generally a judicial reluctance o move beyond minimalism in fact and value

indeterminancy, constrain constitutional decisions; federal and/or hate legislative,

action effects an essentially political ',resolution of the distributive justice issue,

in, which the .courts' new task is interstitially to interpret broad equal educational

opportunity statutes. No iron law with respect to the evolution of equal oppor-

tunity is prqposed here. With respect to specific claims, certain stages of the

process have been irrelevant; with-respect to others, further constitutional atten:,:

tion may be anticipated. But because the pattern does not appear dominant, it is

the organizing framework for this p4rt of the essay.

The 'Constitutionaliiation of Equal

ttempted); a minimalist version of the claim
the chilling effects of Rodriguez, and more

*IA Educational Opportunity Issues
Equality has no single meaning. At one moment, it may refer to identity of

treatment among groups. At another, it may be held to require equal attention to

some other. value, .such as choice (as with fiscal neutrality) or needs as variously

defined; utilizing such an- approach will produce outcomes which deviate from

identity of treatment., The constitutional language, "equal protection of the laws,"

has sufficient flexibility to encompass these divergent understandings of equality.

Those claiming that extant resource distributions denied equality of oppor-

tunity on the basis of School assignment within a liven district and on the basis of

sex equated equality with identity of treatment. In both instances, recourse to the

courts was undertaken without serious prior efforts to achieve the desired result

through the political system.
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Hobson v. Hansen" was the first case to test the constitutionality of intra-
district differentiatioN Hobson held that gross disparities between the resource's
Provided to predominantly white and wealthy schools and those available in pre-
ponderanpy poor and black schools within Washington, D.C., constituted a denial
of equal prOteation. In several respects, this constitutional argument was more
easily fashioned than the interdistrict disparity claim. Thoie hurt by the differen-
tiation were not poor districts but poor and black schoolchildren; the system dis-
criminated against a defmable class of individuals. And the district, unlike the'
state in Rodriguez, could not argue that" concern for programmatic*diversity and
local autonomy justified the differentiation. The tax burden, dermed in terms of
the property tax rates, Was identical throughout the city; the actions Of a single .

ichool board, ..not separate districts, produced the diiparity. The court's standard
equalization of resources, apirt from de rnipimus variations and differentiation
caused by a focus on defmable student needswas both manageable and proper.

In most respects, schools clO not distinguish on the basis of sex in allocating
resources. Sueli distinctions do arise, however, with respect to particular areas of
the curriculum (notably, vocational programs), competitive athletics (from which
girls have traditittnally been barred), admission 'to academically selective high
Schools (with higher itandards set for women_ than men), and the exclusion from
school of pregnant women (that exclusion hiving the effect of denying to one
class of women all access to schooling). The dentonstrable inequality worked by
exclusion has posed no acute constitutional dilemmas, but the courts have expe-
rienced considerable difficult" in defming equality in the other sex-specific con-
texts. With respect to athletics, for instance, while a complete lack of opportunity
ha's uniformly been deemed constitutionally wrongful, the constitutionality 'of
sex-separate but otherwise equal prolgams reniains uncertain." Similarly; while
the imposition of a higher admissions standard for entrance to academically selec-
tive high. schools on wamen than men has twice been overturned," the permissi-
bility of sex-separate secondary schools remains unsettled;". the defense of such
schools, phrased in terms of choice, introduces an added element of unpredictable
consequente into the constitutiopal.calculus.

The handicapped and the non-English speaking; by contrast, sought to define
equality with respect to the particular needs of those groups. In both cases, it was
*argued, identity of treatment only results in inequality in fact; the particular
"needs" for which constitutional recognition was sought varied both between
these groups and among sub-classes of the handicapped population.

The most ckbvious denial of equal educational,opportunity is occasioned by
the exclusion of an entire class of. children from access to education. That those
children are handicapped, and hence belong to a groim that can make a legitimate
daily for judicial recognition as a constitutionally suspect classification, renders
the exclusion' legally even mare vulnerable. Certainly, the 'handicaPped fit the
Rodriguez defmition of suspectness: "[a] class . . . saddled With such disabilities,
or subjected to such a history of purposeful unequal treatment, or relegated to
such a position of pohtical powerlessness as to command extraordinary protec-
don from the majoritarian political proces1:" The consistent legislative rebuffs

A
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encountered by those representing the interests of handicapped youngsters, arid

they shabb,y treatment they consequently received, gave further credence to the 4 L

argument that they deserved the particular attention of the courts.
In Pennsylvania. AsioCiation for Retarded Children (PARC) v. COMMQn7

wealth of Pennsylvania,47 suit was brought'challenging a Pennsylvania law which

treated seVerelY retarded students as "indapable of benefiting" 'from publiely-

subsidized instruction. The consent decree in that case concluded' that providing

free education to normal" children while deprivmg youngsters with mental

handicaps of an eqilivalent right "established a colorable constitutional claim."

All children; the Court stated, are capable of benefiting from instructionif only

hi the sense that they can be rendered relatively less dependent on others. Shortly

thereafter, in Mills v. Board of Education," a federal district cort extendedghis

"right to an education" to all hanaicapped children, not just the retarded.

PARC and Mills-did for the seriously handicapped what Serrano achieved

for those', concerned with the interdistrict finance question.' The judicial sue-.

moms spawned substantial 'p.opular 4ind scholarly attention, and similar lawsuits

in more than thirty states." But even as the pace of legal activity increased, the

dilemmas of defining equality with respect to the handicapped began to emerge.

It was easy enough to say that the seriously handicappedlad some constitution-

allyi cognizable entitlement. But was that entitlement merely to the education

that public schools generally Made available, or did it also enampass a substantive

right to a minimally adequate education which was suited to the child's particular

needs? A remedy cast in mere access terms would have no practical benefit. But a

more tailored remedy posed the old McInnis issue: how might "needs" be rendered

in judicially manageable form? The possibility that courts would have somehow

to ,elecide whether a particular service constituted educationas distinguished

from .mere careT-and, differently, assess the finanaal imPlications of a needs-

specific. remedy, only confused the issue .further. The summary dismissal of this

latter question in Mills"The [district's] interest in educating the excluded child

clearly must outweigh its hiterest in pieserving its financial resources"was hardly

an adequate. response. Could the autistic child demand that $10,000, ten times
the average per pupil cost, be expended annually on his. education? PARC and

Mills defined the right broadly to education 'in broad "needs" terms, identifying

an' entitlement to an' "appropriate" or "suitable" education, but left the"task of

elaboration to court-appointed masters (in Pennsylvania) and 'to resolution in due

process' hearings to which both decrees entitled these dissetisfied by the fit be-

tween apparent need and . the schdol offering." "Needs" queitions would be

treated in the psrticular, not by general rule.
`Needs" definition with respect to the seriously hahdicappecrwas not the

only equity puzzler raised by suits challenging treatMent of the hawlicapped as

inequitable. The seriously 'handicapped wanted something special; by' contrast,

some of those identified as mildly retarded saw differentiation as itself stigma-

tizing, and hence constitutionally proscribed, particularly where the designation

was disproPortionately 'applied to non-white and non-English speaking students.

"Special" treatment, these groups asierted, was merely a eupheinism for inferior

education; what.they wanted was htdistinguishability from gle "normar school
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population, insofar as Mit was feasible." By contrast, that; with other mild
handicaPs, notably thelearnings disabled, objected to the sehools' refusal to pay
special attention to .their nee& They saw regular class placement as inefficacious,
and for that reason constitutionally offensive; borrowing from the PARC and
MU& approaches, ,such assigninent was described as effective or functional exdu-
sion.s2 .These disparate claims presented the - teal possibility that either the 04*

. ment or the failure to place a particular type of student in a special education pro-
gram might result in a constitutional grievance. The fact that the etiologY eof mild
hindicapping conditions is not well understood, and the absence. -of generally
effective educational cures 'for these-,hard-to-identify ills, rendered the judicial Noe

, task even harder. t

Those itho do not speak English offer:d much the same sort of constitu-
tionally-premised equal educatipn opporhmit ty argunient as the handicapped
children who claim an entitlement to "appropriate education: the non-English
speaking 'child is effectively excluded from school. when offered only an English
language education. The measure of "equality" urged was need-specific; the
failure to distingnish between the "linguistically halidicapped" and the normal
population was Rer&ived as depriving the child of even that minimum level of
education *hich flodriguez dictum treated as a constitUtional riiht. The non-
English speaking, like the handicapped; also argued that their, status as a lin-
guistic minority victimized by the Majoritarian political process provided another

treason for the close jacrutiny of allegedly disadvantegeous treatment that is the
constitutional due of "suspect" classification.

One federal district court found these argUments persuasive." In t would
be a deprivation of equal protection forsa schoól district to effectuate a cubic...,
ulum which is not tailored to the educational needs fhere, forbilingual-bicultural
education) of minority students." Making programmatic sense of . t const-

based* claims of the handicipped. Parity concerning what spe treatment was
ordered requirement presented the same array of questions. is the needi-

constitutionally required, while obviously desirable, cOuld not readily berachkved
in the face of indetenninancy, both' with respect to desired ends and plitusible
means. Was the constitutional alpiration to prepare student% as quicldy as possible
to function in an English-language (and dominant culture) school world? Or did
the non-English speaking have, a constiintional right to instructicin both in their

1,

native language and in EnglIsh? ,Was Minority mature, as well as language, some-
thing that the schools were constitutionillsc obliged to incorporate into the 4
curriculum? The - conflict. 'among objectives was matched by the lack of the
knoledge required to implement any one of them. Perhaps for these re11100s,
one circuit court held that linguistic-minority students aro not "entitled under
-the Fourteenth Amendment to an educational experience tailored`to their unique
cultural and developmental needs."..

. 0

The Impact of Rodriguez and theNieds" Conundrum
R6driguez has influenced judicial assessment of equal opport- unity claims

beyond -those explicitly resolved in the decision. Courts read Roditguez as re-
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quiring that the'y apply a less exacting standard of -review with respect to educa-

tional. opportunify 'questions. More broadly, the cautiouspeis that pervades

Rodriguez has evoked a judicial' skepticism With respect to equal educatiodal op-

portunity arguments, particularly, those in "which the constitutional demand was

for more than thetjudicial declaration of a minimal entitlement. Many of the post-

Rodriguez decisions reveal a renewed respect for the shadowy, but no less real de-

marcation between constituticinal problem solving and provlem solving generally:

In Brown, v. Board of tducation," for example, a suit patterned after

Hobson, the distrkt, court declined, on the authority of Rodriguez, strictly to

scrutinize resource disparities among Chicago's schools. Although a demon-

stration of racial discrimination was sufficient to evoke the more exacting judi-

,.
cial standard, the minimalless than one percentallocation differences which

- existed at tile time the suit was brought were held, to be non-discriminatory. A'

PARC-type suit, chalfinging 'on its face an Obp statute which excluded froin

publicly-subsidized schooling those "incapable of profiting substantially by,

further instrilction," was dismissed, the court offaring a rathar delphic reference

to Rodriguez as Justification 'for this decision;56 were proof of actual harm intro-

-duced, he jukige intimated that the outcome might well'have been different. In

New York, a efederalodistrict court also drew on Rodriguez for support in dis-

missing a Nit challenging the adequacy of the educational program offered to

'institutionalized retardates." "[I] f there is no constitutional infirmity in n sys-

' tem in which the state permits children of normal mental ability to receive a vary-

ing quality , of education, a state is not constitutionally required to provide the

mentally -retarded with'a certain level of special education." One courteven relied

on Rodr4guez in upholding the exclusion from regular school of a pregnant stu-

dent; the fact that the woman could finish her education in night school was

viewed as distinguishing Mir case from one of topl exclusion." Following Rodri-

,
guez, these courta accepted minimal slate proirision, and did not insist on equWity

treatment.
Rodriguez could beand wasdistinguished in several 'equal opportunity

cases 4which upheld the rights of multiply-handicapped children and learning

disabled children to particular educational programs. As one of these oPinions

rioted, Rodriguez 'left open the possibility that a denial of a-minimally ade-

quate educational opportunity may trench upon a fundamental. interest

Several of the other post-Rotiiiguez decisionsthe 'pregnancy exclusion case,

most clearlytake a too-sweeping view of that holding. Yet even where Rodriguez

hasshot been treated as a formal bar to judielally-orderedullef, some hesitancy to

extend constitutional equal opportunity doctrine can be detected. This judicial

niodesty. is perhaps n!ost evident in Lau v: Niehols,6° the one equal educational

opportunity case (excluding desegregaiion cases) which the Supreme Court has'

decided shot Rodriguez. .

Lau was regarded by both parties as a constitutional test of the 'tight of

non-English speaking students to bilingual instruction; the district and circuit

courts had so treated it.. The °Supretne Court, however, ntirely -avoided the

constitutional question, resting its decision instead on the legally narrower ground

ofithe 1964 Civil Rights Aet. T Act states in pertinent part: "no person :. .
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,shall, on tbe ,ground of,. . national Origin . . . be denied the benefit of . . . ày
progratn or activitY receiving federal assistance."6', This language is quite as
vague as the equal-protection clause; but by premisSing its decision on the statute
rather than the constitution, the Court essentially left the issue to political reso-.

lution. One concurring opinion, treated the .statutory, claim as dependent on the
size of the non-English ipeaking. Student population in a given district, an approach
directly at odds with that concern for personal right& with. underlies, the Four-
teenthAmendments. 62

Lau's reliance on federal statute; no$ the equal protection clause, May have
. - presaged a new, mode of interplay between courts 'and legislatures. The courts

have establishid constitutiqpal t*nima concerning 'post of the equal opportunity
claims. It is the province of th,9political system to give more detailed meaning to
these minima and to secure the resources needed for their implementation.

From Conititutional Requirement to Political Mandate:
The Evoludon of Equal FAlucatimy Opportunity

Even as the judiciary has edged away flOm detailed equal educational oppor-.
tunity prescriptions, federal and state legislatures have within the Past half-decade
tendered into statutory law many of the equity-based claims 'pressed before the
courts; in several cases, those laws go well beyond extant judicial mandates. In
the near term, courts are likely tO be most active, in reviewing allegations of statu-
tory violation, not developing riew cOnstitutional doctrine. ,

Intradistrict resOurce disparities, for example, are noW largely prohibited by
Title I, Elementary and Secondary Education' Act, which provides substinti#1
federal funding for the education of- the "edueationaliy disadvantaged." As a
condition of eligibility for funds under that Act, Congress reqUired that schsaol
distribts render' state and local expenditures in Title I (predominantly poor).
and non-Title I schools "comparable."63 This requirement was imposed not
to satisfy Hobson-type concerns for fairness, but rather to.assure that the federal
moneys, were in fact aelditive, not merely equaliiing. And comparability calcula-
tion under ijitle I differs frop the Hobson nondikrimination requirement: the
conStitutional but not the statutory standard treats teacher-seniority-based salary
differentials as a resource to be included in the equalization calculation. It is
the comparability requirernent that provided statutory support for, and assured
the widespread impact of the concern for within-district eqUity,4vhich underlies
Hobson. The statute, not Hobson, has given.practical meaning to this definition
of equal educational opportunity.

The spAcial education litigation witnessed an interaction*between the judi-
ciary and the courts ,similar to that of the post-Serrano fmance cases. Colorado
and California PARC-type snits and challenges to state failures to address the
needs of autistic children, were eacb dismissed when the defendant state volun-
tarily undertook to do something about the problem. Even PARC itself was
welcamed by state officials. As one scholarly observer noted: "[T] he federal
court did not resolve' a dispute between contesting parties,' but instead ratified
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an agreement between advbcates for children's services and prOfessional service

agencies to raid state treasuries for greater funds on behalf of their shared clien-

tele.""
In retrospect, the generally successful litigation on behalf _of the handi-

capped seems less impressir for what it directly achieved than,for the state and
federal legislation which it provoked. By the simplest measure, of .effect, money,'

the impact has been remarkable: state expenditures for handicapped children

have more than doubled in just three years, climbing froin $900 million in 1972

to an estimated $2.03 billion in 1974;65 and the new Education of All Handi-
capped ChildrennA466 authorized the federal government to spend $2.243 billion'.

by 1979, as much as is presently expended on anY federal education program.°

Not only dollars, but also the values identified by the courts as constitu-
tionally paramount, are reflected in this new legislation. The Education for All
Handicapped Children Act notes that federal assistance is needed "in order to
insure 'equal protection of the law." Its provisions mirror the court decisions

in assUring due process protection against arbitrary placement, of handicapped

students; attending to th varied needs of 'handicapped youngsters while insuliiig

that, to' the greater extent possible, handicapped children are not isolated from

their normal peers; and scrutinizing the tests and other screening devices used in

identifying handicaps to guard against a racial or cultural bias. In its particulars,

the bill goes beyond anything that a court might have ordered, including man-

dated thrice-yearly individual reviews and educational plans, required in-service
training, and a tell percent ceiling on the numbers of students labelled as h.andi-

capped (designed to keep money-conscious districts from excessively labelling

youngsters as in need of special help). The aspirations of- the litigants have more

than been realized by this law.
Not* that the legislation "solves:' the educational dilemmas, among them

dissensus concerning both the propoption of the population appropriately identi-

fiable as having specific handicaps" and the educational regime best suited to

kespond to such handicaps. The ng; federal resources, coupled with an elaborate
federal enforcement machinery to prevent at least gross abuses of the act's pur-

poses; and a judiciary empowered to &view alleged statutory violations, together'

promise raw salutory effects than any .colirt could achieve by constitutional

decree..
. The preemption of constitutional questions by legislative action has been

even mote fully acpomplished with respect to the non-English speaking men and

women. In the 1974 Equal Educational Opportunity Act, Congress stecifically

approved the. Lau' reading of nondiscrimination.69 Failure by an educational
agenw to take "appropriate action to overcome language barriers that impede
equal participation by its students in its ,instructional progyams" iS now an ex-

plicitly forbidden denial of equal educational opportunity."
Similarly, Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments and HEW regulations

adopted pursuant to ;hat statute now resolve almdst all of the sex discrimination
qu&stions earlier .treited in constitutional terms." The general language of Title

IX parallels Congressional treatment of racial discrimination: "No person .

shall, on the basis of sex, be excltided from participation in, be denied the bene-
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fits of, or be subjeeeted to _discrimination under any educational program 'tor

ctivity receiving federal assistance." In its, specifics, Title IX does not demand
absolute sameness of treatment, and it leaires for constitutional resolu ,on the
permissibility of sex-separate academic high schools. Concerning i isues ely to
arise more frequentlysuch as access to vocational programs, the right to "equal
athletic opportunity": (neither a guarantee,4of equal resources for men's and
women's sports nor a bap to set-separate athletics but an attempt to secure the
widest possible athletic participation by both sexes), and exclusion on,grOunds of
pregnancyTitle I.X; rather than the constitution; should be the authoritative
legal. standard. . .

The courts' iinpact in these areas has ,been mixed. While Lau doubtless
spurred passage of the 1974'4egislation, the efforts of the women's movement,
not court diciSion, explains the adoption of Title IX. In poth instances, a political*response was made easier. beminse Congress merely required others to do some-
-Thing, rather than f ding new programs itself. The effect of these actions is to
force lower levels ofiovernment, particularly school ,districts, to reshape. their
'budgets in ways that 4comanodàte the new understanding& of distributive justice
with respect to sex 3pd the non-English speaking._ The courts may influence this
process, but they will dd so by interpreting the legislative mandate, not by making

,new constitutional law.

MIS

Some Conduding Observations
During the l6Os, the equal protection clause was widely seen as a primary

iiistrument for attaining distributive justice, and the courts viewed as able through
reliance on that constitutional provision to bring about a fairer, social order. No
longer is that expectation tenable. Beyond the declaration of minimum entitle-
ments, at least, courts hive been inclined to stay their hand, relying on the
political process for a resolutiom.of distributive justice question with respect to
particular, public goods, such as edncation. As the Supreme Court observed, in
a. case inirolving w,elfare benefits:72 "In the area of economics and soaal welfare,
a State does not violate the F.49ual Protection Clause merely because the classifi-
Catkins made by its laws ge impeffect. The problems of government_are practical
ones andjnay justify, if they ,do not require,-rough accommodationsillogical, it
may :be, and unscientific." Even conCerning disadvantage worked against "sus-
pect" grtops (riczial Minorities, women, and the like), the traditional source of
deep equal protection concern, the judiciary' has grown more reluctant to inter-
vene as the element cif invidious discrimination-historically eVident in those cases
has become ever-harder to identify; the apparent implication is that relief from
these asserted wrongs would have to come from legislative action, not constitu-
tional determination.'

These decisions have evoked considerable unhappiness for doctrinalseasons.
And rightly tiso: it has becorne increasingly difficult to. detect the thread of
principle running through equal protection law and hence harder to justify any
court decision, whether rights-expanding or rights-contracting in its effect. Those
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used to .special judicial protection see these decisions as marking a retreat or,
worse, a betrayai; tney do upset familiar expectations. Yet as a pi-agmatic matter,
this new judiCial modesty has something to commend it. Gross -"discrimination,

whether it involves access to constitutionally-protected rights or disadvantaging
of "minorities," raise's intuitivel constitutional questions. But with few excdp-
tions, grosi discrimination no lohger survives in statutory law. Nuanced questions
of distributive justice do persig, but these .cannot be satisfactorily decidell solely
by reference to the constitution. Typdcally, they' involve trade-offs among goods,
choices concerning allocations among nominally equallk deserving claimants, and
for that reason may be better fit for political "than judicial resolution. Under Our
constitutional system, they are, probably best fit for resolution jointly and con-
tinuously undertaken, the courts initially defining minimal,sristitutional guaran-
tees,73 the lawmakers giving substance to these declarations, the judiciary subse-
quently clarifying statutory ambiguities in the light of constitution'al principles.
The evolution of the concept of equal educational opportunity may some day
be apprecjated in Alt these terms.

Notes for Vurther Research

Hypotheses, not data, are what .this essay treats. The extant liter4tUre pays

little attention to the interrelationships/ betWeen the courts and the,judiciary
in the developMent of equal opportunfty policy. In most of the specific domains, -
such institutional analyser are almost Ron-existent; and even with respect to .
school finance, where there is some diicussion of the policy-making process,
the most common treatment of the courts' role consists, of merely noting their
existence. More is called for, not only in making sense of the past but also in
anticipating the future.-Put differently, demonstration or refutation of arguments
advanced here is the most substantial itetn on the research agenda. .

Several other discrete matters also deserve more scrutiny than they have
received. IL as I suggest, the. coming interplay will involve judicial interpretation
of legislative mandate, it wofild, be useful to mine, other -areas where a similar
role has been 'carved out (for instance, with respect to the 1964 Civil Rights.
Act) in order to anticipate, among other things, judicial reactions to legislative
vaguenesses and judicial acceptance of interpretative regulatiOns. A more narrow
doctrinal pointthe authority of the legislature, under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, to define fights and remedies in terms narrower than have been ordered by
courts under the equal protection clause7also deserves examination. This issue
most commonly arises with Congress's periodic attempts to limit the scope of
busing remedies, but the differences between the Hobson and Title I standards
for within-district comparability, and possible distinctions between a constitu-
tional and statutorily-based right to bilingual education, suggest its broader
relevance.

At a different level, the implementation of legislation either imposing
new requirements (with respect to sex discrimination, bilingual education,' and
within-district resource comparability) or tying new money to particular new
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requirements (federal aid, to the handicapped and certain states' school fmance
reforms) should be. ;closely followed. The new requirements work substantial
changes on extant institutional cultures; even where, as with federal aid to the
handicapped, they are accompanied by additional funds, Washington's expecta-
tions may go unfulfilled. How, for instance, pan school districts with a finite
number Of programs for the (handicapped (and even less sense of how appro-
priately to educate many of them) produce meaningful individualized contracts,
as mandated by federal statute? And where, -as with Title IX, districts are obliged
to reallocate their own reiources, will prevailing patterns be disloged by federal
insistence? And what forms with that insistence take; will HEW actually cut
off funds to districts, or will some less drastic, More effective sanctioning system
be deviied?.

The equal educational opportunity claims derive from myriad perceived
(and actual) disadvantages. In political terms, these claims 'compete with .one
another; there is just not enough money or institutional energy to attend to
them air fully and simultaneously. The decline in state school finance reform
efforts and the considerable difference between funds authorized and funds
expended in federal educational programs illustrate the money problem; wide-
spread reports of "discrimination," in one form or another, suggest the institu-
tional dilemmas. One suspects that the ,resolution of these competitions will
depend as much upon the effectiveness of pressure on decision-makers as on
the intuitive merits of the claim.; empirical assessment would further sharpen
that hunch.

Most of these research suggestions do not address doctrinal concerns, Abe
usual province of lawyers. That omission is deliberate: .7as the essay argues,
bold .new constitutional law initiatives are 'hot anticipated. Some such questions,
do, however, deseive attention, among them the constitutional permissibility
of ignoring "municipal overburden" in calculating,state school aick(the Levittown
case question); the constitutional plausibility of a claim for more state aid brought
on behalf of children forced, by community disapproval of tax levies, to attend
school for foreshortened years; and the reconciliation of McInnis-type "needs".
cOncerns with remedy-rnarg in constitutional cases involving the handicapped
and non-English speaking. -

Of greater moment, there also remain vital questions concerning the courts'
ability to cope with the problems Concerning judicial role Which eqi.W educational
opportunity cases raise. How, for instance, can the trial judge be aided in inter-
preting complicated data, 'presented typically in adversarial fashion (a question
specifically addressed by Hobson)? Of what benefit is the appointment of a
master, both to aid in the fact-fmding process and to supervise a remedial regime?
how .have other court devicesthe appointmeneof a "review panel," the imposi-
tion of due process hearing requirements, and the likehelpechin achieving the
judicial objective? Concerning school finance specifically, a co`mparison of the
courts' role in Serrano and Robinson would be most instructive..

With respect to 'at least some of these questions, decent theory has been -7.-*
generated. What is needed noW, most of all, is careful case studies, chosen with
an .eye to their generalizalfility; ne chief focus of those case studies should be
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the local school district, tile setting in which equal educational opportunity is
likeliest to be given decisive, particularistic nieaning.
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Chager 3
Toward Understanding thè

Equ'ity,Consequences of
School Finance form

Lee S. .Friedman and Michael Wiseman

Introduction

Over the past decade, there have been major changes aCross the nation in
school financing 'methods. Many of tffese reforms were stiMulated; if not man:.
dated, by court challenges based on equal protection arguments. Of course, there
have been other reasons for inIdertaking reforms, like general property tax. relief.
But no matter hOwbsopplex the tangle of reasons for enacting reforms, there 'clin
be little doubt that they affect the level and .distribution of educational oppor-
tunities. We believe it is imOortant to learn just haw school finance reforms affect
the equality of educational oliportunity available to children.

It is, of course, much easier to ask the questions than to provide the answers.
Flitting aside empirical difficulties for the moment, there ate numerous diverse
concepts, of equality to consider. For example, one might ask aboutthe equality of
(a) the educational inputs to children; (b) tiie educational effects of those inputs;
or (c) the post-graduation life success of those educated. Bath of these represents
a distinct and :initiOrtant concept of equality worthy of exploration, and the list
could be extended.'

In this paper, we will locus on only a very limited number of these diverse
concepts. Furthelmare, we will select some quite precise empirical measures of

.

\ the concepts we discuss. We do so with some trepidation:for it is not our inten-
tion to suggest that other concepts and measures are less interesting. Rather, we
'believe that .there are generally useful theoretical and.empirical queitions which
can and should be applied to different reforms and bodies of data, and we hope
that our illustrative efforts will be of sone *lie to those pursuing this iisk.

There are three general themes of our work. First, more conceptual work
would be useftil to clarify -diverse corkettts of equal opportunity and to recognize
relatiOnships (particularlY inconsistencies) among them. We try to illustrate this
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with a discussion of "fiscal" or 'wealth" neutrality, a concept of equality of
current policy concern. In this discussion, we point out that two plausible defmi-
tions of it are inconsistent with each other, though both seem to be required by
the Serräno co.art. The thrust of this discussion is to suggest that the construction
of a wealth-neutral fmancing systeM may be harder than originally thought.

Our second general theme is that very little is known about how equality of
educational opportunity, under any defmition, has changed.in response to school
fmance reforms. Using Illinois as a case study, we choose a few specific equality
concepts and construct some empirical measures of the changes in eqUality. One
unexpected lesson from conducting this exercise is that there are practical rea-
stins, likely to arise elsewhere, why the desired tests cannot be made precisely as
designed. Thus while the measures were designed to be strictly comparable with
studies that could be conducted elsewhere, practically this may be difficult.

Our third general theme is that there should be more predictive theoretical
modeling and empirical testing of hypotheses about the behaviotsljesponses of.
firms and families, to school finaneeireforms: These responses are iortant for
,two distinct reasons: (1) they may reloresent significant utimtended consequences,
of the reforms; and (2) the qffectiveness a finance reforms dwends on the behav-
ioral responses. In the first category, we are concerned about changes in the pro-
portion of children enrolled in private schools, and changes in In'operty values, as
examples. To the extent that reforms alter the cost to districts of purchasing edu-
cation, and to /the extent that tIkey alter the voter composition and %ix 'bases of
districts (through the changes mentioned above), they will further alter the level
and distribution of public school expenditures, as well as the use of outside edu-
cational resources (e.g., parental time, use of libraries) as supplement's to public
school instruction. Thus, these responses are important determinants of the effec-
tiveness of any reform. We provide two examples of these effects. One is an pm-
ptrical example, suggesting that private school .enrollments may 'decline where

:public school expenditures rise rapidly, but may rise where public school expen-
diture increasps area-limited. Th-6 other is a ve0 rudimentary theoretical model
which, when developed, may suggest that in a shift from purely local financing
to district power equalizing, the 10,pg-run tendency for families of similar wealth
to live in the same clistricts may be increased; furthermore that the equality in
school spending may decrease.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we attempt to select several quite
specific concepts of eql educational opportunity .for theoretical aiNd empirical
examination. The conceptt selected ge those that seem to us to be of most current
policy interest, judging from some recent court decisions as well as recent legisla
five enactments. On the theoretical level, we try ..to show that these concepts are
not all consistent.with one another, and 'eventually trade-offs among these equaiity
goals must be niade. SecOnd, having chosen some specific equity concipts, we pre-
sent a case study of school fmance reform in Illinois to see empirically how much
progress toward these foals has been made. Third, we try to illustrate that the
consequences' of school finance reform policies cvnot be understood without
accounting for a variety of bbhavioral response% In this section we review expec-
tations about changes in residential patterns as weltas in the mix of public and
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private education. Finally, a .concluding section will present a summary and our
overall assessment of research needs in this area.

Measurable Concepts of
Equal Educational Opportunity

In the United States, vast resources are devoted directly and, indirectly to the
provision of education through a complex set of social institutions. While many of
theSe resources are allocated to schools,' colleges, and universities, other educa-
tional resources are utilized through tutoring or private individual insfruction,
through parental, peer, and neighbor time, through museums, libraries, and com-
munity centers1.through training institutes and through institutions designed pri-
marily for other purposes (e.g.,' the military, private employers): While we gener-
ally associate education with youth, opportunities to be educated have increased
both for adults (e.g., through night schools, continuing education programs, and
changes in college and university admission standards) and for "pre-school" chil-
dren.

Because of the importance of the role of education in our society,both to
individuals and to the collective social interest, there iS substantial concern about
the equity of its distribution. Of course, what is equitable and what is not is fun-
damentally a value judgment, not a matter of science. However, science provides
the basis for inforMed value judgments with both logical and empirical analysis of
equity issues. Logical analysis is concerned with understanding the implications" of
imposing various equity rules,or requirements on an educational system which can
be described by the formal and behavioral rules which govern it. For example, it
may be logically impossible to satisfy two particular notions of tquity simulta-
neously, though independently each may seem desirable.3 Emihrical. analysis
attempts to establish the degree of correspondence (or. lack thereof) between
possible equity standards and the reality of educational opportunities.

We would like to illustrate,-in the balance., of this paper, the types of logical
and empirical analysis 'which we 1;relieve important for understanding the equity
consequences of school fmance reform. To dt so, however, means making some
hard choices from among all the equity concepts, educational institutions, and
population groups that could 'be used for our illustrative purposes. We would like
to stress that the general techniques -of anitlysis are entended to be applicable to
the much broader set of educational activities mentioned above. Our examples
will focus primarily on children attending public elementary and secondary
schools, and the equity questions on matters bf expenditures per child. This
choice is convenient in terms of data availability as well as current policy interest,
though it has the disadvantage of ign9ring other important issues such as correcting
for resource cost differences across geographic areas.'

We begin by suggesting several general concepts of equity which we find par-
ticularly useful in trying to understand the issues raised by the. Serrano case as'
well as other types of school finance reforips.s We then try to specify the Serrano
court requirements, and show that there Seem to be two quite different require-
ments which are logically inconsistent in a school financing system allowing local
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choice.6 The section concludes with a brief review of other recent developments
concerning school fmance and equal opportunity.

Specific Illustrative Concepts of Equal Educational'Opportunity

In trying to specify concepts of equal opportunity useful for understanding
school., fmance reforms, it is important to distinguish two different types of ques-
tions: (a) whether the division of "shares" (e.g., expenditures per child) is equita-
ble,7 and (b) whether the distribution proem is equitable. -

Concepts of equity of division are defmed independently of who receives the
shares, and thus are easier to-investigate. One equal opportunity concept of this
type that we will use is:

(Al) All shares should be 6qual.
Another example of this type, which is of potential interest in school finance
litigation,' is:

(A2) All shares should be at least a certain minimum size.

For both of these exampleS, it is possible to constrilict empirical measures of the
degree of equal opportunity; that is, how close or far reality is from theideal.9

. Equity concepts of the distribution process are more subtle, and have been
the most conimon basis for legal complaint alleging harm to specific groups. yhey
apply Whenever it is possible fof students to receive different shares. The question
is whether the differenZes arise from an equitable process. One specific concept of
this type which we call distributional equality is:

(B I) Any potential recipient of a share should hive .the same chtiice
fot each share as any other potential recipient.

We will come back to-the definition of "potential recipient" shortly, but for
e moment assume it is well-defmed. Note that if Al is true, Bi is true; however,
6 reverse does not hold. It is quite possible to have inequality in division but.

perfectly equal opportunity in distribution. For example, suppose the schools in a
district are identical with the exceptiOn that one has an elaborate scientific labo-
ratory. Suppose there is open enrollment in the disitict, and all students wish t6
attend the well-equipped school (which would exceed its capacity). If th9 selection
froni among them is made by a fair lottery, then there is perfectly equal oppor-.
tunif*Ito the distribution process. Some will gaip entrance and some will not, but
all students had equal oppisitunity in terms of thii concept.

In practice, one can establiskthipiesence or absence of distributional equal-
ity only in a limited sense. To illgstrate the problem, suppose in the above example
that the lottery was rigged. T.Inknown- to everyone except the tottery operator,
certain children were favored and others were discriminated against. Could this be
distovered by looking at the results? Unfortunately, the answer is only perhaps.
If it is noticed that one identifiable group of children is not getting its fair shared
of admittances (e.g., children of one race, or one sex, or who are currently attend-
ing one particular schoof in the district), then suspicions may be aroused. Other-
wise, however, the rigging may go unnoticed."



From the standpoint of a statistician, the procedures used to define groups
for testing distributional equality need _only ..be unbiased with respect to the
hyPothesis. Distriblitionar equality could be tested, for example, by comparing
school expenditures per child for children with two vowels in their last names to
expenditures per child for children with only one. Indeed, an infmite number of
potential classifications exist As a result, for a statistician actually to examine dis-
tributional equality, some judgment Must be imposed comipning the grouping or
groupings upon which the test is to be based. ,

Those classifications which the law, public sentiment; or researcher inclination
cause to be selected define what we shall call "suspect" groups or classes.0 In
actual practice the selestion of groupings to be termed "suspect': for this purpose
reflects both past experience that such groups have been rigged against and social
sentiment that such rigging is particularly invidious. In fact, a requirement for
neutrality with respect to these groups can be dsubstitute for the stronger require-
ment of distributional equality. One such concept is siMple netitrality:

(132) Potential recipients in a suspect group should have the same
chance for each share as do all other potential recipients. .

Simple neutrality is evaluated by comparing the actual shares within the suspect
group or groups to the actual shares for r recipients. In practice such com-
parison has concentrated on mean (ave e) share size. But in theOry the concept
bf simple nentrality involves equality fLail moments of the distribution.

There are some important rela onships to recognize between this concept
and those mentioned previoUsly. Note that whenever BI is true, B2 will be true;
however, the reverse does not hold. This property is important in terms of policy
considerations: one ean require simple-neutrality with respect to a suspect group
witkout requiring distributional equality. Since Al implies Bl , Al implies B2; but
not 6.0 reverse. That is, equal division ensures simple neutrality, but simple neu-
trality does not require equal division.

'One drawback of a simple neutrality requirement is that it doesnot allow for
differences in average -shares-(mote 'formally, expected shares or other moments)
for which legitimate reasons exist. It is hard 'to characterize generally the nature
of these, allowable 'exceptions. One type of legitimate reason that might arise is
recognition that differentspeople, faced with the same opportunities, will respond
different), to them and should be allowed to do so. For example, in the open
enrollment illustration, perhaps only some Students would seek entrance to the
well-equipped. school (rather than the all we assumed earlier). If a.different pro:-
portion of the suspect group compared to all others chooses to atoply, then simple
neutrality would not be expected to hold. NonetheleF, one might consider this
'situation one of equal opportunity. Another type of legitimate reason might be
that educational charaFteristics are not necessarily the same across different
groups, but it is thought that educational policy should consider them. Suppose
in the open enrolhnent illuAtration discussed earlier the rule employed by the
school district to ration admissions to the school with a laboratory favored the
admission of the "best qualified" students. If the proportion of these students
in a suspect group differs from ther mom generarstudent population, then simple
neutrality would not be expected to hold. This exception mikht be judged legiti-
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mate. .Let us refer tO these characteristics of groups which might be allowed to
cause deviations from simple neutrality as the "exceptional characteristics." In
order to allow for equaL opportunity which does not meet the simple neutrality
requirement due to the exceptional charaCteristics, we define one fmar concept,
conditional neu trality :

(B3) If the potential recipients in a suspect group had exceptional char-
acteristics identical to 'those of other potential recipients, then
members of bolh groups should have the same chance for each
share.

*I This concept is related to the others in several ways. As with simple neutrality,
A 1 implies 133 but not the reverse, and similarly for B1 and 133. This simply means
that equal division as well 4s,distributibnal equality imply that exceptional charac-
teristics do not cause differences (either there are no exteptions allowed, or 'all
potential recipients havp identical exceptional characteristics). The more inter-
esting relationship ocpurs when exceptional characteristics do cause differences
and they are not idenlical across groups. Then B2 and B3 cannot both hold at the
same titne; that is, in general, simple and conditional neutrality cannot both be
true.

Directions of the Past Decade
At this point, we would like to begin the transition from formulation to use

of our equal opportunity concepts. To do so, we must have a more precise specifi-
cation of shares, potential recipients.: suspect groups, and exceptional chars s-

ties. In miler to, provide some guidance for the specification, we turn to ef
revieI of some recent court decisions and legislative enactments in this

We begin with a discussion of the Srrano decision, which also es an addi-
tional purpose. We argue that the Serrano court requirements involve two diffemnt
equal opportunity principles which, generally, cannot both be simultaneously
satisfied. Furthermore, each principle has quite different policy implications.
While this is important on its own merits, it also shows the usefulness of tryinglo
formalize equal opportunity concepts and analyze their logical implications. After
the Serrano discussion, we summarily review some other decisions solely for the
specification purpose.

The Serrano Decision. There are actually three distinct rulings in the Serrano

case: thle 1471 Serrano I decision by the California Supreme Court," the 1974
trial court decisions," and the recent 1976 Serrano II ruling by the California
Supreme Court.' Each ruling stated, in some fashion, tl,t. the slate's system of
financing public education must be wealth neutral. In the 1971 decision, consid-
ered a major victory for reformers, the court held that the injured interests were
those of children living in property poors districts. The injury demonstIkted Was
that there were' latge disparities.in school gxpenditures per child, where property
poor districts had substantially lower expenditures per child than property rich
districts. The state caused this injury by allowing the local property tax to be used
.by districts of varying wealth as a main source of 'raising school revenues. This
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niade "the quality of a child's education a function of the wealth of his p
and neighbors."" Similar suits were filed in states across the nation," tho
cqnsiderable wind was takealut of the movement by the 1973 Rodriguez deci-
sion of the U.S. Supreme Coat. In that decision, the justices rejected a Serrano-
like argument based on federal constitutional gounds." In the .1974 Serrano
trial court decision, the court found the California fmancing system in violation
of the stAte constitution. The 1976 'Serrano II decision upheld the trial court's
ruling. . .

In terms of equal opportunity concepts, it seems like the violation is one of
simple neutrality. The shares, hi this case, are Jistrict expenditures per child.
There is no requirement of equal division; the court is concerned with distribution.
The suspect group is identified by its wealth: children in property poor districts
(i.e., those with low assessed valuation per child). Potential recipients are children
attending the public schools in the state. The average share in the suspect group-
is lower than the average share of other children, and there are no exeeptionar
characteristics. Simple neutrality is violated because expenditure disparities are
wealth-related; the system.must be made wealth neutral.

In the coati dhcussion of edies, it is con;istently made clear that they
are not requiring a uniform ex lure level, or equal division. While the legis-
lature may choose equal division through full state assumption, they may also
redraw district boundaries so that all districts are of equal wealth (analogous to
distribufional equality), or they may retain local choice in the current districts by
using a district power-equalizing system. This system, first discussed by Coons,
Clune, and Sugarman," allows local districts to choose their expenditure level,
and has the property that districts choosing the same *tax rate will receive the
same expenditure per child. It is this type of systemwhich has rettived the most
attention from state legislatures, and.which is widely thought of as "the" Serrano
solution. We believe that the power-equalization principle "equal tak efforts
should result in equal expenditures" is inconsistent with simple wealth neutrlility,
that the court fails to reCognize this inconsistency, and that the priority require-
ment of the court is simple wealth neutrality.

Note that district power equaliiing imposes a new condition no't mentionedv
before: that equal tax rates be assoCiated with equal expenditures. If this were to
be required by the courts, then they would be specifying an exceptional charac-
teristic. The ney requirement would no longer be simple neutrality but condi-
tional neutrality: if tai rates in property poor districts equal those in other dis-
tricts; the average expenditures per child in earl must be the same. We have already
shown that when exceptional characteristics are allowed to cause differences, it is
al:many Impossible to satisfy both simple and conditional neutrality simultane-
ously. Only when the exceptional characteristicsin this case, the diStrict tax rate
choices,-are ex post the same in the suspect group as amoni other'children, can
both be satisfied. Many economists have pointed out, however, that" the tax rate
choices under district power equalizing will still be influenced by wealth and are
not.expected to Pe Similar among districts of iarying wealth. If they should end
up similar, it would be a fortuitous result having nothing to Vo with matters of
equity."
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If district power-equal4ing were.only a policy proposal, theirePwould be no
serious problem. Legisiatures could adjust the design (by violating the equal-fic
rate, equal exp sditure principle) to achieve simple neutrality. This seems to be
what Professor ns suggesis:

.kconomists seem to assume thatNeven wellrintentibned legislatures
Ha adopt formulas that are inappro$riat9A to create fiscal neutrality
akong 'their (*rids. There is nothing in Serrano . . . which impedes
,lah? adñ of ver formula will achieve.. neutrality in fact. The

e and Wisconsin systems seem to be living examples of neutrality.
et othelWise useful nd able critics like Proiessor Feldstein [ref. note

19i confouffrthe issues. Older or other .assumptions, A power.
---equalhing formula could) favor poorer districts as he predicts. Anything

can be badly itesigned. But why should this be assumed?2°

The problerrt is, there is stebething in Serrano whi`dh impedes simple neutral-

-p ity.
. The trial court made the following two ,conclusions of law (among many

others):
The equal protection prwisions of the CalifOrnia Constitution require
that school districts receive the same revetues for the same tax rate.21And,
TIr wide disparities in expenditure leads between low-wealth school
distriets and_high-wealth school districts . . are unconstitutional because
they have significant adverse effects on the quality of the educational
programs and opportunities afforded the children in the low-wealth
school districts as compared with the quality of educational proirams
and opportunities afforded the children in the high-wealth schoadis-
trict.22

That is, the trial court seems to require both simple and conditional neutral-

,
try. The only way to do this is by equal division (full state assumption) or distri-
butional equality (redistricting); otherwise the cOurt must settle for only one of
the. concepts. If they choose to settle, which, toncept should it be? Conditional
neutrality has, in this case, the attractive feature that it can be verified ex ante,
i.e, without ever looking at what is happening to children. All one needs to do is

look at the formula used to finance educational revenues and ask iflny given tax
rate would produce identical. school expenditures in.each district. This is a curioin
principle of taxpayer 'equity, and it is not clear whether taxpayers would favor
it.", To meet objections that this is too rigid a definition of taxpayer equity, the
court might only require that equal tax `feffort" lead to equal expenditures, and
leave the legislature to decide what efforts qual.

But the ex ante "a0vantage is also its vantage: ex post anything could
be happening to children. That is the u itioress to the law, indeed the impor-
tance, of what the economists have dem. ated: a legal requirement based
on some notion of tax equity practically antees (except for a fortuitous
result) violating the simple neutrality principle regarding the influence of wealth
'On educational spendim. A legislature can adjust the formula, as Professor Coons
suggests, only if it is legal to do to. If the child is -to be protected from the influ-
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ence of wealth, then the court must either abandon its tax equity requirements
orrecognize that they are requiring full state assumption or redistricting.

The disadvantage of the simple neutrality reguirement is that the legislature
might have to work harder in order to find an acceptable school finance system
which. preserves the existing decision-making units.24 The court could express
this intention quite dearly, for example, by stating that wealth neutrality means
that the average expenditures per child in districts of one wealth class should
equal the average expenditures per child in districts of any other wealth class.
Furthermore, it is hard to imagine the court abandoning a principle which pro-
tects children from the influence of wealth in favor of one that offers them no
protectton. In Or Serrano II decision, the California Supreme Court seemed to.
make it clearer that it is the violation of simpk neutrality which. most offends
them. They did .nbt strike down, however, any of the trial court conclusions
nor disavow the fallacious notion that the condition of taxpayer "equity" will
result in the removal a wealth-related expenditure disparities. Thus while the
awbiguity remains to be settled, the courts seemed to prity to the simple
neutrality principle in the following passage:

In view.61 al4Are foregoing, it is clear that substantial disparities in
expenditures per pupil resulting from differenses in local taxable wealth
will continue .to exist under S.B. 9O and A.B. 1267. The reason for this
is that essentially local wealth is the Trincipal determinant of revenue,i
that high wealth districts do not need to make the same tax effort asD
low wealth districts in order to reach, let alone exceed, the leVel of the
foundation program.25

This priority seems to be affirmed even more strongly in a footnote:
[11 he fact that disparities in district wealth result in disgarities in taX
effort reqUired to reach foundation levels is not by itself determinative
Of iisue before us. It is only insofar as such dispaiities have-the effect.
'olpi6clue4ng disparities in educational opportunity that they here con-

at.
cern

To clarify:- that jn the above passage-"educational opportunitY" refers to school
offerhigs,.and that. the Court is fundamentally concerned with expenditure tlispari-
tieS;we cite one fmal passage: *.

SUbstptial 'disparities in expeuditures per pupil among school districts
cause and perpetuate disparities in the quality and exteht of availability
of educationl opportunities.' For this reason, tihe school fmancing sys-
tem beftire the court fails to prc.Mde equality of treatment to. all the
pupils in the state.r

These passages seem to indicate that. the Court's use d the conditional test is
*intended. as a rough am4 imperfect guide to predicting whether the current system
will continue to generaè actual.educatTonal expenditure disparities that are related
to wealth differences.

In suni, the Serr o trial court requttements cannot all be met in school
fmancing systems Which allow local choice from among districts of varying
wealth. If it is the court's intention to allow this type of local choice, then they ,

inix.st- choose betwwn simple. and ,condhional neutrality. Conditional neutrplit
1.

a
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is a principle which requires that districts making the same tax efforts receive
the same expenditures: it is associated with policies of power-equalization. As
aprincipleVf law, it offers no protection to children from the influence of wealth.
As a policy, it may result in substantial correlation beiween expenditures per
child and district wealth. Simple neutrality is a principle that requires average
expenditures per child to be the same ainong property poor districts as among
other districts. This guarantees protection to children from the influence of
wealth. It is more difficult, but not impossible, for legislatures to implement
this principle with existing districts. The California Supreme Court in Serrano If
has indicated that the simple neutrality principle is of greater priority than the
conditional neutrality principle.

The Serrano challenges, and the legislative responses to them, suggest three
empirical questions aboUt equal opportunity wbich should be investigated: to
what extent do disparities still exist in district expenditures per child, to what
extent are they wealth-related, and to what extent would the same tax rate
choices in districts lead to equal expenditures per, child. We will illustrate ap-
proaches to answering each of theSe questions (and others) in our case study of
Illinois.

Other Recent Equity Issues. In this section, we provide a summary review
of- other recent policy issues as a means of identifying other specifications of
shares, potential receivers, suspect groups, and exceptional characteristics."

In another court case, Hobson v. Hansen,29 it was .found that intradisttict
disparities- in teacher expenditures per child violated the equal protection clause
of the U.S. Constitution when the disparities arise "along racial and socioeco-
nomic lines."30 Like the Serrano case, the court was not requiringiqual division;
the question ,tis one of distribution. In this case the applicable concept is simple
neutrality, the shares are school expenditures on teachers per pupil, and potential
receivers are all children attending public schools within the school district. Vhe
suspect group is all children attending schools whose population is primarily
white and there Ire no exceptional characteristics-

This case raises the general empirical question. about the extent of ex-
penditure disparities within school districts, as *well as how expenditures per
child vary by race or socioeconomic status currently. While we do not have data on
intradistrict expenditures for Illinois, we do know the number of students in each
district eligible for federal Title I compensatory funds. By using this as a proxy
variable to defme a suspect group for students with lower socioeconomic status,
we will investigate it equal opportunity has increaled for this group in Illinois.

An interesting variation of the school finance reform cases is one in New
York State, the Board pf Education of Levittown v. AlYquist. In this case,
Levittown, joined by the school boards of the state's four largest cities (New
York, Buffalo, Rochester, and Syracuse), claimed that the state general aid
formula does not adequately offset the. differences in wealth among school
districts because it does not take account of municipal overburden or the higher
costs of providing education in some districts compared to others. This challenge
is probably best interpreted as a Serrano case where the nominal dollar measures
of wealth, expenditures, and perhaps tax effort are argued to be inadequate atid
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inequilable to those diStricts with higher costs or overburden. While the issues
involved in, adjusting the, nominal measures for these differences go beyond the
scope of this paper, we. mention this case because it seems to us appropriate
that equal educational opportunity shouid be evaluated in terms of real rather

thin nominal resources. While some states have made attempts to construct cost
indices, their efforts have not been repozted as highly. successful."

. !There are several eases which challenge the defmition of tetential receivers:
Mg.is v. Board of Edacatron3.2 and Wobnan v. Walter.33 The Afiiis case affirmed
the rights of handicapped charen to publicly funded education, and Wolman
iffinned and expanded the rights of children attending parochial schOols to
riceive public funds for some educational purposes. The latter case potentially
involives a very large 'number of childfin, since apkoximately ten percent of
*all children in the country attend private rather. than public schools. It is inter-
esting that the opportunity offered stiidents in private schools hasigenerally been
excluded from considerations that begin with. the 'child's right to equal educa-
tional opportunity. We .discuss this fuither in our section on behavioral responses
and private education.

One final issue to mention here is the one raised in Lau v. Nichols.34 In
this case, the right of non-English speaking Chinese children to bilingual, coin-
Pensatory education was affirmed. INS: raises the whole issue, in our minds,

. of whether the "shares" are to be thought of as resource inputs, or as something
that ihild is Supposed to receive as a cbnsequence of the inputs. That is, it is
dear in the Lau case that the court iejected the idea 'that equal input to students
represented equal opPortimity; some students needed more input to have equal
opportunity. But a s is requiring equal opportunity on other than an input
basis may be inconsiste 'th an input standard.

For example, the S ano case held that wealth 'cannot influence the quality
of a chitd's Nucation. The neutrality standard, however (either siniple or condi-
tional) was bast* on equal Opportunity for expenditures pef child. The Lau
standard might suggest another condition on Serrano: the expenditures must be
adjUsted for a pupil "needs' factor before one can tst for wealth neutrality.
Indeed, the New York conrt in the Levittown case dealt with this issue, as well
as the cost issues discussed earlier.

Several states have adopted pupil ifeigiiting mtems in their general aid
fermulas, including Illinois." In our ease study, we will be able to Oilestigate
whether equal Opportunity has increased tinder thi.s definition as well.

Having, raised a great dial of empirical questions, we now turn to the task
of attempting to answer some of them in our case study.

%

Measuring Inequality

Empirical work on equity in scheol fmance involves three distinct tasks
aside ,from the choice of which equal opportunity concept to measure. The
first is identification of the pre-reform degree of inequality. The second is identi-
fication and measurement of the effects of policy changes in educational fmance
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on this obserçd inequality:The third task is prediction of the effects of policy
*changes before ey occur. The measurement questions are taken up in this
section, and pre ction is considered in the next. Our objective is to suggest

a CO11111101 .frame ork for analysis which, when replicated, could be expected
. to produce comp ble results for . evaluating the impact of school finance re-

forms in a wide rane of state systems.
As we have een, there are a variety of interesting concepts concerning

equal opportunity and school finance. Since the distribution of public school
inputs has been a/ central policyaconcern of the equity controversy to date, this
reiriew will concentrate on theZ inputs ,as the shares children are to receive.
To illustrate,-we use data from Illinois schools before and . following the intro-
duction of a major reform, the 1973 "Hoffman-Fmiell Act.", We begin with
a summary of. the system's operation prior -to this change, and present empiri-
cal measures of divisional and distributional equal opportunity. We.then describe
the reform and examine its impacts on these measures.

Pre-Reform School Fipance in Illinois

Prior to 1973, 'state aid for education in Illinois was provided ILIder both
"foundation" and categorical grant programs.36 Total local district Awl ex-
penditures came from three sources: (a) revenue raised locally .through the
property tax, (b) state categorical and general assistance, and (c) federal cate-
gorical programs. State categorical A q.SistanGe was provided for pupil transporta-
tion, certain types of vocational training and special educational programs, And
meals for needy students. Stale general-purpose aid, while a. function of a school
district's property tax base and its student population, was not influenced by
"effort" as identified by the local tax rate. A minimuni of 448 per "weighted
average daily attendance" or "WADA" was guaranteed every district. Weights in
this calculation were determined by grade compo&ition of the average daily atten-
dance level."

, For convenience, computations in this paper will utilize only' data from
"unit" districts-:-that is, districts combining kindergarten, elementary, and high
school. As of 1972-73, there were 436' of them, including Chicago. Since available
data simply do. not permit proper adjustment of input costs between Chicago and 4
the rest of the state, Chicago has been excluded froWthe sample. This exclusion

. sidesteps the important cost-index problem thit is the focus of the Levitto*n
case. The remaining sample covers approximately 22 percent of the Illinois
public school population. (

Equitilitj,. of Division. Table 1 reports the distribution of expenditures for
ADA38 frOm general purpose funds in Illinois Unit Schools Tor4972-73. The
data are reported by decilis; the lowest decile represents the bottom tenth of the
distribution of 'expenditures per student.3.9 Clearly, substantial inequality in
expenditures per ADA existed in Illinois schools five years 'ago. Individual dis-
trict expenditures per ADA ranged from $637 to $1,789,

Several judgments are involved in this presentation of the data, and they
should be made explicit. First, these distributio0 are calculated on a per-student
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TABLE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDITURES/ADA
ILLINOIS UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICTS

1972-1973

Docile Mean Expendlturee/ADA
ler Deelle

$ 702
2 750

3 na
4

824

a 852

7 afa
a 916
9 a48

10 . 1 ,028

Overall mein

Standard deviation .126
mean

4*, Source: Calculations by authors. See note 39.

:

/

(actuaily per ADA) rather than a per-school-district basis.,There may be other
"vonstierations which suggest data break-out alo#g school district lines, we would

caution that The magnitude of most equity problems depends on the nuniber of
students harmed, not the number of distrifes. Howeverr. any measures derived
from district level data, and intended to examine equality Mons students, do
require the assumpt4on that within district distri tion of general purpose ex-

* penditures is equal. This nilispecification. continue to be an important matter
for research:"

The se "1 4 judgment is' that such data are vest presented using general
. purpose tes and grants. As already mcntiojed, Illinois schools receive'

categori assistance from both federal and state4ources to cover certain ex-
ceptional expenses andocompensatory education (rcughly 15 percent of total

*/ spending). It is' assumed fiero that such funds, wthrts;listributed to cover ex-
ceptional thdistrict costs such !as oie related to ortation, appropriately
adjuSt for diffetences in costs of providing educartion across districts and thus
rectify inequities- created by cOst differences beyond the control of the district

5 4
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Whether or not such grants do rectify cost differences is a matter for separate
investigatioh. We treat categorical wants 'for special student needs as if such
payouts are not relevant to achievQ equal opportunity for inputs (that is,
they are intended to supplementr the fair input share in order to achieve an
outcome effect). To the exfent _that cate*rical grants for suli needs are spent
as part of the general fund, however, thesemonies belimg in the data used here.
Here, again, the degree of misspecification produced by these assumptions is

an important object fotresearch.4'
Third, aside from the mean and coefficient of variation of the raw data,

no summary measures of ineqbality have been presented.42 This may appear
somewhat paratoxical, given the amount of research devoted to the problem
of and procedKes for measurement of inequality.43 The motivation of this
research is that such an index, if available, would permit summary .assessment
of the underlying distributiOn for the data reported in table 1 and would per-
mit unambiguous statements about the equity effects of possible school finance
changes on this distribution. However, although many measures have been pro-
'posed no one has been generally accepted.

The reason for the absence of 'consensus is that distributions cannot, in
general,.be uniquely descrIted by one or two numbers. At minimum, preferences
in this area seem to involve at least three characteristics of distributionsmean,
spread, and kurtosis. No single index can cope with, this problem. Under this
circufnstance, listing by decileswhich gives a readily grasped picture of the
whole distributionseems to present more useful7infonnation than any addi-
tional summary measures (such as the variance of logitithms, the gini coeffi-
cient, etc.). It should be recognized that for some purposes, a comparison of
various summary measures may be use'ful."

Simple Neutfality for Wealth and Poverty Groupings. As discussed in the
preceding section, public, legislative, and judicial attention in matters of school
equity has involved not only equality of division, as illustrated in table 1, but
also neutrality of the distribution proCess for various groups of students. For
illustration, this section will consider the Serrano relation between 'school 'dis-
trict expenditures per ADA and district wealth per student. Vor an alternacive
grouping, we also consider the relation between expenditures and family income
of students, where the latter classification is made in terms of poverty status.

There is an important einpiricial distinction between discrete (#nd usually
dichotomous) classifications, like rolce, and continuous classifications,' ftke wealth.
If one asks if students of a certain race receive un equitable share, it is reasonably
clear 'how to divide all Students into those in the suspect claps and those not in
it (though, to be sure, there will be a few students hard to classify). However,,
if one asks if children in property poor dstricts receive an equitabl.e share, then
one hpg to. empirically decide where the cut-off point is for "property poor"
e.g., should it be all districts with less than average wealth, or the poorest 5, 10,
20, or 40 percent of all districts? In thinking about resolving the Serrano issue,)
analysts assume that the neutrality requirement would apply to anx grouping
of districts by property wealth, including rich districts. That is, a sq.00l financing
system which so restricted the ability of rich distriCtS: to generate 6duextioriali

/4
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. expenditures for their children, conliared to .other districts, woilid be just al
undesirable and pethips unconstlutional as the reverse." Empii'rically, this
roughly translates into a requitrinent that average expenditures per child be
the same in every wealth class no matter how narrowly defined."

One easily understandable way of ,testing this requirement is arbitrarily to
divide all students into some fmite nunibbr of wealth groupings. (like deciles)
,and calculate the average expenditure pir child for each group. A more precise
(but less transparent) method is tc$ compute. a regression based on i.,sufficiently
general functional form to 'capture any peculitrities of the wealth-expenditute
relation that iy exist.47 With this, method, simple neutrality is statistically
satisfied when ffie coefficient of each term in the regression (except the constant)
is not significanily different from zero. Iii application, small coefficients, even
if statistically distinct from- zero, may be judged to have little policy relevance
(e.g., there may be a statistically signifieant increase in expenditures of $10 per,
child from the poorest to the richest districts, but it is unlikely such a small
difference would cause alarm).

Ai table 2 indicates, in 1972-73 there existed a clear, positive relationship
between expenditures in a student's school district and the ratio of property

TABLE 2

AVERAGE EXPEND1TURE/ADA CALCULATED BY DECILE
OF "THE DISTRIBUTION OF PROPERTY TAX BASE/ADA

1972-1973

WWI st
Ausesed

Valto/ADA

Mesn.Aeseesed Mean Expenditure/
Veiue/ADA In ADA for ADA In
Wealth Deena Wealth Docile

1
2

3

4

5

8

7

8

9

10

S. 9,466
03,364

15,515
17,391

18,589
'20,092
21,848
23,100

; 25,674
37,539

Overali mini assessed value/ADA = $20,231

Overall mean expendlture/ADA = $849

Standard devlatIon

mean I

$742
779

843
115
862
857
886
893
892
920

eApproximate; see note 39:
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tax base to school size. In equation (1) we have summarized this relationship
with a regression. The riige of wealth from the student.in the poorest district
to the one in the *richest was, per ADA, from $2,921 to $99,962..The regression
indicates that this 'was associated with predicted difference of $439 per student
in expenditures. Although the relation in not linear over the-range. of wealth
exhibited by Illinois unit school districts, it ,is monotonically increasing and
statistically significant. The R2 figure indicates that about 31. percent of varia-
tion in schbol district expenditures for students in this sample was associated
with variation in the property base in the student's school district." The rela-
tion between expenditures and property tax base implie'd by equation (1) is
plottecl in figure 1. The figure includes the cumulative proportion of unit district
ADA on the horizontal axis. Note that districts with assessed valuation per ADA
between $10,000 'and $30,000 accounted for slightly over .86 percent of the
attendance in our sample.

50

FIGURE 1

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES PER ADA
BY TAX BASE, ILLINOIS UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICTS
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Expenditures
Average dailY attendance

658.49 .01128(w) .855&x 10-' (w)2 (1)

+ .1989 x 10 -1 2 (W)3

W = aSStssed valuations/ADA

R2 .31.

In the Sernmo trial court decision concerning California, Judge Jefferson
ruled that wealth-related disparities exceeding $100 per, child were unconstitu-
tional. If this standard had been 'applied to Illinois, and the simple neutrality
interpretation of Serrano used, then our tests indicate that the pre-reform systein
in Illinois would have been held unconstitutional. (Note, however, a court may
irequire a fmer breakdown than deciles.)

For an additional example of simple neutralitY evaluation, we compare
expenditures/ADA for children from p6or households to the same figure for
the rest of the children in unit schools. For purposes of illustration, we treat
as "poor" the estirnated number of children in each district certified eligible
for categorical assistance under Title 1 of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act of 1965.4' A high proportion of ESEA eligikles5 is, in general, likely
to mean that a high proportion of school enrollment is accounted for by children
from ipinority and/or poor families. Other tests could be conducted on the basis
of family incdme or minority status alone.1

The simple neutrality test for this case is a comparison of mean expenditure/
student for Title 1 eligibles to expenditures for all others.52 Because the classi-
fication is discrete and dichotomous, this is all that is required. The comparison
appears in table 3. These results indicate that Title 1 eligible students experienced,

4111.
TABLE 3

--
EkPENDITURES PER STUDENT IN OWN SCHOOL DISTRICT

BY ESEA TITLE I ELIGIBILITY
N.)

1972-1973

Title I Eligibles AU Others

Expenditures/ADA 040 $850

on average, $10 fewer resource "inputs" than did'other students when the federal
4 assistance that comes with this.designation is not considered. Therefore, ESEA
ispey, in part, served to compensate for the modest disadvantage imposed on
iffidents in this group by the schol *finance systein. Quit data indicate that there
Were about 100,000 Title 1 eligible's -in unit districts in 1972-73. Thus, it would
have taken $1 million in ESEA money to compensate for this disadvantage
alone.' 3
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Conditional Wealth Neutrality. Finally, consider a conditional wealth neu-

trality test. Suppose all districts choose the same tax rate. nat would be the

resulting inequality ofexpenditures2 In table 4, the distribution of expenditures

from general purpose grants and revenues is reported for unit districts on the

assumption That all adetpt, as an operating tax rate, aqevy of $2.47 per $100 of

assessed valuatiort." As is indicated by table 4, the Aispersion of expenditures

clearly goes not pass a conditiOnal wealth neutrality test. It is'interesting to

note that the inequality in division under the conditional assumptions exceeds

the inequality of the actual division (the coefficients of variation are .1425 amd

.1195, respectively). 'Prior to 1973, school districts partially compensated for

variation in the tax base by establishing an inverse relation between tax rates

4nd tax base.

TABLE 4

CONDITIONAL NEUTRALITY TEST
AVERAGE EXPENDITURE/ADA WITH UNIFORM TAX RATE.,

BY DECILE OF ASSESSED VALUAT1ON/ADA

1972-1973

Dielleb of
Assessed Value/ADA

Mean Assessed Value/
ADA In Wealth Docile

Mom Expendlture/ADA
for ADA In Wealth Deena

1 $ 9,466 $ 733

2 13,364 761,

3 15,515 801

4 17,391 812

5 18,589 830

6 20,092 835

7 21,847 862

8 23,100 901

9 25,674 898

10 37,539 1,057

Overalt mean assessed value/ADA = 204231

Oveish Mean expenditure/ADA = 348.50

Standard deviation of expenditure/ADA - .1425
mean expendIture/ADA

52

.2.47 percent.
bApprimate; see note 39.
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Note ihat the conaitional test is meaningful only as an illUstration of the
existing properties of the tax and grant procedures Illinois uses for fmancing its
schools; it is not a prediction. If such an "experiment" were ever actually run,'
the change would affect property vilues tli*5' ugh Capitalization." Such effects
are not included -in conditional neutrality 'Computations of the type illustrated
in table 4. .

Summary. These data reveal tontdaerable ineqUality in the division of ex-
penditures among pupils in Illinois unit school districts during the 1972-73
school year. The system alSo fails both simple and conditional wealth neutrality
tests. The simple neutrality test based on student poverty status, as identified by
ESEA Title 1 eligibility., indicates only a small deviation from neutrality. The con-
difonal neutrality test indicates that if each district had chosen the same tax rate,
th inequality among students would have been greater than in the actual division.

ve made the following methodological recommendations:
Analysis ot: equity and distribution should be carried out pri-
marily on a per-student basis.
Simple tables are a very useful Way to present data .on the equal-
ity of opportunity fof4clucational outlays.
Equity of input tests are probably best carried out using only'
expenditures fro% general purpose funds, though this requires
making several amptions about the use of categorical funds.
Equal opportunitY tests .can be usefully carried out on the basis
of poverty estimates altailable on a district basis. Improvements
in their. quality should be) considered an important objective
for facilitation of equity evaluations as well as distribution of
grants-in-aid.

The Effect of RefOrm

The effects on equality of inputs of 'a change in, school finance procedures
is usefully divided into three phases:

(1) The impact effect: The change in expenditures per student
brought about by alteration in state aid formulas, all behavior
held conitant.

(-2) The intermediate effect: The Change in expenditures per student..
after voter response to the new procedurès has been realized and
local tax rates hate achieved new "equilibriani" levels.

(3) The long-run effect: The change in expenditures per student
brought about by shifts in- the "equilibrium" tax rates due to .

altered locational patterns of firms and households, and house-
hold compensatory changes in private purchases of education.

Both district and family adjustments in the face of alterations in finance .

piocedures take time, and such adjustments are further delaked when policy
alterations are phased in gradually. Given these lags in adjustment, analysis of
equalizing effects of reform must focus not only off the initact effects of such
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chiinges onIb,. but also on the intermediate effects and on the nature of thp

incentives the syst m creates for further change.
'Molt reforms can be described in terms of three effects on school district

and family behavior. The first is the income effect, the alteration in the amount

of resources a district has to meet the various demands it face,s (for schooling,

police, fire protection, etc.)., This is calculated as the, change in school aid as-

sinning no change in the tax rates. The second is the price effect, the alteration

the reform imposes on the terms of trade between other expenditures and school

expenditures (the change in local revenue required for each school expenditure

level). The third is the rules effect, brought about by constraints imposed by legis-

lation 'of the tax-expenditure choices made by districts. A system of block grants

for education (like basic aid, or other state aid that has no matching require-

ments) has only an income effect; regardless of the 'size of the grant, the incre-

ment in expenditures per ADA that can be accomplished for a given change

in the local property tax rate remains constant. On the other hand, a system

of matching grants (where the state guarantees some increment in state aid
for eacfi dollar of local tax revenues raised) alters the .price to voters of additional

outlays on education." A statutory maximum on permitted local property tax

rates for education is an example of a "rules" reform.
, Given these common properties, equity evaluation of procedures for school

fmance change is conveniently based on description of the income, price, and

rules effects of such changes on districts and the distribution of such changes by

district characteristics. If it is determined that an unatceptable relation exists

between district wealth and expendituresthe essence of the Serrano decision
analysis pf a reform must concentrate on the degree to which proposed reforms

act to counter the unacceptable relationships. 'To see how this might be done, we

return te the Illinois case.
. The 1973 Illinois School Finance Rettrm. The core of the 1973 Illinois

school fmance ritorm was a "resource-equalizer" formula, a funding mechanism

similar to district power equalizing. The new program guaranteed an expeiditure

level for each possible tax rate choice, by providing general state aid to make up

the difference between what a district receives from its own sources and the

guarantee. If its assessed valuation per weighted average daily attendance were

less than $42,0430, a district would receive in own 'taxes and "equalizing" statel

aid revenues equal\ to what it would have enjoyed had assessed valuation been

342,000.37
The plan was not "pure" district/power equalizing, however. The modifi-

cations are numerous and illustrative of the substantial complications the re-

searcher encounters in work of this type. The principal-difference between strict

DPE and the Illinois system_ is that no "recapture of revenues existed for dis-
. tricts with assessed valuations in excess 6f the equalizer standard. Furthermwe,

districts were given the option of receiving the graft implied by the resource-
equalizer formula, the grant that they would have received under the founda-
tion plan in operation in 1972-73, or, as a third alternative, a foundation-type
("Strayer-Haig") grant calculated on the basis of a slightly modified pupil-
weighting schime. For both the Strayer-Haig alternative and the resource-equalizer

formula, the state*chose to concentrate aid on districts with above-average num-
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bets of Title I eligibles by adjusting district attendance figures upward according
. to the numbers of eligibres present. Although this adjustment was complicated,"
the, essential imtect under both was to create an income effect, where the size of
the grant to each district is made on the basis of the estimated number of children
from poor families. For districts which chose the equalizer formula for stlite aid
computation and had large numbers of Title t eligibles, the weighting scheme
also lowered the tax price 6f education.

The exceptional weight given Title 1 eligibles by the Illinois reforms posed
a, problem of interpretation. Basically, there are three different optiiiics for
thinking about the nature of these. funds: (1) the money can be treated as cafe-
mica assistance designed to improve educational attaithnerit for poor Students;
(2) the money can be treated as compensation for exceptional costs associated
with teaching lower-class children; or' (3) the money can be treated as additional
general-purpose transfers. Since we are foctiiing on wealth neutrality tests for
inputi, let us consider whether and how one would include them under each
'alternative interpretation. Under options (1) and (2), the funds can be excluded
if the usual student weighting "DA) is used in the calculation, or included if
the, special pupil weighting (TWADA) is used. Both of these follow from thinking
of the reasons for the funds as "exceptional characteristics" which the calculation
must take into account. To control tor them when they are included, one must
weight the total by the anionnt of special "needs" or "high cost children"the

ADA measure. When they are excluded, the exclusion itself serves as the
control (thus WADA is appropriate). Under either of these options, one must be
careful in evaluating, chanies in equality over time. No matter which measure is
used for the reformed system, the pre-categorical system should be TWADA
weighted; otherwise the new system is effectively adjusted for these factors but
the measure for the pre-categorical system is not (as if there were no "needs" or
rhigh cost children" before reform). 1.

In this instaw, however,, we favor option (3). The reason for favoring it
here is primarily bicauseIllinois places no restrictions on the use of funds given to
districts on the basis, of Tittle 1 eligibles. Indeed, the state does not even report
the portion of loCal aid attributable to the poverty count. Therefore, they seem
more like general purpose grants. We recognize that a strong case can be made
for concentration of aid upon districts which are high cost; however there is no
evidence that the number of Title I eligibles represents a reasonable cost index.

`Without this evidence, and with no attempt to ensure the appropriate children
receive the funds,. we Will treat these as --.quivalent to general purpose aid. Under
this interpretation, the funds are includedAn the equal opportunity teas with
the usual student weighting (WADA).

In addition to the resource-equalization and studeht-weighting properties,
ihe law included numerous other provisions. The most significant were a partial
phase-in procedure that precluded substantial year-to-year changes in district
state aid and a ceiling on allowed local tax rates. The first change constrained
each district to .an increase in state aid of no more than its aid entitlement under
the old system, plus one-fourth of the difference between the old and new en-
titlements. The second, restriction was apparently inserted to assure that part of
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the new state aid made its way into tax relief. However, numerous possibilities (

for override of the restriction tare included in the law. If district taxpayers want ti

a tax rate in excess of the maximur, they can vote it.
Identifying the, Effect of the Reform. Since the long-run effects of the

HOffman-Fawell Act on school fmance in Illinois are yet to be observed, we
begin with an 'analysis of the ex ante properties of the ,system (those that can
be examined without observinethe system in operation, based on the new form-
ula). Above, we demonstrated that schopl expenditures per. ADA in Illinois
showed considerable variation across students in 1972-73, and that substantial
variation was associated with school district wealth. Thus, a reform aimed at
equalization of scho91 inputs should have both "income" and "price" effects
which favoilow-expenditure and low-wealth districts.

Under a. shift from a .foundation-grant plan to "pure" district power equali-
zation, income and price effects are readily inferred from the aid formula. How-,
ever, in a system as complicated as Illinois', the distribution and consequences
of such.changes are more, obscure. One procedure for summarizing the incentive
effects of reform. isk to calculate income and price effects explicitly and then
regress .the changes on initial district expenditures- or assessed valuation per
student. We have done this for the Illinois ieform; the estimated income effects
appear in equations (2) and (3), below. The left-hand variable for both regres-
sions is estimated change in local school district expenditures, given the change
from the foundation to, the resource-equalization system, no change in district
tax fates, and 1972 assessed valuation. This. representi the "income effect!'
FicT this purpose, "ulthiate entitlements" are Calculated; we have ignored the
fat that such' changes 4re originally planned to be phased in dyer four years.

e calculations retain tile "safeguard" provisions of tile Illinois reform, which
recluded loss in re or aid by any district."

/ Change in aid
$341 .2714
(7.6) (5.1)

$281 .007122
(23.8) (15.7)

(1972-73 ExpendituresYADA)

R2 = .05

(Assessed value/ADA)

(2)

(3)

=/ ADA

Change in aid
=

ADA

R2 .36
Equation (2) indicates that the clew System was likely to concentte aid to

a modest extent on low-expenditure districts,,, although' the relationship is relaft

tively weak. Equation (3) indicates that aid wavlearly concentrated on districts
with a small per-pupil tax base.

The price effect 9f the reform can be illustrated by the relationship between
the marginal tax rate increase required to increment expenditures per ADA by
$50 in these districts before and after the reform (call this the "tax-price").
We have calculated this chahge again on the basis of 1972-73 assessed- valuation
and all properties of the new law except the graduated phase-in restrictions.
Equations (4) and .(5) estimated change in price regressed on district
expenditures and
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Change in ,

''maritinal tax = .006 +..629 x 10-5 (J972-73 Expenditures/ADA) , (4)
increase re- (.14.2) (11.4)

(mired
.. = .23

.004 + .479 x 10-3 (Assessed value/ADA) (5)
(28.1) (19.0)

R2 =

These regressions indicate that the price change increased with the initial district
ekpenditure level and with district wealth. c. Both effects create incentives for
increased equ.alization: the incremental tax effort necessary to raise an additional
$50 rises with both expenditures and wealth. We have also calculated the increase
in want and tax-price change as defmed above for Title 1 eligible students and
students who are not. These results appear in table 5. The effect of the new sys-
tem with regard to students in this classification is quite pronounced. On average,
school districts which included Title 1 eligibles Would receive, by the newIlaw
formula, almost twice as much additional aid per student under the new system as
was true for districts of noneligibles. This difference greatly exceeds the initial
difference between the classes of students as measured in table 3. The price effect
of the formula change is also significantly greater for eligibles than for noneligibles.

'Clearly, the revision in fmance procedures operates to expand expenditures far
Title 1 eligibles over noneligibles.

TABLE 5
-4

INCOME AND PRICE EFFECTS OF
ILLINOIS SCHOOL FINANCE REFORM

Mean Chang. In Mean Chang* In
State Aid NW ADA "Tax Prics"a

Title 1.
eligibles

Non-Titie I
eligibles

$153

I

441t

-.0022

-.00153. ,

text.

As a final illustration of the properties of the new system, consider again
the conditional neutrality test. Suppose all districts were to choose the same tax
rate. What would be the effect on the dispersion of expenditures? For conven-
ience, 'we have calculated this test on the basis of j974-75 attendanceexpendk-
tures, and titx base figures. The results appear in table 6. Clearly, in terms of
conditiOnal neutrality the reformed Illinois system is substantially superior
to the old foundation giant program. However, it still fails a ktrict interpretation
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of the "Jefferson" test -wealth-related disparities in expenditures exceed $100
between schools in the nrious property value deciles... Assuming all districts
apply a tax rate of 2.38 percent, no pattern of uniform positive associa-tion,
between expenditures and wealth etterges. Indeed, if anything here the relation-
ship is U-shaped, with highest expenditures in the lowest (because of a high
poverty cOunt)6° and higifst (because of thkoption of collecting aid calculated
on a foundation grant basis) deciles. Choice of a common tax rate produces,a
coefficient of variation of expenditures of .123. Recall that the corresponding
ratio for expenditures under the "conditional neutrality" test for the system
in operation during the 1972-73 school year Was .1421.

To summarize, while the price and income effects of the reform appear to
lo favorable for increased equalization of expenditures, anomalies clearly exist.
Most of these appear to be aspociated will the exceptional, weight placed on
Title 1 eligible students, in distribution of state aid under the revised formula.
When this aid is treated as general purpose aid, the Hoffman-Fawell reform
fails.the conditional neiitality test.
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TABLE 6

CONDITIONAL NEUTRALITY TEST AVERAGE
EXPENDITURE/ADA WITH UNIFORM TAX RATE5,

BY DECILE OF ASSESSED VALUATION/ADA
1974-1975

Deelleb of
Assessed Value/ADA

0,

Mean Assessed Value/
ADA In Wealth Docile

Mean Expendlture/ADA
for ADA In Wealth

Declle

1 $ 9,488 $1,191

2 13,999 1,025

3 15,950 1,020
4 17,746 1,018

5 19,336 1,018

8 28,718 1,021

-7 22,697 1,029
8 24,078 1,006
9 26,524 .1,036

10 38,393 1,125

Overall mean assessed value/ADA = $20,787

Overall mean expenditures/ADA = $1,050

Standard deviation ofexpenditures/ADA = .123
Mean expenditures/ADA

a238 percent.

bApproximate; see note 39.
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Measured Effect of Reform on Equality. The ambiguity eticountered in
evaluation of properties of the reform package reappears when actual post reforM
expenditure data are examined. In table 7 the distribution of expenditures by
decile is presented again for 1972-73 (see table I) and for 1974-75. These data
indicate that diipersion in the division Of expenditures actually increased some-
what between the two years. While the dollar amoutft of expenditures in these
school districts clearly, increased, the real value of educational outlays probably

TABLE T

DITRIBUTION OF EXPENDITURES/ADA
.ILLINOIS UNIT. SCHOOL DISTRICTS

1972-1973 AND 1974-1975

DocIlo

1

iterf
3

4

5

a
7

8
9

10 .

Moan

Standard deviation
mean

Moan Expenditures/ADA for Docile

1972-1973 1974-1975

$ 702 $ 791
750 850

775 880

798 912

824 962

852 982
892. 1,016

918 , 1,081

948 1,120
1,038 1,201

849 973

.120 .125

declined. Between 197271 arid 1974-75, the price deflator for state and local
government purchases of goods and services in the U.S. National Income and
Products Accounts rose by about ,19 percent. If this is an acceptable proxy for
a price index for' education in Illinois, .the men real value of educational ser-
vices within these districts fell by.about 4 perce

It Should be .mked that the equalizing effect of the Illinois reforms was
somewhat ameliorated in 1974-75 by the disruptive effect of the recessiOn on
state finances. State aid was actually funded at a le'vel about 11 percent less
than -the entitlements, determined by the official formulas.. Since, under Illinois
state aid procedures, state aid in general constitutes a larger proportion of ex-
penditures for low-wealth districts than .for high ones, the impact of this adjust-,/ ment was to reduce equality of expenditures.
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Simple Neutrality for Wealth and Poverty groupings. Table 8 reports mean
expenditures per ADA tor ea,ch wealth decile for 1974-75. Table 8 should be

compared to table 2, in which the corresponding distribution was reported for

1972-73. Although the comparison of table I and table 7 revealed the two-year
impact of the Hoffman-Fawell reform on equality of division to be neglibile, the
initial impact of the changes on simple weidth neutralityis more striking. Wealth-

related disparity in expenditures among students in Illinois unit school districts
is far less significant in 1974-75 than was true in 1972-73. In fact, at least in,the
short Tun, the Hoffman-Fawell reform sati ies the simple neutrality version of

the "Jefferson" test.
Essentially the same conclusion can be rived by use of a regression. Equa-

tion (6), below, is the pro4Ect of reiression o expenditures per ADA on school-

di,strict wealth under the new 'system. Two irn ortant inferences can be drawn
from these results. First, by 1974-75; a far sm r portion of intergistrict varia-

tion in expenditures per ADA could be "explain; " by interdistrict variation in

tax base. The R2 in the expenditure equation has en from .31 to .05. Second,

Zthe "slope" of the relationship has become essen ally zero ever the range of

school district tax base typical of the sckool distric att nded by the great ma-
jority (over 86%) of pupils in unit schools in this sample. 1om the regression, the

range of predicted expenditures between the school distri ts with the lowest and
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TABLE 8

AVERAGE EXPENDITURE/ADA CALCULATED BY DECILE
OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF PROPERTY TAX BASE/ADA

1974-1975

Docile of Assessed Moan Assessed Valus/ Mean Exponditurs/ADA
Valus/ADA ADA in Wealth Docile for ADA In Wealth

Owns

1 $ 9,488
2 13,999

3 15,950

4 17,748

5 19,336

6 20,715

7 22,897

8 24,076

9 26524
10 38,393

4F

Mean assessed value/ADA = $20,787

Mean expenditures/ADA = $973

.Standapil deviation expenditures/ADA

Mean exPenditures/ADA

67

.125,

$ 958
968
.944

962

1,000
978

988
944

968
1,0043
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the highest awned viduation/ADA is still $310, from $892 to $1292. However,
over, the tax base interval $10,000-$30,000, preflicted expenditures rise from
$964 to $989, an increase of only $25. This is, of course, consistent with the
information in table 8.

Expenditures
ADA0974.751 993.46 - .0046W + .1790 x 10-6W2 .1031 x 10-11W3 (6)

W = Assessed-Valuation/ADA

In figure 2, expression (6) is plotted on the same scale as was used for
plostting the privfous expenditures-wealth relation. In both 1974-75 and, L972-73,
approximately 864ercent of all unit district studints attended Fhools in distridts
for whichethe proarty lax base per ADA fell in the $10,000-$30,000 range. As
is apparent from the graph, the new fmance procedure made mean eipenditures
virtually independent of wealth within-this group. Indeed, 4 is. only for the 7.8
percent of total ADA located in districts with wealth per student greater than,
$30,000 that the old relation seems to have endured. This is approximately
the group for which aid continues to be allocated on the basis of the adjusted

1, FIGURE 2

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES PER ADA BY TAX BASE
ILLINOIS UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICTS

1972-1973 and 19741975
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foundation formula. The increment in aid within this group between 1972-73
and 1974-75. is largely attributable to the Title I student-weighting formula.

. Finally, actual, experiditures for Title I eligibles calcul9ted on the basis of
reported data increased substantially and, for 1974-75, excteds expenditures for
non-Title 1 eligibles by $34. This suggests that the virtually indistinguishable
effect of the reform on divisional inequality of,school.,expendituLes in Illinois
unit school districts is due to the offsetting natule of two parts of the formula.
On the one hand, the resouice-equalizer component has, for the great majority
of studenl, broken the relation between district property tax base and expendi-
tures. On.lhe other hand, exceptional aid given on the basis of Title I count,
plus interdistrict differences in choice of tax rate, increases the extent or in-
equalp of division. We conclude that an important empirical issue facing those
concerned with equality in this system. i the extent to which the weighting
scheme implicit in.the formula is jettifiable on objective grounds.

As. is apparent from figure 2, the Hoffmans-Fawell Act substantially increased
aid received by all Illinois school districts. This "new money" is probably the
dominant influence behind the short-run equity consequences of the reform that
we have measured in this section. The long-run effects on distribution depend
0on district tax and expenditures adjustments to The new system. We now turn
to procedures for predicting these responses.

B4lavioral Responses to Financial Reform
The long-run effect of the Hoffnian-Fewell Act on equality of e4ucation in

Illinoii will depend on, the response of voters in school districts to the price,
income, and rule effects the change introduced. In addition, theie chaltges may
affect the use of private schooling, and may have substantial relocation effects,
on households and firms. We believe consideration of these factors to be a criti-
cal part of equity analysis in education. In this section we discuss illustrative
examples of research on school district and household response to finatice reform

and the implication of suCh work for predicting the consequences for equality
of educational opportunity. The first section discusses school district response.
The second section discusses till use of private education, and the final section
considers household locatiorial choice.

School Disfrict Response

In most of the early literature on school fihance reform, the impact of
changes in the finanee system was evaluated on the basis of plausible but arbi-
trary assumptions aboul district chpice of expenditure levels or taX, rafts under
the new arrangements.6' The shortcomings of this research were widely recog-
nized, and subsequently researchers began to analyze explicitly the response of
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chool districts to the '"income," "price," and "rule" effects of reform. The
object of this research was estimation of a district "demand" function which
isolated and quantified the effect on district expenditure levels of voter incomes,
the size and composition of the local property tax base, the amount and character
of education grants received, and the "pride:" of education (as determined by the
elasticity of extensally-provided grants with respect to *ally-raised revenues).
Such demand functions are expected to provide better gojections of long-run

.441istrict response to reform plans like district power equalizing.
An example of research on such effects and incorporation of them in evalu-

ating equity effects of school fmance reform is -provided in -two papers on local
school fmance recently published by Flele*F. Ladd.62 The first paper reports the
results of estimatioh a a demand for eipiratiolp function for a sample of Boston-

. - Area Massachusetts school districts. In Its stady education is measured by in-
puts: expenditures-per pupil from all funds in 1970 for schools in the sample.

The independent variables in Ladd's model include measures of income,
price, and taste effects. The Income of* voters (or, more precisely, the income of
the decisive "median" voter) is represented by median family income within the

- district, the ratio of market value of resiilential prOperty within the distriat to
the total numbers of students present, and the 'amount of externally provided
block grants. The price of education is assumed to be a function of available
general purpose matching (not block) grants and the composition of the tax

- base." Taste effects are considered somewhat crudely by including as indepen-
dent variables the, number of pupili attending public schools, and thc share of
the population employed in the "professional, technical, and kindred porker"
positions. Taste effects are assumed not to influence the price and income elasti-
cities of education demand.

Results of estimation of the equation are best interpreted by recalling the
question's raised in the preceding section about the long-term cohSequences of the
Illinois reforms. Ladd's calculations suggest: (a) that the effects off district
expenditures of the sizable increase in state aid will diminish with time as the
funds are absorbed as tax relief (i.e., substitute for, rather than supplement,'
tom! revenues); (b) that the "price" effect of the reform will have a substantial
effect on district expenditures; and (c) that effects of the riform will differ
according to the compcisitio'n of the tai base in each district.

a. Concerning the "income" effed, Ladd estimates that $1 in bloat' (i.e.,
owral purioose, non-matching) grants will result, in tlE. long run, in only about
$.$0 additional district Axpenditures. Recall that thelllinois data we presented
demonstrated a substantial impreement in simple wealth neutrality of the school
finance system in that state. This improvement was largely the consequence of
the massive increase in state aid, concentrated on low-wealth districts, which
Occurred With implementation of the reform program. If Ladd's results are
applicable to Illinois districts, this favorable "income" effect should diminish
over time.

The diminution of the wealth neutralizing effect of the Illinois reform that
.7 %occurs as grant monies are absorbed into tax relief will be offset to some extent

by the "price" effects of the Peform. Ladd's results indicate that for the Massa-
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chusetts school districts in her sample expenditures are quite price elastic. Thus
the higher the matching rate, the greater will be district texpendituks. As we
showed earlier, in general the matching rate for state grants in Illinois is, under,thea
new finance procedures, inversely related to school district wealth. Thus the net
long-run effect of the reform on simple wealth neutrality depends upon the
relative strength of the "grant absorption" and "expenditure stimulation" effe9s.
Ladd's estimates are consistent with Feldstehys warning that, in the long run,
district power equalization type transfer progiams may produce an inverse rela-
tion between wealth and expenditures.64 Under the. influence of extremely
favorable stAte grant Matching rates,c) expenditures in low wealth districts will
grow faster and ultimately surpass those in high wealth districts.

Prediction of the long-run consequences of the Illinois reform is further
complicated by lack of data on the composition of the tax base in Illinois school
districts. Ladd's results indicate that the higher the proportion of the tax base
attributable to non-residential wealth, the greater will be the willingness of the
school district to spend. The effect is further complicated by differential influ-
ences of caimercial and industrial property. Since even information on the
residential share of the tax base for Illinois districts is not publicly available,
the long-run effect of the Hoffman-Fawell Act (assuming no further legislative
changes) cannot be predicted. This is unfortunate for many contexts of educa-
tional policy making, particularly those attempting legislative guidance.

The Ladd results confirm the importance of the suspicions raised earlier:
prediction of tAe long-run effects of reforms like those undertaken in Illinois
is very difficuirand depends substantially on infp-mation that can only be og-

j tained through econometric analyseS; and, in some cases, better data collection.

In her second paper, Ladd utilized the demand funstion estimated earlier
to predict by simulation the impacrof reforms aimed at neutralizing the effect
of commercial and industrial property on educational expenditures. These simula-
tfons are of considerable policy interest given frequent references to the distri-
billion of non-residential property .as a sOurce of inequities in school expendi-
tures. The Nform she considered was uniform taxation of all commercial and
industrial property regardless Of location, coMbined with return of the tax col-
lected in grants to local school districts. The effect of this procedure was to
eliminate commercial and industrial property effects .from the "price" term in
the demand equation and to increase the "block grants" received by each district.
Two grant schemes were utilized: In one, the money collected from non-resi-
dential taxes was returned to the district On a flat grant 'per ptipil basis. In the
other, the grant was made proportional to the district's pupil/residenfial wealth
ratio. The "simulation" consisted ,of making these changes, calculating the grants

, and revised "price" term for each district in the sample, and then calaulating
district expenditures under both new finance schemes. The results could then
be ,cornjadid to values that the demand equation predicted for the districts in
the absence of the hypothetical reforms.

We have recalculated some of Ladd's results on a per student basis (as well
as a per district basis); the results are reported in table 9" These calculations
have several 'features that should be, Of interest to those contemplating either
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plan as a policy for equalizing inputs in Massachusetts. First, both reforms in-
crease school expenditures, but the consequences for inequality of division as
measured by thvoefficient of variation are ambiguous using unweighted calcula-
tion procedures awl clearly detrimental on a per student basis. For both calcula-
tions the t'redistribUtive" form of the grant is superior to the flat-grant alternative
with regard to the estimated Coefficient Of variation of post-reform expenditures.
Second, weighting the calculations by district size reverses Ladd's conclusions
ccinoerning the effeet of these reforms on the distribution of expenditures by
poverty status 6f school -"district families. The third set of columns show the
simple correlation of expenditures per student and proportions (4 families in .
povegy under the original system and for each of the hypothetical reforms..
Ladd's calculations reveal virtually no effect of reform on this correlation; our
recalculations, weighted by school district attendance, lead to the conclusion
that either, of these changes would probably have a relatively favorable effect
on districts with sizable numbers of children from poor families. Finally, unlike
the case for the Illinois figures, for the Ladd data we have the value of residential
wealth pet student within the school distriet. Thiccan be:used as a rough measure
of-average family income in the district. The data in the last columns of table 9,
indicate that both reforms can be expected to reduce modestly the correlation
betpeen eXpenditures per puriil and local residential wealth per pupil. The "re--
distributive" formula is slightly more successful in this respect than,is the flat-
grant formula.

WILE 9

SliketkATION RESULT& ALfERNATIVE keASSACHpSETTS SCHOOL. FINANCE PROCEINAEll

Mena Expenditure

Weightedb Unweiglited

Coefficient el
Variation

ExPendikweiPupli

Weighted Unweighted

Existing system.
eilondar year 1970

Uniform taxation of
commercial and in-
diistrifit property; flat
grant redistribution
of proceeds

Uniform taxation of
.commercial end in-
dtistriel, property:
proceeds distributed
in rotation to district
puplIlmmAh ratios

Zer0-order Cirroletione of per Pupil
Expenditures with:

Proportion.of Families Residential Wealth
in Poverty per Pupil

Weighted UnWeighted /Co:lighted Unweighted.

968

958

952

976

974

.124

. 138

.133

.134

.137

.132

.14

.14

.16

30

.38

35

4
.81'

.49

43

87'

.59

.54

&WPC Calculation by authors from data supplied by H. Ladd. For description see Ladd (19751

ahntik of regriesion-predicted logarithm of expiii4rat adjusted for residual within°, of regression.
bUftwithted" rieulis utie Khoo' districts al the unit of observation. -Weighted" reeults use students ea the unit of

observation and ere comparable to our earlier results for Illinois. .
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However, the important test of simple neUtrality (in this case of residential
wealth neutrality) involves not the correlation of expendituresand wealth but the
slope of the regression of expenditures on wealth. In figure 3 we have plotted
predicted values of expenditurei per ADA on district wealth per ADA for. the
Ladd sample (a) withotit her hypothetical reforms (line 1), (b) with her reform
and "flat grant" redistribution (line 2), and (c) with her reform using concentra-
ted redistribution of proceeds on low-wealth distridts (line 3).66 As can be,seen
from .the figure, the:redistributive formula shows a smaller slope in the region of
mean residential tax base per pupil ($23,260). Relative to the situation prior to
reform (lint 1), the redistributive function (line 3) modestly increases expendi-
tures for most students in-the lower part of the wealth distribution and modestly
reduces outlays for high wealth schools. While these results indicate that state
assumption of the commercial and industrial tax base would not result in satis-
fying a simple neutrality test based on family-wealth, it would improve the degree

of simpld neutrality.
Ladd's work (and the related research by Peldstein,, Stem, and others) sug-

gests that estimated demand functions and simulation& based upon them can be
a valuable tool in predicting the long-run consequences of )tchool finance revisions
for the distribution of school expenditures. We believe sich work can be usefully
extended. It should be recognized, however, that this type, of research ignores

FIGURE 3

PREDICTED EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL GIVEN RESIONTIAL
TAX BASE, IN SCHOOL DISTRICT, LADD SAMpLE
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several important assumptions that are themselves appropriate objectt of research.
Among these are the assumptions that (lc)jmprovements iarthe equality of distii-
bution of inputs of the public schools are not offset by cbmpensatirig purchases
of privately provided education by families with children, (2) the changes do not
Significantly influence district population or choice of residence by families with
children, and (3) the property tax base within school districtiis not itself affected
by roform. These effects are difficult to stay, but some possibilities do deserve
consideration. We turn now to a brief discussion 9f them.

The Subtatitution of Public and Non-Public Education

Generally, investigations of equality of opportunity in education have been
restricted to comparisons of public school offerings. It is not readily apparent,
apart from the availability of data, that this should be so. There are at least two
distinct reasons why one might include non-public school offerings in examing
changes in equality of opportunity: (1) a value judgment that gquality of oppor-
tunity should refer to all children, not just those in public schools; and (2) the
range, extent, and cost of non-public school offerings affects the degree of equity
in public schOols.

We will not dwell at length on the first reason. At this time, there has been
no policy conunitment concerning resource requirements or regulations for
private schools..However, it is conceivable that this may change. For example,
supp6se one argued-it is necessary that a certain child attend a private school in

order to uphold religibusprinciples. Does the exercise of religious freedom make.,
it any less necessary or less important that the state ensures the child receive
adequate educational resources? Whether public funds may or should be used for
these purposes is a separate queeion. Both of these policy issues raise dmstitu-
Hanel questions involving the separation of church alid state.

The recent Wolman v. Walter decision of the U.S. Supreme Court is indica-
tive of the awkwardness the separation isiue causes: public funds may be used to
directly aid these students but not for supporting the SchboIs they attend. While
this decision extends the eligibility of parochial sphool students for public funds,
it does not require that public funds be prpvided. In the non-judicial branches of
government, ther'e does not seem to be any consensus about what sholtd be pro-
vided. For example, the President's Commission on School Finance urea in 1972
that "local, State And Federal funds be used to provide, where constitutionally
permissable, public benefits for nonpublic school children . ."67 However, the
highly respected Fleischmann Commission report of 1972 concluded: "The
.principle of separation of church and state should not be abrogated: public
funds or tax revenus ought not to be used in support of the attendance of
students at sectarian schools."" In short, there does not appear to be any Consen-
sus value judgment about the appropriateness of ensuring equal opportunity for
those children attending private schools.

The second reason is more subtle but has substantial implications for the
financing reforms of putSlic schools: offerings in nonpublic kchools affect, and
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are affectRI by, offerings in public schools. Let us consider first an extreme case
to .make the point, and then turn to more realistic examples. Suppose a state
imposed a uniform expenditure level of $1,500 per child, to be financed locally
with state subsidies to poorer districts. Suppose further that there is one wealthy
district composed alniost entirely of affluent families (with children) living in
angle, family residences. The district has been spending $3,000 per child in their
public schools. To avoid the state rule, the citizens ot the weaithy district with-
draw their children from the public schools.and form private schoolstwith tuition
of $3,000 per child. The public schools in this district. close (or operate on a
token level), so local taxes are reduced. The children continue getting a $3,000
education, the wealthy parents pay the same amount for education as previously,
and the state has achieved "equal oppOrtunity" in its public schoOls.69 However,
there may be no real change in equal opportunity among children.

Of course, this represents an extreme case. But it should be clear that the
effectiveness of equalization policies depends on the degree to which families
will sitkstitute private for public education (o\supplement public education
with extracurricular educatiOnal activities obtained from other public or private
sources) in response to those policies." The last example raised the possibility
of the flight of the wealthy from public .schools as policy restricted their spend-

. ing. An opposite effect might occur in the less wealthy districts, where spending
on public schools is substantially increased. That is, some families in the ipss
wealthy Aistricts who' have been sending their chiiren to private schools, now
might feel that reform has so increased the quality of their public schools that
their children can no longer forego this opportunity.

Some data on enrollments in California private schools from 1973-75 are
suggestive of this latter point. In California during this period, expenditures
per child in the lower wealth districts were growing more rapidly than expendi-
tures in the higher wealth districts, due to increased subsidies to the former and
revenue limits on the latter (which can be overridden by local vote, but still
increase the difficulty of spending more). Total private school enrohments in-
creased from 386,974 to 404,079 (an increase of 4.4%), but enrollments in
church-affiliated schools decreased from 324,143 to 319,880 (a decrease of
1.3%)." The church-affiliated schools, which in 1973 had 80% of all tpe Cali-
fornia children attending private school, generally struggle to provide even mini-
mum educational resources to their pupils (that.i0ithey are not wealthy schools
nor are the children in them primarily from -wealthy families). As expenditures
in the public schools near them.,rise, it should not be surprising if' many parents
a're induced to switch from the private school to the public school. The opposite
is true at the other end of the speetrum. Enrollments...in the non-church affiliated
private schools during the same period increased from 62,811 to 84,199, or an
increase of 34 percent. As a group, these schools represent the more expensive
private schools, and they become more attractive as expenditures in relatively
high spending public schools .are constrained (for example, by failure to over-
ride revenue limits).

We have indicated that the above data are only suggestive. There are, of
course, many other possible reasons to explain wIly enrollment in the church-
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affiliated schools has declined and in other private schools has risen: perhaps
the former is entirely due to a decline in reli&tous preferences, and the latter
due to. attempts to avoid desegregation." More careful research on this matter
is necessarY to sort out 'the independent impact of public school, expenditure
changes on priva school enrollment.

There has been gorne'empirical research which looks at the effect of private
school enroliMents on public school spending. However, none of these studies
diitinguish entailments in minimum expenditure schools attended primarily for
religious reasons, and enrollments in till more expensive private schools. In
these studies, cause and effect is thoughl to run from use of priiate schools
to public expenditures, rather than vice versa. Weisbrod, using the 48 adjacent
states'as the units of observation in a study based on 1960 data, found a positive
association between the percent of pupils enrolled in public schools and public
school expenditure's." He attributed this- result to the reluctance of non-public
school children ,to support public education. Howevek the association could
also reflect a greater propensity to use public rather than private schools because
public school expenditures are higher. In a recent re-examination of Weisbrod's
model, Greene found a. negatiie but not sighificant association betWeed these
two variables. Greene's units of observation were 53 school district-cities in 1970
in New York Slate." He suggested that this result might be expected because
the smaller the percentage of families using non-public schools, the greater the

a
, burden of public school finance on the families of children attending public
-Schools (making them less' likely to spend more money than if others had to
pick up a bigger part of the fib). liowever, this might be better explained by
variation in religious composition of the districts; reflecting different propensi-
ties to use public schools. Finally, Feldstein included'a variable measuring the
number of private school students per capita in his cross-section study of Massa-.
chusetts school districts, but did not find any stable association between public
expenditures., and this variable (using several different estimatibdprocedures, the
sign varied)..The relationship was significant (>2x standard error) and hegative
in thrall"- equations using 1970 data, but significant and pcisitive when the same
sample was restricted to only those districts receiving matching state grants (i.e.,
eliminating the highest wealth districts). The,tange in sign as the high wealth
districts are added may reflect the quite different (non-parochial) purposes which
induce families in high wealth districts to utilize private schools (implying, other
things equal, a lower propensity to use private.schools).

00.4.4

. While the findings of:these studies could be quite consistent with our hy-
pothesis, none of them were designed to specificallY test the effect on demand for
private 'education caused bY expenditure changes in public edlication. We at-
tempted to construct a rough but more direct test 155, combining our. Illinois
public schOpl data with private.school enrollment data from other Sources75 for
towns within unit districts. The idea warto explain the change in private school
enrollment per district as a simple function of 'general change in district enroll-
ments and change in public school expenditures per ADA:However aftereliminat-
ing all Cook County schools because of possible confoundment witlischool deseg-
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regation efforts, and a few districts due to incomplete observations on private
schools, we were left with only eiglt usable observations characterized by little
variation in expenditure change. Tliis strongly suggests that reasonable tests of
this hypothesis should be made frthn a more detailed' sample of families ex-
posed to different public-private tra -offs for the education of their children.

We also note that the shift from public to private school iS a costly and dis-
continuous adaptation of families to perceived inadequacies in the public schools.
It is possibly more common for families to adjust to such developments by pur-
chasing or in other ways providing education from non-public school sources as a
supplement to whacis received in the public schools. The extent of such activities,
their association with variations in public school expenditures, and changes in
these factors over time are difficult to analyze because data are hard to come4by.
But any information on this front would be valuable in assessing the implication
of change in school finance for the total supply and distribution of education

...wceiyed by children.

I% sum, the ppportunities available to childrei through private schools may
bear signifiiantly on public school' enrollment, a ell as on the quality of educa-,

tidnal opportunity generally. Because school finance reforms change the trade-
offs families 'face in the public-p.rivate emollment decisions and incentives for
supplementation of public school offerings, they will induce a behavioral response
which could advance or hinder equal opportunity goals. More empirical research
on this issue is necessary to establish the magnitude of these effects.

Locational Responses to
School Finance Reforms

In most of the literature on school fmance reform, little attention is paid to
the possible changes in residehtial as well as business locational patterni'which
might be induced by the reforms. Changes in these patterns, while important by
themselves, would cause changes in property values, in the wealth of districts,jp
the tax, rate choices of districts, and, therefore, in the equality of educational A
opportunity available to children. However, the Serrano court refers', for example,
to tie variations in property wealth across districts as "fortuitovs." The economiC
modes developed to predict tax rate changes as a consequenca of refonii (cited
earlier) also assume relative property wealth is constantan assumption appro-
pri te for near-term responses. But in the long run, the location of wealth is
ne er fortuitous nor fixed. Furthermore, there is-a class of ecouomic models
th Tiebout mailswhich Can be used to generate empirically testable pr9posi-
tio s concerning the 'consequences of school finance reform." Since the conse-
qu nces of these long-run effects can be both profound and counter-intuitive,
perhaps overshadowing the near-term effects; we think it quite important that
more effort be devoted to understanding them. In this section, we present a rudi-
mentary bare-boneS model of residential location to illustrate these effects.
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Tiebout models revolve around the notion that households vote with their /
feet. In any region, there are numerous communities (or school districts) in which
households can locate. Each community has its own distinctive features which
make it more or less attractive as a residence: e.g., distance from employment cen-
ters, air quality, the quality of its public schools and other local services, and its
tax rate. Households compete for locations, causing land prices to be high in the
more popular areas and lower elsewhere. Local governments, in determining local
services, are, assumed to be responsive to the preferences of theirresidents. Tie out
argued that, under. certain other assumptions including perfect househol bill-
ty, an optimal provision of local services would result from this locatiqnal ocess.
However, here it is only the determinants of household location and the resulting
groupings which interest us.

School finance riforms like district power equalizing change then local tax
rate necessary to. raise a given level of educational expenditures; in some com-
munities it is raised and in others it is lowere4This will change,the relative attrac-
tiveness of communities to households, wholncrease their bids to live in th.pse
areas favored and. reduce them elsewhere. A regrouping of households results; the
regouped communities may prefer different levels of local. services than those
offered previously.-

While there is controversy in the economids literature 'bout how "optimal"
the Tiebout process is in the actual world of limited Mobility, few doubt that
locationpl choices are sensitive to the quality and cost of local government
services, . particularly education." Newacheck estimated, for example, that in
'California in 1972 a $1.00 increase in annual educational expendituri&per child
would result in a $15.0 Increase in home value, while a $1.00 incrilhe in the

. property tax= rate would lead to a $1700 decline in home value.79 Using this to
simulate, the capitalitatiokeffect on a $30,000 home of switching to a district
power eqUalizing system -(with state aid constant), he estimated gains or losses of
urrto $5000 in extreme districts, with the majority of districts experiencinfgains
or losses in the $1000-$3000 range. If the magnitude of these estimates is cor
rect,9°' then schaal fmance reform may generate substantial regrouping of house-
holds aver tiine.

To illustrate:the pgssible nature of the regrouping that might arise in switch-
ing fthm a local finance systeA 'to one of district power equalization,We develop
a very simple model." AsSume we are in a region divided into K districts where
each family has one child attemjliiig public school. Any family can be characterized
by its wealth w and its prefereike for education, a. The family preference function

. is assumed. to be Cobb-Datiglas, wh;re utility comes from the educational expen-
ilitures on ,its child and its afters-tax wpalth. We-assume our population consists of
Many dikerent families with varying tastes for educition and varying wealth.

It is useful to begin with the 'simpilpst problems. If each family Was a com-
plete school. district, thin they, wouid cf/close airedncatioti tax rate t to:

Maximize uftw,(14)W) = (py)1 [(1-0w] )
0 t

The solution to thiiproblein is o choose t a. To see this: first note that we can
simplify.the abOve expression:

.
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N
,

i=1

Maximize w [0(14)1 ]

Then a

(la)

au/at = wfata-1(1-01-1 (1 *I( 1 - tr al = 0

and since the w drops out,

at"' ( I -0' = (1-a)ta(14)-4

or a/( I -a) = t/(1-t)

. or t = \,
Now let us complicate the problem slightly by assiiming there are N families

living in one district, and they must collectively decide On the tax rate and
expenditures per child. We assume this decisioirsis made y the median voter
rule.82 Since average wealth in the district is

then each family I will seek to:

MaxiMize (15)1 [(1-0Wil (2)

Note we can rewrite this slightly as

Maximize (iis wi (2a)

Since the first tenn in pare"eses does not depend on t, the solution only
depends on the last two terms. But these are identical to those in ( la), so the
solution is identical: I = z is- the most desired tax rate for a family in the district.
The choice., does not depend on .the wealth of the district nor the wealth of the
family. Let 4 be the median preference for education among the families in the
district; then the district will chow t = a by the median voter rule. Note the
education expenditures a child received, a, clearly depend on district Wealth;
butcthe choice of that expenditure level depends only on family preferences.

I Now let us relax 'the assumption that there is only one district, and essume
there are K (K<M. Families are _free to locate in any of the K districts..Each
district will choose a tax rate t = k ,,from the result in (2) above. In equilibrium,
when families have no incentive to ielocaté,.it must be that for any family of
preference a in district j: 83

> Wk ( 1 -iik/w) (3)

. for, all k = 1,2; . ,K

Each family will settle. in a district only When its utility there, is at least equal to
the utility it could get in any other district.

itewriting expression (3) under our assumptions about preferences, the
condition is:

. capTij)9(1-ij)wi > (ik fit( )& [(1-4)wl eel

U2

V
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Notice in the above equation that individual wealth, w, drops out. This implies
that families with. .the &same preferences, independent of their wealth, will be
satisfied.in the same districts. If any one family of prefererice type a strictly pre-
fers a district then all families of preference typA a must be in it. The only way
families of &imilar preference types can choose different djstricts is when they are
indifferent among them. If there is .only one tyie of family indifferent between
two districts, we conjecture this implies the rest sort by preference intensity.'
each district will be composed of'families whose preferences (a's) are similar, but
not necessarily identical. However, suppose we consider the possibility that fami-
lies of different preference types can be indifferent between the same districts: in
particular, that there. are two family types, a,.and a!, each indifferent between dis-
blot / and district k. Then

I

(AjWj)*(I-diV" (iitWk)'(l-dk)' (4a)

and

(irs(1-aj)i-as= (ikiirik)s(1--ak)17v (4b)

By dividing these two equations.:

= [410711c/(1-ik)111-a° (5)

or [Ak/(1-541)1vvik (Sa)

This implies (for 0<a), ik < I):

if .1j >ak then, cvj <-Wic

if 5j < dk then ATri > "iVic

4.! ,

- In words, this preference scattering" can only occur if the district with the
higher tax rate has lower wealth. Even if there is a correlation in the general popu-
lation between preferences and wealth (either positive or negative), the possibility
of the "scattered" equilibrium suggests some families of unequal wealth may
group together (reducing wealth and expenditure inequality across districts).

However, under district power equalizing this possibility disappears. Under
this policy, educational expenditures depend on the tax rate choice and the state
standard ire. The equilibrium condition is

(ajwro_air-s, ,(ak wro_ak )1-2 ,(7)

for all k = 1,2, . . . ,K
Here the Cy" cancels out. As before, families sort out by preferences. If we'

check for the possibility of preference scattering, we find:

[aj/(1-aj)1*-*` = lak /(l-iik)) (7a)

or ij/( I -ij) = a k 1-5k)

or aj 2-* ak
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That is, preference scattering can only occur in districts ch-oOsing the same tax rate,

but in equilibrium these districts must have the same wealth as well. Therefore,
they are not really different. Under district power-equalizing, there is no incentive

to deviate *from unscattered pmference grauping. This may result in greaterdistrict

inequalifies in wealth and expenditures.
Of course, this model is not fully developed, and its policY implications (that

district power equalization could increase inequalities) may disappear in a more
realistic version. However, we believe the development of these types of models,
and theft the empirical testing of them, should be encouraged.

Summary and Assessment of
Research Directions

In this chapter, we have attempted to illustrate a variety of procedures for
ynderstanding the equity consequences of school finance reform, and to point out
methodological difficulties in applying the procedures. In order to keep our task
manageable, we focused on a very limited number of concepts of equal oppor-
tunity. However the techniques of analysis we illustrated are applicable to a broad

.4

range of concepts.
We fffst suggested that there hasnot been sufficient logical analysis of the

interrelationships between different concepts of equal opportunity and the school
and finance systems on which they are imposed. We drew a distinction between
concepts of division, whicb do not depend on who recei4s the shares of educa,

tional opportunity being discussed, and concepts of the distribution process,
which focus. on whether differences in shares arise from a fair process. As a broad

generalization, we fmd that research on educational equity has focused primarily

on investigations of ,division, while policy has focused on the distribu1i6n process.

Tha , while researchers have pointed out differences in shares anong various
there has not been enough thciught given to the construction f a concep-

framework for analyzing the conditions under which theSe differences might

be thought fair. We, tried to illustrate this by developing (among others) the con-,
cepts of simple arid conditional neutrality and applying' them to the Serrano case.

It is clear Mai thii' Serrano court requires. both, which isatlogically impossible in
school fmance systems allowing local choice from amcItg districts of varying
wealth. The policy implications pf each concept are,quite different, and the
retent Serrano II decision seems to give 'priority to the simple neutrality require-
ment. This implies that policies like district power equalization may not satisfy
the courts if they do not work as their flesigners intended (a likely possibility
based on, all-existing empirical economic research).

We then turned our attention toulpirical questionS concerning the effect
bf school finance reforms On the eq ly of educational opportunity. Using
Illinois as a case study, we constructed empirical tests of simple and conditional
neUtrality (as well as of the equality of division) and applied them both before
and after the 1973 Hoffman-Fawell reform. Out results indicate (Subject to a
number of qgtalifications in the text) that the Illinois pre-reform system failed
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both tests, that the reform improves the URtrality of the system by both tests
but Dia the division cif expenditures., and that the post-reform system faili the
conditional neutrality test but satisfies the simple neutrality requiremitit. We
believe that this type of investigatiom is important, and should be replicated for
other reforms and bodies of data.

While the abo4 empirical work is important both for assessing the degree
of existing equal opportunity and the near-term impact of reforms, it does not
attempt tO address the longer-run consequences of reform. These longer-run con-
sequences, which may be substantial and quite different from the effects observed
in the near-term, depend on a variety of behavioral responses of households and
firms. Reasonable prediction of these responses (and their consequences) depends
On careful econometric investigation. We reviewed the work of Professor Helen
Ladd as an illustration of one type of research we would like to encourage. Ladd
attempted to estimate the determinants of voter behavior in Massaghusetts in
regard to local tax rate choice; and then to simulate the effect of school finance
refornis involving the removal of commercial_ .and industrial property from the
local tax base.; When we applied a simple neutrality- test to this simulation, we
found that these reforms would improve the degree of simple neutrality with
respect to residential wealth.

We note a refbrm such as that investigated by teed can have subitantial
implications on the locational patterns df firms; all reforms that substantially
alter educational expenditures and tax-prices can have substantial implications on
household residential patterns as well as the use of private schools. To illustrate
the potential for research in these areas, we began to develop a model of souse-
hold locatiOnal choice to examine the imPlications olkwarious rmancing reforms
'On locational patterns. This madel is too rudimentary to allow any conclusions
to be drawn from it; however, we would encourage fiirther development of such
models. We also suggest that some ehipirical research be undertaken:to learn more
aboUt the educational opportunitiel available in.private schools- and therelation-
ship between the us,- of private schools and school finance reform..

We hope dul: this review, and our illustrative efforts to lOini about the -
equity consequences of school finance reforms, will induce othevio pursue what
we believe to bs.a tremendously important ark(' fertile area for further researeh.
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of 435 school districts and the resulting relation between district wealth and expenditure is ob-
. 'served. The residual in this regression is the product of random influences on expenditures

other than wealth and its correlates. Under these assumptions, it is meaningful to perform an
"F" test of the significance of the calculated relationship, since niesumably, even with no per-
sistent relation between school 'district wealth and expenditures, annual "experiments" might
produce data that revealed one. For these data, the- odds that the relation detected is spurious
are negligible. Largely as a result of-bur assumption of intradistrict homogeneity of expenditure,
the "t4tatistics" for all the coefficients in equation (1) exceed 20. However, the true precision

. of ;palmation is lower hecausqhis assumption mist lead to understatement of total variation in
the inputs students receive.
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between censuses, and distortions generated by the difficulty of controlling for family compel:
sition in assessing district-to-district income variations. ESEA eligibles estimates are based in
part on census income data and are subject to these same flaws.

The alternative to use of census data is to search for proxies for average income in a
community or the imber pf families in poverty that are regularly evaluated. Since residential
pmerty valhe tends to be correlated with family income, residential assessed valuation per
student provides re proXy measure of community incothe status. This measure is subject to
the sameelemographic distortions as is true for census inane figures but possesses the excep-
tional virtue of being.readily measurable in most district:LA

1/4
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.57. See Illinois Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction [1973] for a complete
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.
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TWADA WADA + .375 (nuMber of district Title I eligibles)

x min / 2.0, [No. of Tyie 1 eligibles / state average
ratio Of Title 1 9

where WADA = distriCt ato' ge dailWADy Aattendance adjusted for grade composition and min
eli

m

gibles to WADA

(XX) = X if X <, Y or Y if Y < X. See Illinois Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruc-
,' tinn [1973)
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- 70. For one theoretical treatment of this Wilt, see Stiglitz [1974) .

71. California State Department of Education [1975] , Table 1.
72. For a more extended discussion of private school economics, see Reischau4ind Hart-

man [1073) , Chapter 5.
73. Weisbrod [1965].

.74. Greene [1977].
75. The Handbook of Private Schools [varioui years] ; Patterson's American Education
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.8Q. Calculations of this type are hazardous because they are based an "all other things equal"
assuniptions. The Newachick analisis assumes that tax rates and expenditures in all competing
locations relhain. unchanged: Should district power equalizition or any other major reform be
introduced, manic 'dlitricts would be changing tax rates and expenditures. Under these circurr-

the net consequences for homes in particular construction-coit classes become some-
ore ambiguous than the single-equation technique suggests.

81.. We are indebted to .BarttldcGuire for his assistarice in the formalizatkon of this model.
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One interesting model of this type eXists in the literature; however, that model does not focus
on the role of preferences. See Aronson and Schwartz [1973] .

82. Imagine it series of-votes on tax rates of increasing sir, where eath family votes in favor
of the increase as long as it is less Than or equal to its optima( tax rate. The processend where a
majority will not vote to continue, which is at the point where the tax,rate reaches the yvel of
the,median voter.

83. We assume that any one family's impact on district weaith and tax choice is negligible.
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A Research Agenda

Appendix to "Toward Understanding the Equity'COnsequent
of School Finance Reform"

by Lee S. Friedman and Michael Wiseman

Otir paper was organized around three lKopositions about research needs
in the area of educational equity:. (I) More coceptual work would be useful
to clarify diverse concepts of equal opportunity and to recognize relationships
and inconsistencies among them; (2) little is known about how equality of educa-
lions' opportunity, under any definition, has_changed *in response to school
reforms; and (3) there shpuld be more predictive theoretical modeling and em-
pirical testing of hypotheses about the behavioral responses of school districts,
firms, and families to school finance reform. In this appendix we list a research
agenda implied from our arguments in each of these areas.

Conceptual Issues

N.LE. should fund a comprehensive review_ of the use and justi1
fication for categorical assistance programs for state aid to local
school districts.

.

We concentrated most of our effort within the paper on the task of clarifi-
cation of the various concemts of equity. If the taxonomY we have developed is
adequate; then, the impdrtant remaining conceptual issues arise in applicatioi i. of
the concepts to real systems. With regard to immediate research needs, we believe
the most pressing to involve the definition of what constitute categorical, as
opposedlo general purpose, assistanceitnd expenditures in schools. 1,

There is an Increasing trend toward the *use 'of oategorical funat in school
fmance. This development is sonfiimes justifted * reference, to an output-
oriented stndard of equity, as in the tiau catetHowevet, no 'objective ba 's for ir
deterTining the "fairness" of, the amounts so distribUted seems to be av b

SinCe in applying standard meaSures of equity to school statistics
funds are generally 6xcluded (they are asscOted with, "ex-ceptionaf .chira

this potentially gives legislatures a coukacceptable procaine for a
ing any dared dListribiition of inputs, regardleis of equal opportunitY require-
Ments. i.f isimpdrtant that ..sopie logical basis be established to= insure.that equal

"opportunity igals can beilnet despite this sciince of potential 'bbfuscation. This
requires developinent ota stanthrd for deterinining what funds can aid cannot
be:legitimately classeil -as categotigale Categorical assistance A oriented both/

A toWard compensation of sc#Ool. distribts for exceptional input costs (for higAer

c ats due, -for exaMple,r tootudent tiansportatiori requirements)and. because of
requirementsior excePtional inputs (as for bilingual education in the Lau case).
This distinction should be maintainea if the study. The matter a hiput cats is
closely related to-the nied Mr development of cgkt indices for equity evaluation;
this is treated sepinitely 'befow. .

i
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The State of Equality of Opportunity

N.1.E. should support intensive evaluation of the equity of school,'
finance in a variety of states. These reviews should share the frame-
work introduced in our paper, but should refine the methodology
to take account of superior information on state fmance programs
and local school district characteristics.

One large-saale inultiple-state comparison of equity developments in schgol
fmance shauldlbe undertaken soon, to fosus on the near-term responses to differ-
ent reformt (itiduding no reforin). In adkition to tis, probably most is to be
gained by funding intensive study of individual state systems by knowledgeable
persons connected With fmance procedures at such ldcatidns. To be feasible, the
multi-state project will involve primarily analysis of equity and behavioral conse-
qilencesaf school finance refOrms on the basis of official descriptions of state aid
procedures and the usUal kind of district by district expenditure data that fits on
computer talks.. More detailed study of selected state systems might Provide better
data on 'die nature of.distiict-to.district cost variations, the pperation of state
categorical aid:programs, district-to-district accura0, of property tax base assess-
ments and other factors4hich will inffluence equity consequences of spool
fmance reform and cannOt be intensively investigated in a multistate study. Since
such studies are intended to be complementary, individual state proposals should
detail the ways in which the product will enhance what will .be gained from inultik,
state study. We would favor proposals will& promise specific contributions in the
area of (a) Follection of better data on school disitrict characteristics likely to
influence spending behavior (recall the lack of data on the composition of the tax
base in Illinois .schoOls), (b) -construction of a detailed cost, index for schools,
(c) collection of better data on actu4 allocation of expenditures. Attention ,

should not be limited to states which .have undertaken significaRt reforms;Illose
state whic0. have not done sq rovide some insight into what is happening

4 without legislative or court impetus:

9 N.L.E. should continue to encourage improvent of the Title 1
eligibles count or any equivalent' measure of the incomes of the
familiesof ichool district children.

We. have Shown thai. the :Title I 'count.may be useful for simple neutrality
tests of schoo) expenditure equity. To this end (and for a variety of others), the
count is usefully improved. One possibility in ihis direction is lint of data from'i

. the foda: stamp program ,to the Ule 1 eligibles-:estimation p set. The 'food_
sta*P.prograin potentially provideSaillhe necessary ingredients fora reliable and .'
lup-tatdate Tide 1 count:- (4)- reporting of faMily income, sae, and coMposition
under ciicumstances more conducive tO aceureFy than the census, (1:4 reportingkof

..-. family address,. and (c) increa.tagly cOmpreheniivi cOverage.zof the poor pOpula-4.

tion. If. the ,sclidol district cif children in food stamp househólds -wai recônitd.. -.
Upon family, registration. and UPcksted on an, annual basis, snch data may .be..1, .5
sUperior'bisis for allocation of.federal sategotical aid and for incOrne-based simple
neutrality eValuations than' tgat currently able: Use of such d 1a-1iwould pro- ..- .

. .
Vick an hnportant,,local incentiVe to encprage eligible families to pafticipate in --.

..- the syitem Pdrad stainps 'have .the. advantage of being available to two-pacent
..'.. c Ne

.,

....
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families in all states..This is nbt true of payments under the A.F.D.C. Program,
part of.the base for hie cairrent, e I eligibles cOunt.

N.I.E. shonld be ajA o ,ossbAlities for improving the data on which
national aid allocation and ev pation,procidures are based which arise in

the course of construction of a,new,n tional welfare system.

should support reseah on the-disposition of full.* maile

available through bo&categorical and general purposelEnt.
Considering categorical funds first, it should beunderstood that for funds allocaked

on the basis of input price differences across flistricts, the two reSearch questic:ns

of importance are (a) is there an imphical juitification for the allocation'proce-
dures for sii6114 funds (i.e., do such cost differences agtually exist), and (b). do

expenditures in 'districts With exceptional costs exceed-those in districts without.

Both questions_ are, matters that should be taken ui3in the state studies alreadx,

proposed, and research in this area ,should probably be ,funded in that context.
The appropriate test of (b) concerns district expenditureskOgghe item'with excep-

tional cost. If che object of the 'categorical aid program is t(MUaltZe input prices,.

then the effect of such 'aid should be' tp make the "price elasticity" of district

expenditures on such items unity. That is, if transporthtion costs per student ire

5% greater in District A thaii in district B, then expenditures on transpbrtation

should be 5% higher in A and expenditnies on everything else no lower. Again, we
emphasize that analysis Of use and consequences of categorical assistance for

input cost variations begins' with verification and measurement of such differ-

entials.' , .

For categori?-al aisistance made mailable to cover indreased inputs for certain

students, the issue of justification seems . empiricallyoalmost intractable. At this

lime research Money is probably better spent determining wlether or not such

funds are actually spent on the' intended recipients. In. cases which.categorical

funds for purchases:of .additional inputs are new mOneyi," evaluation ;must be

made 6f the intention of legislators in making such funds available. Were they to

bi used tó increase ,compensatory inputs'over and above what districts would have

provided in their absence; or were theqo semove the financial airden of such
expenditures from:the local tax base? IE other .words, for all such programs an

important research question conserns the degree to which the intended recipients

actually receive the exceiltional inputs the categories] funds are intended to pfo-

vide, However,' it is not always true that displacement of local expenditures for

the same purpose is undesirable. .

A related issue cqt:cerns the effect of both categorical and general purpose
assistance on the composition of school district expenditures..It is quite possible

.that, while "new" money Provided by reform equalizes the level of expenditures
per student across districts, the Icomposition of expenditures remains quite das-

'parate. The nature of such differences and their persistence over time is an im-

portant concern in equity, analysis.. One matter iiiat desentes particular study is
the alvrption or, assistance funds into factor costs such as teacher's salaries.

Development of a price index for deflation* of outlaysowould help insdetecting

and adjusting for this problem. is is another reason for emphasizing the impor-

tance of creation of such an index in any intensive study of educational
1
fmance

.
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'and reform in particular states. As an example of a place to look for silth effects,
recall the dramatically different "matchinkrates" for state; aid created from dis-
trict to district in Illinois by the Hoffman-Fawell act. As a result bf this variation, -

e cost of an additional dollar in expenditures was made substantially less in low-
w th than in high-wealth school districts. Assuming taxpayers' costs play an
important role in determining school board resistance to wage increases, this
implies that average .teacher salary incleases, all other thhigs equal, shouild be
greater in loW-weilth Illinois school districts than in high-wealth ones. Is this the
c4se?

Althoug h we believe the matter has a somewhat lower Tesearchkpriority than
the problems cited above, every question* which arises in the context4trf interdis-
trict evaluation of school equity can also be investigated Oan `Aitradistrict basis.
Here again, we think one or two intefisive studies of large multi-school districts
whiCh concentrate on methodological issues, data, collection, and precision would
be more valuable at the present time than a large number of studies all funded at
once and undertaken without the benefit of methodological improvements that
ar.p likely to be produced by a few more carefully done single district studies. The
investigator should be, sensitive in evaluation of expenditure neutrality Within dis-
tritts to legitimate expenditure variation associated with exceptional student
characteristics.

Finally, the most important question currently unanswered concerns the
output effects of the reforms observtd so far:

N.LE.. should support research on identification of effects on aca-
demic achievement of students of expenditure changes that have
come abOut because of reform.

rredktive Mbdeling

N.I.E. should encourage additional econometric studies of the
demand for education.

The work of Ladd, Feldstein, and others on school districi demand for edu-
cation has been extremely productive. Since models of this type are essential for
forecNting equity effects of school fniance reform, work in this area should be
encodaged. Greater confidence could be mustered for the conclusions of research,
on the demand for education if the estimates of price and wealth-income elastici
ties proved robust over a variety of samples (the existing research is based pri-
marily on Massachusetts data). NJ.E. should encourage .proposals that offer
methodologicalimprovements on the following fronts:

(1 ). Supply versus demand. The Ladd and Feldstein equations are called
demand functions. However; output is measured in dollars of e
the price- of "units" ofkducatlon is treated as a function on of th mate g
rate for e te y-provid d grants and the composition: of he tax b . In the
_short_ ssi ly the long run, variatiolas in demand for ed Hon may nfluence
its prke, as. vit# the case in the teacher salary example cit earlier. Additional
studi4 should'aTer methodological improvement in this area.

4;
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These supply price issues can be termed adjustment problems. To date very
little work has been done on the issue of speed or pattern of adjustment of
school Tinance systems to changes in independenf variables. Normally, the varia-
bles cast. as determinants of demand in the Ladd-Feldstein models change very
slowly. Finance reforms however, can be abrupt and substantial. Given the dif-
ference between such effects and the changes to which school districts have tradi-
tionally adjusted, we have little confidence in the appropriateness of estimates
such as Feldstein's, which imply that districts requireanywhere from 1 to 3 years
to complete half of adjustment of expenditures from old to new, post reform,
expenditure levels.' The actual speed of implementation is likely to vary with the
magnitude of the change induced by the reform and,the effeCt of such changes on
supply costs. Additional studies also Should offer methodological improvements
in this area.

(2) Model specification: functional form. The demand functions estimated
by Ladd and Feldstein are of the familiar "log-linear" form. The advantages of
this specification are we-11 known: the coefficients of the independent variables
are interpreted as elasticities, at least in other applications the residuals from such

functions tend to be more nearly homoscedastic, and it seems "right" that the
effect of a change in independent variables like price should be proportional to
initial levels -of consumption. The disadvantage is that what seems "right" 'for

price effects is not so clear for other expenditure-influencing factors like grants.
When dollars of non-matching grants are used as an independent variable, a log-
linear specification implies that the effect of X dollars in new money on expendi-
tures will depend on the initial levels of overall expenditures and the ratio of the

revised grant totals to the old amounts received. In general if the "real world" is
such that S1.00 in new grants produces $.75 in expenditures regardless of the
type of district to which the money is delivered, such effects cannot be detected,
indeed will be seriously distorted, by the functions used for these studies. The
same is true if grant effects depend on district characteristics. Since intergovern-

mental grants have been extensively used to equalize school expenditures, the
effect of transfers on district expenditures is an important problem. The approach
utilized by Ladd and Feldstein appears unduly restrictive.

(3) Analysis of the demand for education using tax referenda data. The
theoretical basis of estimation of community `.`demand" functions is shaky,
although an extensive literature exists on the subject. As the ratio of school chil-
dren to population declines, the underlying political coalitions which produce the
district behavior that Feldstein and Ladd model may become unstable, and beha-
vior of districts may change as a result. No demand studies we have seen attempt
to investigate the possibility of discontinuous effects of electorate composition on
demand. Such problems may be best addressed through studies of tax akd ear n-
diture referenda before and after the introduction of finance reform.' AgaiyIrof
the price and income effects of reform should provide clues as to which districts
should be expected to attempt and to pass tax changes. While we think the
demand function estimation approach is a fruitful procedure for analyzing school
district behavior, we do not think N.I.E. should ignore sound proposals for direct
investigation of voter behavior through referenda study.
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At least three problems will be encountered in attempting replication of the
Ladd-Feldstein work, and NJ.E should be prepared for these. complications.
First, ipcome and demographic data for school districts are likely to be unreliable
for intercensal years. The magnitude of this problem is unknown, but if relative
incomes across districts do vary significantly over time, continued use of census
data to serve as a measure of community income in demand studies creates an
errors-in-variables prOblem that will hamper comparisons of income-wealth
elasticities oNlemand from other studies to the Ladd-Feldstein work. A second
"errors-in-variables" problem will be created by differences from one sample to
the next in the accuracy of property assessment. The third problem is that it may
be difficult to fmd other situations in which the grice of education to local tax-
payers varies as in Massachusetts. However, Ladd shows that variation in the
shares of industrial and commercial property in the local tax base can under
certain assumptions be treated as producing variation in the "price" of education.
It should be possible to replicate her procedures even in the allsence of matching
rate variation. Although hazardous, it might be possible to conslruct a sample for
this type of analysis from comparable school districts in adjacent states; variation
in prices could in this instance be gained from variation in state aid formulas.

fa- N.LE. should encourage the use of estimated demand functions
in sithulation studies of school fmance reforms. Such simulations
are probably best funded as byproducts of research on the demand
for education Per se.

As Ladd recognized, the obvious use for estimated demand functions is for
simulation studies of alternative school finance reforms. We would modify her
technique in four ways, and recommend such procedures to others.

(1) If estimated demand functions are to be used to evaluatie the distribu-
tion of inputs under alternative fmance schemes, the researcher should make
sure that the properties of the functions are explained and justified under all
possible combinations of community characteristics contained in the sample
(e.g., the appropriateness of model predictions for other than the "mean" com-
munity). This is particularly important for features of the model, like the implied
expenditure effects of grants, which directly affect the impact of the instrument
utilized by the policy being simulated. Her, as elsewhere, better simulations re-

,
quite better models.

- (2) Once the slim-UV:ions are completed, the resulting data are usefully
summarized using the same equity measures as were recommended for use in
analysis of equality of expenditure distribution under existing systems.

(3) Since reform plans likely to be implemented include both "matching"
and "non-matching" grants, simulation experiments can usefully involve policies

/3with both price and itcome effects. An important output for any such calcula-
tion would be the ratio of change in ajdqo changes in expenditures for districts,

,of various types. Such data would provide some clues with regard to the expendi-
ture versus tax relief effects of reform.

(4) To the extent adjustment processes can be explicitly Modeled, simula-
tions might usefully include outputs intermediate between "impact" and full-
adjustment effecteof reform. Surely Keynes' famous dictum about the long-run
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wkwill all be dead when it arrives) applies even more in education than in
macroeconomiCs, and data",on likely second- and third-yea developments, while
perhaps myopic, would assist in monitoring and interpreting changes in expendi-
tures observed in the actual implementation process.

7.* N.I.E. should encourage theoretical and empirical work ,on the
effects of educational fmance reform on the location of firms.

'De demand functions described as an important object for research in the
previchis section will inevitably be flawed by failure to incorporate effects of
changes M school finance procedures on the location of firms and households.
For firms, we think research could usefully be focused on development of theo-
retical models of tax effects on firm location with testable implications. While
direct study of the Siting of new plants may be extremely difficult, it may be
possible to investigate the effict on the value ofland zoned commercial or indus-
trial of 'changes in finance procedure which, differentially affect the level of
property taxes across school districts.

should support research on the consequences of school
finance reform for residential location and'property values.

Available empirical evidence on property tax caPitialization suggests that

school finance reform is likely to cause ,large changes in residential valuation. To

our knowledge no evidence has been accumulated on the aoperty value effect of
large-Scale reforms. Such research is important Tot two reasdns specific to educa-

tion. First, it provides an indirect tea of the "maximizing.voter" modelS that are
the foundation'of most studies of the demand' for.education. Second,. Property

values are an important detenninant of district educational expenditures in such

models. Laddif simulation results' rest on the assumption that proOrty value .

changes that result from imposition of .new forms of state aid do pot iheinselves

shift the demand for education. The reliability of this assumption is usefully
tested through measurement of the prOperty value effect ofteform in practice.,

(
Changes in propetty values reflect changes, in residential preftrences of

households in response to tax reform. 'Thus anY analyiis of the effects of school
financ reforms on property values should involve development of a model to
predict changes in household location patterns in respahse to the post-reform
educational costs and opportunities. .

N.I.E. should support additional research Mto the reasons for the

growth and changing nature of private schools and.the relation, if

any, of private school utilization and' public scliopl expenditures.

One problem encountered in analysis. of the detertninants 'bf chOice- of private

schpoli is that to 'date the proportion of families opting to enroll children in

private schools is in many Oistricts quite sniall. As a result, ctoss-section samples
of hveliolds will usually involve too few observations on families sending

children to private school, to-perform analysis of the 'Choice. However, during
the last. two yeao staiistical procedures have been developed to perniit analysis
of such decisions using Samples that have been supplemented 4o increase repre-

.sentation of families making' particular choicesin the .school case, of families

choosing to send children to private schOols.3 These techniques offer great
*imp and shouls1 be introduced into educational research.
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9' N.I.E. should fund research on* the determinants of hIsusehold
use of privately-provided supplemental education bi,y families'
with children normally,enrolled in public schdpls.

The sbilt from public to privakschool is a costly and d1Scontimipuk:ad4pta-
tion "af household education demand to perceived inadequacies in the i:ostit'ilic
schools. It is' possibly more common for families to adjUst by purchasing or in
other ways providing edueation from non-public ithpol sources as a remedy for
pubUi school ipadequacits thaii for families to chdnge Troth public to private
sotjrces altogeOter. The extent of such activities, thek association with variations
in expenditures in public..schOols, and changes iii these factors ovsr time are
difacult to analyze. But -any infoimation on this front would* be valuabld in
aSsessing the implication of c.hes in'Ithool- finance for the total supply am\
distribution of education received by children.

,
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Chapter 4
.1

itward a Contingency Theory of
arganizatidpal Change in Education:
Structure, Processes, and Symbolism

r.4

Terrence E. Deal and C. Brooldyn Derr
a

Introduction

Change and reform were among thelnost pressing edgcational issues of the
1960s. Unsolved then, the problems of changing schools have carried over into"
the present decade. In ihe 1970s, howeyer, the optimistic spiTit of innovation
and reform has shifted. to a tone of guarded pessimism. More impártantly, the
impetus for change has shifted. from internal "change agents" within districts
and schools tO external economic', political and. judicial forces. Educational
OrganizatiOns thus face pressuies for change and reform .over. which. they have
little control.

1 Because the pressures for change and reforth are external the key issue is
how districts and schoOls can .adipt. Adaption often involves changing internal
structures and dynamics. The following illustrations underscore the Potential
impact of selected external forces on the internal workings of schools:

- I. Declining enrollments create the need to close schools, to lay-off staff,
to retrain high seni&rfty teachers and adminstrators for new roles and responsibili-
ties, to agocate human resources Withbut jeopardizing the quality of existing pro-
grams, and to develoP procedures for managing an .endless series of zero-sum
conflitts.
. 2. 'Competolky-based learning involves a thorough overhaul of teaching
approaches, changes the relationship between teachers and st4dents, make obso-
lete existing staffing .arrangementssuch as departmentalization organized around
tirailitional subjectsand creates the' need for new systeins Of evaluating, students,
teachers and administrators. /.

3. The emehasis on accountability stimulates new approaches for evaluating
teacher and administrative performance and for assessing educational outcomes.
Evaluation results often call to attention inherent weaknesses in the decidedly
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imperfect technology -of, teaching 'thus. reducin, staff morale and community:
support.

4. Collective liargaining laws which permit administrators to opt for super-

visorial bargaining units change existing patterns of control and authority, en-

courage the formalization of district policies, and place a third party (usually an

attorney) at the' bargaining table to decide basic policy, as well as salary issues.

5. Court 4cisions to equalize educational opportunities, such as the Serrano

decision, also have important qrganizational implication 'For, some "districts;

problems w. ill fevolve around the allocation of new resources. Should new staff be

hired? Should new instructional materials be purehased? dr, should new monies

be used to raise salaries of existing staff? For other districts, the deeisions will

involve ,cutting back personnel and insfructional expendithres without seVerely

harming top-quality programs.

This list could go on endlessly. The key point is that each change or reform

that is implemented will affect dramatically the roles, relationships,- processes;

values, rituals, activities, and other existing features of districts .and, schools.

Whether 'these changes and refoims succeed or fail, therefore, ,depends .heavily

on hoW wpll existing-organizational Otterns cani;e realigned. Whether the current

change and reform agenda is implemented successfully or whethefit is resisted.

sibotaged, or transformed depends on the ability of school oiganizatidns to

adapt.
,

Adaptations might be easier if the experiences of tile I 960t. had Produced.

some guidelines for ways. in which educational organizations cduld be changed

successfully. But, at best, this earlier 'decade provided only suggestions about

. how 'suiliehanges shotild not be niade. The likelihood of implementing current

changes and reforms successfully might 'also be higher if the strqoures, procesSes,

and symbolic characteristics of organizations that must be Atered to prol4de

necessaryi support were identified. But, unfortunately this needed knowledge has

not yet been produced and eduicational Organizations are usually. viewed in a

simplistic, unilateral 'and business-industrial way-.

Consequently, we enter a ne,.w period of educatio"nal change without stiffi-
,

cient knerwledge abdut ways fn which district, school, or classObin organizational

patterns.might be altered to provide appropriate &ippon for eXternalLy prpduced

changes. Additionally, we enter this new petiod without a clear research agenda

which might fielp to identify theie new stnactures and processes.
. .

.. oe , ,

,
This chapter synthesi okzes existing organizational,theorjes and the literature n'

change and planned chafige into a framework for VieWing the internal 9rganiz4ion %.

of schools (as it is affected by external events). The conceptual frarilework. pro- .

vides both a means of analyzing schools and of suggesting a itgearch agenda which

may produce Neded knowledge in the area of school organization. ... . . -

_ , . .

.. this chapter is organiked into five 'sections. Section 1 reviews the literature on

change underlining the iMportance or the organization and ilhistrates whefe past

etforts to 'deal with'internal characteristics-and dynamici,have fallen short. Sec-
...!
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tion II outlines three conceptual needs that must be kept in mind if approaches to
iniernal organization are to provide adequate assistance to schools as they grapple
with change and reform. Section III outlines and discusses a framework that ad-
dresses these three needs. Section IV summarizes why the problem and the pro-
posed framework are impoitant for American education and emphasizes how
Society, parents, children, and professionals will be affected unless the organiza-
tional dynamics Of change and, reform are addressed. Finally, we suggest in .

Section V some directions for future research.

S.

The Importance of the Internal
Organization in Change and Reforms

Educational Change and Reform in the 1960s

In a t;road hislorical perspectilie, schools have incorporated a number of
changes with considerable success (Tyack, 19.76). By contrast, change in the
1960s was plagued with 'problems and littered ilvith innovations which never had
their intendesl impact on schools. These "failures", where changes (lid not meet
their intended mark, were documented in case studies at all levels of educatipn.
At.the elementary level, attempts to -champ classroom instruction and the student-
teacher relationship (Gross; et al. 1975), to change mathematics instruction
cSarasori, 1971), to change staffing patterns (Paokatd, 1975), and to alter drama-
tiC,ally the main get and structure of an ,entire School (Smith and Keith, 1971)
ended in no change or organizational disaster. At the secondary level, attempts to
iniplement deferentiated staffing were unsuccessful (Wacaster, 1975), and alter-
native schools experienced difficulties which often lead to failure (Deal. 1975).
At the.level of higher 'Ilducation, Bennis (1975) describes the difficulties involved
int changing the structure of a large university. Finally, Kirst (1975) describes
the failure of PPBS \to have any noticeable impact on evaluation processes ,in
California school distrkts and Levinson (1976) descibes the niodesi effeots of the

.vouctier demonstration irk Alum. Rock.
"Mese case studies and dther literature suggest three main aisumptigns under-

. Iyhig previous efforts to chante schools: .

I. These efforts often issumed that individuals were the epicenter of change
ignoring that edueational change takes place in an organliational context.

. 2..These efforts often assumed that successful prattices or models developed
in une setting could be easily transported 'and implemented in another ignoring
the important ways in which educ#tion differs from othe; eliterprisesdifferences
which make such a transfer exceedingly difficult.

3. These efforts assumed that annovations, once adopted, would automat-
ically be iMplemented, and etsily become an integral part cff the Organization

. ignoring the complexities involved in mov,ing beyond the adoption phase of the
change process to implementation and incorporation.
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While this an ysis highliihts invalid assumption's, it only hints" at other

assumptions,that may be used to guide educational change in the 1970s. Current
work suggesti that the kpy to change may lie in the process.of implementatio
(Berman and McLaughin, 1975; ABT Associates, 1977). The Berman-McLaughin
study emphasizes thee impoitance of climate, problempsolying and adaptation i
the process of implementirig changes. The ABT Work suggests that structuni an

cultural variables lay an important role in implementing change success

Bctth studies emph - the importance of identifying internal characteristic
organizations that ca manipulated to help schools adapt to external press
for' change. As these elements are identified, it then becomes important to-spec
systematically the important relationships betwpen these characteristics.
present, however, there is a considerable lag between theory and' research and
actual approaches that are used to change schools. Narrowing this gap is a primary

goal of Organizational Development (OD) activities.

Jhe prganizationll Development Movement

As schools experienced the peoblems associated with change in the 1960s the
Organiiational Development (011) movement became a source. of ideas and tech;

niques for conducting change in crganizational settings. But as educators looked
toward OD, they found ,a literature that was disparate, obtuse and difficult to

. documpt. Many successful OD specialists 'oriented toward action were satisfied

to experience an organizational intervention without paying due attention to sub-

, sequent research and reporting. As a result, the OD movement is nearly twenty
years old and has only recently begun to document seriously its theoretical prem-

ises and its untested assumptions (Friedlander and Brown, 1974; Alderfer, .1977).
A definition ,of Organization Development which seems to fit the current

mood (as taken from the literature and interaction at professional meetings) is:

Organization Development is the application of organizational behavior
concepts and practices fa the purpose of tntervening to improve the
human side of thetnterprise.

This definition is differerit from those articulated early in the OD mo:fement
(Bennis, .1966; Blake and Mouton, 1968; Beckhard, 1969) which were biased
towards change values, consulting practices, certain technolosies of intervention,
and applied behavioral science in the more narrow sense of group work.

The etirrefft mood is to view organizational behavior itselfan amalgamation
of solcial psychology, orianizational sociology, and management theoryas the
discipline which drives the OD techtlology. 'This places a broader, more wide-

ranging set of concerns and practices under the OD rubric. While still people-
oriented, the emphasis in OD is now on tot:4 organizational improvemit, a
broader perspective than just changing human attitudes and practices (French anki
Bell, 1973; Galbraith, 1973; Roèber, 1973).

Many interdisciplinary and systemic intei-ventions, viewed as heretic in the
past, are now reported at national Meetings. OD specialists currently' possess a
variety of backgrounds, not just those of behavioral science, anti are Winging
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.diverse orientations to the issues of organizational improvement. While people
problems are still the dominant 'concern, 'the interface with the information
system, the cOntrol system, title external environment, the authority and power/
influence system, planning and budgeting, are all important issues in Organization
Develdpment; There is a concern at present for acting appropriately to meet a.-

,
specific situation rather finding a one-best-way approach. (Haivey, 1975; Shepard,
1975; Bolster, 1976).
0 Many of the founders of the OD movement .are uncomfortable with this
more inclusive approach (Miles, 1977; Tannenbaum, 1976). They- are concetned
that whit used to be a unique perspective on organizational change via die consul-
tation process has become distOrted. 'OD, they argue, is in danger of losing kts
identity and becoming management development: Quality control is difficult
when OD professionals are so brdadly defined. .

Ndvertheless, it is possible to underscore some basic values, assumptions and
practices of Op:

1. ReadinessTbe brganization shOuld experience Rime ,pressures
or "pain" for improvement, should, have the commitment an4 risources
necessary -,to make appropriate changes over some period 'of .time
years, for example), should have Xle active spppott of those at the top
of the hierarchy and should already -possess some s of penness .

and bxploration which allow for problem-fmding and ooF p.
2. CollaboltionOD specialist's w:ork together with perstins_in;

the client system to help them prepare to be self-sufficient andcom-
petent in directing their, own. organizational improvement effort. OD
value-biased tbward& collaboration. Its methods, such as conflict Ron-
agemett via 6roblem-solving, prsume that people will discover in-
trinsic and extrinsic rewards as they expend. the. time and energy
together..

3. Systemic OrientationOne thinks wholistically about the
effecd of an intervention in one part of the enterprise ''qn other sub-
systems. It is important to developlhe whole syStem if norms, processes,
skills, and behaviors are to .be changed and institationalized. Otherwise.
the employee lives in a schizophrenic world 'where be must use different
organizationat styles for diffeienl settingi. A styl;appropriate for one
part of the systeni may lead to harmful effects ersewherejn the saniz .

enterprise: '
,4...Internal and External. conSaltantsThe model frequently -

articulated is that of consultant-client. Many OD specialists are external
consultants. eiri is a useful role which can be used in situations
where einp et would be the captwes of their own organizatiopal
norms, po cies, assumptions, and so on. gor example, external gonsult-.
ants are , marginal and can easily pitt their judgment on the line and
leave if certain ethical or contractual principles are broken. External -

consultants are also more objective and less indebted to and captured
by the organization: They are freque.ntly. high status professionals and

4
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6therefore, have better access to the people at the very top of the
,

hierarchy.
Internal consultants or full-time employees, on the other hand, are

more permanent and cab work to institutionalize changes. They are

more apt to know the real reasons for some organizationpl problems. le
Internal consultants are frequently those ,who 'actually tielp work out

the details'of the chaiw and build tj4e new organizational ,structures,-
processes and values. OD realizes that its most successful efforts have

had Me benefit of both approaches working symbiotically.,

5. centrality of Human Problems-While (rganizational structure,

Management information systems, architecture, operations research,

technology, and accou1ting are all seen as ithportant dind potentially
complimentary mana ment. functions, OD focuses on improving
human resources. Most OD theory .,is noimative arid biased towards
warker creativity, openness, risk taking, collaboration and self-fulfill-

ment a's this meshes with organizational purpose.

. . -"----..---

6. Importailte of the Setting-More recently the strong emphasis

on a one-best-way-technology based on a strong set of people values.has

'given way to ant equally important stress on environmerital copirig.

Organizations must respond adequately to dethands from the external

environment .

One impaication of emphasizing the envirdnment is .to recognize

the importance of a particular setting. Thus, OD, in a 'bank may be

performed somewhy differently, given the derninds of the external

mili4i, than OD. in an electronics firm. OD in schools may have signifi-

cant differences from OD in hospitals. OID in an urban high school may

be still different from its rnral counterpart. ,

'The' OD movement in schools began in ernest about a decade following its

earlier develOpment in industry. Numerous OD professionals come to education

from industrial settings, attracted by a new market and, in the mid-1960's, by

ample funding 'for educational innovation and experimentation (Schmuck and

Miles, 1,971). Many of the OD value biases and assumptions also carried to educa-

tion from industry. 01) had its nexus in industry and that experience was often

transposed onto schoOls by noni;ducator OD practitioners.
Schools in the sixties were'being transposed' upon in many ways. thp abcit-

the innovation effort of that period can 'often be traced to problems created by

taking theielatest thing" fromeindustry and adopting it, wit.hout much adaptation,

in Khools. Witness, for example, the PPBS movement, performance contracting,

WO, 1-groups, etc.'All of these ideas had their merits for education. Yet, they

became "faddish" and were part of a period of short-term trials Without adequate

cbmrnitment or time for proper evaluation and modification (Jamieson, 1977).

In the. early sixties, many ,institutions which trained the nation'S school

superintendents, had a well-known formula-for mot?ility and succession:' The new



superintendent was to be aware pf new management technologies, curricular
novelties and special programs, -and to attempt to implement these quickly and
without careful evaluation. For his efforts, the superintendent would gleen the
public Telatio-fic andensuing reputational benefits Which would catapult him into
his next more important superintendency. It was alniost e)..:pecteddia1?the former
innovations would cease to exist with a new superintenfent anxious to repeat
the same pattern. Thus, Innovations were not seen so mu-ch for. system improve-
ment .as for their imagery which would ?lead to personal/professional success
(Derr, 1976).

Schools may be 'different from .fnany organizations in that a curricula:r
bias exists 'for p'resenting concepts in nekt packages which 4 easy to employ
by educator-generaliAs. Thus, many of the management inn vations most pre-
ferred by schools dur* this period were one-best-Way ap roaches and easy
for existing employees to use. They were the quickestim general, easiest
to apply and best present

Into this backli nd came the OD niovement M schools. OD also became
,a "fad," .even ough its theory should enhance long-term commitment. Much
of what was Iteled OD was really demonstration training (e.g., running effec-
five meetings, goal-setting, communication) done afterschool or during one-day
inservice workshbps. The OD packages becarne *one more program rather than a
continuous process of organizational improvtment. Educators returned to the
university wherA inadequately trained prqfeisorsoften themselves switching
their interests from fad to fadgave a one-c4urse, overnew that would equipst;
administrators to launch their districts into pranitzatiourVevelopment.

k

. The OD literature of 'this period tended tak Contain: evaluations of training
events; thought, pieces and theoretical propositions, or case studies (Derr, 1970,
.1972,. 1974; Schmuck,. Runkel and Langmeyer, 1969; Sehmuck, 1974; Runkel
and Bell, 1976; Brown, J 976;. Croft and Falusi, 1973; Alschuler, .1972; McMillan,
.1975). The most popular book Of the educational OD movement was a do-it-
yourself handbook (Schmuck et al., 1072). The Northwestegional Edueation
Laboratory had conWerable success packaging and publishing for distribution
OD programs (Jung, 1976).

Organization Development seemed to be nth-rowiy defined as training gaups
and human itelations. There were few structural changes which accompanied
new procedures. There was little emfthasis on the interface between people pro-
blems and other syitems or technologies.

Because of these limitations, the'OD in schools movement is almost a past-
tense *phenomenon. While many school 'districts are still involved in some form
of organization development, OD no lonzer occupies the "limelight" at profes-
sional meetings and in the educational literature. It has not endured in education
as it has in many other sepors. What is taking plaie at the present time teqms to
14 the use of OD concepts and *practices to address important iisues ftlt by
educators. Thin,* while the "OD in Education Movement" may be dead, organi-
zation development per se itnay be more alive than eyer in the form itishould
have originally been intended.
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In sum, the history of change and planned change has left a legacy docu-

menting the importance of tailoring internal characteristics to support change,

yet providing little guidance for :which patterns might be useful or for ways

that such patterns might be developed.

/ What Is Neecied io Help Schools
Develoii Organizationally

A basic. assumption of this paper is that organizaitional structures, processes,

and symbolic charactdisticssuch as rituals and mythscontribute to and ihus

provide a way to attach existing educational proltems a.2d the difficulties in-

herent in change. Following from this/assumption, theories of organizational

.behavio? and research in organizallion's can offer some insights for developing

and utilizing human resources in productive, efficient ways. Yet, ,such know1edgo.

has not provided much assistance to' schools, for two:'reasons. Fikt, theories of

applying existing theory and knowledge to educational organizations lags behind

the growth of the knowledge base. itself. Second, theories of organizational

behavior have been constructe,d on a foundation of research 'condueted princi-

pally in business organizations. There; in such organizations the conditions

and the pro,blenisare much different from thosefthat exist to`teach and socialize

the young. Nevertheless; adapting §tructures and processes in educational organi-

.. zations to meet external pressure§ is an important issue. ,Applying.organizational

theory and principles to 'problems of change therefore appears a fruitfulinvest-

<ment of time and resources. As this application is made, three conceptu'al "needs"

- become evident: (I) the need to recognize the unique characteristics 0417"§choolS,

-(2) the need to incorporate new, theoretidal developments into traditional' patterns

or Thought, and (3) the need integrate perspective, tools and strategies intO a

coherent and unified approach.
.

The Unique Nature of Schools Must Be Taken Into Account

An adequate/and efficacious theory and method of organizational chanp in

schools will include assumptions unique to tl m. nature of schools. Schools differ

from other organizations in the following way"

I. Schools hdve diffuse, unclear goals.
In business and industry, the primary goal of profit making is simple and

is shared by all individuals who.participate in the organization. In school§,,goals are

more diffuse, numereous, . and conflicting. Schools instruct, socialize, certify,

sel)itic"7"715n raw& custody and, control of students (Spady, 1974). Schools also

provide, eMployment and social service's. Untlear goals ntakb it difficult 'to specify

criteria for determining organizational effectiveness or for evaluating individual

performances.' Wtiat malces a "good' schoo.1 or an "effective", teacher is therefore

determined mtire by myth, belief, and confidence than more objective assess-
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ments of effectiveness (Meyer and Rowan, 1977): The Multiplipity of goals makes
it difficult for schools to pursue a common direction. .Many %of the goals of
schools arelatent and when made explicit cause conflict and political struggre of
educational priorities. Although these issues over goals arise also in business
organizations, they are more pronounced in schools.

2. Schools lack well-develoced technologies.
Many enterprises have well-deveroped rational prOcedures for transfbrrn-

ing inputs into desired organ#ational outputs. Where yfrIcedures linking inputs to
outputs are less susceptible to rational verification, their intended effects are-
supported by systems of belief: In both cases individuals are held accountablg
for performing tasks in a certain way. The linkage between teaching and learning
are tern:ious at best. Educational researchers have difficulty deteimining the
conneCti4n between., teaching and learning mitcomes. So do most administrators
and teachers. What constitutes an effective teaching or administrative perform-
ance must therefore be' based princippily on faiththat whatever is done will
have some iinpact'bn learning (Dreeben1970).

3. Schools are tnter-penetrated and controlled bi) their environments.
Although schools have a virtual "monopoly; they are heavily dependent

on lacat communities for a large portion of their support. In the absence of clear
measures ,oreffeptiveness 9r well developed technologies, schools rely heavily on
public relations and attempt to maintain an image of a smooth-running, efficient,
"professi8bal" organization (Bidwell, 1965).

4. The kiyth of "professionalism" makes schoOl "employ4es" highly autono-
mous and immun om bureaucratic controls.

Professionals e 'high value on working alone and usihg their "special
knowledge" to solve probl s on behajeof clients. Althouili the teaching pro-

.

fevion exhibits few of the cficteristis of a true professtonsuch as a special-
ized knowledge base and peer co trolThe image of- being professional supports
self-contained clascroom units where teachers work outside the central hierarchal.
superiors. The au,tonomy needs and norms in schools are exceptionally pervasive
and powesig (Lortie, 1969).

5. The level of required interdependence in schools is low.
Teachers work independently of eachother and of other role groups such

as specialists. When specialists do work in, schools, thby often function on a
"pull-out"' basis, removing students from classes for specialized instrugtion.
Although teachers and 'other, schbol "employees" are .interdependent in the
lunch room, the playground, on schoolwide cominittees or have common dis-
cipline cases, faculty parties, and inservice training, the irels of collaboration
in schools is quite low compared to that found in other organizational settings
(Derr, 1971; Schmuck and Riles, 1971).

6. Alongside the myth of professionalism in schools is a civil-service
mentality.

In reality, 'schools provide a secure emplolyment system. Teacher unions
exert strong influence over teacher salaries.and working conditionr Often, negoti-
Ited contracts stipulate workix& . conditions which work to the advantage of
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teachers as employees, not to th,e educational programs 'of the ,school (Cronin,

1970).
The important ways in whith schools differ from other organizations have

implications for change and retIirm in schools. Often approaches to assist schools
in adapting internal characteristics to eXternal pressures for change and reform

do not take these special characteristics ikrito account.

New-Theoretical Developent Must Be Included

Developments in organizational theory provide spme interesting new insights

as schools struggle to keep internal characteristics apace of external changes.

Three theoretical approaches are worthy of spesi,al attention: the organize
anarchy approach, the loose-coupling approach and t e open systems approach.

Organized anarchies are a construct used by March and Olsen (1976) to
describe organizations With unclear gasf undeveloped technologies and fluid
participation of members. In organized anar *hies, the norms of rationality em-
phasized by other organizationat the s (Thon , 1967; Scott. 1975) do not

hold. In such organizations, structure is not linked to otitcomes. Through all
organizations flow a constant_ stream of time, energy, and problems. Where these

elements intersect in organized ,ana`rchies, arenas are created for the purpose of
making decisions and solving problems. Unclear, goals, undeveloped technologies..

and the fluidity of participation, however, make it impossible for complex
problems to be solved or for critical decisions to be made. Rather, the decision-
making or problem-solving arena becomes a ."garbage can" (March and Olsen,
1976) into which participants, problems, energy, time and emotions are dumped.
Once the can is- filled it is tossed aWay. Conflict is reduced and participants feel
more satisfied. Time, energy, and problems continue to flow through the organi-

zation. But structure is still detached from activity, problems are still discin-

nected rOm solutions, and, activities aro. independent of outcomes.
T,ee implications of this perspective for schools is interesting. Schools are

charactegzed by unclear goals, and undeveloped technologies. Participation is
quite fluid with the ,cast of characters involved in decision-makingteachers, par-
ents and administratorschanging frequently. Schools are thus organized anar- ..

chies and viewing them from a more rational perspective assumes characteristics

that do not exist. Problem-solving, decision-making, conflict' resolution, formal
meetings; policies and rules, and other aspects of structure and activity exist. But
these serve'different purposes than we may have heretofore imagined. The func-
tion of such elements or activities is essentially ritualistic. Rittial provides cohesion
that holds the organization together. But, the basic nature of the educational

-enterprise makes it impossible to link rationally, structure with activity, problenis
wits solutions, or activities with. outcomes. Organized anarchies are controlled
oiganilatiornally: but the ti.asis of control is largely non-rational.

Loose:coupling is a diffuse umbrella-liOlterm (Weick, 1976) used to describe
structural looseness or tle 12ck *of coordination in owanizations. Rather than
-viewing "looseness" as dysfunctional, .however, many vistipemloose-coupling"
inquiries entertain the possibility that, under certain circumstances, structural
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looseness may be quite functional or rational (Meyer, 1975; Meyer and Rowan,
1977).

A recent lonetudinal -study of- thirty4our school districts (cohen, et at,
1976) and one hundred eighty-eight elementary schOols has produced some em-
pirical fmdings, (or non-findings), supporting the loose-coupling viewpoint. The
stilly found that instrudion and organizational patterns within clastrooms

, teacher' teamingare unaffected by organizational characteristics at the school or
district leveL The structural image emerging from these fmdings is one of double
segmentation (Deal, Meyer and Scott, 1973). Schools operate independently of
the district, and classrooms operate independently within the school. These Sind-
ings are supportbd by analyses of variance which shoW that perceptions of indi-
viduals at various levels do not agree. These analyses also show that often witlain
levels individuals do .not agree #bout issues where consensus might be anticipafed
given a socially-cohesive organization (Meyer, Scott, Intili, Cole, 1976).

Meyer (1975) and Meyer and Rowan (1977) have developed a theory of
institutional control of schools which explains these findings. They argue that, in
schools, control centers around the categories of education: place, topics and
roles. Tight controls would require that: there must be a place called school;
there must be curricula; and there must be a basic differentiation of roles and
responsikilities: pupil, teacher, and principal. The activities of the school' or the
classroom, however, are not controlled formally but operate on a "Ipgic of con-
fidence" which assumes that if the appropriate categories are in place, instruction
is taking place and learning is occurrini Schools are thus controlled by institu-
tional values and myths. Schools whose structures and activities conform to these
my ceive social support: those that do noLare sanctioned. Loose-coupling is
thus ibnal organization response because Coordination or eialuation of activi-
ties o tcpmes can yield conflict, costs, and the possibility of reduced support.
Loose-cpiipling theory suggests two interesting propositions: (1) Successful educa-

i tional organizatioilt will respond to new environmental pressures by adding com-
ppnenti or units hut assuring.that these are buffered from the existing structure
or actiiity. (2) Succ'essful educational organizations will resist changes which
require evaluation of activities'.

Finally, schools have been conceptualized as open-systems (Schmuck, et
4 1972; Jamieson, 1977; Deal and Rosaler, 1975). From an open-systems viewpoint,

schools are systems of interrelated partsor sub-systems--which carry out a con-
tinuous transaction with the environment. As shoWn in figure 1, schools receive

FIGURE

THE TRANSFORMATION PROCESS
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inputs from the en onme,1traifomi ti4se inputs in specified ways, and pro-
videthe environment witlf:aitputs. The nsfoi-mation system itself consists of

both technical ProceqtieVnd an organiz ion. of human resources appropriate to

the task. Under ideol .t,condftlions, feedb k evaluating the input-optput linkage,
provides the organi4t1b .with guidelines for modifying fhe transformation process.

As schools ggl .wit the exterml pressures of the 1970s three aspects of
the transformatio pr8Oss often emphasized: (A) the nature of the in/nits--
clients, resourtes Yess 4.for Chang0, '(3) the outcomes of schooling, or (D) the

i

relationship§ bet en the two. For exam4le, the Serrano v. Priest decision in
'California is .desi ecI to'redistribute nidnetary resources in an attempt to inerease ,.

the disp ty between the educational opportunities' of student§ who attend dis-
tricts:hi, 904,,e'alth districts and thoie who attend districts with ample monetary
reso.tirc LUnderlying the decision is an assumption that increases in organiza-
tional InPutfyall result in higher levels of organizational out2ut.

Less 4,ation has been devoteci to the aspects of thAransformation system
. .

itself'(C): tfie technical pirocedures carried out by schbols and various aspeCts of
the organiatibnthe siructure of roles and relationshiPs, human prOcesses, and .

underlying symbolic charaeteristics such as beliefs, valuek and myths. As district
wealp lev4s .are affected by the Serrano decision, for example, poor districts will
be Able tn ii`rchase inStructional materials and systems, add nelw teachers, create

,Sr-
neWsc4' oles. such as specialis,ts and aides, provide inservice training, improve
instruction, tecision-making and evaluation, and provide staff administrators at
the diiirict level. Wealthier districts, on the other hand, may be ,forced with
reaskigning and retraining personnel, cuttin'g back on all but necessary personnel,
and tryi,ng..to continue current practices with less adequate resources.

In either case, the key, to the eventual impact of Serrano on the intended
outcome of increasing educational opportunities and the achievement levels of
chilCiren in low-wealth districts is highly contingent on . the manner in- which

resources are used to redesign existing aspects of the organizationor the trans-
form tictit system. In a similar fashion, schools that must now get by with less

. , ,
4110 1.1 e guidelkes for retailoring technical processes, structural patterns, and
spilt olic elements such as values, beliefs, or myths in way§ t do not undulY
interfere with existin ograms and effectivene4s -levels.

1 . , a -

A f njm an ope tems perspective (Katz and Kahn, 1966) organizational
input. arid output are important issues. Both can affect the organization. Changing

a school's clientele can have profound implications for existing organizational pat-
terni. -Important implications can also be produced ,py making public the per-
formance of a school's students on state-wide readini tests. Equally important,
however, are the aspects of the organizationtechnical processes, roles and

Jelitions, human processes, and symbolic fe-Aureswhitak either change to -

ecommodate and 'support these caber changes or work to neutralize or redirect
them (Meyer and Rowan, 1977), :

Organizations have internal objectives of their own which may or may not
be congruent with demands of fir external environment. Increased resources
yrom Serrano, for example, may be allocated primarily to teachers' salaries sitice
sclools are organized employment systems as well as "producers",of. student
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learning. Similarly, -attempts to implement new evaluation processes may be
rdiderciit because schools ned to preserve the '194c of confidence" which pre- . ..s

..4. sures dig iteiching.activities;are linked to Outconies in order to ohtain continued,

corninunity suppctrt (Meye.l'and Rowan, 1977). . ''. --
i .

-.OrganIzatjOns often sprepare..themselves-to mspolid to on& set of deinandS

and ,p' resist countervailinekksures that-woUld',sena theni in' a ,niw,direction.
'Environmental pressuves aie bften confusing anq contradictory and if schools '
reacted:in -good faith, to 'eacli external stimuli it 'would be aifficult to accomklish -:.-

importantedUcational objectiVes and tasis. Ef1ectiv5oraanizatiohsbu'ild elaborate
w

mechanisms to sense iity environmental pressure, detorMine their impOrtance,, , .:,

cope supOficially with Ihtise not yiewed 'es long-tei-m, and 'rstall for time 'when
pressures are 0:f significant contequenci.iecause schools exist in less well defined
institutional enVironments than organization's operilitizigin well developed technical
environments, the mecrian.i:sin that dejay,listort, and swallow' environmentally .

...

induced reforms ;re particularly ,.well developed. Suclfmechanisms may be neces-

sary for continued survival and support (Meyer and Rowan, '1977).
Many "new" pressures. for educational change get diiiorted or become lost '1' *

and impotent it the thru-put stage. School organizations can be very vulnerable,to b.
external inputs; therefore, like other human institutions they have become expert
at finding ways to protect themsehtp against-invironmental whim. New stiinuli

-,

are unlikely to make a difference unless they can be integrated into the on-going
structur", processes and symbolic characteristics .of educational organizations in

..

wiys that do not create problems of environmental support and survival:.
. Moreover, those stimuli which are so momentous that the organization'must

' incorporate them to continue to survive are likely to be integrated into the on-
going stnictures, -processes, myths and values rather than to drive the systim
radically away from its past.

Approathes to Organizational ChangePersOecti*es, Tools,
and Strategies Must Be Integratcd .

. 1

Peveloping successful organizatidnal responses to. external pressures for
changes and reform requhts perspectiv$s, tools and strgtegies that integrate the
important aspects of internal organization.
' Past strategies and techniques for organizational improvement in schools
were heayily influenced by two separate streams of organizational theory. The
first assumid that effective organizations could be built by improving communi-

Ntatigns, fostering trust and collaboration, encouraging widespread participation,
and developing organic, fluid work patterns. The second assumed that effective
organizations were produced by dividing roles and responsibilities, encouraging
specialization and coordinating diverse efforts through planning, explicit, well-
understood policies, clear channels of authority, anclovigorous evaluations of per-
formances and outcomes. Human relations approaches focused Mainly on encour-
aging change; structural' approaches emphasized implementation and institution-
aliption of change. Human relations approaches portrayed schools as bureau-
cratic institutions that needed "loosening-up." Structural approaches viewed
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'schools as loose collectives that could benefit froin considerable tightening. In
reality,, hoWever, educational. organizations ,are composed of both processes and
structures. Moteover, they incorporate symbolic systems of values, myths, and
norms. Many of these evolve from the unique characteristics of schools; many are
found in Other organizations as well. The irnpoi-tant point is that the social organi-
zation of schools is three-dimensional with three highly related aspectsstructures,
processes, and symbolic features such as values, beliefs, and myths. Astschools
adapt 'to exignal pressures, the equiliprium befween these dimensions is Changed.
Successfully adapting to changes thus directs altention to three .separate,but con-
nected elements. It also.involves some knowledge ut. the 'impOrtant ways in

4+1
which these three elements are related..

In summary, successfulaorganizational change in schools will be uniquely

tailored to particular typeS of educational enterprises; will pay adequate attention

to current organizational theories, and will integrate the three important aspects
of the managenient function: human and ndn-hurnan technologies, structure, and

symbols: . .

.4.

Toward a Contingency Theory of
Intertial Organization

Addressing the three areas of need A an important requirement in developing
conceptual schemes for viewing the internal organization of schools. Here the
three needs identified in the previous section are accepted as criteria for develop-

.
ing one such framewA. .

.4

A Three-Dimensional Organizational Perspective

As noted earlier, all aspects of the transformation processinput, the trans-
formation system, and outputare highly .related. Changes in the nature of the
clientele or level of resources, for example, put pressure on the existing trans-
formation system in schools. Similarly, shifts in social expectations for what
schools "produce" may require changes in educational techniques or in existing
organizational patterns. The key to the ability of environmental pressures to have
their jntended impact (the ability of schools to successfully adapt to or toi-esist
such pressures) is the nature of the internal- organization, or transformation sys-
tem. The ,outcomes of change and reform are 'highly dependent on the way in
which the organization adapts.

Organizations are viewed from a number of perspectives. Each singles out
certain aspects of organizations as more salient than others. Human relations
approaches emphasize processes and interactions. Structuralists attend to replar-
ized gatferns of 15ehavior! Phenomenologists exaniine the underlying symbolism
of organizational pattercis and activities. The problem is that rarely have 'these
diverse viewpoints been inteitratedeven though each deals with an important
aspect of ofganizational life.
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Integating these appróaches into a single framework is necessary for generat-
. ing pragmatic% approaches to change and reform. In our view, .organizationsedu-

cational or .otherwiseconsist of three dimensions: (1) structural, .(2) proeessual,
-and (3) symbolic.

The structure of an organization incorporates both 'fowal and informal
pioperties. Strucriire refers:to the way in which individuals and groups are cbn-
figured to accoinplish various organizational tasks: StructurF ',consists of lateral
and vertical role differentiation (e.g.; specialists and aides, administrators, teadhers
and clerks), levels of interdPendence (e.g., teams, collaboration, apd task inter-

mac a , schemes and mechanisms for coordinating diverse efforts (e.g., policies,
00 and authqrity patterns), time-space-facility arrarigementekr.g., open-space,

scheduling, and multiwaded classrooms) and.technologies (e.g., individu-
d instructiop, cOmmunity education, and teaching machines). Stnicture pro-

vides a context for both informal and task interaction and processes. Struchire
facilitates and constrains processes and symbolic interaction.

a The ^structure of a typical elementary school, for example, would have the
following characpristics. Roles would be differentiated into those -of principal,
teacher, student and support staffsecretaries, nurse, custodians and cafeteria
workers. For the most part, the efforts of these individual roles would be rela-
tively independentparticularly those oricemed with instruttion. Coordination
levels would be low, accompliShed loosely through the authority of the *principal
and a few diffuse policies and.rules.

., Although there is an obvious overlap between strpcture and proCess, processes

can be characterized as the ways of interacting and accomplishing work. Like
strdoture, processes jncorporate both formal and informal interactions including:
decision-making, goal setting, .problem-solving, comMunication, evaluating, plan-
ning, meetings, team building, leadetship and conflict-management. Processes are
action expressions of the organizational structure.

In an experimental, high school, for example, a numper of these organiza-
tional proCesses might be expected fo operate at high levels: meetings would
occur frequently, they would have a particular form or procedure (e.g., town
meetings), excessive Conflict would require systematic conflict management
efforts, high participation in a large number 6f decisions would occur and .require
sopjlisticated decision:making mechanisms, communication rates would be vigor-
ous, and-planning continuous.

The symbolic dimension is a constellation of non-rational., non-verifiable,
self-reinforcing meanings and understanding often overlooked or ignored. It in-
cludes myths (professionalism of teachers, community control), rituals and cere-

.
monies (lectnres, recitations, evaluations, meetings, saluting the flag, the Christmas
pageant, PTA), values and beliefs (homework increases learning, education is related
to success, individualized instruction is desirable, meetings solve problems), and
norms (teacher equality and autonomy, conflict should be overlooked or ignored).
Symbolism .overlaps . with the other two dimensions. Policies Can be mythical;
iteetings.are often ceremonial; and evaluation serves as an important rittlid.

The,"myth" of teacher professionalism, for example, helps to justify current
patterns of organizational "non-control" in schools ahd to reinforce high levels of
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teacher discretion and autonomy/Similarly, equality "norms" make proposals for.4.

differentiated staffing and merit pay. nearly impossiblVsorlschools to implement.
Behitid `:professed" symbols there opepte a number of purposes and prac-

tices Which may,be more compatible *with the "actual" purpose of the Organiza-

tion. Cronin's study ( l'970)iof the.Bostpn schools, for example, found that Boston

was first an employment agency fOr,the jriiii-Catholi f the city and, secondly,

an educational enterprise/I-here is indication that this)phenomenon-iS true for

:Blacks in Detroit. Moreover, it an. 'be projeCted th given the iighti teacher-
administrator job Market in education .and. giv nature of teacher unions,
employment is a primary value. -

Among school personnel, employment may bore important to adults in
*educational systeml than teaching. Indeed; Schooling is good employment because

. it is relatively unsupervised and provides interesting work, good Pay and benefits,

compatible hours and long holidays.
.

Another myth which may be- considered is that education and training are
the primary concerns of parents. In reality, they may value day care services to
frre them from intensive parenting as much or more than the educational benefits

to their children: Every parent, of course, hopes his child is learning and growing

and no parent mants his child harmed. Few parents are willing to Support, how-

ever, 'schemes for part4ay ot flexible scheduling-even when such ideas are educa-

banally sound.
Together, these dimensions can be combined in a three dimension "cube"

(figure '2) which provides a framework for viewing, in opet ,syStems terms, ths
transformation or throughput function of schools. . 1 /

e
FIGUFtE 2, .

STRUCTURES
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The Interactive Character Cif, the Three Dfinktions

The 'three dimensions .of organfzsacions' overlap considerablY. They are also

-mutually supportive and interielated .) Structures support proceises. Processes'
'give vitality to existng. sttucture4 $tructuresaand processes provide the, formal
expression Of symbolism. SyMbols; bh the other hand, provide meatiing for struc:
tures and processes. ; .

Beicause of these intricate ifitertelationships, reformt and innovations imposed.
On schooli by' the enviromrient (ok'developed interrially) arfd designed .to affect a
single dithosion will affect the otlierS. Structutes, processes,. and_ symb'olic fea-- .

tures exist in a certain equilibrium. Changing one dimension puts pressureson the
others and affects the equilibrium. The other dimensions must eitjiir change,. to

'restore a new organizational. equilibrium or the.proposed changes will.be absorbed
thereby Reseming etre status quo. .

Several examples illustrate these dynamics:
1. Teaching teams- are a structural reform designed .to increase interdepen-

dence and enhance coordination at the school. As "tea, hers begin to work in
teamS, however, new procesks math as interactive meeting conflict nianagement,
planning and Droblem-solvirig are needed to makethe team work. Prpeesses which
worked in isolated classiooms in which interdependence. d the need for c6orcli-.

nation is now manifest become obsolete. Sim,ilarly, the st cturai shift encroaches

on existing autonomy norms and makes entrenched ualssuch as the school
coffee room "chats%'difficult to miintain.

State legislation creating a new, occupational role "learning disabilities

s specialist" (LDS) affects the level of staff differentiation at the local school level
a structural change. At the same Wile, new processes may be developed to inte-

grate; the role into the classroom and to link the joint effOrts of the LDS to those
of the classroom teacher. But such efforts quic.kly run afoul of autonomy norms
and "mythical" conceptions that school is where a single' teacher and iroup of
students interact for the purpose of learning. This problem is alleviated if the ioDS
works outside'the classrbori and periodically takes groups of children away from
th;-classroom for special sessions:

.3. State resouyes that are.allocated for staff d.evelopment purposes often
upgrade the skills ot individual teachers. As teachers begin to deVelop new skills
such as working closely together in initruction; the structure of the classroom and
of the scho91 May be affectetl. Additionally, collaboration violatei strong norms
of teaCher autonoiny and may run connter to existing community exPectations
for school confignrations (i.e., self-contained classroonis) and the learning process.

4. A shift in beliefs which suggests that children learn best when they are
given considerable discretion in selecting instructional tasks changes the structure.
and processes of Schools. New processes are suggested by this shift as large group
presentations gjve way to wor"king in small groups and with individuals. The basic
structure of the' classroom may yary as new roles aide%) are introduced to

help individualize instruction.
Once again, environmental changes or .pressures produce alterations in the

structure, processes, and symbols, of educational organizations. As one dimension
;
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changes, it affects .the -oers. In turn, these other dimensions must chi

4

th nge or

. . pressuieS will be exerted on the origilal alteration t)$ conform,to theTre-change
. . .,

pattern thus restoring the equilibrium. 1 't

The interplay bet,weep the three dimensions f, school o'rganizatkuis.suggests
.

.that ir changes are to b6..niade 'successfully as liools adapt to environmental
pressyres, attention needt to be given to internal tructift; prilceSses, and symbolic

. characteristics as well as their relationship,s. 1; is line of reasoning suggests an
interesting proposition: .insens,itivit9 fo these Mternal needs.and a lack of integra-

. .tion athong:the'three jmportant aspectyOf ottgapigationboth conceptually and ..

operationallyhave contributed to the high failure rate of-previous change.
,

- / ..

To*ard a Three-Dimensional Conti gency Theory

Recent, work in organizatidnal theo emphagizes that there is no "one-best-
way" to organize. Effective organizatio s are those ihat have configured work
patterns and processes to fit contingen ies in the external environment or the
technical process (Burns and StdIker, 1 61; Lawrence and Lorsch; 1967; Thomp-

son, 19466).
In the past, the contingency app ach.has been thought-provoking bu.t falls

short (in terms of empirical evidence of specifyineand elaborating the relevant
contipgendies. And, even less has bee dOne te explore the linkage between these
contingencies and the tikree organiza onar;Characteristics suggested herein. Where

such explorations,have. been made, e tenklency has been to focus either on pro-

cess or structureriot both. The sy boliOtide of organizational life, for the most

part, has escaped the ssrutiny of co tingen*y theorists.
The three .didensional conc tion of organizations provides asis or

'elaborating contingency= theory.'i two important ways: (1) by incóporating
spnbolic characteristics into thi envirdnment-organizational lelationship and
(2) by. viewing eack of the thre aspectS- Of internal organization as important
contingencifs for one another.

The first contribution of th three diMensional conception of organization is

an expansion Of"contingency the ry to inch!de syinbolic chtliacteristics. The tradi-

tional contingency ideas specify hat sucCe$ful organizatickfiliwill adivt structures
and processes to fit environme tal dema4 ; Successful corgl4zations in complex,
uncertain, turbulent envirbrim nts will 'b," those with highly differentilted, well
integrited structures, and y sophistfc,4ted processes fOr making deCisions and

resOlving conflicts. By "opt suctessf :organizations in simple, certain, stable
environments are those fhat e hibit relaliely undifferentiated structures and that
achieve. integratiOn- traditionully throua, the hierarchy of authority (Lawrence.
and Lorsch, 19 ). .

Tkese cOntingency 'ideas were de otied by work conducted ptimarily in
business organizations. Such organizati s function in an environment where the

technology is well.developed and?theg1s relatively clear. In contrast, educational

s organizations function in a less techni41 "institutional" environment where both
the purposes and techinques. are `diffiate and mit. well developed'. (Meyer and
Rowan, 1977-, berr and Gabarro,
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In in titutional environments, such as schools,. sudicessful organizations -may
be those tiat conforth to broad societal, or institutional expectations. Among
educational organizations the most successful wilt be those that maintain and
conform to ,a publicjrnage of what schools should be. 'Thus, lbility of school
pelsonnerto 'use symbolism effectiiely is critical (Meyer aild Rowan, I977)..

In short, the .important environmental reqairements may., be. different fOr
educational 'organizations than .for organizations that *Operate more technical,
settings. The key 'contingencies may be highly symbOlic. Successfukeducational
organizations will therefore ccinfigure their inte?nal structtlres, prbcesses, myths.

,and. ceremonies to fit these symbolië cues from the envirbnment Where pressures
for change and reform pfovide signals that run 'counter to, these broad societal
evectations, the "riationali organizations wfil rely heavily on their internal syni-
bolic characteristics to project the ."appearance" of change and reform (Campbell,
1971). Mandated guidelines for revamping evaluation procedures will result in
new evaluation "rituals"; radical new approaches to education will result in new
school-site "myths!' that shmud a traditional reality (Smith and Keith, 19_71).

The second contribution of the three dimensional view of organizations is a
revised perspective of internal organizational -dyn,amics. Traditionally, organiza-
tional. structure and processes have often been seen as highly -related. 'New struc-
tural forms such as team teaching, differentiated staffing and individualized
instruction require new approaches to decision-making, evaluation, conflict reso-
luticin and coordination. Similarly, the adoption 9f new patterns of communka-
tion or new evaluation procedures may require new 'structural patterns for their
continued support and maintenance. Structure and-process thus represent impor-
tant contingencies for each other. The successful implementation of nT structures
requites that. soine attention is given to the important aspects ofprocessttg and vice-
versa. 144 fm

The addition of a third orgaoizational dimensionthe symbolicside-aorgani-
zational lifeadds another important set of intern$ contingencies. Not only will
the development of new struCtures require the creation of new processes, stnic-
tural innovations may alsO -require the development of new myths, rituals, cere-
mOnies, norms and beliefs. Adding aides and volunteers to the classroom, for
example, undercuts existing myths (the autonomOus professional), beliefs (only
teachers can teach) and norms (parents and community members should only be \
indirectly involved in ilistruction). Assuring that the structural, change is fully
implemented may, *therefore, be as dependent on the creation of new myths and
rituals as it is on the 'development of nivi patterns of commimication, decision-
making and problem solving. In the same wak, the addition of a parent advisory
council to a school's decision structure requires that new myths, rituals, and beliefs
are created to supercede.the old. Merely providing process training to the group .
members dOes not attend to the important symbolic changes that must be Maile
if the structural reform is to succeed.

In sum, the internal dynamics of organizations are maintained by an equilib-
fium among stiucture, processes and symbols. Each dimension must be aligned to
"fit" the- others. If any one -changes or is chafted it upsets the Organizational
equilibmiuin thereby producing conflict, stress, and instability. In theabsence of

LI
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changes in other dimensions, pressures are exerted to unchange" the change,
thus restoring the prior equilibrium.

Imbedding the three-dimensional conception of organizations in contingency

theory produces somes.thought-provoking modifications of the theory. It empha-
sizes that'schools, may face a different set of environmental contingencies than
those experienced by many other orgakizations. It emphasizes the internal contin-
gencies among the three organizational dimenions themselves. Finally, it affirms
that-the en4onmental contingencies and internal dynamics are highly related: As
schools respond to pressures fat change and reform these censiderations provide
an important set of organizational constraints as well as opportunities. SUccessful

adaptation is.heavily dependent On configuring work patterns and processes to fit
the relevant internal and externUI contingencies.

The ImOortance of Resolving
Internal' Organizational Prphlenis

_et
From many fronts', there are pressures for change and reform in schools. For

the most part, these pressures are external and are not geneiated from within. At
the same time, the central argument of this paper suggests the key to whether
these intended changes succeed or fail is the internal configuration cif educational
organizations. In the past a'general insensitivity to these internal configurations
and needs has contributed to or caused tlie failure of many educational innova-
tions. In the future, however, the problems may arise not so much from insensi-
tility but from an inadequate or fragmented coveption of schools its organiza-
tions. As long as education takes place,in an organizational setting the internal
organization will need to be reckoned with. Without stipla attention nothing can
be expected to result from change and reform efforts. Without knowledge of
internal characteristics and hoW they are related, reform of the educational enter-
prise cannot be controlled. Nor.can we affect- the cause and direction of change.
Despite the intensity of econo icial and political pressures in the 197 ,

schools ,may leave the decade with e entially the same characteristics as they
enteredi-even where the status quo IIIy not reflect the current societal desire .

There are both real and potential costs to the society, parents, children and
school personnel if we fail tZ) effective deal with the internal organization of
schools. Following are some postulates, based on the framework, which serve to
predict the natural _responses of educational _organizations to external pressures
unless we are able to alter internal characteristics in acCordance with various
contingencies. At the present time, our knowledge of change dynamics in educa-
tional organizations is 'insufficient As is our knowledge of effective i4rvention
strate!4 es and techniques. Although the Imalgamation of contingency theOry
ideas d the image of school organization Which integrates structural, processual,

and sy bolic characteristics is in an emth-yonic developmental stage, it can be
used t generate these postulates about chang dynamics and intervention strate-
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hnpacations for Change aitd Reform: Some Postulates

I . The internal brganization may experience conflicting envcironmental sig-
. nals (e.g., fspm parents as opposed to the State Department of Education). Some

demands for increased accountability, for example, may direct too much attention
to changing the instructional process. Other . forces may insist on maintaining a
."traditional" instructional medium. Direct inspection of 'instructional activities
may generate unwanted information for one of the environmental groups which
leads 'Only to conflict and 'decreased confidence (by some) in the instructional
pr&ess.

2. The greater the discrepancy (conflict) between proposed changes between
two rival environmental forces, Vie more likely it,is that schools *ill make only
symbolic changes. Competency:based instruction, for example,.will be approached
with a flurry of forms, rituals,'position papers, and cerentonies. Behind this sym-
bolic facade, however, teachers, students and administrators will operdte as they
did before the change was "implemented."

3. The greater the discrepancy between existing social-expeciations and the
intended changes or reforms, the less likely it is that the Changes will be fully
implemented. Any external reTorm effort, for example, that changes the locatin
of school, specifies new curricula, or involves alternatives in the credentialing
fundion or otherwise changes the roles of various educational functionarits, will
encounter considerable resistance.

4. On rational grounds, schOols will fmd ways not to impleinent changes or
reforms that, because they run ounter to accepted social symbols, may jeopardize'
their continued levels of sup rt. Merit pay for teachers, as one example, would
be resisted because die issues involved in its im ementation might :expose the,
current inadequacies of jtidging teaching merit or un ne the myth of teachers.
as highly trained professionals. ControVersy surroun the issues might, there-

. fore, undermine existing cominunity support.
5. Changes in_any one aspect of a district, school or claisroom will generally

push other forces to overcompensate and maintain ,the existing organizational
equilibritim. Changed beliefs about the instructionalltocess will be accompanied
by structural and pycessual issues that are intended to -restore the old belief.
sYstem.

6. As a corollary, changes and reforms that deal siinultaneously with all
three aspects of the-internal organization Will be more successful than those that
deal -.with one ,sor two: Wisconsin's Individually Guided Elementary Education,
(IGE) program, for example, incorporates structuial, processual, and symbolic
features; The multi-unit stnictureietiv evaluaiion and instructional processes, and
an underlying scheme of myths, values, and 'beliefs provide an integrated approach
to vanizational change..The IGE_avproach 0,ven includes strategies for relating
to and 'influencing the external environment (Klausmeier, Rossmiller and Saily;
1977). Such integrated reform efforts should beamong the most successful.

7. The most promising targets of change and reform efforts may be broad
social expectations and myths. Where these are clonged.it may make it easier to
promote ogler stratttirat and procedural improvements. If communities were to
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believe for example, that learning occtirred best in the community isef, ut empts ,f
, t ?

..

to scale the walls of the classroom would be more,psily implement d.
A v

' 1

Impli.cation for Intervention: p5onie Potulates

.. .
. Several postulates can also be developed about attempts to intervene in order

- - to alter existing organizational patterns in some desired direction. Inappropriate ,

.
interventioq may be as important a reason for thelapparent failure of planned
organizational-educational changes as the lack of conceptual knowledge: ,Folla

ing are some postulates about/intervention strategies: !

,,

I. Of the thfee organizational dimensions it is easiest to intervene ,into t
structural sphere and most difficult to change symbols:, d, 6ducators fr

;
quently respond to external pressures for reform b Is ti , p n roles, rule

s.
1.4

policies, facilities, 'thew machinery) which are infrequ.,e imPlem nted. A No

. prof° d interiention would attempt to imprdve hoW theWork is accomplish
.

. suCh s,evelop1ng more, effective meetings. Few 1nterier14n1sts have tackle 0

i most inexplicit and buffered parts of the core system.:Leti syinbols. '. .k - c':',
..... .

. For example, consider an intervention attompted; in ii,s,inall 'school riet
in California. The ostensible mandate was itd review the pelsonnel e af onsys-
tenf and then to jointly decide (consultant anii clientsystim) hbw tO beSt improve

it: Most .of the suggestions for intprovement coming from the grow`were stale, :-

tura,: change the rating forms, implement'a managerhent byobjectiies orienta4on,
Visit more classrodms, build in pri-conferenees, include eers in informal discus#on t,

SOmp were proqessual: provide training ón;gjing and receiving negative

. , feedback and make the evaluation a two-way conihication . Only once didthe
group surface the organizational myti which everyone later agreedk.was at4the-, .

...heart of the issue": do not makeinformation available to the Board?which a;v0i.b ,..,,,

. used detrimentally against an individual. bilis, the'reatissue was hdw to seStaitte

. . out the formal and public part of the evaluation from theinformal and vohnitarY '.' .
learning-from-experience dimerfsion. .. I

,

2. Because the more the three aspects of internZ organizatibn are balanced-

. and integrated the more' successful the rchanie'will be, oiie bf the tasks of intr-..

... ventionists shonld be' to explicitlyinte:grate-organiiational. stnicture., processas?

and syniliols in oater`to maximize the targeted impact. - -

In the above.example, once the opeating myth was made explicit, the struc7

tures and processes supporting-a were designed into an:integrated plan. It is sup-
posed thai the newly integratedjersonnel evaluation system might now make a

difference. . .

However, the above approach." is inherently conservative because matching
structures and processes to existing Myths serves only to buttress the status quo.
One way to get ai real reform is to iinport into the organization new persons and

myths to supPort new structures and. Nocesses. For example, newly trained teach-
,- ers preferring intervention and :inter-dependence could be imported to viork in

team teaching structure wherein collaborative processes were employed. Or,
another optionis to intirvene into the symbolic sphere via educational and value
probes and then adjust the structures-processes to fit the newly Created myths. .

. .
.

..
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3: Some chAnges need 'not be profound and should be designed to impact
superficially on all or one of the three situational variables. Some op processes
are taught superficially as skill training. They have their own value whibh can
overlap into the classroom, the School or other., non-professional aspects of- a
person's life. Communkation. effectiveness, problem-solving_and conflict resolu-
tion are examples of skills which are useful for their own sake and whigh have
some organizational overlap. ,

One authqr, for example, helod a gaup of elementary teachers decide llow
to `structure pemselves for the forthcoming year. They chose a team teaching K-3
multi-aging structure. Yet, their definition of teaming was simply to exchangeI
children rather than to plan or teach together. Moreover, they did niguseek to
imRrove their processeg. It turns out that such a structure 4upported an uqderlying
Myth: teaching very young children is a soniewhat boring and taxing job (like
babysitting) and we should make' kt as interesting and enjoyable'as posfible. Thus,
the new structure would give teachers an occasional break, provide it variety of
teaching (grouping) 'situations, allow them to interact with a partner they enjoyed
and, because they.were happier, probablylmpact for good on the children as well.

4. The intensity 'and direction of intended change depends in large part on
these three dimenSions as they interrelate internally within the interventionist as
well as-within the client organization. Or, what ultimately happens will also depend
on the structure, processes and synibols 'of the reformers and change agents.

N;w-legislation may allow for cosmetic effects because this pelMits the pub-
4 lic servants to appear 'to their electorate as if something-is happening while still

retaining the powerful support of the teachr organizations. A change agent may
, be content to perform process-structure interventions'which support the status

quo because his own valbe is: I shbyld get as much remuneration as possible from
this Client system io I aM willing to collude w.ith them according 40 sbme very
broad limits (ethics) in oMer tà prolong the contract. Examples are' legion of

;academics, consu tants, legislators, agency reviewers and instrectois willing to
intervene superflcially or into only one mechanism in order to meet thieir own
objectives.

_ 'These propositions concerning the dynamics of change and attempts to
change organizational patterns in schools are not exhaustive. They are illustrative
sof the 'direction ii which this line of thinking May carry us in research and in
action.

Research Implication's and
A Preliminary Research .Agenda

This paper has outlined the rudimentary features of an integrated model of
educat4opal. organizatiOns that includes structural, processual and symbolic char-

. acteristies. Some speculative thinking suggested how these three aspects of
, organization might be related and how these, in turn, might be related to the
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- external environment. One important thrust of .the paper, however, is to outline

same needed research in the area of organizational change and intervention. With-.
out such researc,h, large and expensive projects for reforming education will

Ntodoubtoilly experience difficultiesfrom which we will learn very little.
Within this paper, it is impossible to lay out a complete research agenda in

the area of school organization. But based on the preceding discussiog we feel

comfortable, if not cOmpelled, to outline some ideas of some prefimihary step&

that need to be taken. Essentially; three general areas of inquiry seem logical:

(1) developing theory, and concepts, descriptiVe studies and measurement tools,

. (2) developing and conducting some relevant experiments, and (3) developing and

conducting some small-scale field interventions. These three areas are pot seen as
necessarily sequential and this makes- it difficult to establish priorities'. Neverthe-

less, the following orde4 is a logical order of research leading to theory.

Developing Theory, Description and.Measurement

1.

2. a.

3.

4.
.t.

S.

I.

1.14

The three dipenSional peuective on educational change presented in this
qaper requires considerable development to refine the concepts, to specify
relationships, and to identify the conditions under which these would be
expected to hold.

The literature on change in educational organization could be orgizbd into
the three dimedsicinal frainewstrk. This reorganization of the lite -miure could
be 'used to develoP hypotheses fOr future research but Zould also.produce
smile interesting new interpretations of past change efforts.

,
,

New developments in sociology, psychology, gritizational theory and nian-
agement science need to be incorporated into the6des of educational change.
Th.e three dimennal model provides an integrating framework. Drawing
upon the other behavioral scienees would bp a aseful way to increase the
elegance of the model.

At the presint time case studies of elementary schools, high schools 'and
school districts coidd be useful in clarifying .and refming concepts in each
of the three domains presented in the model. Case studies would also be
helpful in' identifirikig the interactions getween .structine, processes, symbols
and the varidiis ways in which an equilibrium among,them is maintained in
various settings.

In addition to intensive case studies there is room for some surveys at various
educational levels to describe existing organizational patterns.and processes
.in schools. This need is especially crucial at the high school level.

Conduct some comparative studies. Many of the issues identified in the
paPer can only be explained by comparing organizations in varyini environ-
ments.

.s
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7. New outcome measures are nepdbd to help determine educational effective-
ness. At the present time attention is concentrated almost exclusively on
learning outcomes neglecting other possibilities sudh as participant morale,
support for schools, or more-precise measures of learning outcomes than are
now yielded by conventional standardized tests.

8. Work is needed to develop stronger measures of formal strikture, organiza-
tiodal processes, and myths. The need is most (critical in the symbiotic area
of myths, values, ceremonies and rituals. Our current knowledge of the place

k of these in the day-to-day life in schools is almost exclusively speculative
generated to explaln non-findings in various research studies.

Designing and Conducting Experiments

As noted earlier, there are a number of environmental pressurespolitical,
economic and jUdicialthat are theoretically disruptive to the organizational
equilibrium that schools have established between structure, processes, and sym-
bols. As schools respond tocstatewide teform mandates, desegregate under court
order; confront the probleicis of shrinking enrollments, a careful investigation of
the strategies and techniques that are used to alter or maintain the internal equilib-
rium could add to the knowledge of organizational change. The three-diMensional
theory could be used to predict possible consequences under different environ-
mental conditions. Some patterns of seruclural, piocessual, and Mythical 'charac-
teristics may be more effective than othes. If ample variation can Ise fouñditi the
organizational configurations of schools, and their relevant environthents nil if
some more sensitive measures of organizational effectiveness can be developed,
then we may be- able to deielop better ideas about, the organizational-environ-
mental fit.

Where field experiments are impractical' or impossible, laboratory experi-
ents might provide insights into how teachers, administrators, and other partici-

ts would react to change under a variety of simulated conditions. Laboratory
riments could help isolate important interactions between structure, proc-

s, and symbols.

Designing and -Evaluating Irterventions

In addition to natural experiments, assessing the impact of planned interven-
tions on the three components of school organization would be instructive. Such
ekperiments :could be designed to assess the impact of purely structural, proces-
sual, or symbolic interventions. In addition, it would &a useful to design, conduct,
and evaluate interventions aimed at all three aspects of school organization.

Conclusion
As schools confront the various pressures for change in the 1970s there is

considerable need fig knowledge that will provide guidelines for thoughtful adap-
.
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tation. Similark co_usultants who assist schools' in making changes successfully

need.a more sophisticated understanding of the Various aspects of schobtorgani-

zation-zstructqe, processes an,*ythsand iidw they 'relate t2 one another. With-

Put su:p, knbwledgo and 'undegianding, atty of the difficulties. inVolved ik ed - '

.

. catio'n change egorts.of the 19.60s Will ndoubtedly be zepeated in the 1970s.

N. Educational organizations are liighly co pllexeven more' so than we had pre- :

liously thought_ TM prim.ary trurp* of thii paper has,been to develop a way th

.i."` capture this cOmplexity-:- Hopefully, the "three,way contingency frameWork will

stimulate some additional' thinking and *research. Even`more hopefully it will lead ;.

-to simne better "approache$ to organizatiiiiial change iifschools.
,
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Chapter.5

Organizational Scale and
. School Success

James W. Guthrie

Introduction

Over, the last half century, the school ool district consolidation move-
ment in the United States has resulted in ever larger.educational organization&
This metamOrpholia was propelled historically by pose who argued that larger
schooling upits wokdd enhance economiC efficiencY4',and bring added educational
benefits to students (Callahan, 1962; Tyack, 1910 contempomry forces provide
little prospect of dampening the movement's moMentum. Enrollment detlines
and intensified fiscal pressures are frequently *Wed as justificatiOn for closing
and combining 'small and allegedly costly. schools. (Shipell, 1978). Also, pmsent
day education finance reformers sometimei prop4 school district consOlidation
aS a means Cif achieving a More equitable geogaphic distribution of taxable Are%
sources (Pincus, 1974).

The trend toward ever larger units of school "productiOn" continues in the
absence tjersuasive analyses that the movement has achievid the objectives held
either by its past or present advocates. Indeed, the trend persists despite evidence
that it may have produced few, if .any Cost savings Or educational jabs and may
have damaged citizen allegiance to and lay control over public schools.

Even in the face of diminished or stable'enr011ments, schooling in the United
States is likely to remain agjarge and costly undertaking for decades- to come.
$imilarly, regardless of scholarly findings concerning instructional effectivenesi,
the largo-society' is likely to continue viewing 'schools .as one of the major
"engines!? for socializing. and training the young. In short; schools have been and
Are likely to continue to be too itnportant to the individuals who attend them and

1.19



the society whicIrsupports them simply to be subjected to the "tug" of those

who would subordinate significant questions of size, organization, and governance

to more transient matters of economic efficiency-and fiscal equity. At a minimum,

the empirical relationShip for schools between organizational scale and economic

efficiency justifies far more intensive and objective examination than has hereto-

fore been the case. Perhaps more important are, questions regarding the relation-

ship between school organizational scale, on one hand, and student outcomes and

Public control and participation, on the other.
In discuising public schools in the United States there exist three major

organizational levels, the school district, school, and classroom, at which policies

and practices regarding seale are most likely to be important.' The mixture +of

functions varies for each level, and an assessment ,of the effects of size nee.ds to

.separate each tier for analytic purposes. For example, school districts are sinifi-

cant as governmental units primarily; because of their fmancial and political func-

tions. School 'district .size is not as likely to influence instructional outcomes. In

contrast, schools size may be connected with instructional outcomei but its

association with revenue and political Conditions is, probably less than for dis-
, tricts. Also, the sequence and intensity of effects may differ for elementary

'schools relative to secondary schools. lastly, class size may principally affect

instruction and secondarily be connected with fmance and' politics. Mudi re-

search conducted up to now confoumks the size effects of school districts and

schools. The discussion which follows attempts ,to 'separate the issues where

possible. However, the construction of future research agendas regarding scale

effects should be particularly careful to distinguish between the varioui levels

and functions of organizational units.

e The purpose' of this article is to explore unanswered questions regarding the

Scale of schooling. The paper proceeds (1 ) to describe the historical trend toward

large organizitional units for schooling, (2) to sample the evidence regarding the

economic, instructional and political effects of such a movement, and (3) to sug;

gest a series of research strategies and questions deserving of attention in order

better to exert influence over the future.

Bigger Is "Better"

The evohition of eVer larger schools and school districts is traced in detail in

other publications (Callahan,' 1962; Tyack, 1974). It is sufficient here to describe

the circumstances in brief.
The school consolidation movement. perhaps reflects one of the most awe-

some and least publicited governmental changes to occur in this nation during

the' 20th century. Table 1 below displays the number of public schools and school

districts in the Uaited States from 1930 to 1972..School districts deClined during

this period almost eightfold from approximately 128,000 in 1930 to less than

17,000 in 1972. Similarly, the number of schools decreased from approximately

262,000 to 91,000 over the sam'a period, In approximate threefold reduction.

1.20



The overwhelming proportion of th6 decrease in schools is accounted for by the
elimination of one-teacher schools. From 1930 to 1972, the stereotypical "little
American school house" faded by a factor of ten, from 149,000 to less than
1,500.

TABLE q

Year . **col Districts Schools Schools (1 teacher)
es

.1930 128,000 '252,000 .149;000
.4940 117,09 210,000 114,000
1460 -84,000 .152,500, -. 60,000
1960 40,060. 111,700 20,000,
1970 ' 18,000 . . 91,4b0 L., 2,000
1972 16,960 .90,800.. , 1,475

Table adepted from data provided in 1974 editiqn 'of gle Digest of iduagtional
Swanks (Washington, D.C.: Office of Education, National benter for Educational
Statistics, 1974). " 4,

Shrinkage in the number of schools ,and schOol districts 'occurred over a
. period of time during which the nation's total population increased 85 million

from approximately 123 million to 208 million. Erirollments increased over the
same span from 25.7 million students 1(42 to 50.6 million (National Center for
EduCational -Statistics, NCES, 1973). The interaction of population giowth and
school district decline resulted in larger organizational units. For exaMple, in,
1930, the mean number of stbdents enrolled in U.S. school districts was approxi-
xbately 200. The mean school size was less than 100 pupils. There was then and
still is, wide variation. There remains today in the U.S. a few districts with more
school board membOrs than pupils. At the opposite extreme are gargantuan unita
such as New York City and Los Angeles. Ne'vertheless, by 1972 mean school
district size had increased to almost 3,000, a fifteen-fold increase in less than fifty
years. Similarly, mean school size rose .fivefold to approximately 550. (The av'erage
Secondary school had increased in size to approximately 1,000.) The full munexi-
cal effect of this consolidation is difficult to astesS without more complete data
regarding the range and dispersion of enrollment by schOol. A relatively small
number of extraordinarily large units can distort a mean figure; We dclo know,
however, that students attending one-teacher schools, the modal experience in
1930, had iteon r6duced to an insiglificant number by 1972.

The Justification

What persuaded the AMerican public arid its officials to undertake. such a.
dramatic alteration in the size and form of one of its major institutions? The con-
tention of Consolidation proponents was two-pronged. They argued that the edu-
cational opportunities of students in small schools and small school districts
would be measurably enhanced for at least two 'reasons. Small schools, *hen

or
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. -
collapsed into larger units, would have classes of sufficient size to justify more

specialized personnel. For example, the high school which could not afford a

chemistry teacher for only five pupils could combine with two schools of like

size and, for fifteen students, hire stich a teacher. Also, larger schools'and.school

districts, it was argued; could more easily attract higher qUality teachers ,. both

elementary and secondary:

Equally effective as an argUment for consolidation was' the "obvious" propo-

sition that largendistricts and schools could be more cheaply operated. By collaps-

ing seve'ral schdols or school districts into a single organization, the positions of

one or more administrators, librariani, custodians, etc., could be eliminated.

These arguments for economic efficiency and instructional effectiveness

were put forth widely' by professional educators in the first quarter of the 20th

century. This took place at a time when educational administration was a fledg-

ling field anxious to demonstrate ,its rigor. Ihr making the case for higher pro-

ductivity, school administrators hOped to share the mantle of respect so widely

enjoyed tiY\the "efficiency" experts then popular in the private sector. The con-

solidation proposals of this former era were aimed primarily at rutal districts.

Their residents, on, occasion, Yirotested the loss of an institution they valued but

their oppoSition was relatively ineffective when pitted againstv the professional

expeitise Ind efficiency arguments of school administrators and leading educa-

tional spokesmen. If bigger was better in the privaie sector, it was assumed to be

the same for schools. Subsequent generations of administrators were inculcated

with the same ideology. The underlying tenets were almost never subjected to

systematic examination. Thus, the concept of larger fs cheaper and better became

the professions' conventional wisdom.

Beginning in the early 1970's, school consolidation advocates adopted a

different justification. Post World War II school enro1lme9ts peaked in 1970

(Fishlow, 1977), and, thereafter, school districts, ironically, now mostly in

urban areas, began to eXperience "excess capacity," classrooms with empty desks

and buildings with empty classrooms. ProNnents of efficiency 'argued that econo-

mies could be effected by closing schools and collapsing students into fewer

buildings. cost savings . from items such as reduced utilities, maintenande, and

administration would, again, be obvious. Also; school closings would enable

dis cts to operate ,,larger schools and thereby permit continued employment

of aNariety ot specialists. Thus, as *as the case fifty years before, the U.S.

public,prepared itself at the onset of the last qUarter of the 20th century for

yet another round of school consolidation, all in the interest of saving money

and better ediication.

. Now, as "befor$, questions 'arise as to efficacy of such a strategy. Do larger

schools lead to better instruction? Do larger districts lead to scale economies?

What about parents and Citizens? Is publiCsallegiance to schools influeliced by.the

alteration of boundaries and increases in 'size? These are 'the kinds of questions on

which attention is focused in the following seetion.
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But Has It Worked?

In this section, an attempt is made to assess fmdings of appr9priate empirical
inquiries regarding- consequences of school and school district scale. Even though
in some instances research results apply to more than one topical category of
school scale consequences, findings have been -separ,ated into those which pertain
to (1). economic efficiency, (2) instructional outcomes, and (3) political effects.
In each qategory, those, studies which apply to schools .are distinguished from
those in which school districts were the Wait of analysis.' Also, no claim is made
for having exhausted all the appropriate research spdies. The pody of literature
relevant to this topic extends 'into eirery social science area, .as well as fields such
as business administratison, industrial engineering, and educational
This article is able ,only to sample from among a huge number of su studies.
A complete review and analysis of related literature, should be commissioned.

Economic Efficiency

From 1930 until 1972, the time frame used' previously for calculating
numerical consequences of school closing, expendittires in U.S. public schools
increased frbm less than $90 to almost $1,000 per pupil (NCES, 1973). Even
when discounted fof inflation,:this is more than a fourfold increaSe. School ex-
penditures grew faster than Gross,National Product.during thii period. It would
appear that, in the aggregate, the consolidation movement had little success in
dampening costs. Purported measures of service quality, such as class size and
nui0er of specialized personnel, evidenced substantial growth over this period.
However, there exists scant evidence toi suggest that pupil performance increased.
Thus, it is unclear whether school cosgIncreases led to increases in "quality:" or
output.

The potential comillexity of the question of scale is illustrated by the 'analy-
ses of Elchanan Cohn (1975) in "A Proposal for School Size Incentives in State
Aid' to Education." Cohn' reports that."Although there are differences in metho-
*dology and ultimate results, most of ,the studies indicate a U-shaped relationship
between per-pupil costs and schocil Size, Measured by enrollment. It follows that
mokt schools are either too large or too small, resulting in considerable waste of
resources to society:" (Cohn, 1975, p. 214). To determine the extent of size
economies, Cohn...regressed school 'cost data on a quadratic function of school
enrollment and si collecticm of oth,er variables included in the regzession eqtiation
to account for interdittrict cost differences due to input-output variation. Coiin
derived the following table (table 2) by this method.

Thus, the optimum school size based on cost factors (secon'dary school)
actording to.Cohn is 1653 pupils..

There are, however, other significant dimensions which should be assessed
in each case.where a consolidation decision is under consideration. School costs
are influenced by many forces, e.g., labor market conditions, regional geography,
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TABLE 2

ADJUSTED 'COST !OR SELECTED SCH001: SIZE

School Size

Adjusted !Ink
Costs

,

100 . 372.84
500 314.73

.. . 1,000 266.25

1,500 244.63
A

W 1,653 238.09

. . 1,760 0. 242.88

2,000 249.90

3,000 340.90'

. 4.

client tastes, and educational fads. Consequently, an effolit to deduce the existence

of school and school district scale economies needs tii be More specific than

Cohn's study permits. Regardless of desirability, such precision is hard to come

byt Studies of scale econoinies. have, seldom been conducted in a comptehenSive

fashion. For example, the typi&al analysis fails to 'distinguish, either by popula-

tion density or some other measures between sehool Operating costt in rural and ,

. in Urban areas. 'The distinction is crucial. In a city, where. children calk walk to.

school, it may. be fmancially cheaper to operate one school, even it, if is larger,

than to operate four. Cost savings are possible on. items such as utilities, rnainte- t

-nance, and administration:however, in a rtiral setting, one large schPol May not

be Cheaper than 'several small ones;the critical factor is transpOrtation. v

A recent NIE-sponspred study of rural school district Consolidation asserts

that the oiterwhelming maioritY of icale economy studies using rural schools haire

failed adequately to take transportation costs into atcount: ,17: k '
7

When transportation diseconomies are included in .the determination of

overall eduational costs in erioal Areas, the economies from consolida-

tion tend to decrease markedly, or vanish altogether. As transportation

coats increase, small school districts in sparsely settled areas are.hecOm-

ins even more. economically advantageous. (Sher, 1976, p. 6.)

A. recenteconoMic analysis of schOol costs in rural areas buttresses the abOVe

conclusion. As reported 1)y 'Sher (1976), White and Tweeten examined,data for

Oklahoma school districts and concluded, absent.any consideratioi of transports-

tog, thst the opthnurn chool district size wasS00 puPili. When transpOrtation
ts were included in their analysevóptinnim 'diStrict size declined to 675 (White

Tweeten, 1971).
No study of kale econornies of ruralcschoob has attempted to account fOr

increased stodent transportation tithe as a consequence.of consolidatiok In manY

meal areas collapse of small schools into larger units has restilted in students riding,

thi school" bus up. tà 60 minutes hi each direction; If iprice were attached to

their flaw; cost savingS in larger rural- distric4s.might decline stlbstintiallY. .
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Another frequently held virtue for rtiral consolidation is the Prospect of cost
savings derived from ,cintralizeal purchasing. By pooling purchasing power and
buying in bulk quantities, rurj school districts 'are presumed to benefit from
lower unit costs. This, too, Is frequently fraught with diseconomies. What is
giined by bulk purchasing is subsequently lost by increased', school district dis-
tributional costs.

After assessing these conditions, Zymelman writes:

AdMiniitrators should carefully consider the full costs ,of central pur-
chasing becatise ..savingt might not exceed the added costs of distribu-
tion. There are.also possibilities of delays and loss of flexibility involved
in central purchasing. Finally, there is the use of scarce, administrative
manpower to Manage a purchasing and diStribution system that could
be operated in the ;Ovate 'sector. (Zymelman, 1973, p. 274.)

Thus, for rural districts, the evidence regarding econoinies of scale is not per-
suasive. Cost savings which are held to result from larger size are frequently eroded

'by iddeds expenses ,of transporting pupils and supplies. However, it may still be
the , case that, absent poroblems of geographic sparsity, bigger operating units,
schools sand school districts, might be more economical.

School scale econoiny studies regartding tIrbin 'areas have focused upon school
'district rather than school 'size. Analyzing urban school districts' op:rating costs
is made difficult by the environment of cities. For example, city building mainte-
nance and repair; costs are influenced greatly by higher rates of vandalism. Such a

jactor is difficult for analysts to "control" when attempting to identify scale
economies. Because of such uncertainty, scale. economy studies of city schools
telid to concentrate upon two factors, adininistrative costs and .purchasing of
material supplies.

`A study by Kahn and Hughes (1970) utilized data from a sample of 1,80o
School districts and found that administrative costs were inversely, related to
district empliment. The proporfion of district expenditures utilized for adminis-

. trative purposes ranged, on the average, from 8,8 percent in districts of less than
300 students to 3.8 percent in districts with enrollments exceeding 25,000.

Interestingly, Kaltierand Hughes' analyses uncqvered no administrative
economies after districtT reached 25,000 pupils. This finding is confirmed by
more recent figures for large unified districts in California'. Table 3 displays
administrative costs for five of California's big city school district& Los Angeles,
by far the largest district in the state, is second only to San Francisco in the pro-
portion of its total operating budget allocated for administratiop. Oakland and
San Diego, much smaller districts, have lower administrative costs. At least tor
large urban districts, administrative economies 'appear blurred by factorS other
than scale.

Whatever the fmdings of sti,ch scale economy studies, they .dp not promise
nuich hope for reducing school cogs. First, the type of study is particularly, sub-
Ject to inaccuracy. For example, (the data displayed in table 3 were taken from
state reports; however, careful analysis a the figures for one Pf the five districts
revealed that 200 teachers were assigned to administrative duties but their salaries

s.
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were charged to "Instruction." Thus, administrative costs were substantially
understated. Even if the figures were accurate, administration accounts for such
a small percent of total expenditures as to make great savings highly unlikely.

- TABLE 3

SCHOOL DISTRICT ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

District

Percent of Total Current

. Expense Allocated to

Administration

Los Angeles 4.516
San Francisco .4.54

Oakland 3.93

San Diego 4.02

Long Beach 4.20

Findings derived from data presenteci in California State Controllees'Annual Re-

port' of Financial Transactions Concerning Districts of California: Fiscal Year
197576.

No systematic data, are available regarding the cost saving advantages of
centralized purchasing in large districts. Quantity disdounts to school districts are
readily acknowledged by vendora. The extent to which such savings are eroded by
intradistrict handling anid distributional costs is not known. The supply system of
New York City's schools and San Francisco are generally renowned as inefficient.
In contras!, the Central warehouse for the Los Angeles Unified School district is
often cited as a model for private industry.

Evidence in favor of cost savings associated witty larger size schools and
school districts is, at best, ambiguous. In the instance of rural salools, the setting
where consolidation has been most dramatic, it is exceedingly unclear that effi-
ciency favors larger organizations. Transportation appears to make the difference.
In urban areas, the evidence is thin, but slightly favors the view that larger dis-
tricts, up to 25,000 students, have lower administrative overhead. However, there
is nothing to suggest that huge districts, the size of many cities, save money for
the taxpayer. A groit deal more must be known before advocates of greater district
size can easily claim that, in terms of dollars alone, their way is leas costly.

Instructional Outcomes

Aside from whether or not larger school units are more economical to oper-

ate, what is tlieir effect upon students? As mentioned previously, traditional advo-
cates of conSolidation built their case on grounds that larger schools would lead to
expanded course offerings, higher quality teachers, and instructional personnel
with greater specialization. These conditions, in turn, were presumed to benefit
students. Perhaps no proponent of such reforins was more influential than James
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Bryant Conain: In his bestselling book, The American High School Today
(Conant, 1959), the former Harvard president and chemistry professor, searched
for the "lever" which would make America's secondary schooling more effective.
By writing in 1959, during the periodswhen the public was still alarmed by initial
Soviet space succepes, he found an eager audience for his improvement prescrip-
tions.

Conant had advice to offer on a number of school dimensions, but he believed
enrollment size to be the major determinant of quality. He Wrote, "The number
of small high schools must be drastically reduced through district reorganization.
Aside from this important change, I helieve no radical-alteration in the basic pat-
tern of American education is necessary in order to improve our public high
schools" (Conant, 1959, p. 15). ForDf. Conant, bigger was better. This philosophy
was consistent with the solution frequently posed to meet anothei'problem of the
1950s and 60s, the necessity to desegregate school systems. Large schools, some-
times called "Education Parks," were suggested as means to overcome the effects
of neighborhood racial segregation. In the decade which followed, the number of
districts was sliced bY more than half, from 40,000 in 1960 to 18,000 in 1970.
Few would doubt Conant's influence:, However, a question remains as to the
ralidity of his recommendation.

For one group of students, larger schools do appear to make an important
instructional difference. We refer.here to badly handicapped students for whom
the majority of small districts are incapable of prviding adequately. Children
suffering from conditions such as deafness, visual impairment, and mental retar-
dation require specialized teachers 'and equipment 'in order to benefit from
schooling. Large school districts generally have Sufficient numbers of students in
need of such specialized services to bear the added instructional costs. For
decades, school districts in large cities have been magnets for handicapped stu-
dents because of their specialized offerings. Regional institutions have recently
begun to fulfill a' similar function for rural areas. The existence of scale economies
and instructional benefits in these instances appears reasonable.

Do schools and districts of larger size aid the performance of "normal" stu,,,
dents? Here again, the evidence is ambiguous. The advantages of size so strongly
proclaimed by consolidation advocates are seldom supported empirically. Even
Conant, who believed strongly that a high schoOl with a graduating class of less
than 100 students was disadvantageous, was unable to prove his point. In a recent
re7analysis of Conant's data, Jonathan Sher demonstrates that small high schools,
less than 100 in their seniOr class, fared .as well by Conant's paling scheme as did
larige schools (Sher,1976, p. 20).

A more recent study of Wrmont's high schOols also fails to support Conant's
magic "100" figure. Vermont has 59, public senior high schools; 34 have less than
100 in their senior class. Sher reports that of the ten Vermorit high schools with
the highest percentage of graduates entering college, sik were small, less' than 100
seniors (Sher, 1976, p. 22).

Conant's data are almost two decades old and Vermont is a small and unusual
state. What do other empirical inquiries reveal regarding the effects of school size
upon student performance? In studies which have controlled for student charac-
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terisiics, e.g., socio-economic status, small schools have the edge. The Coleman

team reported a negative correlation at the 12th grade between size of graduating

class and student verbal achievement. Each increment of 200 students was found

to be associated with an approximate one-fifth diminution in grade level achieve-

ment (Coleman, 1966). Kiesling also found a negative correlation betwegazLiool

size and student achievement (Kiesling, 1962). A recent study generally judged to

have been carefully conducted (Summers and Wolfe, 1975) found a positive corre-

lation between attendance in small schools in Philadelphia and higher achieve-

ment. This was true both for elementary and secondary schools. .The trend of

findings continues for fnany more studies of student achievement, both those
utilizing cross-sectional and longitudinal data.

One of the most complete studies of the effects of school size upon student

outcomes was conducted by Barker and Gump .(1 964). These researchers took as

their focus student participation in a variety of leadership and extra-curricular
activities, e.g., student government, journalism, music, and athletics. Their finding

is that students in small schools are strongly advantaged over their big school

peers. Barker and Gump report that student partitclpation in non-academic or
extra-curricular endeavors reached its peak in schools with 61 to 150 students.
In small schools, the proportion of students participating in extra-curricular

events ranged from three to twenty times as great as for large school settings.

Barker and Gump offer an attractive eXplanation for their finding. They

contend that there exists but.a limite'd number of student positions in a high

school calling for participation and leadership. In a small school .each student

is substantially more visible and thus under greater teacher and peer pressure to

fill one or more., of the student roles upon which the extra-curricular.life of the

school depends, student body 'president,. cheerleader, editor, etc. In large schools,

the greater humber of students available to fill such roles relieves the pressure and

reduces the participation probability for any one student.
There exists an indirect route through which school size can affect student

outcomes. We refer here to the impact of school size upon school employees.

Does the scale of a school influence teacher morale or productivity? This, too, is

an.area worthy ofrstantial additional study. However, there are research find-

ings that suggeSt small Schools may be associated with lower rates of teacher

absenteeism and, possibly, with higher teacher morale. Winkler (1977) reports
from his analyses of Wisconsin and California data that teacher illness leave is

positively associated with school size; this is particularly the case with Friday-

Monday absence Which can be interpreted as a reflection of teacher job dis-

satisfaction.
From the social sciences there exists a body of literature on the effects of

organizational size in settings in addition to schools. Also, Psychologists and
sociologists have conducted research .studies on the effects of population density
and crowding. The early interpretations of both these lines of analysis were to the

effect that workers and residents in small scale organizations and settings were

more producti've and exhibited less anti-socialand neurotic behavior. Muckof the

resOrch has been re-interpreted by Jonathan Freedman (1975) who assert( that

higher population 'density may not be the cause for the distasteful conditions
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pmviously blamed upon it. Whether Freedman or his predecessors are correct, we
cannot say ; but this1/4type of psycho-social analysis is badly needed on the topic of
school scale.

Though the& certailxly exists no defmitive study regarding the effects of'
organizational scale upon schooling outcomes, there is sufficient evidence to
suggest that/the quality of school life for students is not always eade better by
attending schools that are bigger. At the least, from available research fmdings,
one would have to counsel school decision makers to examine closely their
motives for consolidating or closing 'small schools, be they situated in rural or
urban settings.

Partidpation Outcomes

Increased organizational scale appears capable of altering school relations on
at least two other important dimensions, parent participation in the life of their
children's school and the general public's participition in school governance.

Political science research regarding school issues is relatively undeveloped.
What little is known confirms the general i.terception that public participation
regarding school matters is seicham intense (Wirt and Kirst, 1972). Participation
does become more heightened during periods of community conflict. Subse-
quently, however, it reverts to its previous, usually low, level (Kelly, 1966).
Whether or not this condition Is a consequence of the widely-held view that
schools and politics do not mix, reflects general public satisfactIon or lack of con-
cern with schools, or results from structural and procedural barriers to.participa:
tion is not known (Guthrie, 1978).

Has the increase in school and school district size had any effect upon politi-
Cal participation over school matters? This is difficult to answer because of the
intervention of a number ikedditional forces during the period of school consoli-
dation. For example, it is .widely held that increasingly school decisionmaking
discretion has been withdrawn from local governing boards and exeicised by state
officials (Van Geel, 1976). To the extent to which this is true, it may have damp-
ened public interest in local school governance. (Presumably, it may.have had *the
counter effect of intensifying public conern for state government action on school
issues.) Also, over the school consolidation period professional educator influence
has increased. Professionalization may have contributed to a perception of citizen
impotence.

In addition to the previously-mentioned confounding forces, structural
arrangements for school governance may contribute to low citizen participation.
Prior to the consolidation movement.each U.S. school boaremember, on the
average, represented 250 constituents. This was in a time when the major pOrtion
of the American population still resided in small towns,#and it is conceivable that
a Substantial amount of personal contact with one's elected local representatives
was possible. Even if election turnouts wire not high, knowledge Of and acCess to
decision makers was probably considerably easier than is the case today. Presently,
school board Membevs continue to be the most numerous category oflocai govern-
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ment officials. Elliwever, the average school board member now represents in

excess of 2,000 constituents. The opportunity for face-to-face interaction would

appear to have been substantially reduced over that'which existed a half century

ago. Does thjs rechiption in representativeness and political access matter? Do

interest groups compensate at the local and state level for the absence of personal

contact? At the moment, it is possible only to speculate about the answers to
,

such questions.

Despite the availability of empirical findings on the topic of political access

and participation, there has evolved a perception among public officials that

schools have become too distant froni their constituents. There have been three

types of response to the problem. One is the so-called "accountability" movement

wherein what schools do with the resources they are provided is supposed to be

"audited" tnore precisely. The accountability movement has relied on numerous

technocratic mechanisms and strategies adopted from the private sector, manage-

ment by objective (MBO), PPBS, PERT, and intensified use of tests are frequent

components of accountability schemes. Whether or not this strategy will have

prolonged effect cannot yet be ascertained. However, as noted in other publica-

ticins, the movement has many of the earinarks of other short-livod management

fads which have characterized education in the past (Garms, Guthrie, and Pierce,

1978).

A second strategy for linking sChools more tightly to their constitueints is to

employ market-oriented tethniques. A few experiments in 'the late 1960s and

early 1970s were sponsored by the Office of lonomic Opportunity (OE0).,

These Wok the form of profit incentives for higher productivity. Also, a voucher

pi-1*g_ was undertaken in one California school district. The effectiveness of

these strateges is debatable, but among educatois the political reception for the

.market inducements was undeniably low (Cohen and Farrar, 1977). Recent Con-

gessional interest 'in tuition tax credit plans has again energized voucher advo-

cates. 'One political effort is attempting to provide Californians with a serious

voucher'proposal at the 1980 November election.

The free market strategy retains an additional spark of life in presedt efforts

to utilize consumers' views rekarding schools. Under labels such as "user evalua-

tion" and "parent evaluation," a modest number of school districts continue in

an effort to solicit citizen feedback. The accuracy of client perception regarding

school performknce, the uies to which corigiimer information is put, and the

effect of school size upon such endeavors is unknown.

Yet, a third strategy for rebuilding the link between schools and their publics

is the injection of a larger measure of political fepresentation into school decision-

making. This has come about because of the effortspf both federal and state gov-

ernments. For example, in the early 1970s, Congress enacted provisions within

the ESEA calling for parent advisory councils at both the district and school level.

These were intended to 'provide better advice to professional educators regarding

the, nature of compensatory progams. Subsequently, a number of states have

adopted similar programs. The amount of decisionmaking authority vested in such

bodies varies ansk the mechanisms for citizen groups to enforce their views are
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seldom powerful. For exampl, taxing authority and penonnel decisions have no-
where been allocated to thesemew citizen bodies.

The advent of this political strategy may have expanded the number of citi-
zens participating in school-related decisions (Jennings, 1468). The effect of these
new bodies is not well knoirn. Who serves on them? Who selects them? What
advice,- do they giver How much are They listened to? HOw much do their mem-
bers actually paiticipate? -These are the questions which need td be explored in
order to know better whether or not these devices have altered the course of
school politics or compensated for the changes in organizational scale to which -. we
have been referring.

r 3,

A School Scale Research Agenda

The School- consolidation trend has slackened in this decade, butit has not
stopped. Moreover, enrollment decline is likely td refuel the efforts of those who
contend larger schools are more officient or in some other way better (Abramowitz
bid Rosenfeld, 1978). Rather ,thrin continuing to permit school and school dis-
trict size to be a gnithon, of inappropriate considerations, it would appear useful
to understauid better the-various effeCts of organizational scale. It is not possible
to desZribe every resoarch endeavor in this regard which is worthy of pursuit, but
in the pages whigh follow an attempt is made to illustrate the range of such stu-
dies: Moreover, the last section of This paper contains an overarching strategy to
encampais this agenda.

This taper has suggested three categories in which' school scale-might have
significan(kffects. The first of these Was_ economic efficteity. In referring earlier
to scale economy studies, this paper emphisiied the piecemeal and inconclusive
nature of, this line of research. It clearly justifiei greater effort in the future.
How much money, if any, can be saved through future school closings and dis-
trict consolidations? Whatever this amount, it will need to be weighed against the
findings regarding the effects of school, and district size upon other dimensions
such as student outcomes and public participation. Research of this nature should
assess the relative utilit; of 'schools within schooli, so-called mini-schools. If it is
the case that small schools are "better," it would be useful to know if it is the
actual scale of the physicaLplant arid the size of its populition or, in contrast, the
siZe of the organization in which the pupils and staff participate (Kimberley, 1976;
Child, 1973). If it is the latter, it might be possible to salvage big schools by
dividin them into mini-schools (Larson, 1949).

While acknowledging that added research is needed both on scale ecoNamies
and upon student performance, we leave the detailed design of this part of the
agenda to those niore intimately concirned with matters of economics and school
sociology. Similarly, the effect of organizational size upon parent participation in
their own child's Mooling and the consequences of organizational stale for racial
find social integration of schOols are topics which fall more readily to sociologists
and social psychologists.
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In attempting better to understand the linkage between organizational scale
and political participation over school issues, it appears that categories of future
research such as the following would be useful:

I . Historical Studies.
.What was the nature of political participation both at the school and dis-

trict level, prior to the consolidation movement gaining momentup? Particularly
interesting would be a comparison of public participation before the widespread
promulgation of the apolitical ideology of schooling. Differential studies of par-
tieipatitm rates by yarious social strata and geographic regi prior to consolida-
tion should also be undertaken.

2. Cross-Sectional Apalyses.
Research on contemporary patterns of public participation in school gov-

ernance could take into account present differences between large and small dis-
tricts and schools. Measures could be taken on dimensions such as voter turnout,
votes for non-incumbents, number and, length of school, board meetings, charac-
teristics of school decision makers, interest.group activity, degree of partisanship,
and linkage of the school political system tO the wider political sphere would
prove profitable in understanding the effects of size. Here again, disaggregation of
participation patterns by economic, demographic, and geographic factors should
take place.

3. Specific Analyses.
An effort should be made to understand better the effect of newly-created

participatory mechanisms such as parent advisory councils. Who serves and with
what effect is the basic question. Within that framework are a myriad possible
inquiries such as those listed in the two categories above. T

A complete understanding of the effects of scale upon. schooling cannot
be secured efficiently by conventional, highly compartmentalized, discipline-
dominated studies. As this paper has emphasized, questions Of scale relate to a
variety of outcomes, instructional, political, and economic. It will be necessary
to mount a well-integrated research effort in order to achieve a useful explanation.

A multi-disciplinary approach mightwell concentrate upon the development
of school size data bases from wciich policy analysts and social scientists of many

-stripes could draw. By contracting for studies utilizing a common format and
data, greater. cooperation and social science integration might be induced, Such
research to be effective, will necessitate both cross-sectional and. longitudinal

analyses.
.

Toward what practical end should studies of school size be directed? Beyond
the goal of explanation, what should be done with the information studies accu-
mulated? One ,appropriate audience for such research results is comprised .of

,4 state and local school officials. By drawing upon this information, they could
make betterinformed judgments when constructing policies affecting school, and
school district size. Indeed, a product from school scale studies should be a publi-
cation for local decision -makers, both professional . educators and lay people,
which enables them to undetand the tradeoffs involved when deciding upon
larger or smaller-schools and school districts.

7 on) ,
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Chapter 6

Demography and
Changing Enrollments

Harriet Fishlow

t

Introduction r

OVer the next fifteen years American schools will experience a series of 'flue-
.tuations in their enrollments because of demographic changes. Even ashigh school
enrollments were slowly reaching their (probable) twentieth century peak in the
mid-19 the overall-enrollment began to decline. In the 1980s elementary
enro are expected to increase, while secondary school enrollments con-
tinue icline. These changis in enrollments are the result of past changes in the
birth 'ratethe baby boom and bustand expected future changes. Demographers
expect a rise in births shortly as the aging "baby boom" babies begin to settle
down and have children of their o*n. This will affect elemeetary school enroll-
ments in the 1980s.

This chapter outlines the certain and probable scope of enrollment fluctua-
tions at the-natIbnal level and suggests some general actiops school systems might
take to accommodate themselves tit these changes. Principal suthestions are to
increase flexibility both in physical plant pod staffing and to protect the interests
of those Moly, to be affected by change. Planning for flexibility ten to fifteen
Years from now is perhaps not too difficult; preparing for more inuuediate
changes, mo!tly declines, requires greater effort. The alternative almost certainly
involves considerable strife and controversy, as school systems are forced to close
schools and lay off teachers. Careful preparation mayjfiot avoid all strife and con-
troversy, but it should ameliorate the situation. Lack of preparation for decline
will also surely contribute to a great waste of resources, particularly huntm re-
sources.
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Enrollment fluctuations of course will vary among school districts depending

on past and \current migration patterns. (and, to a lesser extept, on local differ-

ences in fertility and school attendance). For example, secondary school enroll-

ments are expected to decline nationally about 25 percent ttween 1976 and
1990. However, areas now experiencing in-migration may well `how an increase,

while other places have an even more precipitous decline.

Both, long-range plans and more immediate preparations ciepend on reason-

ably accurate estimations of probable enrollment changes. Although the national

trends in enrollment are fairly well known, it is the local districts which will have

to deal with the changes. The development of state and local capabilities in enroll-

ment estimations and forecasting is, therefore; strongly recommended.

Demographic Background of
Recent Trends

a

Virtually everyone is now aware that school enrollments are, or shortly will

be, declining from record levels. Enrollments in the elementary schools (K-8)

peaked in 1969, high scitool enrollments (9-12) are expected to peak this year in

1977, and enrollments at the post-secondary level will probably reach their high-

est level within five years and then decline.1 The reason for the enrollment in-

creases and subsequently observed or shortly expected declines is also well

*nown, at least at the K-12 level.,

America experienced a record high level of births from 1946 to 1964. In
each of those years, births exceeded any year previous to 1946, usually by at least

25 percent; from 1954 to 1964, the number of births exceeded 4 million each

year. The maximum number born was, however, recorded in 1957. The decline,

barely perceptible at first, began to accelerate in the early 1960s. The last year of

4+ million births was 1964. There was a sharp 7 percent drop in 1967 and the
decline in numbers born continued (with the exception of a smailkpturn in 1969
and 1970) to 1973. Since then, the level has held fairly steady at just under 3.2
rrillion a year (see table 1 and figure 1). Tiiis represents a *line of over 20
percent in just one decade (1964 to,1974).

Enrollment Prospects Based on Births
Which Have Already Occurred

J

Enrollments for the nation as a whole, at least at the K-12 level, can be pre-

dicted with some degree of certainty into the 1980s and beyond,..depending on

the grade level, because most of the births that form the basis for these enroll-

ments have already taken place.lt
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TABLE 1

EN ROLLM ENT1N GRADES k-a AND 9-12,
FALL 1964 TO 1984

(in 000s)

Year
1964

K-8 '

35,025
.. 9-12

12,691

K-12 ,

47,716
1965 35,463 13,010 48,473
1966 . 35,945. 13,294 49,239

41967 36,241 13,650 49,891
1968 36,626 14,118 50,744
1969 36,797* 14,322 61,119
1970 . 36,677 14,632 51,309'
1971 36,165 * 15016 51,281
1972 3531. 15,113 50,644
1973 34,953 15,277 50,229
1974 34,419 15,337 49,756

r

Projected
1975 33,800 15,500 49,300
1976 33,300 15,600 48,900
1972_,.... 32,600 15,500 48,100
1978 31,800 15,400 47,200
1979 31,100 15,100 46,200
1980 30,900 14,600 t 45,500
1981 30,800 14,100 44,900
1982 30,900 13,600 44,500
1983 33,200 13.300 44,600
1984 31,500 13,300 44,800

..

*Peak year.

Sburce: HEW, Projections
0

of Education Statistics to 1984185. p.18. Numbers include public
and nonpublic schools.

Enrollments In elemmntary schools. Table 1 displays the enrollment projec-
tions from the HEW pliblication Projections af Education S:tatistics to 1984/85
published in 1976. These are displayed graphically in figure 1. Enrollments in the
elementary grades (K-8) are projected to. decline 16 percent between the peak
year of 1969 and '1981. (from 36,797 to 30,800). A slow upturn is shown after
1981. However, careful analysis of the figures used in the projection show it to
be based on an assumed Upturn of about 21/2 to 3 percent in births in 1975.2 In
fact, the numbers of births deelined slightly in 1975 (there were an estimated
3,149,000 births in 1975 compared to 3,166,000 in 1974), and theidecline con-
tinued through the first eight months of 1976. Enrollments at the K-8 level
should, therefore, continue to decline to 1983, if not beyond. .

Enrollments irf secondary schools. A.5 can be seen i a e 1 and figuEe 1,
secondary school enrollments are projected to decline st fly from .their 'pro-
jected high of about 15,600,000 in 1976. The projection is taken to 1984, when
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11111rolhnents drop to about 13,300,000, a 15 percent decline in the e ars

from 1976 to 1984d!' (The average rate of decline betweeen the two years is 2 per-

cent per year.) . ..
Since births have continued to decline to the present, secondary school

enrollments cannot be expected to. significantly increase before the early 1990s.
All things tIling equal, secondary school enrollments should reach a low point of
about 12,000,000 in 1989, when the students in grades 9-12 will come from the
small birth cohorts of 1972 and 1975. These birth cohorti were 25 pircent
smaller than those of 1959 to 1962, which form the basis of current secondary

Number
of

Students

36.000

34,000

32.000

30,000

16,000

14,000

12.000

FIGURE 1

ENROLLMENT IN GRADES K-8 AND 9-12, 1964-84. ESTIMATED AND PROJECTED BY HEW

1964 1968 1972 1976 1980 1984

, school enrollments. (Enrollments in 1990 could be even lower since there were
fewer children born in 1976 than in 1972.)

To predict elementary school enrollments on the basis of numbers of births
a certain tiumber of years earlier is fairly reasonable, at least at the national level,
since virtually all children attend the elementary grades and automatic promotion
based on age has been customaiy for two decades. Secondary school enrollments,
however, include a discretionary factor which complicates projections. There is
some evidence that the continuation rate has declined in recent years in some
places.' In New York City, a rising proportion of drop-outs is attributed .to a
changing ethnic mix in the city, since blacks and 'Puerto Ricans are said to have a
much higher drop-out rate than whites, .and these groups have inCreased propor-

o, tionately to whites in recent years. Tos the extent that this differential is true
nationally, and to the extent that these differential rates persist over the next
fifteen years or So, continuation rates would tend to fall because non-white youth
will comprise an increasingly larger percentage of persons 14-17 years of ,age.
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National figures, however, do not show any downward trend in highsschool "c6n-

tinuation rates, so the prohlem may be one for local planners only.5

Enrollitient Prospect Rased on
, "i,' Fertility Projectionit

- e
EnrollmentNrec eyo arly 1980s become increasingly dependent

pn fertility c4eati4ns. e entering indegarten class of 1981 will not be born
until 1977;11the time birih cohortwi enter ninth grade in 1991 and colleges and
universities in. 1994. Thus, Oitiou$sion of enrollments lior th9a leyels of education
much beyoodtthose years depends on what assumptions are made about future

' fertility heiliyio4.
v

1 oi

! Projefted Fertility in the U.S.,1972000 ,
,g ,

The Bureau of-the Census isslid its latest detailed Population projections in
1975.6 To provide a range, they made tiftee separate pro*tions,based on three
differet4t assumptions about completed family size. (Mortality arut migration
assumPtions were the same for all thred.) Series I is based on the assumption that
the completed fantlies of young women now of reproeuctive age and those who
will bear children in the future will .average 2.7children; Series II is based on an
eventual completed cohort fertility of 2.1; and Series III on one of 1.7. Series II
is generally considered the most reasonable, partly because it conforms most.-
Closely -with aeent sur:eys of birth expectations.7 Two additional projections
were made using.an eventual, completed family size of 2.1, but introducing certain
variation& in the -assumptions underlying the projections. These illustrate the
result of certain trends which, although considered possible by demographers, are
felt ly the Census .Bureau to be somewhat less likely than those assumed -to
tintlerlie Series II.

,

e,

Series 11 ,L is based on a later thning of births thin' Series II. It assumes ti
sharPer decline in teen-age births between 1974 and 2000 than. does Series II, and
a substantial increase in births- to women in their thirties. Thii .would move the
Mean age Of childbearing from about 26 to 28. The actual age-specific fertty for
1974 and the two projected sets for 2000 are shown in table 2.0

The pattern of age-specific fertility in Series II is similar to that of many
moderate-to-low fertility *European countries, including England, France, and

TABLE 2

CNILDREN PER 1000 WOMEN, BY AGE

10-14 15-19

1974 1.2 59.9

2000 01) 0.3 46.4

.200001L) 0.2 24.6

20-24

116,1

144.2

99.8

25-29 3044 35-30 40-44 45-49

106.8 52.7 21.4 5.3 0.4

143.6 62.2 19.6 ( 4.7 0.3

149.9 102.5 31.8 4.9 0.3
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Belgium. These countries have historically had lower teen-age fertility than the
United States and somewhat later marriages. The pattern in Series II L is closer to
that of Spain, Italy, and Ireland, countries which have maintained moderate levels
of fertility during much of the twentieth century through late (and non) marriage
rather than through the extensive use of contfaception. While it is certainly pos-
sible that the United States would move to that pattern, the Series II pattern
seems somewhat more probable given our past history and heterogeneous popula-
tion. The age pattern of the decline in American fertility between 1960 and 1974
lends some sUpport to the Bureau's preference for Series II, as table 3 indicates.

Teen-age fertility has been the slowest to decline, fertility of women over
thirty-five the fastest (although the fact that women over thirty-five in 1974 were

the mothers of the baby boom probably has something to do with the Igter.)
Series II t is interesting, however, because it demonstrates the effect on annual
fertility of a delay or'stretching-out of cohort fertility. Annual fertility is lower
under Series 11 L than under Series II because each cohort's contribution to the
total of any one year is less.' Since such a pattn..ia possibility, its implications
are worth considering.")

TABLE 3

PERCENT CHARGE IN AGE-SPECIthC FERTILITY RATES,
LINITED STATES 1960-19758

Linder 15 + 62
15-19 - 37

20-24 - 56

25-29 - 44

t°1 30-34 - 53

35-39 - 65
PP 40-44 - 70

45-49 - 67

Total - 51

Series II R, while based on an eventual cohort fertility of 2.1, does not
assume this rate will be athieved by persons bom in the twentieth century since it
assumes that vnly cohorts of 3.8 million will hive replacement level fertility.
Cohorts of 4.Z million, like those of the later baby boom years, are expected to
average 1.9- chldren, while the,smaller cohorts of the early 1970s will average 2.2
to 2.4. Succes ive cohorts will tend to over- and under-shoot 3.8 million and thus
have lower ori higher complited fertility. The projections oscillate past the end
point year, 2 50.

As shownlin both table 4 andijigure 2, the number of annual births, deter-.
mined by the projected age-specific birth rates considered( plausible for each
hypothetical 'completed family size and by the prbjected femaie population in the
childbearing ages, is projected to\increase in the 1980s in all five projections."
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TABLE 4

ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS OF THE AVERAGE ANNUAL NUMBER OF 11!IRTH: .

SELECTED YEARS, 1940 TO 2000

(in 000s)

Years
(July 11 Series Wee II Serie* IlL SidsIlR S.disUl
June 30) (2.7) (2.1) (2.1) (2.1) (1-7)

Estimates

1940-45

1945-50
1950-55

1955-60
1960-65

1965-70

.1970-71

2.903
3,555
3,949
4,274
4,171

3,613
3,709

1971-72 ' 3,408
1972-73 3,191

_1973-74 3,112

Projections

1974-751 ) 3,187
.

1975-761 3,126

1976-771 3,265
1077-781 3,298

1974-751 (3,372) (3,178) (3,172) (3,163) (3;049)
1975-761 (3,679) (3,285) (3,240) (3,234) . (2,946)
1976-77 3,932 3,425 3,310 3,333 2,958
1977-78 4,156 3,575 3,377 3,435 3,092
1978-79 4,366 3,720 3,440 3,528 3,223
i 979-80 4,539 3,885

,
a,a3 3,011 3,323

1980-85 4,956 4,088
.

3,625 3,761 3,416
1985-90 5,243 4,1413 3,717 3,875 3,376
1990-95 5,093 3,949 3,719 3,906 3,173
1995-2000 5,076, 3,783 3,778 3,951 2,944

1Estimate of 3,187 for 1974-75 and 3,126 for 1975-76 is from National Center for Health
Statistics, Monthly Vital Statistics Report 25, 6 (August 27, 1976): 1. These estimates
beicame available after the projections were made, not present in figure 1.
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FIGURE.

BIRTHS BY PROJECTED LEVEL OF COHORT FERTILITY (S-YEAR AVERAGES)

4

(2.7)

R (2A)

°I .01°. 11 (2.1)

........ ...... .1"C'.
11 L (2.1)

. 111.(1.7)

1945/50 1955/60 1965/70 1975/80 1985/90 1995/2000

..
,/ Fertility projections under the aslumptions of Series 1 (2.7 children). Were

average completed family size to equal 2.7 children, the increase in birthswould
coptinue until the late 1980s and remain high for the rest of the century. The

lpeak number of th. *rths in e baby boom years-4.3 million in 1957would be
surpassed within o years (by 1978-79), and numbers of births would increase.
another 20 percents in the 1980s. Numbers of births would equal or exceed 5
millio'n for twenty years (1980-2000).

Fertility projections under the assumptions of Series 111 ( 1.7 children).
Under the Series III average of 1.7 children, annual births would drop slightly
below 3 'million and then increase to 3.4 million in the mid-I980s before beginning
a long-term decline that reflects the sub-replacement level fertility assumption.
(Actual declines in total population would not occur until after 2020.)

Fertility projections under the assumptions of Series 11 (2.1 children). The

average coTpleted family size which is considered most probable by Census Bureau

demographers is the replacement level 2.1. The expected annual births for this
size family would increase steadily from the 3.1 million recorded in 1974 to over
4 million in the 1980s (a rise of 30 percent) and then would drop 'slightly below 4
million in the 1990s. In terms of numbers of births, the 1980s and earlY 1990s
'would be close to the baby boom years of the 1950s and early 1960s.
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Fertility projections under the assumptions of Series II L (2.1 children, late
childbearing). If the mean age of childbearing moved frOm the mid- to the late
twenties; births would, under the cohort fertility assumptions of Series II, rise to
about 3.6 million in the early eighties and maintain a level of about 3.6 to 3.7
million to thtend of the twentieth century.

Fertility projections under the assumptions of Series II R (cohort fertility
connected to size of cohort; eventual achievement of 2.1). Under the assumptions
of Series II R numbers of births would risisteadily throughout the rest of this
century and beyond, reaching a peak of about 4.1 million in 2007.

The first year of projection was 1975/76, for which a preliminary estiinate
of number of births is now available.' At 3,126,000, it falls between Series II
(2.1) and Series III (1.7).

Impligations for Elementary School Enrollments

As indicated in table 5, the population aged 5-13, which forms the basis
for elementary school enrollments, will decline about 10 percent between 197
and 1980 under all the projected Series, including Series II and II L. The decline
to 1980 is certain since nearly all the children who would be 5-13 in 1980 had
been born when the projection was made (mid-1975).13- In 1980, that age group*
will be just 83 percent of what it was in the peak year of 1970, or gpproximately
what it was in 1957.

Little change in the number of children 5-13 is projected between 1980 and

11:
1985. Under the straight Series II projection, the number of elementary school
children will creep up less than percent between 1980 and 1985; if couples
delay childbearing as projected in Serics II L, it could decline by about 3 percent.
The following ten years t6 1995 will-see growth, however. In the five years be-
tween 1985 and 1990, the number of children of elementary school age will in-
crease 12 percent, if the most likely age pattern of childbearing is followed.'
There will be another 6 percent increase between 1990 and 199,. In 1995, there
will be about as many children of elementary school age as there was in the peak
year, 1970. Thereafter, the die of this age group will decline again for fifteen
years. The decline will continue to 2010, when the projection shows a total of
34,335,000 children age 5-13 (abont the level of the early 1960s).

In
-

sununary, the decrease in elementary -school enrollments which has ac-
cuxred since 1970 will, under Series II fertility assumptions, continue into the,
early 1989s. There will be no substantial turn around until after 1985. However,
growth after that will be fairly rapid, since children of elementary school age will
increase 12 percent in the next five years and 20 percent in the ten years between
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;TABLE 5
gito.

ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS OF THE POPULATION BY SELECTEDAGES:
4

,
I.

AMIN
(JuI0/

IhNe

Sorbs I

1950-2000

(in 000e)

Ages 5-13

Series II Wee IlL

4.°

Swiss RR Series III
June 30) (2.1) (2.1) (2.1) (2.1)

1950 22,423

1955 27,925

19B0 32,965

1965 35,754 t-

1970 36;636

1975 33,441

1980 30,441 30,246 30,235 30,228. 30,112

7995 33,330 30,380 .29.,378 29,045 i7,954,....

1900, 41,282 34,643 31,434 r032,379 29,383

1995 . 45,725 38,799 32,888 34,179 30,320

2000 45,923 35,983 33,213 34,758 29,119

N. 1950
1955

1960

1985
1970

1975
1980
1085

Ages 14-17

8,444
9,247

11,219
14,153
15,910
18,923 \
15,753
14,388

13,538 12,941 12\879

17,912 15,317 14,055

20,575 18,752 14473

12,867 12,483

1 439 13,210
13,915 1,
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FIGURE, 3

POPULATION PROJECTION- BY ASSUMED LEVEL OF FERTILITY

41
1 (2.7)

fi
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Population Apd S-13
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Populatifall Ard 14-17

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

16-

1985 and 1995. The- fifteen years after 1995 will again see a, decline, but only
between 6 and 7 percent.

It is th'e difficult task ofeducators to prepare not only for the substantial
and inevitable decline of the next few years, but also to plan for a reasonably
certain upturn thereafter. There are very likely to be as many children in elemen-
tarycschool in 1995 as, there were in the peak year of 1970, before the current
deqine. Fortunately, there will be some advance notice of the upturn, as there was*
of the downturn, given the lag between birth and entrance into school. If births
start to increase rapidly toward the end of the 1970s, as they will if Series II fer-
tility is a reasonable choice, then educators should begin to inform the public of
the need for increasing resources, preparing teachers, etc.

'\

Implications for Enr011ment in Secondary Schools (9-12) -

Table S also presents estfmates and projectiofs of the population aged
14-17, which is the basis for secondary school enrollments. The steady decline
ofs,Alearly 25 petcent from the current high of close to 17,000,000 to under
1J,000,000 in 1990 is certain since most persons who Will be that age in 1990 are
already born. Growth after 1990 will be rapid, however. Between 1990 and I R95,
numbers in that age group pill increase nearly 19 percent under the Series II
assumptions. Even under the less likely pattern of later child bearing.in Serie&IPL,
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94,

"

those five year i. would see a 9 percent increase in young persons of seclindary

school age. Series H R fertatif would cause a 12 percent increase.

Another 10 percent increase between 1995 and 2000, projected by Series H,

would bring that age group nearly back to its peak 1975 level. All in all, if Seriesll

is reasonably correct,, and enrolimentgates remain equal to current ones, we can

expect a 30 percent increase in secOndary school enrollments in the decade of the

1990s. Should childbearing be delayed (Series II L), the increase would be a more

modest, but still substantial, 16 percent (20 percent under the pattern of II R).

Ths,uptum in secondary schoolgnrollments will be even sharper than that in

elementt schools, just as the downturn wiii be, because of the smaller age span
involved. However, the advance warning will be greater, too.

Probable Level of Future Fedi lit7

The decline in fertility in the last decade has been attributed to a variety of

causes. The various factOrs which.have caused people, especially younger people

in the prime reproductive ages, to lower their fertility can be convenientlyresolved

into Iwo Categories. These are; (1) the recent restriction in the opportunities for

economic advance which may be bearing most heavily on younger persons; and

(2) the extension to-women of the long-time American ideal of individualism,

and, possibly, the intensification of this ideal among men. (By individualism, I

mean the beliefs that ,adults should be independent "captains of their fate" and

that they have the right to pursue self-fulfillment through a wide range of per-

sonal choices.), .
..

One nianifestation of the growth in individualism is an increaSed questioning

(if not outright rejection) of the social norms about the desirability of marriage
and childbearing, especially as an exclusive life goal for women. This questioning

-appeals to have intensified the dampening effect on fertility that economic adver-

sity normally has in modem, industrial societies. People, who are not sure what
they want in life and' who are, also uncertain about their economic future are
usually not inclined to found families. Even those who decide they do want

dren would be likely to have fewer than in more affluent times.

hi.trying to choose. a likey level of future fertility, therefore, it is necessary

fo consider whether and to what extent heightened individualism and a difficult
economic situation will continue into the future. Will the questioning attitude
about:the desiiability of domestic commitments be transmitted to those who
'Will be twenty to twenty-nine in the mid-1980s, or is it a current fad? Will such

an attftUde beeome entrenched among all social groups or will it be confined to

a few? 'Will ths, state of the economy improve sufficiently to restore a sense of

expansivendss. and ,confidence .amcong younger people? (The uncertain&s in
/1.1.1predicting even, the ultimate leyel'of fertility, not to mention the yearly ctui-

lions demonstrated by the above variables, show how fortunate educators a e that

they hlve several years to plan after the actual humber of births become *own.)

11,
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The Economy

PrediCtions about the future of the economy are no more:noteworthy for
their accuracy than are predictions of future fertility behavior. A couple 9f obser-.
vations are possible, however. Current economic problems apparently stem, at
least in part, from the sudden ending of an era of cheap energy, which in effect
has reduced real national income. Flow disastrolis the rising cost of fuel turns out
to be depends in great measure on our political skill, both foreign and domestic.
Nevertheless, it seems safe to say that the situation does not augur well for eco-
nomic expansion and the growth of real income, at least for the next few years.
I do not want to imply that growth in,real income will cease, but that it May be
slower and more difficult to achieve than in the past. New discoverie and tech-
nologies may change conditions, but probably not within the next decab.e.

Another factor arguing against a rapid return of economic expansion and the
associated attitudes among younger persons is the relative -size of the cohort to
which they belong. Persons born from 1946 to 1964, the 'baby boom" cohorts,
have formed a bulge in the age structure, which first influenced the sale of baby
goods and suburban houses, then put a straih on the 'capacities of the school
systems, and is now pressing on the ability of the economy to-provide entry level
jobs. Youth unemployment has risen steadily since the late 1960's."

The possibility that persons belonging to the large cohorts of the baby boom
will have relatively fewer opportunities and relatively more diffieUlties in advance-
ment than smaller preceding cohorts, and consequently, lower fertility, has been
suggested by several researchers." The effect of relatively stiff competitron for
jobs and subsequent promotions can only be exacerbated by the high proportionir.
of young ,people with college degrees, because the number of jobs which require"'
a college education do not appear to be growing as fast as the number of degree-
holders." To be thwarted in attaining expected positions is not conducive to
settling down and Making long-range commitments, even if one attains an ample
income.

lf, in fact, the economic situation does not improve greatly in the next
decade or decade and a half, and if the relatively larger size of the baby boom
cohorts causes their individual economic opportunities to be less than those
enjoyed by their parents in the 1950s and early 1960s, then it seems probable
that fertility will remain at low-to-moderate levels through much of the 1980s."

By the latter 1980s, the smaller cohorts born after 1965.will begin to reach
job entry and family building age. If their relatively small numbers cause an
expansive outlook for them, they may opt for greater domestic commitments and
fertility would rise. If the general economic situation improves at the same time,
earlier cohorts might revise their desired family sizes upward, causing fertility to
rise very sharply indeed.

Interest in the possible.influence of the size of a cohort on its fertility (be-
cause; of relative economic opportunities) has been sufficient among economists
and demographers to cause the Census Bureau to project fertility on that assump-
tion. The projection, called Series H R, was, however, keyed to eventual replace-
ment level fertility; i.e., an average of 2.1 children per woman at steady state. This

1
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avoids the theoretical difficulties associated with projecting infinite growth 6r

decline, but constrains the projected fertility for most cohorts below what has

been the experience in the recent past. For the purposes of the projection, it.was

assumed that a cohort size of 3.8 million would have replacement leviel fertility.

Cohorts of 4.2 million, like those of the late 1950s and early 1960s, would aver-

age 1.9 children while the smaller cohorts.. of the early 1970s would average 2.2

to 2.4 children.
Technical problems of projections aside, I believe the acceptance of 2.1

children per woman as the most reasonable by the Census Bureau rests more with

thcir assessment of the significance of social trends categorized as "individualism.!3-

than with economic factors.

Individualism

The _assertion that many ,of the trends associated with and presumed to

underlie the recent decline in fertility are manifestations of an expanding individ-

ualism is not easy to prove. It is certainly not amenable-sto the quantitative proof

which demographers prefer. At least two of these treads- the increased participa-

tion by women in the labor force, and increased proportions of single woMen

under the age of twenty-fivecould well have other causes, such as economic

need or uncertainty. Yet, inspecting the range of social variables that have

changed so conspicuously during the period of declining fertility -the labor force

participation of women, including married women with children, the entry of

women into careers that require serious, full-time commitments, the divorce. rate,

the proportion of women under twenty-five who are single, the use of more effec-

tive contraceptives, the acceptance of abortion -does suggest that many people,

andltecially many young women, have decided to pursue interests other than,

or in addition to, marriage and childbearing. Furthermore, this decision clearly

arises from an increasing' -recognition of the right of women to make choices based

on individual goals.
In the last decade or so, triw.right of women to choose careers other than

marriage and motherhood and to have individual interests in addition to their

family roles has been publicly legitimized. Indeed, in some social groups, the

cultivation of interests outside the home has come to be regarded not only as

legitimate, but as Osirable. Childrearing is competitive with non-familial inter-

ests, especially for Wbmen, on wkom the burden of children has traditionally

fallen. Fertility will tend to decline as non-familial interests assume greater sal-

ience. Few people wish' to deny totally themselves the satisfaction of family life,

so those couples where both partnerv wish to pursOt non-familial or individual

interests will tend to have the minimum number of children customarily thought

acceptable two.
A society in whicli all women art highly motivtrted to limit themselves to

two children will fall shoit of replacement because not everyone finds him or her-

"' self in a position to have children, nor is everyone capable of having two children.

However, some couples will probably want more than two, so it can be reasonably
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assumed that most cohorts will approach replacement level fertility. Current co-
horts of young women show signs of adopting .this pattern. Recent survey data
collected by the Bureau of the Census about the birth expectations of young
wives eighteen to twenty-foUr show that 58 percent expected just two children,
and nearly 75 percent expected two or fewer."' If these young Vves do achieve
their expectation's, (and other fertility surveys have shown a fair dote connec-
tion betWeen the number of children women say they want and how many they
eventually have"), they will ekperience 2.17 births per woman, on average. Since
women who are married at eighteen to twenty-four tend to have more children
-than the cohort average, this works out, after the appropriate adjustment, to just
about replacement fertility.

At present, it 'appears that the increasing acceptanCe of the rights of women
to give priority to individual, nan-familial.interests, combined with a lessening of
economic opportunity, will lead to replacement level fertilitythe Census Bureau's
Series II, or some varianethereof for the current cohort of young women.

Can we expect women to continue to develop their individual interests at the
expense of their family roles, or is this a temporary fad, encouraged by economic
adversity? After all, the previotis low in completed fertility, .2.18, or just above
replacement; wits experienced by women Who were of peak childbearingage dur-
ing the Great Depression (the cohort bom from 1906 to 1910). Completed fertility
of younger women through the birth cohort of 1941 to 1945 is or will be in gen-
eral m izch higher."

Will good times in the .futuie cause later cohorts to return to three- and four-
child families and the traditional male/female roles that implies? 1 do not think
so. On the contrary, I believe we expect a diminishing proportion of woinen
to devote themselves solely to the roles of wife and mother, whatever-the eco-
nomic situation. In my opinion, this development is a natural one for American
society which has always placed a high value on independence and individual
freedom. While the principat adherents to these values were .asSumed to be men,
independence has generally been admired in women as well, .except in their rela-
tions with their immediate families, especiallY their busbands. The dependent
status of wives has been the only adult dependency that American society has
validated. However, women have not neceisarily been raised to be dependent, or
more accurately, feininine upbringing for dependency and its inevitable inferiority
of status visa-vis the husband has not been thoroughgoing. BOys and girls have
been accorded a relatively high degree of equality, for a long time in American
society, particularly in basic ethication. Access to secOndary schooling has been
.fairly equal for the sexes for decades, ind -education has usually been co-educa-
tional. More recently, at least since the fifties, middle-cliss families have tended
to send ,both sons and daughters to college, though males were, on average,
favored.

Adulthood, however, marked an abrupt change. Men went on to careers and
jobs as independent persons, but women were expected tp accommodate to, and
indeed to strive for, a socially and econonfically dependent status at variance with
their previous training.' The consequent inherent strain in the role expectations of
American women was spepifically noted as far back as 1942 by Talcott Parsons."

I " Ar."
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Stressful situations are usually accepted only if there are no reasonable alterna-

tives, actual or perceived. The recognition of women's right to choose individual

goals and the consequent pressure to expand opportunities for women has pro-

vided alternatives, especially for younger yomen. The possibility.of such alterna-

tives seems to have actually increged the strain of the traditional role for many

women.
It is not suggested that all women 'would choose full-time, lifelong careers

instead of motherhood. Such an idea is simply the obverse of the old coin of

socially, rather than individually, determined lives for women.' Rather, the

rnajoritY of women will likely try to combine a life commitment to work outside

the home with childrearing. However, they managethrough interrupted careers,

part-time work, ,childcare, equitable slwring by husband and wifeit is not condu-

cive to large families. 1 expect for most douples, two children would be the limit

d that cohort averages will tend to approach the replacemenf level of about two

r women. f

Post-Secondary Enrollments
3.

A principal capse of uncertainty in post-secondary enrollment projections,

unlike those for elkientary and secondary schools (at least at the national level),

is estiMating the proportion of young people who will chodse to go to college.

The past, especially the iecent past, has seen continual growth in both the rate of

attendance and the size of the population of college-going age (usually considered

to be from the ages eighteen' to twenty-one or eighteen to twenty-four).' The

result has been itademic and financial planning based on the presumption of con-

tinual growth. However, a careful consideration of probable future trends, includ-

ing a known decline in population, indicates that the extraordinary growth in

post-secondary enrollments of the recent past will, it best, slow down substantially

and may well cease. The changes heali to appear in the early 1970s.

From the mid-1950s to the end of th,e 1960s, a period of about a dozen

years, American higher education experienced unparalleled growth. Between 1960

and 1970, the total number of students in degree credit courses more than doubled,

rising from 3.6 to 7.9 million.24 Around 1970, however; the rate of enrollment

increases began to slow down. Between 1970 and 1974, total degree credit enroll-

ment increased at an average annual rate of only about 2 percent al/tar, compared

to 8 percent yearly during the preceding decade.25

The Rate of Attendance

Carnegie Council studies have shown that 55 percent of the increase in the

1960s could be attributed to increasing rates of enrollment and 45 percent to

increase in population in the college-going ages. The greater importance of in-

creasing rates of attendance in the achievement of enrollment growth has been
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true during most decades since 1870, although the college-age population has
been increasing as well." The decrease in the rate of enrollment increases after
1970 has. been largely because of ,an actual decline in the rate of college atten-

:dance among young people eighteen to twenty-four years old."
recent decline in the rate of attendance has'been attributO to a number

of factors. The Carnegie Councli book, More Than Survival, lists four as the most
significant:" (1) the abolition of the draft; (2) sharply riling costs of attendance;
(3) job market clianges, especially for school teachers; and (4) liberalized ruled
permitting deferred admissions and leaves or "stopping out." These reasons sug-
gest thepossibility that the current decline is a temporary setback in the long-run
growth of attendance. Relative costs of attendance can change as can job market
prospects, and a steady stream of deferred admittees and persons returning from
"stop-out" periods would eventually correct the early deficits.

Assuming that the decline is temporary, however, does not necessarily imply
an expectation that the previous rate of increase will resume. An important seg-
ment -of current opinion proposes that, even though the decline of the last few
years has been causea by factors presumed temporary, an increase in the propor-
tion attending college, especially the rapid rate of increase experienced through
the 1960s, will not occur again.29 The principal grounds for this belief include
forecasts of the educational requirements of future employment, the already high
proportion of persons who graduate from high school, and of high school gradu-
ates who go on for higher education, and the financial uncertainties surrounding
higher education.

The idea that there is'a fixed proportion of jobs requiring a college education
and that the market is or is about to be saturated with degreeholders is challenged
in eie Carnegie volume, New Students and New Places. The authors point out that
there are social and cultural, as well as economic reasons for college attendance
and that employers are likely ft) raise their requirements in tight labor markets:"
Nevertheless, the authors include the problem of job market saturation among the
factors causing uncertain enrollment predictions.31 It is given a less ambivalent
and.more central position in'many other studies.

The argument that the high proportion of college-age persons currently
attending renders a continuation of past increases unlikely is based on the assump-
tion, usually implipit, that not everyone can benefit from forinal education after
high school and that tip larger 'Share of those who can are already attending.
Whatever the merits of this viewpoint, the fact is that thehistoric rate of increase
in proportion attending college has a necessary limit, even if all were to ultimately
attend. In the 100 years between 1870 and 1970, the proportion., of persons eigh-
teen to twenty-one attending college increased' from 2 to 35 percent a year, an
average increase in proportion attending of about 2.9 pekcent a year.32 Were that
rate to cbntinue, there would be 100 percent attendance by the year 2006, at
which point further increases would obviously cease.

Any .aSsumption of less than 100 percent ultimate attendance brings the date
of cessation of increase closer. More important for short-term enrollment projec-
tions, current social and economic conditions suggest that whatever the proportion
attending may ultimately be, further increases will be more difficult to achieve
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FIGURE 4

ESTIMATED UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE-CRED1T ENROLLMENT AS PERCENTAGE

OF POPULATION, BY AGE AND SEX, 1960 AND 1969-1973
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Source: Adapted from U.S. Bureau of the Census data by the Carnegie Council.

than were past increases, and hence will come about more slowly. The rate of'

increase (if any) in the future should therefore be less than it has been, until it

finally ceases.
The authors of New Students and New Places "expect the percentage of

college-age population (which they define as eighteen to twenty-one years of age)

actually in,college . . to level off at about 50 percent in the year 2000 . " Their

calculatiorof a 50 percent attendance rate assumes that persons from thelower

half of the socioeconomic scale will attend at the same rate as those &dim the

upper half and that all states will achieve the high school graduatiOn rate (90 per-

cent) and the high school graduate college entrance rate (75 percent) of the cur-

rent top states. The implicit assumption is that the attendance rate of the more

favored sections of society has reached a maximum practical level (either becatise

of ability or employment requiremwts or both) and that the only possible grovith

can come from those now ,unable to attend because of lack of opportunity. An

increase to a 50 percent attendance level by 2000 from the 35,percent in 1970

would require an increase in proportion attending of about 1 percent a year,
distinctly smaller than the 2.9 percent average ofjhe previbus century.

Population Growth.
fi

The increase in the proportion of persons of college age (18-21 or 18-24)

who enroll in institutions of higher education has been the most important factor'

in the historic growth in college attendance, but increasing population in this age
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group has also played a part." This Was especially true of the rapid growth of the
"1960s, when sheer, Increase in numbers of eighteen to twenty-one year olds
accounted for. 45 percent of 'the increase in enrollments .34 In fact, that decade
saw the 'most .rapid growth in the numbers of persofis eighteen to. twenty-one
years of age iince the middle of the nineteenth centuryan increase of about 44
percent. While growth rates of this magnitude could tonceivably recur,. they Will
not do so in the next two decades, nor well beyond that, assuming Series II fer-
tility. (Between 1970 and 1980, the nuinber of persons of that age will have risen
nearly ,15 percent. In the decade of the 1980s, it will decline nearly 15 percent;
the subsequent five years will see a further E percent decline.)

The rapid increase in the college-age population during the 1960s was the
result of the juxtapositioh of the low fertility of the depressed 1930s and the
postwar "baby boom." Between 1960 and 1970, the number of persons eighteen
to twenty-four, perhaps a better age span to nominate as the-"college-age popula-
tion," rose 53 percent. Persons eighteen to twenty-four years old.in 1970 were
born from 1936 to 1942, which were predominantlY years of low fertility. Those
eighteen to twenty-four in 1960 were born from 1946 to 1952. Many couples
who had postponed childbearing in the 1930s or during tke war years "made up"
the deficit then. The year 1947 had the highest birth rare (26.6/1000) in more
than twenty-five years, one not matched since. Numbers of births fell a little over
the next five years and then began to rise again in 1951, reaching an all-time peak
of 4,308,000 111.1957. However: the rate of increase after 1951- was less than' that
from the end of the!1930s to 1947.35

'The estimated number of persons eighteen to twenty-four and the numbers
prOjected under eeries II fertility is (000).

1Series II: 1960 16,128
1 1965 20,293

1970 24,683
1975 27,575
1980. 29,441:1
1985 27,834
1990 .25,162
1995 23,641
2000 26,328
2005 29,164
2010 29,198-
2015 27,848

'Between 1980 and 1995 there will almost certainly be a 20 percent drop in
this age group (the projected figure for 1995 is virtually identical um* all Series
because most of the persons who *ill be eighteen to twenty-four in 1995 have a
already been born). Increase thereafter will be rapid, although that age group will
not approach the 1980 level until after the turn of the century. The fifteen-year
decline from 1980 to 1995 will be nearly Made up in the following ten years
(1995 to 2005), but increases of the magnitude experienced in the 1960s are not
expected. (If Series II fertility projec correct, the number of persons
eighteen to twenty-four will incre out 23 percent in the ten years between
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.1995 and 2005; from 1960 to 1970 numbers of persons in that age group in-

creased 53 percent.

Institutional Response to Enrollment Decline

The combination of a declining population in the usual college-attending

ages and a slowly increasing proportion attending, at best, almost certainly por-

tends a decline in enrollments in higher education in the 1980s. The average

annual decline .in the eighteen to twenty-four-year-old group will be about 1.8

percent a year in the twelve years from 1980 to 1992. The increase, if any, in the

proportion attending is unlikely to offset that.
The effects, of this probable decline, however, will not be felt equally by all

institutions of higher education. The differential effect by type of institution is

the subject of the Carnegie volume Akre Than Survival.36 Carnegie does not pre-

dict much, if any, decline in overall enrollments because they assume a rising

enrollment rate. This prediction is based on past trends for:

Part-time students
Non-degree creditstudents
Students older than twenty-two
Graduate and first professional degree students

Women, blicks, and other minorities

It also assumes a return of white, male enrollment to its 1960s peak and an

increase in student aid. Some of these underlying assurnptions appear a little

optimistic and the authors acknowledge that a decline in total enrollments cbnld.

in fact occur. Their analysis of the differential effect by type of institution, how-

ever, holds for stability or decline.
The authors distinguish six categories of institutions of higher education:

(1) universities; (2) comprehensive colleges and universities (the latter with limited

doctoral capacity); (3) highly-selective liberal arts colleges; (4) less highly-selective

liberal arts colleges; (5) public; and (6) private two-year colleges.

Enrollments were projected according to several assumptions about the

future shazs ofttotal enrollments each of these categories would get. Five differ-

ent models were used. The fist three models involve simply projecting forward

different current values (current shares would remain Constant or the rates of

change in shares from .1963 to 1973, or 1960 to 1973 would continue). This is

essentially the method used by HEW in their Proiections of Education Statistics

series; that is, a straight-line projectionbased on recent iates.

The seccnlia-twsxmodels are more analytic. The first assumes that changes in

total enrollment shares are determined by four external factorspopulation

change; the market for teachers; tlie interest in part-time non-degree credit study;

and public policy toward the support of private institutione. Examination of ttiese

.factors indicates growth for public community colleges, retention of the status

quo for the highly-selective 'liberal arts colleges, and relative loss for all ihe other

categories.
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The fifth model assumes that future shares will depend on the ability'of the
institution to make selective adjustments to future change, in particular, to de-
creased enrollments and to fmancialcstringency. The characteristic's which are
thought to determine the degree of possible institutional flexibility, with the
advantageous qualities for those characteristics in parenthesis, are:

Size (large)
Location (urban)
Competitive status (relatively lower tuition)
Reputation (well-defined mission or ambience)
Age (well-established)
Past decisions, especially those of the 1960s (modest, planned, not over-
optimistic growth)
Grafuate enrollment and specialization (less)
Health professions (established programs)
Financial condition (health0
Management and ittitudes-t\oward reality (willingness to face facts, share
information, and be accountable to those who provide support)

On the whole, the authors believe the universities and public community col-
leges have above-average adjusiment cipability, while the less highly4lective
liberal arts colleges, the private community colleges, and some of the compre-
hensive colleges and universities (especially the private ones), have below-average
ability to adjust. The highly-selective liberal arts colleges and the better-managed
comprehensive colleges and universities, especially the public ones with the lower
tuition, are considered average.

Synthesizing the analysis of the several models, especially the last two, to
forekkg enrollment shares, the .authors conclude that public community colleges,
univeMties, and highly selective liberal arts 6olleges will do relatively well in en-
rollments and institutional,well-being, while the other categories will, as a rule, do
less well. Among the reasons for their conclusion is the greater possibility of flexi-
bility in the former institutions, especially the multi-campus universities, in facing
declining and fluctuating enrollments.

Preparing for Enrollment Changes

It will not be sufficient to simply monitor the national birth rate to ascertain
probable enrollment changes within local school districts. Growth, like decline,
will occur more sharply in some areas than in others. Aside from any local differ-
ences in birth rates, there are important differences in migration, both regionally
(e.g., the movement from the northeastern and north-central states to those of the
southwest and west) and within regions (e.g., from central cities to suburban rings
and to mral areas).

Unfortunately, projections of local populations by age are not easy to do
because they depend so heavily on estimating future Tigration patterns.,The
demographic art of local migration Torecisting is considerably less satisfactory
than even annual fertility forecasting. In many instances, it is not even possible to
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kn-ow with any exactitude what recent past migration patterns have been, much

less to forecast them. On the whole, U.S. migration statistics are awkward to

collect and to analyze because we do not keep registries of movement as we do of

births and, deaths. We depend on the census, including special surveys, and on

retrospective reporting to understand migration patterns. Often all that can be

known is 'the 'net migration; the exact numbers of immigrants and emigrantS.

which compose that number can only be surmised. ,

Nevertheless, planning for future flexibility in meeting enrollment change

and for handling present crises requires some idea of the likely shape of future

enrollments 'in local districts. It is, therefore, essential that administrators have

access to the tisest estimate of their districes.current population by age and that

they develop- their capacity to estimate its likely future configurations. While

many of the largest school districts have staff who project enrollmentsusually by

the grade progression method combined with a local birth rate-based estimate of

future kindergarten entrants -few are equipped to estimate the range ofprobable

enrollments as much ai five years, to say nothing of ten to fiteen years in the

future. State governments should provide such demographic projection services

to local school districts, perhaps in cooperation with the Bureau of the Census,

which has done some work in the field of small area census in a project called the

"Dual Indliandent Map Encoding File" supervised by Jacob Silver. 'Given the

difficulties in, predicting small area migration patterns, such service's need the

input of persons familiar with local problems and prospects. As part of the service,

school administrative staff could be trained to monitor the situation from year to

year and.make tentative corrections based on current experience.

No state government agency is, providing demographic services to local school

districts anywhere at present, so far as I know. The state of California's Population

Research Unit .is probably ,one of the best state demographic units. Itestimates

population for approximately 500 cities and counties every year, does a range of

projections (using several fertility and .migration assumptions) by county and age

every two to three years, and assists localities other than counties to do special

censuses when requested. Since 1970, it has provided tethnical assistance, includ-

ing final tabulations for special censuses, for twenty school districts which. re-

quested special financial assistance from the State Allocation Board because of

sudden population increases. The Unit also projects education statistics, using the

grade progression method and age participation rates. Enrollment projections at

the K-12 level are done for the state as a whole; numbers of high school graduates

are projected by county. The latter is a major input in .the'enrollment planning of

the three segments of public post-secondary education in the state. Work is cur-..

rently underway to, develop projecticts for 'community college districts, because

recent state legislation requird*an annual estimate of the adult population for*

these districts.
Unfortunately, neither the projections nor the technical assistance of the

Population Research Unit has been well-utilized by California's school districts.
Many districts seem unaware of the Unit's work, others unsure how they can use

it. At present, the Unit does not have the resources to conduct an outreach pro-

gram or assist any great num6er of districts. The development of such a program
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would be a useful contribution to educational planning in California and else-
where if it were used as a model for programs in other states. California would
probably be the best Iodation for a pilot project in the development of state-
asiisted local population/enrollment projections, because the state already hs an
active demographic unit.

The develoPment of a pilot project to help school districts project their
future enrollments 'and thus plan rationally would be one of the most pr&luctiire
uses of educational research money that agencies such a)k the National Institute of
Education (N1E) could make. It wduld greatly aid administrators in developing
long-range plans.

Sugge4ions for Re4onses to Fluctuatio0s in Enr Ilments

Aside from developing procedures for detekthining likely ocak,changes, it
would be useful for educators to consider strategies of flexible spo e to rapid
enrollment "'Change. That rapid change is,occurring and will con ue p do so is
virtually certain. Some areas will be more affected than others, but neakly all will
be affected .to ,some degree:Two possible examples of flexible responsê to rapid
enrollment change include lease arrangements for prefabricated buildings entrally
oWned by the state or by a group of districts, and one year certification rograms
for holders of appropriate, bachelor's or master's degrees.

The idea of a flexible physical plant arises from accounts of school closings
and the attempts of .school districts to sell or rent the property. Apparently it is
not easy to find alternative uses for school buildings. In fifteen or twenty years,
many districts may again need more classrooms, although differently distributed
than those in existence today. This need, because, of fertility change or migration,

'could be fairly short-lived.
While dismissing strategies apparently designed to increase rapidly the supply

of teacheis seems a little out of place in today's market, the 4he year post BA or
MA credential system actually allows for both rapid increase and contraction of
the supply of new entrants. A person need not make a r commitment to the
field until the, senior year and thus one need not predict The market four years
in advance. Plans for encouraging a rapid increase may n ntirely out of
place, however...

A study by Peter Morrison poinis to the possibility ol a teacher Shortage
sometime in the 1980s." The factors thought tO underlie till§ possibility are:

4 1. The poor job market, which iS discouraging students from entering teach-
- er training.

2. The age structure of the current stock of te,achers and especially of the
reserve pool of teachers; which consists of former teachers who left the
field to raise families and whose children are either grown or considered
old enough to leave. By the late 1980s, a large, number of these persons,
products of "the initial large cohorts of teacheis produced, hi the.inid-
1950s,will be reaching advanced ages."
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3. A projected annual increase -6-1 2 to 3 percent a year in school enroll-
ments, due to begin in 1985.'

do not intent to defend either of the above strategies. I suggest them merely
to urge educators to plan' for flexible response to future ups and downs in enroll-
ments. This should include somehow minimizing lengthy investments by the tax-
payrers in physical plant and by individnals in preparing for careers.

rlanning for the projected gxowth of the late 1980s and 1990s and possible ,
later down'turns wjll be relatively simple compared with managing the downturn
which is now underway and 'which will continue through the 1980s. The buildings
are already there and so are the trained teachers-Committed to a career. The pres-
ent crisis requires immediate action and outside technical assistance could be of
particular help.

A buntpr of districts have already faced the problem of suiplus plant. It
would be u ul to collect accounts of how this problem has. been coped with in
various places, along with general advice from such professionals as architects and

economists or others with background in property management. Advice in the

political management of school closings might be even mbre'valuable. These case
histories and suggested solutions could be collected in a manual to- guide other

districts facing decline. Perhaps task forces of persons with experience in-such

matters could be set up to supplement the manual and to aid districts faced with

the necessity to close schools.
More serious' than school closings, in my opinion, is the possibility of layoffs

for teachers who have invested years in their professions. While some districts may

be able to handle the matter through attrition, reassignments, and austerity (and

could be helped to do so with experienced outside advice), others will not. The
virtually certain 25 percent decline in secondary school enrollments will not be
evenly distributed across the nation. Because of local age hructure and migratory
movement, some districts way well 'have .atcondary school enrollments drop to ,
half, or less, of the current level. Teacher organizations and other grotips should-

consider ways to ameliorate the impact of such layoffs, possibly includiN clear-

-4k_ inghouses for employment outside as well as inside the profession, and insurance

schemes to subsidize retraining. Such activities would be a useful addition to job

security clauses in labor contracts because they would improve the future pros-
pects for persons now teaching. At the least, teachers should be advised of the
possibility of future employment iproblems because of projected enrollment
changes, in their districts and of wtlys to. reduce the harm to themselves as indi-

.4c viduals,
Even those districts-which do not have to resort to layoffs will not be a

position to do much new hiring in the 1980s. While no scheme will make kip fort

the loss of youthful energy and enthusiasm, "teacher renewal" programs could
help moderate any tendency toward stagnation. For example, well designed in-
service training could help keep experienced teachers up to date on promising

new teaching methods and developments in their academic fields.

At the university level, the sabbatical system helps refresh teachers and also

brings in new faces as their replacements. It is doubtful that most districts could

afford a sabbatical program, but federally-financed fellowship programs might
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help. Another way to achieve some turnoyer would be for teachers to occasionally
switch places. Iddally, k school which has developed an exciting new program
would "lend" teachers to neighboring districts, who in turn would send ,some of \
their teachers to the innovative school. Opportunities for retraining and place-
meat in other jobs might encourage those tired of teaching to leave the field,
opening positions for the more enthugiastic. With the expected ,reduction in
teacher turnover, another fruitful field for revitalization wsbuld be' to establish
teacher renewal centers. I do not intend to argue for the above suggestions, but I.
do encourage educators to plan for virtually certain future circumstances.
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Time and I-16w
it Is Spent

Charles S. Benson

Introduction

The question titis chapter addresses is whether time budget studies of house-
holds should be hicluded in the research agenda of educational fmance and. pro-
ductivity.' The nature of "time budget studies of households" will be made clear
in the discussion to follow; here, 'suffice it to say that the term refers to the col-
lection and analysis of data on uses to which children, their parents, and other
children and adults clOsely connected with ga given family's life, put time. In -our
version' of ',such studies, attention is focused primarily on the activities of the
schoeil age ehild; the time uses of others persons are examined mainly in relation

activitiesjointly pursued by the given child and those othet persons (parents,
the child's peers, other closely-connected persons). The work "activities" deserves
emphasiiwe identify types of activities pursued by the child in the home and
outside; when an activity is jointly undertaken, we identify the persons with
whom it.is pursued; we note how the child gets to the place of activity, if it takes
place outside the home; and we examine the conditions under which different
activities are taken up and put aside.

These 'data are the bare bones of our version of time budget studies. Data
on activities of the child are, in sour view, analyzed properly in a multi-varied
context The context includes Information on theeducation, income; and occupa-
tit's of parents. It recognizes data on &jay struct* whether there are one
or two parents in the household; whether there are iero, one, or two parents
employed; number of siblings, sibling order and spacing, etc. The context praVides
data on the characteristics of the child's neishborhood and school. It contains
data on the child's school performAtio. Time-coniuming activities of members
of .houteholds arc constrained in vaiNizig degrees by the inter-related variables
pf socioeconomic status, family structure, neighborhood, and school.
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To understand better how the context of family life shapes patterns of
time uses, we collect, as well, information on child and parent attitudes. Opin-.
ions are sought on definitions of success and failure, educational aspirations
and expectations for the child (as reported by parents), preferences for different
types of activities (as reported by the child and his parents), desire to spend more
or less time with parents (as reported by the child), feelings positive or negative
toward different aspects of neighborhood and school (as reported by the child
and his parents), eto. These are the softest data in our kind of time budget study
and are mentioned last for this reason. Attitudinal surveys have their own uses
even when nothing is being.surveyed except attitudes, but we believe that reported
attitudes are best analyzed in concert with data on activities. What is challenging
is to try to undeiptand inconsistencies between reported attitudes and the uses to
which time is actually put, on the one hand; and, on the other, to .try to under-
stand differences of opinions towards life chances, neighborhood, and school as
expressed -by members of the same household. These are preliminary comments
about the context of time budget studies of households, as we ,de fine the term.

e

Defining "Out-of-Sehool" Environment"

Schools exist to help transform children into adults, i.e.,"iqto persons capa-
ble of working' for money, of engaging in home producti6n, and of making
satisfactory use of the reSidual of non-work aro. SchoolS. find it appropriate
to make a rank ordering of children in terms of The probability of their sue-fess
as future beings. The ranking is influential in indicating. how long a given clhild
should expect to attend institutions of formai education, the types of institu-
tions he should expect to attend, and the kind of employment he should even-
tually enter. Admittedly, "success," as the term is used in this context, is defined
primarily by market criteria. Schools do not commonly rank children for success
in moral behavior or artistic creativity.2

From the middle sixties, research has shoWn that school performance of
children and the consequent rankings assigned to children by schools are strongly
influenced by the "home background" of children.3 This finding is one of the
most robust in social science research. Home background is' conventionally
measured by .SES variables relating to parents, such as income, edwation level,
and occupationflif head of housld. Though the finding is robust, it has not
yet Woven to be terribly useful for policy purposes. Indeed, its most direct
translation to action, given the emphasis placed in this country on the importance
of eradicating school failure, is sterilizatiOn of low-income, poorly-educated adults
or forced adoption of poor children by upper-income families. To say the least,
neither of these policies is acceptable. Even to mention them is to ridicule social
science research on the charge of false determinism.

Rather than speak of family background, let us considek4"out-of-school
environment" (OSE). It is reasonable to surmise that OSE has effects upon what
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children do in school. Indeed, the research cited_above about the relation between
home background and school performance, however imperfectly the cOncept of
background is defined and measured, supplozts this point. In relating OSE to
school performance, we must admit the entanglement of a large namber of
variables, which, for convenience, we place in the following taxonomy:

Si& `iatiablaperw...._ The fact that certain childten have parents of high
income play mean simply that thOge children are favored in terms of their health
and nuhitional status, in access to private lessons complementary tb school les-
sons, in being given instructional toys, etc. These conditions may be considered
separately from the possibility that children of highly educatea parents hear a
more accepttible standard of English spoken in the home (acceptable, that is',
to teachers)., are encouraged in reading by the example of their parents, etc.4
Thirdly, there may be effects of the interaction of income and education vari-
ables. Highly educated parents may know better how to obtain information on
out-of-school programs for their children (the effect of parental 6ducation) and to
be able to afford the requisite fees, costs of instruments, transport to the instruc-
tional center, etc. (the effect of parental income). Thus, the combined effects of
SES establish opporunities for, or likelihood of, certain behaviors on the part of
parent and child that could influence the child's school performance.

FamlJ3structure variables. In'the U.S., as is well known, the number of
sinile parent amilies, both female and male headed, is on the rise. Furthermore,
in a growing number of two parent families, both parents are working outside the
home.' These developments affect the amount, if not the quality of time that
adults spend with childreh. As we shall see below, there is some evidence to indi-
cate an association between the amount of time parents spend with their children
and The LQ. of children. (This association is not necessarily causal.)

Recognizing that family ststrbWe variables are zelated to SES variables,
the association is confounded by the fact that when a woman in a two-parent
family goes ,to work, household income ordinarily rises; furthermore, the woman,
by the fact of being employed, may receive an additional amount of education.
The rise in SES level of the family should hax;e a positive effect on the progress
of children, offsetting in some amount any deprivation suffered by loss of paren-
tal attention.. The net results in any case might be related to the initial SES level.
of the family, i.e., the level of income and education prevailing before the wife
entered the labor market.

To make this suggtstion is to expose our ignorance about quality of parental
time imputs. Fifteen minutes a day given by an alert, sensitive parent may offer
more to a child than two hours a day, given by.. a listless, inattentive 'one. There is
no ieison to suppose, moreover, that quality bf parental time is constant from
one period to the next; it may well be affected by chaliges in family structure.

So far, we have considered possi6le effects in parent-child re,lations when the
mother in a two-parent family enters the labor force. The change§ may be of a
different order when a single parent goes to work, in that uncertainties about



bolding on AIN a job, and the weariness of carrying alone the burdens of work
and home, may introduce strain and testiness into what had previously 'been a
warm parent-child relationship. Accordingly, such families might be described

as "time poor" as well as money poor: indeed, some families, no doubt, strive

to pull themselves out ekf fmancial poverty by throwing themselves into the
category, of time poverty.6

Having said this much, we must in honesty admit how little we know about
parent-child interactions. In single parent families, so defined at a moment of
time, there may be parent substitutes available, and the patterns of time during
which such substitutes are present may have important effects on children. Like-
wise, it may be an important matter as to the aie of a child when single parent
status of the family ,ivas achieved, The Proximity to the absent parent and the
amount of time the absent parent may be willing to devote to his (her) child may
be a significant variable. So may the patterns of work of the remaining parent,
i.e., whether full-time or part-time, professional or non-professional. One recent
study indicates that the simple fact that a mother isworking has little to do with
her child-rearing pracfices. " . . working and non-wbrking mothers, who are of
similar cultural background and family circumstances, are very much alige in
philosophy, practices, and apparent relationships with their children."" This
assertion calls for further investigation.

Additionally, there ,are studies to indicate that number of siblings in a family

and sibling.placement are sioificant variables in deteonining school achievement.

It would seem important to understand better how family structure variables

interact with SES variables in determining parental attitudes toward their sons
and daughters and attitudes of siblings toward each other.

Family attitudes. Families may differ remarkably in their attitudes toward
success, the root causes and probability thereof, and many other filings. One set

of parents may feel deeply about the importance of spending time with their chil-

dren and another may not. One set may be thorough in selecting among alterna-
tive types of parent-child interactions and another may not. One set may set to
exert closecontrol over their child's use of time and another may not. Children,
even children in the same fainily, or everi the same children at different times,
may have different views toward the importance of school success and tdward
the relative worth of an hour's thne spent in *study," meaning any future-
oriented, preparatory kind of activity, and an hour spent in immediate, mindless
pleasure.

It is reasonable to suppose that such attitudes as these affect school progress.

But we know yen( little about hoAttitudes are developed. One might assume
that they are related to SES and family structure; this seems implicit in the socio-
logical literature that associates school performance with "family background"
as measured by family income, occupation, etc. Thus, one might say that Welfare

mothers have bad attitudes to support their child's progress, and successful,
middle-class parents have good attitudes. It may be morally important, however,
to distinguish between attitudes of caring and attitudes of what we may call

"projection." A welfare mother may care as deeply'for her child as a middle-



class parent and make sacrifices of time and money for the child exceeding
that commonly seen in middle-class homes. Yet, the welfare mother may, at
the same \ time, fall into attitudes of hopelessness and despair in thinking of

. what kind of life her child will lead, i.e., the projection tends toward what her
Own life, and the es of adttlts with whom she associates, is like. Such feelingsti
of hopelessness m t be conveyed to the child and dampen his enthusiasm
for school work. If this indeed is what is happening in some families, we should
not, of course, Charge the mother with fecklessness. Conversely, children born
into families of higher levels of income and education may be surrounded by
attitudes that assume the probability of sugFss in educational endeavors and
that extol their worth.1 These attitudes may Miipel middle-class children forward
in school simply by making them more confident.

We can imagine the shape of parental attitudes and their effects on children's
motivations, but we really know very little of the whOle topic. We do not know
much abouf what parental attitudes in different families are, how they change
over time, what is the nature of their inconsistencies, and we certainly know
little about how parental attitudes affect school age children. About measuring
attitudes and assigning causal power to them, it is necessary to be modest.

We do know this much, however. Although educational productivity is class
related, it is not pertectly enjoined to SES of the student's household. Some high-
income children thrpoorly in school and some,low-income children do very well

0 indeed. We should examine the characteristics of these "outlyers" in the expecta-
-tton of discovering patterns in their out-of-school lives that are basically different
from other childten in their SES categories. Thus, the main focus of the research
proposal here is examination of processes of child development withinnot
betweenSES categories. As we do so, we may be able to offer policy guidance
on such major reform proposals as Burton White's suggestion that we should

. intervene in the child's intellectual and social development between the ages of
6 months and three years, on the one hand, and William Rowher's arginnen; that
we should postpone content mastery in school until after elementary school
years.7* -

Neighborhood variables. So far, we have discussed variables relating to the
individual family: SES, family structure, and family attitudes. But there is inter-
action among sets of familiet and the children of which they are a part, with the
sets being defined as families who live in a given neighborhood. For children,
more than adults, neighborhood establishes a physical boundary of existence.°
Children lack themeans to drie themselves about in their own automobiles. They
are lfinited, in the main, to bicycles, public transport, and being chauffeured. The
last assumep inputs of parental time and capital and is presumably related to SE&
Public transport schedules are geared more closely to the needs of commuters
than to chll.dren-in most metropolitan areas, at least. Bicycle range is often
limited by billy terrain and by major traffic agteries.
'4. The physical size of neighborhood may, be different for one group of chil-
then than another, but we would generally expect its limit to, be rather well
defmed and to represent . only a very small part of a given metropolitan area.
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(In small towns, of course, children may wander over the whole town's area,
but most children in our country live in metropolitan regions, not-in small towns.)

JoIn any case, what exists is a set o conditions for the child's activities out-
side his own home. If the neighbor od contains playgrounds, children will
likely engage in physical games appropriate to the playgrounds (except that
playgrounds may be effectively closedk to younger children if they are subject
to physical harassment by older children). If the neighborhood contains a shop"
ping center, children will hang around the stores. If the neighborhood contains
a plaza and if the plaza is a site for mime and jugglers, children in the neighbor-
hood will see them. If the neighborhood contains vacant, undeveloped space,

. children will allow their imaginations to roam in building shacks and staking
out "secret places." If the neighborhood contains a library, a zoo, or a museum,
some children, at least, of the neighborhood will attend. When any of thes

-.spaces or facilities in a neighborhood are lacking,. most children in that neighbor-,
Viood, so our preliminary evidence suggests, will not engage in those kinds, of

activities appropriate to that space or facility..
What, is true of one child, thus, is true of most children in a neighborhood

' die neighbortvod sets a physical boundary of a\Oild's life. Hence, any one
chiles playmates and friends are likely to live in his same neighborhood. In

- this country, we have a lot of residential clustering by social class, so any given
child's peers are more likely than not to live in households in which income,
education, and occupation are similar to that of his own parents. Insofar as SES

''.13( household Ilas an effect on the child's attitudes toward, among other things,
school, tliis kind of peer relationship might be thought to reinforce and strength-

, en the attitudes that are otherwise developed at home.
Further, the general milieu of a neighborhood may provide incentives and

distractions to children that encourage or impede schoolwork. To be speculative,
imagine it possible that middle and upper-class children find'their neighborhoods
sufficiently quiet that they are not unduly distracted from Nssons, homework,
and, in general, human capital building exercises, while at the same time children
who grow up in sluins may find sufficient 'stimulation and excitement in the
clipwded daily life around them that they find it hard to spend time to provide

: for tomorrow's enjoyment (at the expense of today's). In middle-class neighbor-
. p hoods; what adults do to make a living is likely to be concealed from the eyes of

Al

children; its mystery may serve to reinforce the idea that a long period of educa-
tion is i\equired of one to enter the world of work. In lower-class neighborhoods,
the detaits of performance in adult roles are likely to be in plain siOit of ehildrvn,
and, children more easily move into and out of adult roles even at rather young
ages. Thus, the need to engage in a long, strenuous period of preparation for
adult life would be less strongly felt.

A litstatement of the Basic Question
We do not suggest that the above list exhausts the variables that determine

OSE of children, but the list is intuitively obvious and sufficiently complex (both
at once) to accommodate preliminary analysis.
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To shift the metaphor, let us say that each year children attend school,
they bring with them a lot of "baggage:" their health, energy levels, knowledge
and skills acquired in formal learning and in informal activities, tastes, attitudes,
and expectations. Presumably, some of this baggage is helpful to a given child
in his schoolwork, and solne is not helpful. We know very little about how to
sort the baggage into categories (helpful, unhelpful, or of no conseque,nce). Also,
we know little about how the baggage is acquired by a child or, in some cases,
forced on him. What we do know is that the differences in school performance
of children is greater than can be explained by the initial intellectual n w-
ments and that the sap in performance tends to get wider the longer ren
attend school.

Our policy objective, let us assume, is to raise the average and reduce the
dispersion of school achievement scores. To restate the basic questions of the
paper, now in two parts: given the policy objective, we can learn useful things
by studying the association between patterns of child life outside the classrooms
and patterns of school achievement, i.e., is ikappropriate to ery to understand
the nature of the baggage that children bring to school and its effects on their
school performance? If the answer is yes, are household time budget studies,
as broadly defined aboVe, an appropriate, though not necessarily an exclusive,
research strategy to gain that understanding?

An alternative to try to understand OSE and its effects, presumably a
cheaper alternative, is the attitudinal survey per se. Our beliefand we admit
our biasis that children communicate more clearly and thoroughly through
what-they say they do tan through whay they say they feel (though analysis
of attitudes helps illuminate the significance of activities). We suggest the worth,
then, of making observations or what children do. Next, we examine patterns
of behavior in terms of their associations with SES, family structure, and neigh-
borhood variables. Finally, we attempt to relate all of the above to school per-
folance.

The intent is to explore the question of "joint causality." Suppose one
finds an association between SES and parental interaction with children, such
that when middle-class parents behave in certain ways, their children typically
score higher in school than their initial endowments would suggest. Suppose a
group of low SES parents have, lvhavior similar to those of the "successful"
middle-class parents, but let the low SES children appear to receive markedly
different amounts of benefit from their parents' behaviors (benefits being meas-
ured by gains in school performance). In other words, for similar parental be-
haviors, dispersion of school score ecomes greater as we move down the SES
scale.

One could then seek to discove whether there were combinations of paren-
tal .action and school or neighborhood variables that paiduced school success.
Parental action might be of relatively weak effect unless the school had a warm
atmosphere, minimized tracking, etc. Likewise, a "favorable" school environ-
ment might have a relatively weak effect unless parental behavior supported
school performance. Certain particular neighborhood conditions might override
the effects of parental and school efforts both. Up to now, studies of deter-
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minants of school titerformance have not given much scope to study of joint
causality.

The policy implications are along the following line. The chief thing we
know about determinants of school perfdirmance is that it is closely associated
with, differences in "home background," where home backgound is measured
by parental income, educational level, and occupation. It is not possible easily
to change the levels of parental income, education, and occupation in the short
runnor is it at all certain that changing such descriptions of family life would
have any desirable effects on the chiid in the short run. So public policy, as it
has shaped up, seeks to "compensate" for deficiencies in home backgound,
but this compensation is offered in the ab,nce of knowledge of precisely what
is lacking in the home, toward which compasation should be made.

Now, if it is parental behavior that,affects school performan e woula
expect some of the achievement-stimulating kinds of ,behaVior e in the grasp
of parents of whatever level of SES. This seems to be the assu ption underlying
parenting education: But we cannot be certain ve pes of parental be-

c havior will work well with all types of children. More important, we do not know
much about how different kinds of parental behavior are 4einforced or cancelled
by different kinds of neighborhood conditions and by different kinds of institu-
tional behaviors. In .the absence of such information, policies toward children are
fragmentedand, in attacking the problems of school failure, ineffective. A more
comprehensive approach to studying OSE might allow us to design a better
integrated and more effective set of poliCies toward youth. \

The remainder of this paper is written in several parts. First, we shall de-
scribe the theoretical work of Gary Becker on the "economics of time." The
articles that :Becker has written repre(pnt an ideal starting point to pose hypoth-
eses about intra-familial allocations Of time, at least some of which, as we shall
see, are subject to empirical analysis. Becker's concern is to show that people's
behavior, in the uses to which they put time, is explained by such economic
variables as the market prices of different commoditles and services, wage rates,
and household production functions, the latter deternlining, inter tilia, the net,
benefits of investments in future productivity in market and non-market aetivi-
ties. Children are seen to have their own individual production functions, under
which tbey transform today's time into tomorrotv's utilities.

Second, we shall note and discuss briefly several empirical studies of the
uses to which, members of households put time. This section is intended to de-
scribe the state of the art of time budget #nalysis and to indicate some major gaps
in our knowledge about the effects of different .time use patterns on children.

Thirdly, we shall proposea new line of investigation, somewhat more com-s.
prehensive than studies so far undertaken. With rew exceptions, the studies to
date haveobtained data on'the activities of adults only. We shall propose studies
that draw information on aCtivities of children and of their parents and that
these data be analyzed in a context of information about family SES, family
structure, family attitudes, characteristics of the neighborhood in which the
child lives, characteristics of the school the child attends, and his school per-
formance.
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Lastly, we shall pose some policy issues that this new kind of research may
illuthinate.

The Theory of Time Alloation

In c'onventional demand theory, consumers maximize utility functions of the
form

u = u (y.! 3/2 ),

subject to a resotirce constraint

E pi yi.= I = W + V

where are goods and services purchased id the market, m are the prices of liose
goods, I = money income, W = earnings and V. = income from capital. The con-

sumer is in equilibrium when, for each pair of market goods, Et =1'12 where
Pi mul

mui refers to the marginal utility of market good i. Conventional demand theory
does not deal explicity with any of the following matters: (1) the fact that goods
and services can be produced in-the hOme as well as the market; (2) the fact that
different goods and services obtained by the consumer, whether in the market or
at home,'reqoire different amoutfts of, tinie for their use or enjoyment, i.e., some
goods are time-intensive in their use and thine are not; (3)sthat the relative prices
of timevintensive goods presumably change from oneyeriod to the next; (4) that
goods and services may in used to enhance one's future proctuctivity in th:
market and as a consuiner; and (5) that different methbers of different hoifseholds
face different opportunities tcf exchange time for money income. Yet, these pre-
viously-omitted phenomenon may be crucial in explaining the behaidor of parents
toward children, of children toward parents, and, ultnnately, in casting light on
the school performance Of children and youth.

Fortunately, these omitted phenomena of consumer behavior have been ad-
dressed in a theoretical way by Gary Becker, Becker p6stulates that households
act )9 producing units, to provide themselves with utilities, Zi under a household
production function of the form

21 = fi (Xi, Ti),

where Xi is a vector of market goods and Ti is a vector of time imputs. Thus,
households are "both producing units and utility maximizers." The utility func-
tion to be maximized becOmes

U U(Zi, . ,Zm ) U(fi . fm )

U(xi,x2 )1 xm T I s T2 - 31 Tin )11

subject-to a budget constraint
g (Zi, . . . , ) = Z,

where g is an expenditure function and Z is a bound on total household resources.
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If wages and prices are constant for a given householdj.e., are independent
of the choice of a particular set of Zi, then the marlset goods constraint can be

written as
m

= I V + Tw W

where pi iS a vector representing the unit prices of market goods Xi, T,, is a vector
of hOurs spent at work, and W is a vector of wages per unit cif T. The time con-
straint is

1

where Tc is time spent at consumption and T is total time available. Thus, the
full cost of a unit of Z1 can be expressed in time, for time is the ultimate re-
source. The full cost is' the sum of the time spent in consumption, Ti, i.e., time
spent in non-market production, and of time used in market production, Tw to
acquire from the market goods and services xi, that are complementary to Ti in

9 the creation of utilities Zi.According to Becker, both time spent directly in con-
suMption and time spent in acquiring goods for consumption represent earnings
foregone or "lost." This reasoning seems to accord a higher place'either to market
work or to savings than to work done in the household or td the satisfaction of
the household's needs generallypuritanism run rampant! Which is to say that
work and saving become ends unto themselves.

Does Becker's extension of consumption them's' cast light on such a seemingly

distant phenomenon as performance of students in school? C it conceivably be
a starting point in analysis of why students from certain classes of families sys-
tematically succeed in school and why children from other classes of homes
systematically fail? Let us consider the following points.

ily as an Allocating Mechanism

Members of households allocate money income and time to the production
of utilities. Each member of the household has a claim to the time of other mem-
bers; that is, each member gives time to other members and receives time from
others members. In Child bearing families, moreover, let ustssurne that parents
are solely responsible for the allocations of money income to the individuals of
the household; however, it is safe to say the parents have but limited control of
the utilities Created by their children. They do not control fully the child's alloca-

tion of the child's time that is used in combination with market goods and
services for production of the child's utilities.

Time, along with goods and services, may be allocated Oa future utilities as
well as present. Letting, as before, Ty, repreient time at work and T, time spent
in consumption, then Te might stand for time spent in education, broadly defined.
Total investment in the ith iieriod of time would be ti xej, where xei represents
the m4ket goods input toward building human capital.
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Households make investments not only tik improve their productivityas
workers in the market but also to improve their effectiveness as consumers. Some
Zi are time-intensive in the present period, but some Zi also require considerable
prior investment of time (and possibly of goods) for their creation. For example,
it fakes considerable investment of time to learn to play the piano well. On the
other hand, it takes almost zero investment of time in previous periods to be able
to create Zi by watching television.

In Becker's view, children, as seen by parents, are time-intensive goods. That
is, they require parental inputs of time to maintain their present health and happi-
ness, but this is not all: both parents and children make time investments in the
children's future-production and consumption utilities.

Time Responses of Parents
According to Becker, there is a life cycle deterMining allocations of time to

Tw , Te , and Te, largely determined by market wage rate. At younger ages, thp
possibilities for earning money are nil. As one becomes older, one can enter the
market, but one's wages are low. In the early stages of life, then, it makes sense to
use time in consumption and investment (schooling). In the middle years of life,
wage rates for the individual are at a peak, and this conditioq raised the yield of
Tw relative to Te (unless, of course, a major shift in tastes--has occurred in the
meantime). Te once past the younger years may decline in value, monotonically,
because of decline of strength in the learning funct4on, because of the shortening

...100 of the period of years. in which new skills may be used, etq., or it may rise in value
. because knowledge already acquired creates demand for new knOwledge, especially
in complementav cons:umption fields.' But, in any case, in the middle years, high
wages draw time to the workplace and away from consumption. In latter years of
life, time shifts from Tw to -Fe 4's levels of wages obtainable by the individual fall.

The basi -, .attern of time use dinnot* but seem -to affect the ways that ,
vchildren grow '0 p. During the younger formative years of the child's life, the head

of household is most iutensively involvid in work, and work is somethi g that is..
done Outside the household. The child is deprived not only of the att tion bid
even the presence of the working .member(s of the household. F y structure
In the U.S. does nqt..any longer allow grandParehts to share in child rearing,--,
though, presumably, granaparentsunder Pecker's theory of the life cyclewould
have time for child rearing tasks. Next, children live through their early formative
years at a period in the lives of their parents-When time is spent mainly on the
present, Tw and T. Parents are unlikely to settan examPle.of investment in the

4, future, thdugh much investment is what parents demand of their children..
_... The pressure on adults of chil& bearing age to devote time to work, Tw , is a

ftinction of the life cycle of wage Rtes. The pressure to devote remaining time to
consumption, T instead of investment, T., is, according to Becker, a result of a
relatiVe decline in tile price of time-intensiveo consumption goods. Wh'at weEe '
formerly luxuries are now/ widely distributediamong the population; examples are
ski holidays, foreign travel, air planes and sal boats. This brings us to an interest-
ing point regardipg time alkkations made by mothers. We have noted earlier that
a rising number of mothers in two parent families are entering the labor force.

,

,
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This may be seem,partly as a response fo a relative rise in the real wage rates of
women. But, paradoxically, it may also be a tesponse to the relatie fall in. the
prices 'of time-intensive consumption goods. Other things eqtial, such.a relative
fall inprice should cause people to withdraw time from the Work place and devote
it to V-onsumption: But the possibility exists that the wife will place a low value
on Te during the working -day, during, that is, those hours wheii.the husband is
away from the house. She might then prefer to go to work to help finance the
ptirchase of time-intensive consumer goods that she and her husband can use
together on weekends and holidays. If the consumption activities take place
outside the home, the chile may lose twice: e attenticrn cf his mother in the
afternoon and theattention 'of l;oth parents on ekends and holidays.

TheSe are extensions of an argument that es human acfion as determined
by the "economic approach," i.e., as ,.action hich is always calculating and
rationaland,,. hence, basically selfish. eclser says, "When an apparently
profitable opportunity to firm,-worker, or household is not exploited, the eco-

, nomic approach does not take refuge iiu assertions about irrationality, content-
ment withwealth alrqady acquire"r..,,clonvenient ad hoc shifts in values (i.e.,
preferenc)es . Rather, it postulates the existence of costs, monetary or psychic, of

4,

*king advantages of the, se opportunities that eliminates their profitabilitycosts
that may' not easily be 'seen' by outside observers."' The economic approach is
thus broad enoUgh to accommodate othei explanations as to whe married women
enter the labor market: to heiglilen their sell-esteem, to help a family maintain a
middle-class income position in times when .the given family,is, relatively speak-
ing,, a victim of inflation and not a beneficiary, etc. )13'ut the basic point in this:
adult members of households allocate goods and$imeto their children strictly on
the basis of the "profitability" of those allcscations to the adult's own private,
utility-maximiiing welfare function. Econom-wide changes in ,our society can
ehhance that profitability or reduce it, (unless we make the unlikely assumption
that individual preference functions are immune to economic change); ultimately,
ohanges that affect the profitability of the household contributions to children

'should be reflected in school performance,of children. .

Time Response of Children

For younger students, which is the class I am'writing about here, Becker as-
Slimes that there eXift do opportunities to spend time at work, i.e., tv, = 0 because

w = 0. Hence, child's time is divided between consumption, Te, and education
(equals investment in human capital) Te. The optimality conditions fc:r the alloca-

tion of the child's tithe are derived as follows:

where
f, = a, = au/act,

under the,interpretation that a person'k we are iS related to objects of choice,.
embodying good an'd time, CJA isa Lagrangian multiplietr equal to the marginal
utility of,Wealth, and r Sta rate of interest;

,
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I
fti =

ivhere-Ui ft.i is a utility expression corresponding to Ui fxi but referring to alloca-
tions of thne, not goods, and si -is the "marginal utility" of an additionarhow
spent in consumption of the ith period; ,

s1X m jtwj 3Ej

l Ti 471-ii 5at1

where aj is the payment per tinit of human capital in period j, tw , as before, is

time Worked in period j, aEj is'the change in it9ck of human.apital in period j
and alai is time spent at school in period i = j - I. Using this lasrexpression for *
and dividing Ui fti by Ui fxj, we obtain the ratio

fti/Gi
aj tw aEj

0 oi-1 ate,

Thus, time should be allocated to schodling on the .basis of three factors: a dis-
count rate, 'the teturn in wages per unit of educational capital, and the marginal
productiVity of the student's time in increasing h' stock of educational capital.
Discount rate aside, the marginal utility of an additi al hour of a young person's
time spent in "play" is future earnings foregone. ("P .r of course, is an activity
at one end-Of a continuum, just as "study", is at the other; many activities of
children are at the same time pleasurable and capital-buittling.) If one wanted to
make the argument more complicatail, one could say that it is not just future ".
earnings that are foregone, since me might . forego future consumption skills:
educational capital prestimably has two owlsproductivity as a worker and .

productivity, as a consunier.
ThuS; aceording to Becker, the time of children who are doing well hi schopl

'is an economically scarce resource; such children should spend.their time out. of
school in study and in activitiez-that support good performance in school. For
.children who are not doing well in school, we see that their.time.has a loW value
'and might As well be squandered on frivolous pursuits. There are strong implica- '
tioni for Meanie redistribution in this analysts.. If we assume that children of low
SES parents, have been deprived in their pre-school years either of sufficient quan-

. titles of parental time, or have .suffered from. significant shortfalls in qualiV of
*parental time, such that the children ao poorly in school at the start; then these
childrep find little value in investingin their own developmentand, presumably,
their. parents*ettild fmd lit*. "profitability" in trying to help theifchildren play
"Catchipp," 'unless the probabilities of their -.children's being able to overcome
initial 'disadvantage seemed higlt. The:general direction of the Becker argument
seemi to be that poveity is pafied from generation more or less inevitably. .

The arpment 'calls for empirical inveitigation, and suchrinvestigation shdUld
pay particular attention to matters' of class. An advantage at the beginning of a
child's school soiree, asstsming ft eXists, could raise the value of ayatei, insofar
as early aptitide tests are taken to represent aRi. One Must assume that initial
endo*ment, insofar as it is Subject to enhanceinent by parents, would be built

. Pio
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up by investment of parents' time in nurturing of children. We have used Becker's
arguments earlier to suggest that middle-class families are under increasing pres-
sure for both parents to enter the labor market. Hence, it is possible that poorer
children grow up with mbre adult care than rich, if we asilume that being poor is
associated with long or frequent periods of unemployment for the adult members
of the household. On the other hand, there are large numbers of two parent
households in which full-time work by both parents fails to provide income much
'atovethe poverty level. -

These points need to be considered in the light of the fact that income-poor
families may be larger, requiring,the parents' time tp be. spread over more chil-
.dren. (Becker argues that high wages earned in high income families cause them to
restrict their consumption of such time-intensive goof as children.) On the other
hand, parents may Provide time to their children as a grkp, so adding:an extra
child does' not necessarily restrict the amount available to any other c.hild. (Par-
ents' time is a "public good.") However, any such arguements that suggest a time-
favored position of low-income children must alsot take account of the rise of
single parent families and their concentration in the low-income sector of the
population. .

17e
vt The initestment of a child in his education, according to Becker, is a function

not just of the ethild's marginal productivity in acquiring education but also of
returns fitm that education. For a school age child, estimation of such returns
is necessarily a sp'eculative matter. Alfred Marsel long ago pointed out tha0
future benefits are ni8A' highly prized if they are reasonably certain than if
they are of doubthil prospect." Class enters here possibly in the sense tha-t upper
SES children may. tend to believe that assured returns to eduGational success
will almost certainly be forthcoming, while children in the low SES families
may view the matter much more. skeptically:It must be recognized also that
a child's commitment to building up his stock of human Capital is not established
by the child alone. Parents and teacheri help shape these attitudes though we still
know rather little of the prercess.

Furthermore, the BeCker 'analysis assumes that a child's behavior toward
acquiring human capitaf is devoid of any aspect of playfulness. Presumably,
children have' their, owil, time discount rated,.under which they, weight future
-pleasures-.(as represented by the gradual, sometimes painful and tiring acquisition
of knowledge and skills, primarily booki.lh) against today's pleasures (as repre-

!,sented by plays meaning activity pursued for its own imniediate pleasure, in an,
atMosphere of spontaneity). If one asked a child, or an adult .fog that matter,
would you trade on 6/en terms an hour's pleasure today for an hoUr'S pleasure
a year from now, we can hardly imagine the person's agreeing to do ski. A giVen
child's time discount rate would logically seem to be related to his OSE, and it
should also be affected by the environment of his school. An important empirical
task is to see whether there are sonsistent patterns of association between charac-
teristi4 of OSE, characteristics of school, and the time discount rates of individ-
ual children (as measured by willingness to spend time in future-oriented activi-
ties).

e
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Are there reasons not covered directly BeckiTs analysis,to explain why
some children devsote large amounts of energy to the future while others do not?
Tentatively, we may suggest three hypotheses on this question, each of which
relates to class: 1 ) assuming that parents .are concerned about their children's
futures, it.may be the case that higher SES parents simply haye greater material
and time resources with which to encourage and (in a variety or ways) supple-
ment school and sch9o1ing-re1ated activities; 2) some children from lower SES
families may devote relatively large amounts of time to such tasks as care of
siblings, housework and the like, cutting in to time available to master school
lessons (or diverting attention and/or interest); and 3) across SES groups, what
parents expect their children to gain from schooling (and what children them-
selves expect) may result in significantly different determinations of what con-
stitutes a reasonable use of out of school time. These patterns may be reinforced
by the fact that families of similar SES tend to cluster together in residential

environments.

Interdependence of Parents' and Children's Time Responses
-In some orhis latest writing, Becker considers the allocation of parental time

toward the human capital development of their children." Parents will seek to
equalize the values of aEk /att.,k , i.e., the marginal increase in human capital of

`ehild k relative to an hour's input of parental time for the benefit of child k.
Assuming that ratios decline smoothly for successive additions of parental finial*
the set of ratios in a given ami can be brought to equality, and the brighter
children in the family will r larger inputs of parental time. However, Becker
postulates that parents see o provide equal treatment to all their children;
hence, they compensate the less gifted with goods.

Again, these are matters of empirical study. It is entirely possible that the
brighter children in a family will draw into themselves either a greateeamount or
a higher quality (perhaps both) of parental time. In time-poor families, this may
leave the children who appear less bright at early ages in a state of time deprivation.

We thus come back to the important question of the value of parental time.
One can imagine that there is a threshold amount of parental time that is required
for a child to be put on the path of becoming a successful adult. It may also be
true that there is a required level of qualit), of time. Certain standards of income
and education may in the past have seemed to be nec4saryo1Jitions for such
quality to be forthcoming. While this Tay seem to be an utteIy pessimistic chain
of argument, it leaves open the question of whether condition setting the quality
of parental time are inherent, say, in the educational level of the parent, per se,
or are the result of the fact that educational level isassociated with certain types
of parental action, e.g., reading to the young child at bedtime. If this is so, there
limy. be power in parenting education. Also., quality of parental time may be based
not so much on educationil level, per se, as on neighborhood conditions. If one
lives in a nefghbOrhood where practically all families regard themselves as eco-
noNically unsuccessful, parents may feel depressed about the future and for this
rea.46n offer their children a lower quality ofs time than they would be able to
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give if they lived in. more cheerful surroundings. Lastly, pessimistic conclusions
about the possibilities Qf some parents not being able to reaeh thresholds of
quantity and quality of time to offer their chi1dien4should bef tempered by the
thought that extra-familial institutionsschool, recreational programs. neighbor-
hood groups, etc.--may find the way to make appropriate compensation.

Time Budget Analysis ReSearch

PreviouS Research

The Coleman Report stain: "Studies of school achieveicient have consistetitly

shown that variations in family background account for far more variation in
school achievement than do variations in school characteristics."' Bowles in
extending the analysis of the olernan data, indicated that such variables as read-

r ing materi41, in tiv home and family stability have a strong positive correlation

t with school achievement of children."' Given these well supported findings, it is-
somewhat ironical that the main efforts in the U.S. toward overcoming school
failure are still thought to be concentrated in Schools and in programs, such as
Headstart, that are based primarily on .the school model. Right at the start, then,
one may ask two related questions: (I) How does family background Affect
school achievement, and (2) op the basis .of such information, are there socially
aecerkible policy interventions to alter family background toward the objective

of raising school achieyement?
As I see it, the seminal time budget study from which one might begirf to

draw some insights on the first question is Janits Morgan et al., Productive Ameri-

cans (1966)." The study was based on interviews with 2,214 adults in January,
1965. Margan indicates that heads of households work more hours the larger the
size of the family and the lower the rates of hourly pay. He also considers the
propensity of wives to work in relation to husband's income (it is in inverse pro-
portion). .Putting these two things together, we might conclude that children in

-..

..
large families in which the father receives lop pay are likely to see less of their
puents, i.e., to consume less of their parents time, on the average. However, the
conclusion is mush too simple a one: adults spend.time Mk activities other than
market ikork and care of children; theyr'also spend time 01 housevikrk, home
,produc.tion, volunteer work, self improvement, and leisureAhese categories are
by no means exclusive; Moreover, many people seem to be alai. o do two or mo.1,set m

things more or less simultaneously.) Morgan attempts' to a ime went in all
these various ways. He also investigates the "time horizons" of differe7f families,
in the sense, for example, of whether die family is putting money away for the
college education of its cpirdret;Presumably, families with longer time hbrizons
are more likely to provide motivational reinforcement to their children for doing
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their schoolwork. For the present purposes, however, we ust note that the
study concentrated almost exclusively on activities of adul not even raising
questions about what adult& do with children, much less ab ut what children
themselves do with their time. And it is certainly trite tha is-a-vis children,
parents have different ways of revealing the lengths-of their e horizons than
in putting money aside for college.

Continuing with data from the same basic source, we find sults from .the
Morgan, et at, study, Five Thousand Families: Patterns of Eco 'e Progress,
1974, to indicate that the increment of time put on housework the num-
ber of siblings in families increases.' Further, this reduction in a e time in
housework per child in family that occurs as family. size grows is relatively small
in high SU.families and relatively large iklow.SE;families.

Returning t the 1965' data of tn Morgan, et al., Productive Americans
study, Hill and Stafford (1974) repeat the essence of the Morgan analysis to show
that "the total housework hours spent by the wife on a child prior to grade school
is about 1,120 for SES I, 2,060 for SES H, and 4,100 SES However,
Hill and Stafford recognize thatt lower SES families h more' children, on the
average, Wan do higher SES families. Hence, the totaftime spent in housework
(and presumably in itild care) may not vary by as much as these figures indicate
if housework (and child care) have the characteristics of a public good or if there
are economies of scale in raising children. Without indicating sources of data,
/like Rossi has suggested, however, that housework is not a very, goad proxy for
time spent with childrT. " . women devote to household chores font. times
many hours as they do interactions with their husbands and three times as
many hours as they in interaction with their children. It is housecare that
keeps wothen at home more than child care."" She goes on to suggest that the
Hill-Stafford type ofresult may reflect mainly the fact that midOle-class families L...,

burden themselves with a lot of household good& that they must then take care
of. Under that argument, household woik might be vositively related to social
class at the same tithe that hours sPent with children could be invetsely related.

In a 1976 study.of ilausehold /roduction, Kathryn.E. Walke;r d Margaret
E. Woods draw a dtinction, in discussing "care_of family members," 'between

111

"physical care" andeenon-physical care."' The ftinner refers to "bathing, ted-
ing, dressing any family member," etc., 'and the latter to "all activities related to
the (family mernters') social and educational development," e.g helping children
with school lessons. Data on time use patterns were collected from a stratified
random sample of 1,296 households. Pertinent .to our discussion here are Aike find-
ings -of no statistically significant relation between mother's education and time\
spent_ on non-physical, care and orino statistically significant relation between
employment of wives putside th.J1me and the amount of time Spent by ?amity
members in non-physical care:

Lindert (1974); using data from the 1967-68 Cornell e Use Survey,
reached the conclusion -that a primary determinant of the ccess of a_wchild is
family, size: as family size rises, the (child's 'outlook falls.' *prospects for
supcess are diminished for the middle children in a chain of siblings. His data were
ipsufficient to confirm of deny the "plausible argument" 'that a more highly
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educated mother would be more prociuctive. per hour spent iu developing the

potential of her child. "That issue is hard to test, given the* multicollinarity

between her observed productivity and such influences as the' amounts of pur-

chased inputs given to the child."
Siblings studies -have suffere from the problem of omitted variables. That

is, when one says that childr rom smaller families fare better than children

from large, one may be measuring the results of parental attitudes toward achieve-,.

ment, not the fact that increase in size of family reduces the ambunt of care, on

the average, given later children. The latter phenomendu is a mbre basic feature

,of large families than the latter. If; for example, parents of high achievement

orientation restrict the number of their diildren because they believe concentrat-

ing their time on a fewer number is important to their children's.success, and if

the true operative condition is,not parental time imonts but a contagion from

parents to children of an attitude toward achievement, then possibly parents of

large families could be persuaded to inculcate in their children positive feelings

toward accomplishment and the plight of later siblings alleviated. In a recent
article Lindert attacks this problem by making the intra-family comparisons in

achievement, using data from a sample of 312 senior male employees of a New

Jersey uility compinY.2t The respondents- in 1963 were asked questions about,

inter alia, the age, sex, educational attainment and occupational status of their

siblings, living or dead. The familiar pattern of 'sibling achievement with regard

to family size and birth order field up in this ex.amination of intra-family achieve-

ment differentials. Lindert concludes: "There i?1/4a considerable body of evidence

that reductions in fertility should raise the averagelevel, and.reduce the dispersion

in schooling . . . the main reason Lot the effect of fertility reduction, on schooling

is simply that it.gives each (Auld more inputs from his family."22 What is not

clear from the above studies is how closely the author was able to control thci

dad for the effects-efSkS.
Daniel 1,4 Davis, etli>, have su sted aiaother line of:argument to explain the

relative disadvantage of middlesib .2i Youngest siblingitenjoy !mist whatever
intellectual enrichment the pa ts pro4jie fami14 but- the influende of

parental stimulation wanes as the numbzof :children' increases. HoweVer, aS the

older siblings ad4uire schooling, the intellectuaj le I of the family would be
raised by their contributions. Last born -sibling4ouid likely benefit from *this

alder sibling contribution More than middle siblifgt. The effect should be inost

pronounced in 'families wherein the parents had ra r little sChooling..themselves..

Davis, et aL, tegted their hypothesis using data of 11)..1,993 IsraeW eighth graders

(1966 and I MY,. andkreceived gatisticak significant 'results. In addition, for a

smaller sample, My repOrted . . since schobi attendance was-compulsory
until -the eighth grade, older-cAildren in 'the large families may soon have sur-

passed their patents in their ibility to educiate and help theyounger vhildremin
theafamily. This hypothesis iS verified by data from questionnaires obtained from

a'representative- sample of 4,3,21 Israeli sixth grade children in 1973. Withsthe

number-of, older children lielkconstant and`with decreasing formal education for

the par'ents, chidren Ore more likely to re'poilt that an older sibling otlicr than a,

parent helps with. honfework.and- takes .an interest in' Ohool activities."24 These
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fmdings are consistent with the proposition that educational level of the older
persons in a child's life, even when those persons are no ogler than his own
siblings, determiges in some important way the quality of time inputs offered to
hhn by the family.

Arleen Leibowitz,' on the basis of analysis of the "Terman data," 1,528 high
I.Q. children selected for study in the early 1920s, concluded that "home invest-
ments" serve to raise I.Q., even in the group of gifted, in significant measure. She
took, then, LQ. as a proxy for human capital and thus drew a relation between
activities of paretitt in conducting instructio41 activities in the home and the size
of the stock of human capital possessed by their childfen. Furthermore, educa-
tional level of the mother is positively and significantly related to schooling
attainments of her children.25

In a later article, Lietpwitz explored further the question of the importance
of the mother's level of ethication.26 Using data generated by EducationakTesting
Service for theChildren's Television Workshop on the responses of a group of
3, 5 year . olds on various learning tests, Liebowitz found first that' children's
language development wag significantly (negatively) related to 'size of family.
Secondly, she reported a significant positive relationship between' mother's
sdhooling and her child's test score. However, and this is the interesting.point:the
signifIcance of mother's education dropped substantially when- the .mother-child
activities were introduced into the regression analysist Liebowitz concluded: t`The
effect of maternal education on verbal development may be attributed at least
partly to the allocative affect. That is,, more educatedMothers are more likely to
engage in that specific activities that promote verbal abilities. Thus, when mea-
sures of those specific activities are entered into the regression, the coefficient of
maternalschcioring beomes no longer significantly different from zero% Reading
with cildren appears to, be the actiyity thht most promotes verbal skills, and TV
viewing appears to, be the activity most detrimental to those skills.'27 There are,
of cairse, no11-1;erbal skills of *communication. it' would seem unfortunate if

4
school Success is closely linked to verbal, skills and 'if -school success is so highlY
regarded that processes _by which non-verbal skills are developed were to be
ignored. < -

Gronau (1976)' has studied the effects of husband's,and wife's market wage
rates on allocation 'of time to market produCtion, home production, and leisure.n.
"Children have a negative effett on their mother's leisure, the time withdrawn
from the marliet falling short of the increased housework. As the ahiki grows
oder pd4enters school, housework diminishes; but the change liardly resulti inz,
any gain in. leisurethe 'time saved in work at home is diverted,back to tbe mar-
ket" Finally, Aaron (1976) rePoixted he could, find little justification in social
science research for advances in public expendiAires: on education nor on "comA
Plementary programs," such as nutrition, health, hOusing, or ncttine maintenance,
insofar as such programs 'were aimed at enhancing the child's capacity lo learn in
school.29- However: he urged educatim to plunk for more money for children asi
an article of faith, a 'faith siistained,1?y the fact that research 03 childrbn has so
far been so poorlY done as to represent no OM contradiction to the point that if
we spend money,og children, Itimething good might happen...

s
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Let us make some suMmary observations. Most of thp studies cited above,

whilesdealing with problems 'of you people, are based on data obtained from

adults. In the case of the , et ai.,) data, 'central to several of the

studies, time spent in house tk s .assu1ied to..be A. proxy for time spent by

parents in child development; that is, a iuestion was not asked in a fashion to

divide parents' time as between mopping e floor and reading to childvn. (This

is not true in the Walker-Woods study, how er.)
Mainly, these stirdies appear to rest (at least) on one major egpton and

one kind of implicit assumption, The main assumption is that whatever influence

the family has on the child is largely completed by the time the child enters

'school." Since it is difficult to do survey research on 5 and 6 year olds, it follows

that asking questions of children is either (a) too hard or (b) not productive of

useful 'knowledge because the child old enough to answer questions is too old to

be helped by the findings. The `implicit assumption seems to be the following:

children are passive recipients of parental care. If parents decide to enhance 'the

endowment of high ability children and not to enhance thekeidowment of low

ability children, the results on the children are as the parent oWths, That is, the

present .behavior of parents determines the future behavior of children, as chil-

dren have not the power to selectively accept or reject what the parents Offer.

The rust assumption should be tested, it would seem. Children may well be

subject to formative influences from family and neighborhood up to age 12 or

older. If so, the child himself becomes able to dperibe his life and to speak to

some of the influences upon it.
The implicit assvmption, on the other hand, appears to fly in the" face of

common sense. It is hard to imagine that children do not selectively accept or

ieject what their parents offer. Broadly speaking, our elwn data, to which we

shall refer in more detail below, suggests that parents can be 4ivided along a

continuum in their relations with their children. At one extreme are .activist
40.

parents. Activist parents we see as those who not only read VD their children but

help with 'homework, engage in common enterprises on weekends and during

summers, seek out. opportunities for their children to participate in lksons arid

games, and involve themselves in school pripams, Non-activist parents*, at the

other extreme of the continuum, might, almost literally, do none of' these things.

-Let us assuine that all relativiy activist parents are concerned to some eKtent

With the future aevelopmenV of their children. Some activist parents may exert

.4' themselves from defensive motivations: "If I don't give my' child guidance, he

will waste his time and do bad things." Some activist parents, on...the other hand,

may be less compulsive anc*nay act on response to cues their children give them

as to what interests the child would like to explore next..In our data, degree of

parental activism is not strictly related to social class. We hope this will allow us

to study children's persistence of plarticipation in various activities relative to

degree of parental activism, by social class.
With respect to Nparental investments in children, and setting aside for sim-

4 plicity the role of sibfinp, we have indicated here three sets of variables: extent

of parental involvement, types of parental involvement, andeparental ,motiration

for involvement. The first two have lien examined in relation to children's mental
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development and educational performance but not very thoroughly. The last has
h y been touched upon. Furthermore, as noted above, neighbprhood and
sch I set a context in4hich children's responses to parental investments will be
forth ming. It is hard to imagine that neighborhood and school do not have their
own independent influences on the patterns of children's responses.

Lastly, we would note that parents are not the only older persons in the lives
-of children. We have some tentative evidence to indicate that children of low SES
neignhorhoods spend a lot of time with adults outside of school hours who are
not their parents nor are closely related. This could be a kind of offsetting adult
contribution to low SES children, making up at lest to some defgeelir the
alleged propehsity of middle class parents to give tieifchildren .more of their own
time than low SES parenti manage to do.

Time Budget Studies of Young People

Let us review the chain or argument up to this point. (1) Finance of education
is a process of providing resources to schools. (2) Schools exist to help students
learn and to become adults. (3) Policies that strengthen the capacity of students
to learn are complementaiy- to policies that are intended to provide financial
resources for schools. (4) Economic theory suggests that households will allocate
their own resources, i.e.; parental time and money, to further the school careers
of their children. (5) Empirical studies suggest that out-of-school life of students
has significant effects on academic performance. (6) tiowever, existing studies
have not dealt thoroughly (a) with the time allocations of individual members
of households and with their joint activities, (b) with the effects of SES, family
attitudes, and family structure on activities, and (c) with the interaction.s among
household activities, neighborhood characteristics and school characteristics.
The guestion to be 'addressed here is whether more thorough studies are feasible.

Plainly, it is possible through survey research techniques to obtain -informa-
l! tion from adults about what they do with their time, what educational aspira-

tions and expectations they have for their children, etc. It is also postible to
describe neighbOrhoods and schools and even to get some feel of how neighbor-
hood and school appear to the eyes of children. The operative question, then, is
whether it, is possible to obtain reliable information from children. Two recent

alinvestigatiSns suggest that it is. .

The Foundation for Child Development has sponsored a study conducted
by the Institute for Survey Research, Temple University, in which 2,200 children
aged 7..to 11 were interviewed, along with 1,700 of their parents. The interyiews
lasted one half hour. "The interviewi . . were Structured to determine the general
environment in which children livetheir family lives, their friends:schools,
health, and neighborhood a vitiesand to learn their perceptions, feelings, atti-
tudes, and volues." Preliminljy results have been published, and a final report is
expected sho y.31-

_Secondly, in the Childhood-and Government Project, University of California,
Berkeley, a survejoi time budget format has been conductO of 764 children
aged and their 'parents under the direction of Elliott Medrich. Questions to
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children covered activities with friends, activities alone, where activities take

place, likes and dislikes about one's neighborhood, attitudes towards school and

one's progreSS therein, organized school activities, organized out-of-school activi-

. ties (lessonsi. etc.), mobility, school homework, household duties, TV listening,

eating and sleeping arrangements, time spent with parents and siblings, activities

With parents'and siblings, all this (and more) along with strictly time-budget

reportinge.g., "let's talk about what you did yesterday, starting With when you

got uv . . "
Questions to parents concerned neighborhood facilities, e.g., availability of

recreational areas, quietness, traffic safety, police coverage, etc., educational aspi-

rations for the given child, educational expectations for the given child, TV watch-

ing, activities with the child, efforts made .to find nell, activities for the child,

parent's own activities, including work for Money, efforts made by the parent to

control the child's use of his time, etc.
The sample is representatiVe of the city of Oakland by SES and race.. It

includes substantial numbers of minorities in all SES groups. The completion rate

of interviews (successful interviewsfeliOble participants) was very high-86 per-

cent. The data are filed on computer in such a manner that we can call up tables

on children contr011ing for parental characteristics and on parents controlling for

children's characteristics. The data are supplemented with information on the

child's performance in school, detailed descriptions of the physical characteristics

of neighborhoods, and a limited amount of direct observation of the daily out-of-

'school activities of a sub-sample of children.
We would not minimize the difficulties of obtaining information from chil-

dren. Interviewers must be carefully trained. Questions must ie phrased delicately

on many topics to avoid giving offense; questions must also be asked in such a

fashioh that a child's response is not given because it is what the child thinks the

interviewer expects to hear; yet, the questions must take account of the specificity

of children's language. The ground must be carefully laid to Obtain permission, as

a stranger, to talk to a child for, say, two hours without the parent being present

in the room. Because of the expense of each interview, and the consequent restric-

1tion on sample size, sample design becomes extremely important. But the conclu-

sion I would draw is that obtaining information directly froth children in the

11-13 age bracket is eminently feasible.
One thing seems reasonably clear: children and parents systematically will

give different answers to certain ,questions of the same type. When asked if they

were afraid to go to certain places, 12 year olds tended to answer in the affirma-

tive. However, a majority of parents indicated that they felt little or no concern

for the physical safety of their children. In this case, I suggest the child's answer is

more useful in explaining the child's behavior than the parent's answer is.

Policy ApOlicatións

If it is feasible to study activities and attitudes of children and the families of

which they are a part, is it appropriate to do so? Are there important policy appli-
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cations of the results? We venture to say that, as is generally the case with re-
search, no one can be sure. However, we would like to discuss possible policy
applications under three headings.

As Regarding the Family

An early task in household time budget studies is to see to what extent
children's activity 'and child-parent interaction are related to social class. Do
upper-class children engage themselves in 'a lot more human capital building
things at home than do lower-class children? Let us assume so. We may then see
that patterns of certain families depart from that expected by the income-
educational status of their parents. Do such differences in family behavior reflect
themselves in school performance or do they not? Recall Liebowitz's finding that
a child's being read to by a parent wipes out, statistically speaking, the effect of
mother's own education on the child's development. This is one activity only. Are
there mutually reinforcing patterns of child's activity that appear to eradicate
effects of class on the child'sschool performance?

We do riot suggest we shall- ever have truth on this kind of point, but approxi-
mate truth might have its public uses. Suppose serious effort in studying OSE
establishes that activities xi, . . xi, , as engaged in by children and parents, are
associated with school success, without regard to class. This information might be
the basis for quasi-experiments in parenting education, under which parents (and
possibly children) Would be given special incentives to adopt pattern xi, . xn.
Presumably, a number of these activities would be those now being stressed in
parenting education, but the point is that parents could be informed more con-
vincingly that "these things really seem to work."

Such experiments would run the risk more strongly than existing programs
of establishing blame on certain parents and certain children when "these things
don't work." There should certainly be continuing research to try to discover why
changes in patterns-4)f behavior are unproductive in certain instances and what
barriers certain children and parents face in trying to become more effective by
middle-class standards.

We recognize we assume that parents generally want their children to do well
in school, i.e., that, they seek a standard oP middle-class performatice for their
children. This may not be 'S.-0, trot- it is what our data tell us so far. That is, educa-
tional aspirations of parents for their children are uniformly high, but educational
expectations are strongly associated (positively) with social class.

We-also recognize that the arguments I have just been making may seem to
be naive and excessively idealistic. Possibly, life in slum neighborhoods, with all
4ts despair, fnistrations; humiliations, and uncertainties is not something that can
be overcome, in-shaping the lives of children, byca change in child-parentactivities.
Bowles and Gintis have argued that our educational system sgpports capitalism by
,creating a hierarchy in the work force 5and by inculcating widespread acceptance
of the rules of the hierarchy.32 This may assume too great power in the educa-
tional system, and the argument generally fails to explain why teachers,parents,

. "ind children so passivelyoaccept such a process of early classification. It may -be
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that capitalism requires low-income ghettoes even more than it requires an educa-

tonal i'ysteth, because the slum may be the social condition of sufficient power to

.peisuade low-income children that school success is unattainable and, if attainable,

wouldnot forestall a life of low-skill employment, along with frequent unemploy-

ment and poverty. Studies of OSE might give us additional information as to how

far don in the social structure social mobility can be influenced by policy

manipulakion.

,As Regards Social Agencies Other Than Schools

Lastly, studies of OSE should be useful in providing information to other

social agencies than schools which serve youth. If the school performance of

young people appears to be related in various ways to the participation of young

people in organized activitiesthe nature of the-relationship could, of course, be

quite complexthen one would have a basis for examining the types of clientele

served by different agencies, the degree to which those agencies display entrepre-

neurial spirit, i.e., the incentives they have to reach out for additional clients, and

the general adequacy of their services, both in lerms of quality and geography

dispersion." One might also try to discover, why certain chihiren are not inclined

to participate (not necessarily assuming that they should) andt why certain other

children sign up and then quickly drop out:In agencies serving both children and

adults, it should be interesting to discover if children are offered such quanity of

services as represents a fair share of the budgetor do agencies pibtain funds on

the basis of case count of children served and then divert the fund& to adult uses.
1

As Regarding the School t.

Certain schools have a better record with low-income youth than other

schools. The same can be said of teachers.q.ip to now, we have little information

on the ext t to which these special school contributions are related to circum-

thstance in family life ot. the affected low-income youth andin their neighbor-

hood lives, r stand in strict independence from the oul-of-school lives of stu-

dents. To put it another way, does the successful school,"say,stimulate changes in

the home and neighborhood activities of ahildren? If the answer is yes, then possi-

bly we could use the information about these partictilar kinds of changes to gurde

Title I programs. That is, we might come better to know what compensatory

education propums should be seeking to compensate for. b

Further, knowing that certain low-income families makestrong
,
efforts to

. v

impro've the school prospects of their children (we are assuming we will know 1

this), we could try to see if Ike can identify school practices that nullify or abort

the parVal efforts. Instead of assuming that parental efforts ace cancelled out,

if they are, by conditions in slum neighborhoods, we would seek to find out the

extent to which schools themselves are the responsible agencies (as in Bowles-

Gintis, pierhaps schools do have such power). We realize we are speaking of I

iesearch of a high level of sophistication, but we think we are 'all more aware

today than formerly of the bad conseoences of unsophisticated rekearch in such

alliis as those we are discussing.
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Chapter &

$chooling and Work:
. The Changing Contbxt

of EduCation

W. Norton -rttbb

Introduction-

For, much of the Post-World War II period schooling enjoyed a period of
sustained. growth. Enrollmenls were high, both because of the baby boont and
because of longer average periods of time in school (including increased rates
of college attendance). Higher education expantlied, to the p9int where it looked
as if it would becolk the same kind of mass institution that the high school
hid earlier become. Furthermore, economic growth and the development of
sectors requiring high levels of schooling meant that there was no problem absorb;
ing the higher numbers Of college graduates. Teacher salartes increised, relative
to those of other professionals., 'their status iinproved, and with Unionization
they found themselves ,with considerably more political powei than they had
ever had. Expenditure levels' soared, on both the elementary .and secondary
and the college levela, and ihe sheer size of the educational sector increased
dramatically. e
2 . Against this liackgro,n6-,- 'the contractions of the 1970's have sometimes
been.more' surpriaing and seemed more seVere than they otherwise would have.
Declining eitrollm,n0 atzthe elemeptary and the college levels,. taxpayer revolts,
local fiscal criAis -foy,cing cutbacks in spending, and serious problems in absorb-
ing all college'graduates in jobs thought suitable to their level of training have
all; reyefsèd,4xpcctations bayed on experiences of the 50s Snd 60s. In part,
th -Shifts( have been demographic in origin: the, historically low birth rate%

. .

mg from 1968 and have caused declining elementary enrollments, which
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could not have An foreseen, while the aging of ,the baby boom cohort hasv

been respor!sible for a part of the decline in college-going. But the more im-
portant fact& for, education has' been the economic decline of the seventie
with, historically higher Jates of unemployment, higher rates of inflation, and
lower growth rates all.coinciding. These. indices of eponomic stagnation coul
be purely cyclical phenornena, presenting problems for schooling only r th

short 'run. But re is also strong opinion, from across a wide ideologica
trurn, that the ec omic 'problems of the seventies are s,rnptomatic of fu
mental problems fa capitalist economies, and are likely to remain with

in 'the intermediate or long ryn. In this vein, businessmen have complained ab
imminent capital shortages, caused in part by.the expansion of the governme
sector. Some have warned about limits to growth because of limited raw mate-
rials,' while others have postulated social limifs to continued growth.2 There rs

some renewed interest among economists in longer-term business cycle models,

like the Kondratief cycle,3 and neo-Marxists have posed models which forecast
the long-term stagnation ol capitalism.4 The thrust of all of these views is that
the ourrent economit stagnation is unlikely to be simpIK a short-run cyclical
phenomena, but is evidence either of a downturn in a long cycle or of secular

stagnation.

The ready implication for education is that, to the extent that educational
institutions depend On' the health of the economy for their own prosperity,
the school problems of the 70s are unlikely to end with a cyclical upturn in

the economy. There are a variety of ways in which longer-run ecOnomic pro-
blems mpifest themselves in schools.. One of tfie most concrete is the cutback
in tax resources available for schools, as governments of all levels find them-
selves with fewer tax resources and as the size of the government sector seems
too large to an increasing number of t4xpayers. Similarly, the higher rates of
unemployment in the seventies have made the absorption of graduatespartic-
ularly college graduates- somewhat more problematic, raising the issues of what
leveil of schooling (or what distribution of schooliv).is "optimal."

But he issue subsuming many !3,l' the problems which educational institu-
tions currently faceis that of productivity. Anxiety over inflation and low/rates
of economic growth have led to a concern about productivity in mahy areas,
and schools have not been exempt. Some of the productivity issues ar6 entirely
internal to schools, as expressed in the fears that teachers have.become less
"productive" and in the attempts to make thein more so tiirough various ac-
countability schemes, or' in ttitt "cost-quality" debate on the 9ffiCacy of school
resources in promoting academic achievement.' Othtrs e ones' which- will

be discussed in this paperfocus on ihe relationship bet en schooling and the
labor market, .and express in various ways the fear t t schools have become
unproductive in the sense of failing to 'prepare work 1""optimally". There are
various conceptions of optimality and productivit ,,tiot surprisingly. One em-
phasizes .the rate of return to schooling, and.ar ri; that a world in which the
rate of return has fallen is one where the sup y of well-educated individuals
is toc; high relative to demand, and where ther is relative "over-education." An.-
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other view notes te expansion of 'levels of schooling without a corresponding in-
Crease in the skills required in different jobs, and worries that schooling has ceased
to become directly productive of skills, but is. instead merely a sorting device of
one kind or another, a "credential". 'A third conception of optimality focuses
on 'expressions of student and worker discontent and on the apparent irrelevance
of schools to adult life (especially in the labor market). This has led to a search
for an alternative curriculum in the schools, more appropriate to developing
pioductive workers. It has been labeled career education to indicate that school-
ing should be more cfosely linked to adult careers.

The h istory of .the post-war period illustrates the dependence of schooling
on economic conditions. in the earlier period of growth schools shared in that
expansion. But now that growth seems to have slowed, schools have.suffered
clirectly, as well as coming under scrutiny as possible causes of16wer productivity
and as ekamples of social resource misallocation..Research agendas have changed
correspondingly, During the growth of the sixties, human capital models lauded
the productivity, of schooling, and explained growth during the twentieth century
as due partially to iFreases in educational levels.6 (Not incidentilly, human
capital models Supported the liberal programs of Compensatory' education.) But
with slower growth. rates despite ever-incwasing levels of ed.ucational attainment,
this model appears to contradict the ficts in important ways, and.some alterna-
tives to the human capital model have been Proposed, reflecting precisely the
fears that schooling for one reason or another is. socially unproductive.

In this paper I will review. three Pahicular topics which have come to nation-
al attention in recent years, all focuiing on the relationships between schooling
and work and involv,ing in some way the social productivity of schoolirir The
first of these is the discusSion of the "over-educated American", the possibility
that too many individuals are receiving levels of schooling (particularly college
and postvaduatesvdegrees) which are" in some sense "too high". The second .
issue is that of credentialing, the charges that schools are not diretly productive
but are instead sorting methanisms, for any of a variety of ratiortal and irrational
reasons. The third issue is career education, which unlike the other two is an
educatiohal reform which is well under Away, rather than an academic dellate
abotit educational polidy,whose reform jmplications have not yet been explored.-

For each of these
#
topics, there are hiportant research agendai which remain

to be explored. But in every ease, the policy issues which ought to focus 'the
research are similar. Aboveall, the three topics raise the problem of how educa-
tional institutions should adjust to fluctuations in economic conditions. Assuming
the' necessity of some changes, the next issue is' that rit' whether, certain policy
initiatives are nece , or whether schoolt will adjust by.. themselves, either
through market f rces or through political 'preSsyres at the state and local) level

'which constitute another kind of adjustment mechanism. Finally, and most
abstractly, these.three topics can be formulated lwas to shed light on.the issue
of the independent impact of schools in the economic system, and on progress
towards social goals. iwg*--,-

. .
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Pie "Over-Educate American

With one important exception, an

educational turbulence of the post-World
munity cpntrolthe use of the schools in
discipline and violence, conflicts over met

over integrationall theseltwe played th
one phrasi and one idea is new, startlingly
American. ' Even in the 1960s we hailed

our economic growth, and on a personal
schooling produced, an individual not onl
labor markqt but also greater
particifigory life and to e 'eh the lives o
bor. Never, until the 1970s, has anyone s
better than more.s

At least some of the facts underlyin
disputed. These size, of the college-age co
a product of the pos4ar baby boom; co
attendance, this meant a huge increase
from, college. While rates of return to colt
throughout the 1950s and 1960s when
rapidly, the differential associated with
about 1969, so that the rate of return to
graduates (even those with M.A:'s and
and being forced to accept jobs usually th
individuals, proliferated in the 1970s, Be
attendanet began to fall, though'absolute
immediately because the...size of the coil
colleges, an increased seriousness (or
political activism of the 1960s. Course
with the vocational value of courses;
has burgeoned, while applicitions to
relevance, Ph.D. programs, for example,
college "market", many post-seconda
leges without eitablished reputations,
found themselves increasingly pressed t

been forced to closb.")
One of the strongest interpretatio

capital pvspective. In this model, indivi
to schooling. The high rates of return
rates in the 1960s, with the, increased
by a fortuitous increase in the demand, f
ment, education, communications, and
the late sixties, the suPply, of college-trai
and this over-supply has since caused .ind

*

ducational historian looking at the
ar II era sees little that is new. Com-
compensatory programs, problems*
ods of finance, loc*A1 control, strug*
mselves out in the'past as well. Busts

so: th concept of the "over-educated
hooling as a critical component Of

level the ethic coi?tinued that more
better equipped to function in the
rsonalncapacities to enjoy qn active
otherl as citizewparent, and neigti-
ggested that less education might be

the fear of "over-education" are un-

ort in the 1960s was,unprecedented,
bined with sharply increased rates of
the group attending and graduating

e stayed high and relatively sonstant
the collese group was expanding so
ttending college began to decline in

college fell,as well. Reports of college
h.D.'s) having difficulty finding jobs,

jight inapproPriate for highly educated
inning in 1969.or 1970, rates of college
evels of college attenqance failed to fall

ge-age cohort was still growing.9 Within

speration) about studies replaced the
selection has reflected a preoccupation
es of application to professional school
rograms with less obvious vocationtl

have .slackened. On the other side of the
institutionsparticukarly marginal col-

nd private colleges with high tuition
find enough students, and some have

of these "facts" comes from the, human
uals respond rationally to rates of return

the 195Xls prompted ,high attendance
numbers of college graduates absorbed

college-educated emQloyeeS by govern-
le aerospace sectors. But 'beginning in
ed labor began to.outrun the demand,
idual rates of return ta. fall. This will
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in turn cause attendance rates to fall until the return to college is higher, high
enough thai the rdte of return is approximately equal to the return bn alternathie
investments. Thus the normal operation. of educational "markets" will in time
restore a relatively high rate of return to college edikationperhaps not as high
as in the 1950s and early11960s, though.certainly 'hightenough toimake college
a worthwhile investment=but for.a smaller number of people than are currently
attending college. In the sense that there are cunently too many college graduates
to earn a rate of return as high as the return on alternative investments, there is
"over-education." One change which this model foresees is an end to '.the
conception that more education would, benefit anyone. Rather, college will.be
a rational investment for some, but labor markets will be unable to absorb a

upward mobility throp schooling has, in this model, been effectively closed.
i y lilarge increase in colleg attendance. The pOssibilit of unmited amounts' of

Qf course, a fall in the number of college enrollments and graduates could
be slowed or eliminat by an increased demand for college graduates.12 But
this would not eh' e the conclusion that the "market" for college-educated-
labor eventAilr comes to an equilibrium where the rate of, return matches the
return available in alternative investments, solely by the rational calculations
of pcItential students. In this model, there is only -one problem which might
require any public policy initiative: If the period of time to equilibrium is too
long, 'and the tran'sition to equilibrium too painful to those college graduates
who are unable to get the jobs they hoped for, then some changeS may be neces-

k
sary to hasten the equilibriumas by making college' enrollment more difficult
or more expensive, by tennioranily absorbing college graduates in the public
sector, by reducing expectations of what a college education will bring, or by.
testructuring jobs 'so that they are still attractive to college graduates."

The huinan capital model therefore encourages an attitude of benign neglect
'towards schools and .towards school-work connections, since markets are trusted
to work efficiently. But there are some other views, at variancse with the human
capital model, which suggest that the human capital description has misinter-
preted some of the. available facts and that different kinds of policy initiatives
are appropriate. Testing these alternatives provideson obvious basis for a research
agenda, one which ii evidently policy-oriented. I will discuss them under four
different categories: imperfectiOns in the humeri capital model; demographic
causes; credential models; and a model describing the degradation of labor. None
of these alternatives has been as well-developed as the human capital model;
indeed, some of them are wholly my own invention. I aescribe them.here in
order to suggest that there are some alternative explanations, at least plausible
given what we know about schooling and labor markets', which merit serious
consideration before accepting the human capital model as a complete explana-
tion.
4 4

iImperfections in the Human Capital Model
i

One alternative might be described as the persistent habit model. it issue is
the magnitude of responses to rates of roturn to schooling. In this version, rates of
return to college become depressed by the over-supply of colltge graduates, but

7
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attendance rites do not decline appreciably in response. Instead individUals of.all
t .,classes tend to continue' to college sinee public arid parental subsidies reduce the

direct costs cis-- clistinct fr?m opportunity costs),14, because the socia4 loyatorium

provided by college is pleasant and psychologic y valhable; and be use attitudes

(including parental attitudes) towards the educ. ional system a college attend-

mice are too deeply rooted to reverse in a short space of time. s This iii.todel cin

in theorVbe dicinguished from the human capital model with data on atteridance

availabk since 1970, akthough it Would be impossible to distinguitwo with
data avyable prior to 1970 because there is no conflict between the two models

during a period of expansion and high rates_of return. 6

With continued ,high attendance, the private return to college would remain
permanently depressed. This might imply that the social 'meaning of college i'

would change: rather than a mechanism of upward mobility and a rational
invesInent, non-pecuniary aspects- the 'consumption value and its value in pre-

paring in individual for creati* leisure:would be stressed instead. This has

implications for the educationarsystem as a whole, to the extent tpat it iszurrent-,
ly considered a pyramid: one of th6 benefits to completing high schoolthe
ability to continue in collegewould consist of non-pecuniary benefits only, for

.,,example.
._ An alternative denouement for this

4
model may be more consistertt with
-

1

American educational history. When falling rates of return.fail to reduce atten-

dance rateier-then non-market mechanisms designed to reduce attendance while

maintaining the image of schooling as a mechanism of upward mobility "cooling

out" mechanismsare ipplemented; examples include stiffer entrance require-
ments and the current development of two-year colleges holding out the illusory

Promise of continuing to a four-year institution. For a vari%ty of stwetural and

pdlitical reasons, such policies would not be class-neutral, but would tend to

foster greater attendance reduction among working- and lower-class youth than

among _middle-class youth." The result would be a class-stratified system of

'higher education with some of the precuniary returns to cAlege restored,' and

with the legitimacy of schooling maintained because of the subtlety of cooling-

out mechanims. -

Another wrinkle on the human capital model might be called the deferive
.,

strategy hypothesis. This stresses the non-pecuniary benefits of schoolingespe-
cially higher cla.s status and the chance' to choose more jobs which are/intrin-

sically more meaningful. Even when returnAto college fall, schooling still remains

the only means of access .to higher class status and better work, except for the
miniscule. population'with great wealth. In particular, most individuals use school-

ing to maintain their class status, to ensure that they do not suffer a fall in status.
With lower rates of mturn, this implies that working-class and lower-class students

would be unlikely tQ continue too college, sinCe they would have little to gain.,
from it; but middle-class students would ,10 n ti n u e to attend college because it

represents the only possible way of avoiding a fall in class status. This version
cot.Ild be distingtlished from the human capital model by examining class-specific ,
responses to rates of *return: lower-class individuals should display higher re-

sponses than middle-class students.
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The defensive strategy hypothesis implies that higher education will in time
become increasingly class segregated, reversing the class integraition that took
place after Vorid War II. The legitimacy of the entife schobling system, based on
offering equal opportunity and a route of upward mobility to all, would be
undermined, as would its efficacy in legitimizing an unequal distribution of
income. sThese tensions could be dealt with in a variety of ways, as by increasing
the rate of return for lower-class youth or.by erecting further barriers to middle-
class attendance. But evidently a policy of benign neglect would in-this case be
insufficient. t'

Demographic Qauses

Anotter kind of-explanation of current problems in absorbing college gradu-
ates would emphasize demogaphic effects." One possibility is that the current
over-supply of college graduates is a problem associated only with the baby
boom:, the large cohorts of the post-war years had to be stashed somewhece, so
that attendance rates went up because they Couldn't be absorbed by the job
market." As the smaller cohorts born in the sixtia come of college age, job
prospects for /heir age group will be better since there will be relatively few young
workers as a traetion of the labor force; they will not\ be forced into college
attendance as the baby boom cohort was. This model d pends critically on an
assumption4that workers of different ages canna readily be substituted for one
anotherthat g workers would not experience competition from the older
workers of the bab 4 1m." This implies that the crises of over:education will
be confined only to the b boom cohort, which will be'in a state of permanent
depression. The important po cy question is then whether and how to absorb this
cohort.

In the models developed to forecast college attendance, the age structure of
the population has been assumed exogenous. A step in the direction of endoge-

.
nous of..demographic patterns is` that of Easterlin, who has analyzed
long swi birth rates as a function of labor market prospects; birth rates
in turn affect the la,b9r market prospects of future generations. Thus the cohorts
of childbearing age during t,hi. Great ,Depression had low birth rates because
of pool: job conditions and extreme uncertainty about the future. These small
cohorts, coining into the labor market. after World War H, faced rather good
prospects partly because of the smill cohort size, and therefore married, young
and increased the birth rate. This baby boom cohort; facing 'poor job conditions
now, is postponing marriage and childbeating and will have low completed family
sizes. By, extrapolation, this cohort is likely to Tace good conditions in the late
1990s and have higher birth rates. This kind of Malthusian model must of course
be .integrated with other kinds of cycles and trends, and its projections would
tend to be long-run. But this is an indication of how another element in fore-
casting the relation betWeen school and work might-be made analytically endoge-
nous. In terms of policy, it suggests that population and educatiorral policy must
be aware of rather long swings fn demograithic behavior, and act accordingly.
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Schooling and Credentialing

In the human capital model, the productivity of a marginal year of schooling
is determined by a production function linking output to inputs of capital and

labor of various education levels. The amount of highly educated labor utilized

will vary as'the price varies with demand and supply, and so thF marginal produc-
tivity of education will vary, but the rok: of schooling in this process is fixed by
the underlying production fuvection. A very different moael is one which this role
is not fixed, but itself varies according to the supply of educfted workers. In

Thurow's (1972) job competition model, for example, particular jobs are fixed,
and employers hire individuals into jobs on the bkiis of their position in a labor
queue, with schooling being an important determinant of one's position in the

queue. Thus wfien there is a large supply of college-educated labor, emplo
will fmd themselve§, able to hire cane graduates into jobs which were formly
occupied by non-graduates. In the terms used.by the Carnegie Commission (1973),

some jobs are."edueationally upgraded", or conversely some individuals fuld that

they have been "occupationally downgraded", compared to their eXpectations qf
the kinds of jobs obtainable with a college degree.2' However, productivity is a
characteristic of jobs, not,Of education itself; education is used to sort individuals

among jobs, and therefore has a private return, but does not increw overall
ptoductivity and therefore has' no social return. (I will describe different models
of credentialing in SectionlI below.)

In this version the current increased supply of college graduates can be
absorbed by increased demand for college\graduates, but this demand will be
due to increases in the educational requirements for jobs which themselves
remain the same. This change cogld then restore the wage differential between
college-educated and high school graduates, and thus 'restore the previous high
rates of return to college. Because the inflation of educational yequirements
takes some time to adjust to the increased supply7of graduates, we may now be

in a sate of temporane disequilibrium, and will in the near future see the old

rates-ol r4eillrn re-established but with different kinds of jobs typical of college
graddatis. This model explains the educational inflationof the past,4incl when
extrapolated into 'the future toresees a continuing educational inflation beyond
the college level, with high rates of return stimulating high attendance and educa-

tional requirements continuously increasing.
Aside froin temporary disequilibria, there are two serious problems if the

credential model describes the relation between schooling and work. First, the
marginal produciMty of increased education may be quite close to zero, despite
high private returns. This means that sDending on increased levels of education
whether by parents, pupils, or the stateis socially irrational even though it !pay
remain individually rational. If this true, then direct government subsidy (as in
statc fmanqing of higher education) is inappropriate; at most govertunents ahould
operate roan programs to correct impeqctions in capital markets. A second

problem is that the class staus of jobs associkted with any particular leVel of

schooling is continuallytlegraded, even when monetaty retura stay high:so that
the class' expectations of college students are "excestive"e This may simply be
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a form of .disequilibrium which is eliminated as pupils revise their expectations
of the class status which can be attained with different levels of sclooling. Alter-
natively, if the discrepancies between expected class status and tge occupations
actually available seem too great and generate dissatisfied or unproductive work-
ers,22 the state may hurry up the process of revising class expectations by educa-
tional practices like counseling, tracking, career education _and the like. (/

4

The Degradation of Labor

By and large the models described so far have concentrated on the supply of
educated workers, and have not generally investigated the sources of the demand
for educated labor. The puzzle of why rates of return to college remain high while
enrollments were increasing iasthe fifties and sixties was answered by the nature
of demand: not only did those sectors,which were intensive in their use of college-
trained labor expand relative to others, but also the bias of technical changes
happened to be such as to utilize more college-educated labor. But there is no-
reason for technology to continue to be biased in this way." Earlier beliefs that
technological changes inevitably increase skill levels have been revised ; if anything,
technkal changes decreaseAhe demand for skilled labor.'

Witen technologyor more broadly, the organization of jobsis considered
endogenous to the economic system, there are strong reasons for employers to
develop the technology and reorganize work so as to minimize the number of
skilled workers necessary,' Most obviously, as long as there are wage differen-
tials between skilled and unskilled workers, replacing a skilled worker with one
of r skills will, other factors equal, reduce the wage bill and increase profits.
Se the centralization cif control and the separation of execution from all
aspec of design of the work to be done, at the heart of Taylorism and the
"management revolution", are -facilitated by concentrating all skills in the hands
of a few managirs and foremen, again replacing skilled workers with unskilled
workers and a much smaller number of skilled supervisors. Third, to the extent
that the upper levels of the educational system instill patterns of initiative and
independencewhich is certainly more true of higher than of lower levels of
schoolingthen the centralization of control will again be more easily maintained
.by using workers with low schooling levels. Fourth, the specialization of tasks
which accompanies the development of fragmented, unskilled jobs may imply
some efficiencies, but more importantly they facilitate centralization of control
since each specialized task is incomplete without the other parts of the, produc-
tion process, and only the foreman or the manager encompasses all aspects of
production. Thus there are a variety of economic and managerial incentives to
degrade the nature of jobs, in the sense of redesigning work (or developing tech-
nologies) so that most jobs require less skill.

When we look closely at the nature of work, we see that in specific occupa-
tions this has indeed happened. In factory production during the nineteenth
century, relatively skilled craftsmen were replaced by semi-skilled operatives,
with a smaller number of foremen and highly-trained workers like repairmen.
Clerical work .has been continuously degraded, from the nineteenth century
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clerk who was moreflike afl eMployer'4 assistant to the army of while-collar
offIce workers/who pperaq,pretety mucri'llike an assembly line. Even such skilled
occdpations as en 'eAt. j)ave been s bject to degradation, as they becOnie
specialized apd ha ppe of Their task taken over by the computers and lower-

- skilled draftime4 T development of secondary labor markets is similarly

,
. a process 'wher0o, s Able tbs with ;relatively high skill levels are transfomed
into low-skills; uzpOb djci s'on a maks.scale: .

Since the kgra '6.1 of jobs ;i..s.`mo1vated by the basic' relations of capi-
talist prpdUctioncost plinimization and dfrisolidation of controlthere is every

reason to th1nkrthtits6ch degradati`on will persist in the absence of any' efforfs
(such a those- the state might undertake)26 td reverse this process. The cOntin-.,
uotti gliaeation of jobs themselves does not preclude a general expansion of
school ng levels, through the process of credentialing or through changes in
the sector Acomposition of the eccinomy. This model inwlies more for the class
statui of sts tssociated Nith college than for the returns to college in purely
Pectiniam terms: "ovpr-educated" college graduates will find themselves in
,Positions with reduced levels of responsibility, 'creativity, and control, contrary
to their' euitectations and inconsistent with the personkl abilities which colleges
arefi now laesigned to foster. As mentioned in cqnnection with credentialing
models, may be that this Unbalance between expectatioks and the reality
of ..00Q ons- is quickly eliminated:But if this not true, then there remains
the NOtential for widespread dissatisfaction which may require policity initia-
tivesleither those designed to reverse job degradation, or those intended to
change the expectations of students in higher education.

Above all, these four alternatives to the 'human capital model differ in the
need for' policy initiatives, as well as in the kinds of policies they imply. Where
thc: human capital model views markets as appropriate adjustment mechanisms
and suggests that little meddling is necessary, the other four) forecast various
kinds of, tensionsamong them 'increased class and racial stratification of school-

_ing4.radircally different conceptions of the valde of college, continued dissatisfac-
in the labor force (especially among well-educated woTkers)if the appKo-

priate policies are not carried out. In addition, several alLese approaches
pithicuiarly the re ialing view and the mgdel of degrad or focusing on
the Itriacture ofl isindicate that educational policies by themselves may not
bd sufficient, but that more thorough changes in the structure of jobs and in their
skill requirenients is necessary.

, Schools asSorters: Signaling and Cvdentialing

Ever since the early sixtieS, the relationship between schooling and earnings
has focused a great deal of research energy. This kind of investigation, begun .in
order to analyze the extent to which investment in schooling pais off, has since.
then been elaborated in a variety of ways: the quality as well as the quantity of
iceboling ,has been examined;27 differences'in returns by race, sex, 'and class
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have been described;28 differences by the class statsus of jobs29 and between the
primary and' secondary-lab& markets have been documented.," iegional varia-

.-4,tions have been observed.,31, and the influence of/amily 'background and ability'.
c...;$ the retUrn :to sehbolinic h`a.ve been the sublect of a large and, hotly debated .

fiteriture.3i . .
e I

/.4

F`om the *vantage .of thcOiwentional hurnan mbdpl, 'there is no
problein with the inteipreti,ition of most of these resylts: . the relatianship ;,be-
tween sehoaling and earningsVescribei the increashd prbductivity of. a person as

. . .
. aeresult of having attended 'school.. Obierved ,diffe5nces in rates^ of return may

be due to differences lithe:quality of schooling Or in the 'ability of individuals,'
. but the school-earninp rlationship still riaeasures) real increaSe in worker pro-

ductivity. Tha.nature cif the tfansforniation in an individual during the process
.of schooling is' not alWayss specified, but .it 'is geOrally thought to 'include some
cognitive capacities and'dteritibslike literacy, knowledge of calcplus; skill 'at
riinning a lathe, etc.ori, in 'another version, the kinds of values, goals, and per-.
sonality traits apPropriate to prbduction in capitalist hierarchies. The focus on
non-cognitive capacitiesanalyzed especially by Bowles 'and Gintis (1976)is 0

s a veiy different kind of model, partiCalarly in its normative view bf schooling
and in -its policy' implications. It is -a cousin of the human capital view only
in tile sense that it describes the pwiess of schooling as one in which abilities,
broadly conceived, areembodied in Mividuals." .

But during the seventies a very different view of the relation between school-..

ing. and earnings has gained cOnsiderible currencythe vieW that schooling is
not directly productive, but is-instead used as 'a mechanism of selecting indivi-,

duals ilia jobs with different levels of productivity and earnings. The reasons
given for using schooling as a sorting device are varied, and not all of them 'are
precisely described. The best developed are the signaling models of Spence (1974),
Arrow (1973), and Stiglitz (1975). in these, the use of ichooling to sort indivi-
duals is rational from the viewpoint of the employer because,!-Inider the assump-
tion that only the .most able individuals are able to comPlete hither levels of_
schooling, education conveys information about a person's abilities, even though
it ipay itself have no independent influence-on those abilities. Some other models ,s

capture the spirit of the signaling models, in which edwation Is iinpertant for
the information it conveys: in Thurolv's (1972) job -competition. model, em-
ployers may rank applicants on the basis of education since it is a good indieator
ot their "trainability". The use of schooling is efficient .for the employer, and
is rational' in that sense. But most of the costs of this signal are borne not by
individUals but by society at large through the subsidization of schooling, The

.. policy. jssue, therefore remains whether there are alternative signajs which are
equally accurate but which are cheaper, or alternatively .whether there is a dis-
tri6ution of ,the costs of schooling 'which would more accurately reflect the
distribution opts benefits. -

The various. signaling models have been deireloped-in the context of individual
employers operating in Perfect competition. As such, the conclusion, that educa-
tion is efficiently used is embedded in the assumptions, Since any non-efficient
use" would be eliminated by competition.34 Similarly, the assumptidns of these
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models preClude any description of the use f schpolingsariging 'from 'the.group

action of employers or employees, since all _employers and employees act

vidually ,in atontistic markets. ,But a variety of other explanations for th e. use. of

schooling as, sorting devices deny these, assumptions ang. 1conc1iisions.s In the

Work of Berg (1970), which in many ways began the parent interest in -qeden-.

tialing, employers use schoolingas a sorting mechanism because of unfounded and

uncorrected beliefs that niore highly educated indiViduals -are. more productive.

nother explanation sometinies advanced, by. Berg as well as many othem.is that

eMPloyers. prner to hire well-educatedl employees, for the prestige they confer'or

some other similar "non-econornic7that is, non-profi enerkingmotive. From
the vantage of signaling, models,. such inefficient use' f schooling should disap-

pear, at least in competitive rs of the economy, as some firms find that-they

can operate more profitably s y not utilizing excesS levels, of education: The per-

., sistence. or dredentialing-in this sense would therefore be-testimony to the ineffec-

tiveness of markets in eliminating inefficient practices.

- A number of explanations have focused 'on the practices developed in latge

bUreauctacid; Por example, Rawlins and 'Ulman (1974) suggest that department

Managers in a large corporation may invest in more education that is economically

rational so as to handle emergencies; the ,structure of the corporation permits..

them to do so since there are no mechanisms for calculating profitabilitythat is,
comparing the- marginal cost arid the marginal product of additional years of
schooling-74 the departmental level. Another possibility is that firms hire indi-

viduals with inefficiently high levels of sóhooling at lower job levels, and some of
them are promoted; this may be, in a large corporation, a more efficient process
of selection than the alternatives. A third version is, that bureaucracies need to
develop rules of thurrib, to minimize deCision costs and inforMation flows, to
"ididt-proor lower level decisiOns, and to justify deeisions to higher level mana-

gers. Levels of schooling are of course the basis for simple and unambiguous rules

of thUmb.36 All of these explanations imply that the non-rational utilization of
schooling will be most prevalent in large, highly structured bureaucratic work

places.
The various ,organizational explanations describe one form of market failure,

since large bureaucratic organizations are often sheltered from the market forces

by reason of their size.(or perhaps by virtue of being a government 'organization),

and can therefore develop internal practices which wouldnot be rational in small,

.corripetitive firms. But another set of explanatkons for credentialing relies &Kph-

citly on market imperfections of various kinds. Rawlins and Ulman (1974) have

described conditions under which a monopsonistic employer -may employ indi-

viduals wiih higher levels of school than would be true, in a competitive situation..

Monopoly power on the other side of the labor market, in the hands of employ-

ees, has been widely recognized as leading to the inflation of educational require-

ments, especially in the licensed occupations such as medicine, law and theke.
Collective bargaining may have the same effect in non...licensed occupations.
Finally, where wages cannot be lowered, then the over-utilization of schooling can

occur simply as a rationing Mice to choose in a non-arbitrary waY amqng excess

of applicanM,3? or it may dev'elop in the' course of business cycles as employers'
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, J titute highly-educated workers for less well-educated worIcers during reces-'
ons, with a rptcheting upwards of edtication qualifications over time.38

A final set of explanations for the vver-utilization of schooling explicitly'
recognizes 'the operation of clasyinterests in labor markets and the threat of
class conflia. At some level, these theories recognize that the relationship between
schools'and the Jabot market is one which has develqped oveil relatively long
period of time,in this countiy, Perhaps over sevenly or eighty yearsand there-
fore incorporates th'e results of past struggles over the distribution of social goods,
Various forms of class consciowness as well as discriminatory attitudes (both .

racial d class-based), in addititin to the intrelf"econoinic" functions of allocat-
"-ing r to different tasks.' In one Version, schobling has come,t,ghe utilized and

th et-utilized to select individuals because it legitimizes the authority relations
walla characterize the,eapitaliit mode of production, and because it is .art effec-...
tive mechanism tot 'perpetuating the 'elass stiucture from .one generation to the
next.39 * Another version recognizes that erriployers haire an interest in relegating
lbwer-class. and rion-white. individuals to ldwer pititions as a way of reducing
labor costs .as well as a mechanism of asserting 6ontrol over the labor force by ,
pitting bone part ape working clas& against anoth.erbUt may be unable to dis-
criminate against lowenclass and, nort-white .direCtly. In stich cases,
utilizing schooling ai a Sdrting devide accompliShes the,sanie objective, .T(ithout
rell;ing omillegitimate mithods of selection."

In many discussioni of the credentialing "mblera," 'theta is.flot always a
Fecognition that some kind:of Consistent explanation is necesSary.:Similarly, much
'of the empirical work on the utilization of schooling has nOt been explicit about
whatkind of,explanation is being tested. The work of Berg (1970) is an example:
he presen r of case studies in which the productivity ofindividuals-
measured .r by the ratings of their SupervisOrsiS unrelated to their
level of education, but the reasons why this might be true are never clearly articu-
lated. Anbther popular- kind bf demonstration has been-to show that educational
qualifications in differrpnt jobs have risen faster than,the eduational requirements,
as measured by the General Educational Development (GED) scores developed by
the Department of Labor.'" Aside from the seriouS problem that GED scores are

, not readily translated into years of schooling, and may not be particulasiyaccurate
in the rust place, these demonstratiOns indicate nothing about the reasons why
school. attainments Might have outrun requirements. The polls which rmd that the
skills learned in school are irrelevant to what individualS actuallY do in jobs, that
they are relatirly Unimpottant in hiring or ,gre misunderstood by employers ,42

constitute at best rejections of the human capital model, but they fail to distik.,
guish aMong the wide variety of alternatives just described. Taubman and Wales
(1973) have developed a coniplex and highly inferential method of camparing
actual occupational attainment, with ethe occupation which would be expected in
the absence cif any icriening; this allows them to conclude that high school pad*,
ates are screened out of the better occupationi, but again this constitutek a rejec-
tion oythe human capital model rather than a specific test of any a1tewative.43
Approaching the problem from the opposite perspective, Wise(1975) has defended
the hUman capit41.view tni demonstrating that increases in salaries among a homo-
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geneous gpup of workers at thee.Ford M"otor Company are related to some MO-

sures of. educational attainment. Aside 'from the problem of whether.sa0fyzin-
ereases do in.fact reflect real productivity, as he asAirnes, this constittxtetily
demonstration that the human capital model is_not entirely wrong, 30'1,01s-to
indicate which Other Models Might be valid and to. what extent. /

There have, been a feW efforts fo deduce testable hypotheses`froth. models

distinctly'different from the'human!capital view. One of thesel/s &lbretht (1977).

, He, tests the signaling model by looking atthe utthzatton oisc Ooling u tWo dif-
fereilt ,groups of applicants for positions with' the Intern
coming from oUtside.the IRS, for whom there is presum
matkm, and one group of IRS einployees for 'whom tlie

..mation. He finds no evidence that schooling is used clif

:Revenue Se ice:. one
relitively little infor-

is relatiiily more infor-
rently in eifaluating these

two sgoups, and therefore rejects the signaling 0/thesis. In devising a test of-
"credentialisin," which he defines as the utiuizato of education in an econoini-
cally irrational fashiOn, he reasons that creden could survive only, in-organi-

zations isolated from competitive pressures. tEi cómpaiing the utilization attitudes ,

towards minimum ethicational requiremen a sample of employers, differen-

tiated according to various measures sof tition, he fmds some support for
this model. Similarly, I have ipeeified soe est/of the signalini model and of the
hypothesis that employers:utilize schobli 0 screen non-white and lower-class, reapplicants, looking at the returns to sch g across diffent labor markets. Rut
effortrto construct testable hypotheses md cate what a difficult task this is. For
example,, does the greater utilization esiucation in large*vorkplages foun
Albrecht indicate non-pecuniary ("co sumption") motives) the hoarding of
cation by managers, or the, need to legitimate complexiauthotity-relations?
complicate the situation, the signali g 114ypothesis implies quite the reverse: large

&Ms can taccumvlate information eni/ produCtivity from the observation of an
employee; and- may.not.need I y on schooling as much as small firnis.without
internal latocir markets; I have ca firined that large firms'do in fact rely less on
sèhooling.than small firms."' `

In surn, both the theore ca and the empirical woreon the use of schboling
to sort individuals in the lab arket are as. yet underdeveloped. The various
explanations ought to be mo recistly formulated, and empirical tests' need to
be clear about the rationale the phenomena they are describing. In many
cases, the data necessary to t t eories of signaling and credentialing must come
from small individual work se ti , with correspondingly high costs of data col-
lection. The possibilities for u g readily-accessible national data such as Cen-

sus data appear to .be rather h i d," though additional research effort should .

go towardsutilization of existin rces.
In fact, the development licies to cope with the criticism that schools

are inappropriately used as sort g iechanism's must await more precise,ly speci- .
fied.and tested models, since the p., icy implications of different explanations are
not always the same. lf, for ex e, schools act to signal those individuals of
greater ability, then the appropn policy would be to develop alternative sig-
nals whichcare more efficient and o're equitable, or to finance schools in differ-
ent ways. But it has also been sugg ted that, since the information conveyed in
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schOoling is information which is a public goA, it.ieentirely approPriate for the
state 'to subsidize schooling as iS presently done. If market imperfections are

N responsiblb for the persistvce of ,creduenjialing, the apPropriate Policy initiatives
would be quite different than fl signahng explains the over-utilization .of educa-

If, on the other hand, credeitialing, is abmanifestation of class power and
reflects a particular resolution' of ciaa'struggle, then it is hard_ to knOWAvhat kindi
ol poycies, in tlief conventional sense, would Ve appropriate; nothing less than

. disinanfling of the division of labor.Which creates class tlivisiOns wolild be apprpi
priate. The only pOlicy-reletant cdifitiasion which hai- genefated 'Some Consensus
iethat, if-eclugational requirements ale "toahjgh9 relative to sonie standiid, then
thbse groups who have been denied access to schoolingnon-whites, lower-class

.whites; and (in some particular fields) womenhave been inappropriately denied
access to occupations.with higher eamijigs, status, and _other social rewards. The
otivious implicationIs to restructure education so that such groups are not denied

.

',equal access. This conclusion is not esientially, different from that implied by
human capital models, but the various signaling and dredentialing hypotheses add
a greater urgency to efforts.to implement equal, access.

But the various theories of signaling and credentialing also suggestcontrary
to the conclutrons of the human capital models developed in the sixpesthat the
continued etpansion of American education mar be inefficient and saially
unproductive, al well as inequitable. By itself this inay be insufficient to halt the
expansion of higher education and of public subsidies to higher education, if/pri-
vate returns 'continue to stipulate- privately-financed college enrollmept and
political pressure for public support. But at the very least it represents a discour-

saging view of the productivity of schooling, one which demands a revision of
earlier conceptions of schoolinf as well as a realignment of school and work.

Whether any of the signaling or crede'ntialing modeli is correct is a debate
still in its infancy among-academics. But in the gopulation at large, the phenome-
non of-credentialingloosely used to describe any irrational use,of schooling re-
quirementsis More generally accepted as being inie. Popular feeling against gre-
dentialing has begun tb manifest itself in litigation" and in demands (Often from
minority communities) that educational requirements not be inflatedat the tame
titne *that credentialing is .clearly expanding'through the licensing of real estate
brokers, insurance salesmen, pataiirofessions, 'and others. Above all, these deviel-
opments indicate that the perSistence 'and expansion of credentialing can Calise
serious. tensions. Indeed, the legitimacy of both educational institutions and lagor
markets is. threatened. This Makes ,the need for policy initiatives more urgent, at. the same. time at it clarifies the insigfiCiency of educatiOnal policy; changes in job
requirements are needed as Well.

Career Education

During the seventies; career education (Ct) emerged as a powerful move-
ment ,-seeking ;.o refonn schooling. Unlike thost who worry about the extent of
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"ovefeducation" ..,Viose who claim. that khools. are!' simply credentialilig
,er

, devices, proponen ,bf career education\ have concentrated more on 4he curricu-
him 'and the cent t of schooling than onlhe issue of how much heoling is
optimal, though* is has concerned them too.47 The major attntion of career
education has be6), ,tiocused on elementary and secondary education, rather

.'' than college d Post-graduate edikation Which has dominated the other two
topici. But it ares important' elements with .them: CE embodies ,the view that
schools hive ceas4 to be produAtive, in its own phrasing- that schovling. has
become irrel vant to adult life (inchidin work); and it sometimes draWs on the
argumerits'a out-"oVerteducatiofi" and credentiating in its caiticisms. .

At us/grandest, career education incorporates a wide variety of criticisms of
schooling: that school's have become uniliMesting; that they fail to provide stu-

, . .

dents with useful 'and marketable skills; that they fail to reach a large proportion
of stO tsespecial* Minority and lower class individualswho are "under-.

ieeducate 1,".While others continue mindlessly 0 college and find themselves "Over- k

educe d" for the jobs that are available; t t schools reinforce sex stereotyping
and /t ereby limit the clioices which women art able to make:Career education
sete at its goals the solution of these various,problems, ostensibly by reorienting
the' diriculum around the careers and work which individuals can expect to,

.. .

ek rience. Careers and work are defmed in the broadest terms: work includes
i all ISroductive activity, whether paid or not, and careers include leisure and family

lif as well 'as a succession .of jobs. .. / .

Bui the very scope of career education has made it difficult to destribe its
nce. At times CE appears to be' a general thrust towards improvement in the .

hi:tots, correcting every iinperfection and eliminating every gap between goal

and reality in edugtional institutions." To understand the real core of career
education, it is necessary to ivote many of the more general eriticisms and
goals and Concentrate on those, elements which are genuinely different from
the rest of the elementary and secOndary curriculum. Thus I understand the

i
/ esentrar thrust of caner education to be' the complete reorientation of the curricu-

lum ,around occupationspaid employment. This in turn takes many forms,
inCluding "career avfareness" courses beginning in .the elementary grades to make
students more: knowledgeable about wOrk and job oppOrtunities; "experience-
based 'Career education," still in the stage of demonstratioNprojects, Where stu-
dents Work in apprentice-like situations and combine direct experie4ce of the,
world of/ work with complementary academic learning; die creation oi-"career

, . . .
clusters"' at the secondary and post-secondary level, curriculum ti/acks Vithin
schools Which fous on particular groups of occupations; and specific skill training
such as that which has gone:on in vocational programs. These are the inechanisms,
then, through which the sometimes diffuse goals of career education are to be t ..

. ,
realized.

tianY of the criticisms raised by career educators have merit, and they have

clearly fbund receptive audiences as the burgeoning of CE'indicates. But at the

same time the career educatton has spawned a great following, it has algo been'.
severely criticized." As yet career education has not been in existence long

enough for programs to be evaluated on ,the basis 6f what they actually do for
. .
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students, so the debate over career education has, by' necessity tbcused on the
philoSophical and emiiirical assumptions, the implied values, and the historicil A.,.

. roots of career education.5° The various critics of career, education have challenged
the validity of the assumptions underlying career education paiticidarly the asier-

"tidn that infusing schools withinforination about wo4k and with work-like activities ,

.* will in fact make much difference, either to the ,inds of decisions students make
about coniihued schooling and employment, to the affectionostudents feel fOr,
schools and their`percePtions of schooling. as "relevant," to fulure :labor market (./ '
success or t6 the solution of Social problems, like unemployment. AmOre prag.

, matic criticism has. been that career 'education will 'simply not be supported by
either business or labor, -So ,that it will end up- being another-reform internal to
educational institutions with no real impact on the ways in which schools intepaa -

with labor markets. A final kind of crilicism, explicitly normative. rather than
empirical, is that to the 'extent that career edtication is successful, it represents a
repressive curriculum, one designed to integrate individuals inte the exploitivel
degrading system of wage labor and to perpetuate class-based, racial, and sexual
patterns of inequality.. . . , . .

For many of the assertions in favor of and against career education, there ---,,

can be no real resolution sincb they are based on values, on readings of history, or
on forecasts of the future of career education. But, whether fortunately or unfor-
tugately, career education has survived to the point where programs have been' ,
imPlemented in a wide variety of schools.- Thuslit is now becoming possible 'to
formulate some research which would either validate ,.sorne of the einpitical
assumptions and exPectations of career education- or would deny their validity.
In particular, the 'fact that `career education at this point manifv.is itself in
specific prograins and' curriculum tracks which generally coexist wtAi the more
"traditional" program ::means that .there is often some' basis of cdialfmrisonr
between career. eduCa 'on and other programswhich can be .-useit ta teat the
efficacy of CE. .

In developing a research agenda, the scopeland vagueness of CE and the
refusal of some caree edwators to be precise about what it is designed, tO achieve
present 'serious prob ms. Obviously a program of evaluation requires a series of ..

objectives to be eval ated.. In fact, one of the valuable outcomes of a serious pro-
gram of evaluation 'mild be an increase specificity of carpet education and a \
refmement of, its obj ctives. On the basis, of what I have identified as the core of
career educition, theire seem to be four areas of research which would shed light
on the value of caree . education. '..

Firat and mOst obviously, career education programS can be scrutinized to.'
see if they make', ;ink discernable differences to students in them, compared with ..

non-CE -programs. Initially .thebasis of comparison may have to be those. skills.
and attitudes learned in schools. Since,, for example, career education has clainied "ft

, that 'it wituld help hold the attention of students, a logical ipference is that CE
programs 'should (other factors held cOnttant) improve traditional academic

',skills, such- as reading and mathematical ability; at the ifery least,. CE programs
should. do at least as well' as others. Investigatom the impact on academic skllls .,

would address the fears of someespecially educatorsthat career education day



undermine these areas of competence. Another kind of Objec ve involves infor-

mation about labor markets. One of the arguments most stro y advanced in

fayor of career education.has been that students are uninformed bout the labor

market, and thus in*e educational decisiorigsuch as the decision o continue to
collegeWithout .any real information; on the other hand,' fhe h 15.n capital

model is based on the assumption (anxi some. enipirical findings) that t e informa-

tiou available to students is fairly accurate (though ir may be available o ly"witha
lag,; particularly at critical- turning poir4s). Conclusions about whethe career

education students are or are klot better informed about the whole of lab nar-

ket prospects. would support one or another of these views. A-th,ird ekam of
the skillS'and attitudes which otight to be investgated nicludes attitudes low ds
schooling, towards work, and-towards social ingtitutions 1.4 general. An interp

tation of any observed differences would depend on one's value system, cot' course,

but a finding, that career educatipn makes some significant difference to attitudes
is necessa7 before its value can be judged.

Ultimately, a verdict on career educatioi must depend on whether it makes a
difference to the adult livéSto the "careers"Of itttdents enrolled in CE pro-
gams. Ihis suggests a variety of criteria for evaluatron. Thus if CE does.live up to
the.claim that it can give students the information to make more "rational" deci-

sions about sdiool attendance, we should see a difference in subsequent college
enrollment decisions. If CE in fact provides accurate incormation about job availa-

bilities and the experiences necessary to recognize personal preferences, there
should be a relatively greater congruence between an individual's field of prepara-
tion and his or her subsequent field of employment. If CE does in fact prepare
individuals for "careers," tben there should be relatively greater evidence of a
logical sequence of jobse.g.', those with progre4vely greeter responsibility, com-
plexity, or earningsfor those students from CE prgograms. If CE eliminates sex

and race stereotyping, then female and non-white CE giScluates ought to display a

wider variety of careers than those who havenot been ih CE programs. If CE does

in fact provide an individual with the flexibility necessary to adjdst.to changing

labor market conditions then -CE graduatesoshould display relatively fewer spells

of unemployment and time ou o laboi market than others. Programs should
also make some difference to job sa *sfaction (for reasons which would require
further examination), to patterns ofl sure time use, and to adjustment to family
life. The list ,of hypotheses which could be tested is much larger, of course; the
imPortant point is that theY be addiened to the claims whieh career educators
have made on behalf of their programs.

There are of coursdserious conceptual and' methodological difficulties in
comparing the results of different curficula. Such comparisOns require longitudinal
data, which is both difficult and expensive to collect. They require a control
group, which is 'often non-c6mparable in significant ways. Above all, tV problem
that some selection process tales placel-for example, that career education 4pro-

grains for some reason enroll less able 'or more able students than the school
poPulation at largepiesents the possibility for substantial bias in the results even
after controlling for such a selection problem. There has been considerable research
evaluating:curriculum differences, so that some experience has been devela4411 in
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handling; these 'problems.s' }Tut whatever the difficulties, the point remains that
assertions which are essentially empirical and which lay the basis' for Policy deci-

. sions mei-it testing. Only by carrying out evaluations of career education programs
will it lie vossible to judge their validity.

A second general area of research starts from the claim of some career educa-
tors that CE will end the "mis-match" of workers and jobs by providing more
precise information and training_ for those jobs which .ane available. Such a devel-

. opment would be beneficial indeed, since past efforts to match students to the
job4 available have by and large failed.s.2 More generally, it appears that career
education has ini;erited the mantle of die manpower programs of.the 196Qs in
that the demise of those prograMs has left career education as the only expanding
program which attempts te) coirect. certain. social.and economic problemssuch as
unemployment and underemploymentthrough education and training. Yet there
are unresolved questions aboiit the effectiveness of Manpower programss3 which
apply with equal force to career education. In particular, the independent power

. of training _programs in an economy with relatively slack demand for laboras
measired most obviously in historically high rates of unemployment-Jemain a
highlY debatable issue. In es..sence the 'claim that any training program can reduce
the "mis-match" between workers and jobs depends first on the relative number
offjobs which go unfilled despite the existence of unemploymenteither because
'of the lack Of information, training bottlenecks, on regional patterns of demand
and supplyand second on the ability of programs to forecast and.then correct
the sources of these imbalances. A research program which clarified the magnet,-
tude of these kinds of "mis-matches," specified the reaions for them, and identi-
fied programs whiph might eliminate them would help reduce same of the rke.*
tonic in the claims for and against career education.

A third research agenda should focus on some of the' criticisms of career..
education, particularly on the contention that CE is likely to reinforce the ten- '
dency of education to track individuals by social class, by race, and to some
extent by sex. While CE claims that it will reduce such tracrmg, some of the early
evidence is not particularly compelling: content artalysis of CE curriculum mate-
rials fchind that they promoted both sexual ind racial stereotypes." Thus it is .

important to monikr not only the content of careen,education, bufalso,the class,
race, and ,sexual composition of CE programs. One part of such a rese&rch aginda
should fpcus on Juni.* colleges, since the expansion of two year colleges has pro-, ..vided one of die mechanisms of social stratification through the "cooling-oat" of
various groups,ss and junior colleges have been increasingly suffused with vo,.a-
tional and carper education courses.

Finally, resiarch on, the possible signaling pad credentialing functions of
400ling will s4ed some light on the appropriateness of CE. If schools are essen-
tially sorting detIces, then the inipact of career education at the margin is likely

,,to be. small. CE. mita result in different individuals gaining access to* Mt best
Occupationse.g., *more (or leis) non-whites, more (or less) whites from lower-
class backgroundsbut in the aggregate it would be urilikely to make any differ-
once to thc aggregte.productivity of the labor force:

a
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So far ca'reer ethicati6n has developed qn its own, with relatitelS, (little fea-
e ,aeral money though with considerable leadership frbrri. the 0, ce bf Education.

It is clearly a reform which has responded to some of the pg'st fears wfrith

surfaced iii the late sixties find early ievenkies, and as such has been independently
proposed by a number of groups investirating education and work issues.56 But
the relatively small amoun't of federal funding may be greatly expanded in the

..- next feAv years," as there evidently is considerable political pressure behind
career education. It is difficult to-Threcast the dfivelopment of career educa ion

r
in the absence of policy initiatives based on, evaluation. If i6 proponent tare i

right, then i t will^ restore interest in sehooling, increase the productivity of w - 4,

5 ) .

ers, improlie waker satisfaction, eliminate racial, sexual, and ila ss-based disc ril

nation in schooling, and correct various imbalances in pchool-work link. I it-
critics are correct in their' forecasts, then it will eit kas a repressive mea
reinforcing docility.and obedience in alienating Work`441ronments, increasing
satisfaction by lowering expectations, and furtheting \class, racial, and Aixual'
stratification; or it will simply degenerate into ano4rAcadernic subject o f.iio mak

--,
importance. The debate i's in large part politicaFatd value-based, and talch is ,.4,

unlikely to be decided on the basis of researefi. But/ a rqsearch progra wOuld at

the very least give some empirical content to-clebates over career echac ion.°

Conclusion
air Evidently, asiociated with each of the threep les I have c6vered is a!Poten-

tially vast' research agenda. There are, however,i few ways in which the three
resdarch agendas presented are similar, aside frOm their common origin In:educa-
tional phenomena which haKe beert widely experiencedthe expansion y'f'sblibbf:
ing levels, without any sense of its.purpose; the feeling of schoolings's iO4easi
irrelevance and lack of efficacy, the falling returns to college and the redlizations
that college graduates cannot always get "collegelype" jcibs, and the lik,e.

the various hypothe-ses I have proposed are clearly different from the hunran
capital models which have dominated. research on the relationship between school
and wOrk. This suggests ttiat the-usual latnan capital..agendwzrthe estimation pf
retura to schooling in particularis insufficient, at least ikntil such results can jac

more precisely understood.sg econd, the problem of signaling/cred-entialing
appeared in ekch of the threisectiOns. When expresse,d in the most general terms

as the issue of how selection in the labor market is related to schooling, and how
skills required in jbbs are related to skills in school, then signaling/credentialing in
fact appears to subsume all the others. Finally, given what I take to be the domi-
nant economic "fact" of our timesthe rather sluggish economy of the 1970s and
the prospects that slow growth and high levels of unemplOyment will remain
the intermediate or long runall three of these topics in some way come back to
the issue of what the marginal role of schooling can be in ameliorating labor mar-
ket problems, in the absence of any efforts to change the structure of labor
demand.

At the deepest level, the changed economic setting ekt the seventies allops us

to perceive a variety of contradictory roles which school have come to play. In
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the period of growth after Norkl War II, these various roles could all be simul-
taneously accommodated: The large cohora -of the baby boom could b.e stashed
in school while still being promisedrdalistically, it appearedthat there would
be skilled jobs for 'all of them. The educational system* could afford simultane-
ously to inerease teasher salaries, expand its plant, and provide Compensatory
programs: With employment and growth at high levels, scpidbling did not appear
to be a zero-sum game. Competnsatory education, some equalitation of local
school spending levels, a narrowing of the distribution of years of schooling, and
even Some racial integration could all take place withotit threatening the Utiliza-
tion of the4chools bY middle-class groups to maintain the class status of their

40, children, and without genOrating the kinds -of fierce battles which characterize
such efforts now. _

Now resource liinits and high unemployment rates make every el:ideational
decision a zero-sum game; with .clear winners and losers, exPlicit tra e-offs, and
highly political consequences. Integration efforts mean that whites lse control
over Schools. Resources flowing to women under Title IX mean that male sports
programs are cut back. Efforts, to equalize the distribution of educational re-
sources threaten the relative position of the wealthy. Declining fiscal resources
have put an end- to automatic feacher salary increases, generating increasingly
bitter fights and setting teachers against parents and children. If'youngpeople stay
in school to avoid the depresSed labor market and "youth unemployment," there
is no guarantee that they will find the kinds ofjo,ks they have been led to expect.
Every*here the Contradictory roles of.; schooling are evident: between providing
equal opportUnity, and social mobility anti reproducing the class and racial struc-
ture; between legitimizing a particular econcimi and political system and provid-

.. ing students with a truly critical capacity; between Preparing an efficient labor
force fOr the mass of löwer4evel jobs and maintaining the promise of unlimited
social Mobility for all; beiren providing employMent for a Well-educated,midille

. class group (teachers) and' !'emafturis a relatively efficient and inexpensive institu-
..

111

bon Of sociareptoduction. .
<

These ,contradictiOnS Were not readily apparent in the fifties an d the sixties.
With allInstitutions groWing Simultaneously, ascribing growth and productivity
intreases io schooling was'Plausible, and aCcommodating.all -demands on the edu-.
cational system was possible. *The changi,n& economict ontext of 'the- seventies,
w4iie *may force...Soine major pOlicy'revisions,.also provides us with sufficient
infonnatiOn to re-evalUate the relationship-between-Schooling and work. The
resohition of the cOntrOdiction in education is necessarily a political and value-
laden procesi. But ,our highest hope should be to utilize the 'information now
available to perceive the regressive and ataistic *solutions for what they are,. and

. to reject themin favorof More progressive solutions.
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Chapter 7

Recurrent Education
and Employment

David Stern

Intiodudion
This paper considers recurrent education as a means to help accomplish

three purposes: (1) 4!dernocratizgion" of Workplaces, (2) increasing the growth
rate of labor productivity and thereby helping to reduce unemployment in the
Iong, run, and ,(3) mitigating disruptions due to the 1945-60 baby boom. With
reference to the first two purposes, "recurrent edlication" will mean certain kinds
of work-related education for adults, which may or may not require some inter-

ption, of full-time work.' The third Ourpose, in contrast, does.inmily periods of
absence from work, but these could be used for aliocational as well as vocational
education, or even for pure recreation. The reasons for the changing dermition
will be explained in the discussion.

, I

.Recurrent Educigion and Workplace
Democratization

During the 1970s it has been unfashionable in the U.S. to propose educa-
tional reform as an instrument for reforming social structure. Books ince Jencks'
frtequality2 and Carnoy's and Levin's The Limits otEducational Reform3 have
discouraged belief in the effectiveness of educational policy as a Means for reduc-
ing socioeconowic inequality. A National Institute of Education review admon-
blies us;

"There Ii a limit to what eduiation can do to cure the ills of society.,
And suggesting that its curative powers dre strongerthan we have learned
they are will only add to the discrepancy between social expectations
and what the educational system can 'actually deliver."4
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In this time a unremitting realism, it has therefore become unusual to find

expressions of hope and enthusiasm such as those contained in some,recent dis-

cussions -of recurrent education. These discussions are now suggesting that tecur-

rent education can help promote far-reaching reforms in the econoniy and society,

through democratization of workplaces.

' Most, if not all, Western European countries have enacted laws extending the

rights of employees to 'Participate in managing the economic enterprises in which

they work. Sweden has -led the way with a series of laws, the latest of which went

into effect in. January 1977. It requires employers to negotiate with employees

over all maior decisions affecting the workplace, "such as shifts in.production or

organization, sale *Of the unit, or large-scale staff transfers."5 "Management pre-

rogative" is virtually eliminated. lmpIoyees will now share responsibility for

decisions about investment, product design, marketing, production planning,

personnel management, and. .so on. Sweden's Prime Minister Paline called the new

law "the most radical and thorough equity reform in .this country since universal

suffrage."6
Effective use of the right to participate in managing the workplace, perhaps

even more than the right to vote, requires a substantial amount of education.

Anticipating this requirement, Sweden enacted several laws in the early 1970s

which now enabl'e all employees.to take short' periods of educational leave with.

pay, and with protection of job security.7 Swedish labor -unions are encouraging

workers to use some of their: paid leave to attend "study circles" (a traditional

Swedish form of adult education) organized by the unions to teach the purposes

and techniques of economic self-management.8 Recurrent education of this kind

gives people a chance to redefme their relationship to their own work, to take

some additional responsibility for understanding and influencing what goes on in

the organizations which employ them. Education becomes a process for workers

to know more about what they are doing. By making possible some redistribution

of authority in Workplaces, this kind of education helps to accomplish a major

transformation of the social structure. In Sweden, and in the Italian metalworkers'

union program of "150 hours,"9 education is believed to "have an important con-

tribution to make to the further development of Western 'democratic societies,"

by enabling and mptivating employees to engage in "more active and determined

involvement in the problem areas of political and economic life.""

As a recent OECI) monograph put it,

"industrial democracy requires its participants to be wqllversedain cer-

tain fields; conversely, participation in the democratic processinevitably

stimulates motivation for education as those involved the need

for this expertise."

And the aECD report on recurrent education in 'Japan gives a similar account

from the pragmatic viewpoint of employers:

" . . . in the 1960s ind.ustrial circles made a quick response to the idea

of lifelong education, from the point of' view that they could nbt achieve

higher prilductivity without heightening their emplccyees' incentives to

work spontaneously and effectively. In other words, the principle of
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mangement has been trandormed froin the traditionaltype of "con-
trolled management".4o the new type -of management that requires
workers themselves to exercise control over their jobs. This recognizes'
the workers as responsible people with imagination and ingenuity. such
a change requires a new and .appropriately planned training system, and

9n this sense alarge firm becomes,a school for continUed learning.412. t

In the U.S., the posSibility of education contributing to workplace democrati-
zation, and thus reducing "underemploymentthe chronic underutilization of
education, and other human resources"haS been desCribed by James
O'Toole." As leader of the 1972 HEW Task Force. of Work in America,14
O'Toole helped introduce 'the idea of job redesign and "humanization" of work
into American public policy .discustions. He then wrote in 1975,

"Experiments in Europe and America in which learning has become, the
goal of blue-Collar jobS have shbVin remarkable success in meeting these
problems of underemployment. Management experts are starting to,build
a body of evidence indicating that individual growth and organizational
growth can Occur\ simultaneously and' compatiyy. Ip a,General Foods
plant in Topeka, Kansas, for example, all workers have the opportunity
to learn all the jobs in the plant and are compensated for each new job .

they learn. Almost all workers, including those who haye only minimal
levels of educatiqn, knoW how to repair-the plant's cthnplex, transistor7

. ized, coniputer-hie monitorWith thousands of 'circuits and switches. It
was found thatOparning is the leey to-jo6 satiifaction in this.plant. Even
more important this desire tia learn has spread to nonwork activities.
General Foods offers to refund the tuition. for ani course any of its em-
ployees pursuel in his or her Spare time. Three times more wqrkerk in
the Topeka plabt take advantage of this offer .than in all obier General
Foods plants. It appears that learning on the job has whetted the work-
ers' appetite for more education. It has overcome the sense Of educa-
tional tadequacy. that Afflicts .so many blue-collar workers. Produc-
tivity WO percent higher than in .pthipatable but traditionallydesigned
plants, and there is hope tliat. other employers will follow suit.""

,*?--)
Another example of American workers developing an appetite for education

after beginning to exercise more control in the workplace is the Harman Interna-
tional plant in Bolivar, Tennessee, In a carefuhy planned demonstration involVing
the UAW; top management fronithe company, and a team of sbcial psychologists,
workers Al the plant have been given opportunities to decide how they wanted to
restructure their jolis. One-of the results Of the changes they haVe made is that the
work is getting done more quitkly, and, the employees are free two hothe early
or Istay at work and use the time as..they. choose. One thing they Save chosen to
do with this neW free time is start a school in the plant, with instruction in both
work4ejated and avocational Subjects." .

Op the basis of such evidence,. O'Toole asserts .that "workers want their
learning tó be work-baied," and this:
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"might be seen as an opportunity for the true integration of work and

fearning. Schools, ,now in a desperate search for 'new clientele,' might

take the initiative and approach employerk with programs that would

grant credit for learning what occurred on the job, in class,' or where-

ever. Using flexible performance certification or competency-based

systems, the purpose would be to facilitate the continuous upgrading of

workers' credentials.""

; While it may be true that employees in general Would be more satisfied and

productive if they cduld learn more on the .job, it seems to take something like'

the Topeka. or Bolivar experiments, or thc, Swedish Iorkplace democratization

movement, to make large numbers of workers want to .learn More about their

Work. Like the 'tuition reiinbursement available to all General Foods employees,

opportunities for work-related recurrent education already exist in many corn-.

panies and many countries, but they_ are generally under-Wilized. For example,

di 1967 the Conference Board surveyed 200 U.S. and Canadian companies which a

.had some kind of tuition-aid plan for employees. In 155 companies cooperating

with the survey, there were more than 3.6 million employees eligible to receive

some reimbursement for takink job-related courses, but the typical goinpany's

participation rate was 44 Percent, in spite of the fact that 53 companies. even

alb:60d some 'courses 4a be taken On company time. In most companieS, the ma-

jority of workers whd did partidipate,were male, salaried, non-union employeei."

The plans surveyed ly the Conference Board were all-management-initiated
. .

Oan.s. However, in at least two cases where major unions (the UAW and thiJUE)

have bargained for and won this kind of educational fringe benefit, the rate of.

participation has been similaily smali." Even in France, .where:Paid leave for

work-relited education is a 4h. t guaranteed by.national law shim 1971, one of

tlie top officials responsible for the program in .1973 listed first among the "most

difficult problems" still remaining the fact that "Many workers are not yet-in-

spired,with the spirit of continuing education . However strongly workers

might desire sonic paid leave, many choose not to takeit when it has to be spent

teaming things related to work. A program of paid leave for iocationateducation

for young workers in Belejum hats been similarly undersubscribed.2'

Existing opportunities for work-related recurrent education tend to be used

mainly by workers who Oready have relatively high status. "Studyafter study. has

Shown.i direct correlation between the length of initial education and the liken-,

hood of participation in adult education."22 In France, for exaMPle,'employees

in professional and managerial positioni are more likely to take advantage of paid

educational leave than watkers in more retutine subordinate jobs." But does this

mean that hiitial education causes people to want to keep learning, or that initial

educatiqn simply selects people who are most willing and able to learn, or that

initial education helPs detenninp access to the kind of job about, which there is

sOmething interesting to lie learned? Von Moltke and Schneevoigt can only coil-

elude that "Motivation for educational leave . . . appears to derive at least as 0

strongly from occupational statui as from prior éducation.624
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But exactly what it itabo 'oecupational status" which inclines Workers who

have more of it to want to k s learning? An answer4s suigested by one study of
continuing education among w rkers wno allhad very similar occupational status.

,
This was a I4-year studi of 110 engineersin three organizations. Th..e study found
an aisociation between particiP tion in continuing education and the degree to
which an individual's job was pro essionally challenging.'s .

This fmding is consistent wi i general view that motivation for learning at
work is both intrinsic and extrin *c. Higher-status workers are more likely to par-
tilipate-in work-related. recurrent ducatlon both because. they like the feeling of
knoWing about their field of work\ and because they receive material rewards for
applying their knowledge. In a stratified system of wckk roles, jobs at higher levels
tend to be more interesting and 4lIenging (which does net always mean more

, "satisfying"), as well as better paid. More initial education helps to .provide (but
'ddert not guarantee) access to jobs. Individuals who do fmd .challeng-k
Mg and well-paid workearly in th careers apparently are more likely to want
recurrent education later on, both to keep groiting intellectually and to keep
'advancing up, the job ladder. \ ., .

The implication is that work-based recurrent education will not appeal to large
t!yumbers of workers unless and until th y can see eithez more personal satisfaction

---"-or mor material benefits7-or bothco g to thent:as a result' of learning more
about their jobs. Schools seeking new clients will not have much success in ar-
keting work-based programs until and u ess More workplaces are restructured to-
create either intrinsic or extrinsic ince tivesor bothfor employees to .keep

1leaqiIng. 6chools can create opportuniti s for workers to learn, but they, cannot
brinabout the ,Changes in workplaces iliecessaty to motivate learning. As Von
Moltke and Schneevoigt remind us, ..

"Education alone is a weak agent for social change, and an impotent one
In the face of countervailing tendencies in the labor market and in social
policy. As part of a far-reaching, comprehensive' palicy of change in
working life and social conditions, education may provide an instrument
to mitigate certain side effects of a technological-industrial society and
to assist in moving toward desijed change; but the impetus for change
comes not from education but from the overall complex process of
developing a public consdousness of the pressing issues that need to be
tackled. This is essentially the way in which educational leave is to be
used in Sweden. Educational leave in this sense should be viewed . . . as
part of a number of interlecking social and economic policies, the crux
of which must be. to change the conditions of workthe leading variable
in adult life.

.

l

"Educational leave in this sense is rare in Europe . . "26 It is non-existent
in America.

The questieri is: Where will the impetus for workplace democratization ceme
from, and will it be strong and pervasive enough to warrant a whole new system
of recurrent education to accommodate it?

22 6
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Prospects for Workplace Democratization
tv.

In Europe, workplace democratization antl paid educational leave have both

been pushed mainly by labor unions and the political parties with which they are

affiliated. In ihe U.S., although some unions have won tuition reimbursement and

similar educational fringe benefits in collective bargaining, the AFL-CIO has not

yet begun to lobby for a national system of paid educational leave. Clark Kerr

notes that a national System of health insurance is much higher on American

labor's political priority list.27
The.low priority of paid educational leave for American labor unions is con:

sistent with the low prigrity they give to workplace demdcratization. Unlike their

European counterparts, Americap labor unions have not been pushing either for
national laws.to indrease workers' participation in management or for contracts
with:individual employers which would do the same.'

There is real difficulty in achieving workplace democratization through col-

lective bargaining, because it is hard to know exactly how much additional mate-

rial output or intangible psychic benefit for employees would result from a given

change. in the organization. of the workplace. Therefore, although both sides at the

bargaining table could expecit to gain something, it is not in the interest of either

side to press a formal demand, because the rules of collective bargaining dictate

that if one side makes a demand, the other side can expect to ask for some con-

cessionbut neither side knows how big a concession would be warranted. The

process of collective bargaining therefore inhibits tlie search for reforms from
which the gains foi each side are probably positive, but uncertain.29

Some individual unions, most notably the UAW, have begun to develop

approaches to workplace democratization through discussions with employers

outside collective bargaining." These efforts may produce important changes

within certain industries. But the American labor movement as' a whole is far

from ready to make any coordinated effort to bring about workplace democrati-

zation through national law, as in Europe. In the near future, as Henry Levin

says, American unions are "likely to be a rather conservative force. . . . But, over

the Icing rula,hey may have to yield to other forces such .as grass-root pressures

for change:'1411

What is the likelihood of grass-root pressurp sufficient to overcome the inertia

of American labor unions? Kenneth Walker, in a recent paper on "The Implica-

tions of Industrial Democracy for Educational Planning," observes thaf the first

reason for the trend toward industrial democracy has been

"pressure (which) has built up in many countries for the granting of
equal rights and maximum opportunities to all categories of Workers.
The principal categories affected have been: women, ethnic minorities,

handicapped workers, les§ educated workers, and older workers."32

Walker claims,
"The basic political trend which has contributed to increasing interest

in industrial democracy is simply the, gradual working out of theimpli-
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cations of the dediopratic Ideals that took root in the 18th and 19th
.Centuries."33

However; as Hemy Levin argues in his payer on "Workpidce Democracy and Edu-
cational Planning," democxatic and egalitatian ideals do not prevent

.

"the continuing functioning of the societies to -produce 'unspeakable
'poverty and squalor on the one hand and unimaginable wealth on the
other; to sanction a ruling class and a disenfranchised one;.and to spon-
sor pOlitical; economic, and physical repression . . "34-

Although Levin and Walker may disagyee on the effectiveness of egalitarian,
democratic ideals in brineng about democratization of workplaces, they do wee
that for purely economic reasoils more and More employers are likely to institute
reforms of the kind Levin calls "micro-political." These

.0

"represent alterations in the internal decision making of the work enter-
vrise that increase the participation 'of workers in matters which affect
the nature and organization of their work... . . In these cases some tradi-
tional managerial prerogatives are relinquished or shared with .workers.
. . . Thus, the typical micro-political modifications of the work enter-
prise will increase the participation of workers in determining such mat-
ters as production schedules, training regimen, work assignments, and
work methOds. However, such changes will not affect the overall con-
trol of the organization as reflected in decisions on the choice of prod-
ucts or services to be produced, pricing policies, investment plans, dis-

4 tribution of 'profits, or overall organizational.structure . . . "3S

As examples of micro-technical reforms which more employers can te expected
to emulate; Levin cites the General Foods plant in Topeka, the Hannan Interna-
tional plant in Bolivar, Tennessee, the Scanlon plant, and the Volvo plant in Kal-
mar, Sweden.

Levin and Walker also agree on two main reasons why such reforms are likely
to proliferate. First of:all, Levin asserts, "The record for improving productivity
through these forms of participNjon is rather substantial."36 Similarly, but 'more
cautiously, Walker writes,

"Although participation -may not provide an invariably satisfactory
solution to the practical problems of production . . . sufficient success
has been achieved so far to indicate that managements will .continue.to
seek to solve these problems by various forniS of workers' participation
-in management.""

The second reason on which Walkerand Levin agree is that the growing num-
bers of young, highly educated workers wildemand more participation. Walker
cites studies showing mOre educated .people are more likely to believe iv the effi-
cacy of the political process, are more interested in "political affairs and pro-
cesses." and are more likely to participate.3s
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"the frustrations of, the young and overly-educated worker are due in
_

largemeasure. to the lack of autonOmy and lbw skill requiremotts of

the jobs that will be available. . . . The implication is that at the liiticer

levels of the firm productivity will be maintained by placing an inerec

ing emphasis on participation in the decisions that affect the work

situation."39

Both of these reasons are debatable, however. In 1974 I carried out a survey

among a sample of 900 unionized municipal employees, specifically to test

whether ages and educational attainment were associated with expressed desire for

different kinds of changes in the job. From conversations with accountants,

nurse's aides, secretario, and social service supervisors, I developed a list of spe-

, cific hypothetical changes in their jobs. These changes included a two-hour reduc-

tion id the working week with no change in pay, two different proposals for more

flexible work-hours, a proposal for two hours, of paid educational leave each week,

a proposal for tuition reimbursement, and three proposals whih would have given

employees more opportunity to participate in managing their own workplaces.

I expected younger and more highly educated workers in each job category to

express greater desire for more partig,ipation. They did not." Demands for the

various hypothesized changes were, al:expected, associated with -expresSed dis-

satisfaction over various aspects of the job, but these dissatisfactions appeared to

be idiosyncratic, not consistently associkedt with age, education, sex, race, or

family status. Perhaps in pther samples son* clear associationswould einerge, but

such associations are not ubiquitous in the i)opulation. Other studies have 'found

that exPressed satisfaction with the job as a whole is more strongly associated

with autonomy and "challenge" among More highly educated workers,41 and

that people also express more dissatisfaction with jobs where they feel their edu-

, cation is not useful's' (this s also true in >the municipal employees sample). But

my survey indicates that these attitudes and preferences of highly educated em-

ployees do not necessarily result in stronger demands,for participation in manag-

ing the workplace. Somehow, as Richard Hackman says, people adapt,

Hackman i§ a researcher and practicing management consultant who has

done a great deal of theoretical and applied work on the design of jobs: His recent

paper on "The Design of Work in the .1980s"43 begins with two conclusions from

research and practice in the field. The first conclusion, compatible with Levin and

Walker, is th*. "Many individuall are Presently under-utilized and under-challenge'd

at .wOrk." The second i "People are much more adaptable than we often assume."

This is somewhat at odds with the views of Levin and Walker. In ediscuiSion

perhaps modelled on Amory Lovins' famous essay on energy policy, Hackman

delineates

:1
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"two quite different routes that can be taken as choice. are made about

how to design and manage work in the next decade and beyond. One I
route, which derives from the conclusion that many people are under-

utilized by the work they do, leads to increases in the level of challenge

that is. built into jobs, and in the degree of self-control jab-holders have
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in managing their own work, In effect, we would attempt' to change*
jobs to make them better fits for the people who do them.

The other route derives from the second conclusion: namely, that people
gradually adapt and adjust to almost any work situation, even one that
initially seems to greatly under-utilize their talenti This route leads to
greater control of work procedures and closer monitoring of/work out-
comes by management to obtain increases in the productive efficiency
of the workplace. Technological and Motivational devices would be
used to attempt to change the behavior of people to fit the demands of
*ell-engineered jobs. The expectation is that in a carefully designed
work environment employees gradually will adjust to having little per-

' sonal control of their .work, and the efficiencies gained by using sophis-
ticated managerial -controls of work and workers Will more than com-
pensate for any temporary.dissatisfactions the people experience."

This is a stark choice. The first route leads to more learning and participation in
workplaces; Hackman cites the General Foods plant in Topeka as a well-known
example. The second route leads to1"behavior modification" (already widely prac-
ticed in schools and starting to be used in, business), with empfoyees' behavior
minutely monitored by on-line information microprocessors. With the growing
sophistication of biofeedback machines w14ch can cOntrol brainwave patterns,
the possibilities are mind-boggling. Hackman thinks route two will lead, to more
"craziness" among employees because they will be .rewarded externally, for
activities about which they have negative feelings. .

Hackman preferS route one, but he thinks we are already proceeding down
route two. Unlike Levin and Walker, he believes we will continue on the route of
fitting' people to jobs, because this is what managers and workers are accustomed
to, and the resistance to change is very strong.,He notes the reaction against the
Tópeka experiment on the part of managers in other parti of the General Foods
organization." Even if we had more systematic' knowledge about how to fit jobs
to people, Haclanan believes, implementation of this knowledge will be strongly
opposed by many experienied workers who have adapted to their present jobs,
and by managers who belide "organizations are supposed to be run from the top
down,.not from the bottom up."

fii contemplating the possible future of work, 4 is important to keep in mind
that national surveys of employees in the U.S. consistently find that "interesting"
work and opportunitig, to edevelop one's "own .speci41 abilitieS" are among the,
two or three most important things people say they look for in a job." The
demand for workplace democratization is there, but, like the demand for work-
based recurrent education, it is a latent demand. Whether this demand becomes
effective depends in part on the bargaining power of emploYees relative to em-
ployers. Fitting jobs to people makes more sense economically when people are
in short supply and employers are required to work with the people they've got,
rather than firing people who don't quite fit in. The prospects for workplace
democratization; and the need to plan for corresponding programs of recurrent
gducation, will therefore depend, at least in the U.S., on the state of the labor
market, as measured by the rate of unemployment. .

. 2 3
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Recurrent Educailon, Full Employment
and Productivity

Full employment would increase the likelihood of workplace democratiza-
tion; it is also a separate and important objective in itself. Some countries, notably

/France and Germany, have used recurrent education ds a means tb help achieve
and maintain full employment. In France, the government has joined forces with

'employers and labor unions to provide various programs to retrain workers.The
enabling legislation began in 1959, was modified during the 1960s, and culminated

in the 1971 Law for the Organization of Further Vocational Training in the

Framework of Permanent Education.46 In Germany, the 1969 Employment Pro-
motion Act empowered the agency which administers unemployment insurance

to operate training programs as wee' In both countries these retraining programs
are open to the unemployedlike the various manpower training programs in the.
U.S.and also to employed 'workers. Employed workers who have to miss work
for some period in order to participate in training or retraining programs rective
stipends to offset foregone earnings, and their job security is protected.

These programs are inten4ed to help maintain full employment mainly by
hastening the movement of people into productive sectors where there are short-

ages of trained workers. As such, these programs complemer4 efforts to predict

where jobs vacancies will occur and to inform workers about them.". Apparently
there have not yet tbeen any attempts to measure the actual impact of these train-
ing and, retraining programs on the overall unemployment rate. 'Indeed, it would
be very difficult to separate these effects empirically from the effects of other
labor markets programs and other macroeconomic policies generally:

However, a recent paper by Bally and Tobin provides a framework for analyz-

ing the 'effect of recurrent education programs on the rate of unemployment in
theory." The problem, in the long run, is to reduce the rate of unemployment
without canting inflation to accelerate. Accelerating inflation in the labor market

means that wages keep increasing faster than expected. The expected rate of wage

inflation.depends on historical experience and is embodied in institutional arrange-

ments 'such as cbst-of-living clauses in labor contraqs. Given the expected rate of

wage inflation, Bally and Tobin postulate (on thebasis of some evidence) that
wage inflation will tend to adcelerate if the unemployment rate decreases and/or

if the job vatancy rate increases-Given the number of jobs which exist at a par-

ticular time, Bally mit Tobin show that a program of recurrent education or any
Other prograrn will permit a reduction in unemployment without causing wage
inflation to accelerate if all of the following three conditions are met: (1) The

number of.job vacancies decreases. (2) The number of people looking for jobs

(i.e., formally in the labor force) decreases. (3) The prbgram does not cause
employers to raise wages for other reasons.

Thus the BailY-Tobin analysis implies that recurrent education can enkance
the effectiveness of direct job-creation or other policies designed to reduce unem-
ployment in the long run, if recurrent education is focused mainly on the unem-
ployed_or soon-to-be-employed, if it does not attract qeople into the labor force
who otherwige would not seekpaid employment, and if the stipends, are not so
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Jame as to Make anyone choose to participate in recurrent education rather than
take. (or keep) a paid job. A recurrent education prograT meeting these criteria
would look niore like an American-style training program for the unemployed than
a European,style program of paid leave for employed workers. (All this, assumes
that people are not counted as employed while they are.participating in recurrent
education.)

Bally and Tobin also extend their model tO analyze the problem of segmented
labor markets. They conclude that it is possible to reduce structural unemploy-
mentfor example, in depressed regionsbut not without causing some additional
tinemployment among other groups in the labor force. They believe such redistri-
bution Of unemployment may be justified in some instances. Recurrent education
programs have in fact been used to help:implement such policiesfor example,in
the coal-Mining Ruhr ValleY of GermanY."

The long-mil effect of recurrenteducation for emploxed workers on the rate
ibf unemployment depends on how it affects the growth of average labokprodue-
tiyity. Increasing labor product:h.rity results in higher real wages and more emPToy-
ment in the. economy as a whole.0

,so

The empirical question, then, is whether increased investment in recurrent
education for employed workers can in fact lead to a sustained increase in the
growth rate of labor produrtivity..-Ati*ent this question cannot be answered.
There are reports Of a great deaf of iitsttfriti*raining going on in industry already.
For example, in 1975 the Confeiiiiitt*rds-,.- With assistance from the Carnegie
Corporation, 'surveyed 600 of 'theliiitisi:4dinpanies in the U.S. and _found that
they spent roughly. $2 billion on fornfal eancation .for employees in the preceding
year. About one.out of 6very eight employees participatpd in such training. 52

But does this massive exPenditure on training by industry pay off? Is pro-
, ductivity higher than it would be without such formal training effprts? .Do em-

ployees really learn what they are suppoSed to learn, and do they put it to use?
The Conference Board found "Most companies, like most schools and colleges,
have found that evaluation is diffieult. . "" Similarly, a ,Business Week report
on training programs for managers observes,

-"When companies begin training so many managers, either in-house or
outside, evaluatina the alternatiVe progranisvd the resultsbecome
increasingly diffictilt.""

A thorough investigation of the effectiveness Of On-thelob training programs-
, would have, to considerltots only whatever formal instruction is provided, but also

the infonizal processes of teaching and learning that go on continuously in work
organizations_ The informal processes may, enhance or Conipletely undermine the
benefits of formal instruction. The formal and informal processes of learning on
the job could be considered together under the rubric of "job-learning." The
question of how to design effective on-the!job training then becomes one in-1
larger set of questions about how characteristics of organizations affect job-
learning. Other questions in the set,might include:
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4.
r`

I . How to Measure the amoiint of job-learning that takes place in
actual work settings? To what extent could the written and practi-
cal tests piesently administered in schools and training programs be
adapted to measure learning In particular jobs? ,

2. Among work organizations of the same kind, what is' the relation-

ship between rate of job-learning and productivity over time? For

this comparison, work organizations could be classified by the fol-

lowing kinds of characteristics:

Type of product or service.
Ownership: .is the enterprise owned by workers, managers, the gov-

ernment, or absentee stockholders; i.e., how are profits divided?

Size.
Rate of expansion.

Existence of union(s).
Average number of subordinates per supervisor.

Average ratio of immediate supervisor's to subordinate's salary.
Number of supervising levels. ,
Proportion of positions at each level filled from inside the organiza-

`tion.
begree of participation by employees in decisions regarding product

design, marketing, investment of profits, pay stmcture, pace of
4, production, etc.

0
3. Which characteristics of organization s. are most strongly associated

with job-learning?

4. How is job-learning distributed among employees by age, sex, and

level in the hierarchy?
#

5. What are the mechanisms for job-learAing? What is the relative im-

portance of formal on-the-job training compared to informal ex-

changes of information and guidance?

6. How much does job-learning really interfere withjo oing? Econo-

mists .have -tended to atsume that any increase 'general human

capitar formation during work time must an equal redubtion .-

1

of output and wages. Is this truei4 or are learning and doing soine-

'timer both risults_of the same activity?"
aft

7. To the extent that learnini applies only to a particular job or organ-
4 ization, how is the payoff divided between employer and employee?

This kind of specific training creates a bilateral monopoly situation,

where both employer and employee stand to gain nide by continu- .
ing the contract, because the eMployee would have to take less pay

elsewhere and the .employer would have to train someone else. But
41P if either party exploits his position, the other party would be better

IA
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'off terminating the contract. What determines the actual out-
come?"

8. Why should one employee spend time teaching another employee?
Do any organizations provide formal or informal incentives for job-
reaching? Seniority rules may remove some disingentives to teaching
other workers what one has learned from experience, but are thole
any actual positive incentives167

,

9. What are the attitudes of employees toward job-learning? rveys -
have found that some workers say they value the opporttØtty to
learn and develop skills at work, .but it is not clear whetler Job-
learning is always considered entirely instrumentala means toward
promotionor whether it is an end in itself. What characteristics of
work d or work organizations influence these attitudes?"

10. t of all the above, what is the most productive way to organ-
ize incentives and opporl'unities for job-learning in different kinds

. of enterprises?
_.

.

. Answers to questions such as these would give greater empirical content to -
the economic concepts of depreciation and obsolescence of knowledge. In theory,
depreciation is the decrease in knowledge due to individual aging, i.e., forgetting.

1,,
. ObsolesCenCe is the decline in value of old-knowledge as nev knowledge is created:

. .,

Sherwin Rosen has eptimated that the combined rate of depreciation and obso-
71escence of human capital is at least 10 percent peryear for college graduates and

15 percent for .higltsthool graduates." Similarly, Hanushek and Quigley estimate t
. that net investment in huMan capital becomes negative within six to eight years

after workers leave school.'" Such estimates, however, have had to be based on
highly, refined analySis of observeti earnings, because direct measures of job
learning have been lacking. Reliance on observed earnings to measure jab-learning
(or unlearning) reqiiires two very strontassumptions: that earnings are an accurate
m of productivity, and that emptivers know how to putemployees' knowl- ,

edge to productive, use.-If we accepted these asSumptions, there would be. no need
to s 'cly job-learning in actual work organizations, because there would be no way

. to improtte on present practice. However, the uncertainty expressed by employers
' about how to evaluate training programs indicates that the assumptions ate not
warranted in reality. There is indeed roOm for imitioyinig the transmission and

.

Atilizationof knowledge in work Organliations. . ..
Even if work enterprises were opthnally' organized for job-learning,' the scope, ..

ot job-learning would Still be too narroW, according to standard economic argu-
men No rational employer, will deliberately pay for employees to acquire an'y

eral" training, which might have value if the employees went to work for
employers. Instead; the rational eniplo.yer only pays for "Speciflc"Iraining,

which is wieful only if the employee stays employed in that firm: To the extent
that this Is rue, it means there is littler or no investmen.t in general training of

WorOrs-=tinless they somehow pay fOr it theniselves. Employers are
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even less likely to pay for employees to acquire what Von Moltke and Schnee-

toigt call "nonmaiketable qualifications"
"increased awareness and understanding of the present conditioning
socioeconomic factors and the capacity to act on them. . . ""

These qualificatcons will be relevant to productivity only if the organization of
workplaces becomes more democratic. With or without workplace democratiza-
tion, the potential contribution of recurrent education to long-run increases in the
growth of labor productivity, and to long-run reduction of unemployment, Will

be fully realized only when employed workers have the opportunity to make con-

tinuing investpent in their ovin general vocational skills.

Recurrent Education and the Bah'y Boom

Two purposes for recunent education have been described so far in this paper:

(1) prepare people to participate in democratized workplaces, and (2) help reduce

the long-run unemployment rate by increasing the growth fate of labor produc-
tivity. These two purposes are related, since reducing unemploYment would in-

crease the likelihood of workplace democratization. Reducing unemployment is

also, pf course, desirable for many other reasons.
Discussions of reCurrent educition in the U.S. in the early 1970s, however,

weie concerned with quite a different problem: the sudden appearance of "over-
educatioit." Virginia Smith observed at a 1973 ME conference that " .. by the

1970s . . . (policy makers) were questioning whether traditionally organized colle-

giate programs were necessarily the best vehicles for educating the nation."2
Frank Newman, principal author of the 1971. HEW Report on Higher Education,

bluntly asserted:
Since the educational system can no longer insure jobs, it should return
to its rational function of instillhig a desire to learn rather than offering
a ritualistic entry into the job market."

What troubled the policy-makers and analysts was ISw evidencetof an unpre-

cedented reduction in the economic returns to higher education, as documented,
for examPle, by Richard Freeman:

In I968, (white) cciiege men ages 25- to 29-years old earned 17% More
than high school men, of the same age; in 1973, just 6%' more. By con-

,. bast, relative incomes at other ates show only slight changes."

Freeman refened to this as a twisting of the crosi-sectional age-earnings profile.

It meant that men born 'after World Wat H, who attended college in higher pia.
portion than any cohort before them, were receiVing a smaller monetary payoff
from college than previoui cohorts had .obtained, at least early in their careen.
Since the earnings differential associated with a college degree had been stable for

about three decades prior to 1970, recent col1ege4raduates were earning less
money than they presumably expected. In this sense, there appeared to be a sur-

plus of young college graduates.
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Along with journalistic 'reports of unemployment among college graduates
and PhD.s, this kind of evidence prompted some people to suggest recurrent
education as a solution: if there are too many college graduates now; more young
peopJ, should be encouraged to go to work instead of college now, and then
maybe return to college later if they want. Henry Levin has pointed out the irra-
tionality of such proposals, from the viewpoint of a young. person: Even if the
economic payoff froth college is less than it used to.be, it is still positive, and for
the usual economic .reatons it stlll makes more sense to invest in education at g
young age rather than wait until later." Reducing "overeducation" is therefore
not a logical rationale for recurrent education. While there may well be systematic
tendencies for "overeducation" to occur, recurrent education is not the remeply.

However; recurrent education could be a remedy for the problem of ioo
many people of the same age all looking for jobs at the same time. Recall that

. what Freeman found was a reduction in the economic payoff tc; college mainly
among young men In 1973. These were the vanguard of the baby boom born
between 1945 and 1960 (birth rates peaked in the U.S. in 1957). Children of the
baby boom attended college in larger proportions than any previous cohort, and
it is therefore not surprising that the young college graduates did not command
such relatively high starting salaries as in previous years.

But economic superfluity among members of the baby-boom cohort has not
been confined to the top of the educational scale. Relative to male high school
graduates between the ages of 16 and 24 who.. were not enrolled in college, male
dropouts from high school in this same age group have had an increasingly hard
time finding work since '1960. In that year the unemployment rate among the
young male high school graduates was 15.2 percent; among the dropouts it was
181 percent. In 1914, when the graduates were again experiencing about the
same. rate of unemployment, 15.3 percent, the dropouts had 292 percent."
Although unemployment rates are not cbnclusive in the absence of data on wages,
tliey do suggeat that the less educated members of the baby-boom cohort were.
also having a relatively harder time in the labor market.

For the cohort as a whole, some idea of how cohort size has been affecting
unemployment rates can be obtained by comparing the years 1956, 1965, and
1974. In all three years, the unemployment rale among men of age 35 to 44 was
2.6 percent.. Therefore, comparing these three years keeps overall labor market
conditions constant, at least as conditicins are reflected in the experience of
prime-age malea. (However, the 35 to 44 year old cohort was unusually small in
1974.) Among males of age 16 to 19, the rate of unemployment in 1956, before
any boom b4bies were seeking regular jobs, was 11.05 percent. In 1965, when the
category of Males aged 16 to 19 consisted of boys born between 1946 and 1949,
llieir unemploymdnt rate was 14.10 percent. And in 1974, the unemployment
rate for males bom between 1955 alit 1958 was 15.5,3 percent.67 The rise in
relative unemployment rates of teenage males was accOmpanied by a decline in
their earnings relative to griMe-age males." Because of their large numbers, teen-
Age males born in the baby boom have been reporting relatiVely less success in
finding jobs, even at lower relative wages.

In the *future, unemployment and underemployment will continue
(
to be

problems for people born between 1945 and 1960. At any given rate of economic
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growth, membeIrs of this cohort will find fewer opportunities for employment and
advancement at any age than members of earlier or later cohorts. Between 1980
and 2010, as the baby boom reaches mid-career, a relatively large number of them
will be underemployed. Business Week predicts the following developments in the
job market for managers:

"In the 1980s an extraordinary number of ambitious young men and
women will crowd onto the first step of the management ladder, but
the number of seasoned executives to supervise them will not grow cor-
respondingly. In the 1990s the situation will reverse. there'will be more
experienced, fully qualified junior managers than there are spots in
senior management to absorb them.""

For the baby-boom cohort as a whole, Business Week foresees "heightened com-
petition as well as relatively depressed incomes and advancement opportunities
during =St of their working lives."70

Atter the year 2010, however, the- problem will not be foo many people of
the same age all lOolOng for jobs, but just the opposite. As the baby boom cohort
reaches age 65, between the year 2010 and 2025, there will be a dramatic increase
in the number of people out of the labor force. Most of them will expect to collect
pensions, and the strain (on both public and private pension plans will become
enormous. Through the year 2005, the projected ratio of workers to Social Secuiity
pensioners will exceed, three to one. But then it will decline sharply and by 2030
will barely exceed twd to one.7t. If all these pptential retirees actually do try to
collect the benefits to which they will be t ntitled, there will be no way to avoid

a rather sudden, and substantial rise in payroll taxes or other levies on workers.
But will those future workers be willing to support the baby boom cohort in
retirement? Should tliose children and grandchidren of the baby boom cohort
have to pay that cost?

The struggle over Social Security in 1977 and 1978 is just a taste of thifigs
.:come. In 1977 Congress increased the payroll tax, and scheduled further
creases to cover the projeCted cost of Social Security through the year 2000

before .the baby boom begins to retire. Yet even these tax increases, which will

not cover the deficits after the year 2010,72 are being resisted, and Congyess is
dow (April, 19?8) considering a move to koll there back. These recent events
indicate how bitter the struggle, to cover the long-term cost of Social.Security is
likelY to be, when Congress can fmally tiostpone it no longer.

Ally private pension plans are also facing the same kind of long-term prob-
lem as Social Security. The present value of vested pelision benefits in many
major companies already exceed s. the value of assets held by the pension j:ilans,
often by staggering ammints. In the General Motors pension plan, for example,
the unfunded liability for vested benefits wa's $3 billiorCbr 21 percent of General

Motors' net worth! At Chrysler the unfunded liability was 39 percent of the com-
pany's net worth. At Bethlehem Steel it was 48 percent, and at AmeriCan Motors

"59 percent!"" ThiS means the value of pension benefits American Motors would
have owed to its employees if they had all refired at the end of 1976 would have
exceeded the assets of the pension fund by more than half the value of the com-
pany itself. When these unfunded pension liabilities actually become due, they
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will have to .be paid out of cthnpany revenues. And as the number of retirees
begins to grow faster than the nuMber of currently employed workert, the same
cruel questions of inttrgenerational responsibilitY will arise in the private pension
plans as in Social Security.

The continuing strains and disruptions caused by the baby boom suggest
another purpoae for recurrent education: enable individuals to leave the labor
force when conditions there are unfavorable to them, and to remain in the. labor
force -when there is a shortage pf active workers. This purpose could actually be
accomplished by. a very general kind of "sabbatical," which in effect allowed
'individuals, to take some of their. "retirement" before rather than after the normal
retirement age. Unlike the two other purposes of recurrent education suggested
herepreparing fo r. workplace democratization and raising labor productivity
alleviating demographic disniptions implies more about the way recurrent educa-
tion should be financed than. about what the educitional content of the program
should be. The essentiarthing is to allow individuals to.have some "retirementP
during their normal working lives, and then make up the time by working after
the nOrmal retirement age. For this purpose it would not matter if the mid-career
"retirement" were spent on vocational education,'Or on education at all.

. One way to enable .individuals to redistribute some amount of working time
over their life-cycles would be to permit them to borrow against their own SOcial
Security or private pensions. More specifically, every individUal might be allowed
to receive a stipend for some period oilX months at any age, where the ampunt of
the stipend would equal the present value, at that age, of the first X months bf
pension to which the individual would have been entitled. In taking the stipend
before the nornial retirement age, the 'ndividual would be required to relinquish
WS rights to the first X months of pensft. Alternatively, the worker might relin-
(wish some portion of hertension over tle entire period of retireinent, but retain
the right to retire at the normal age. T1is kind of. option could be created for
Social Security members by simply amending the Social Security Act. For mem-
bera of priiate pension' plans, There would probably need to be an amendment to
the federal Priployee Retirement and Income Security Act. .

A' numerical example might help to illustrate the idea and to suggest modifi-
cations. The average monthly benefit for an individual retiring in the periodtCom
2010 to 2030 would be, conserVatively, $5'00 in 1975 dollars. If an average
worker wanted to use this Money at age 45 instead oeage 65, he or she could
collect the diicounted present value, which would be about. $225 a month in
1975 dollars. This uses a discount rate of 4 percent, which includes the 3V4 per-
cent real interest rate used in projecting Social Security trust funds:94 ,plus 34 per-
cent to allow for annual mortality.". This computation is intended to make it
actuarially equivalent whether the stipend is taken earlier or later.

The amount of the future reinement benefit to which a worker 'would be
entitled could be itnputed for a given year in midcareer in many ways. One simple
way would be to base the estimate on the number of years a worker has paid into
Social SecuritY already, and the aVerage annual covered earnings to date. These
two factors would both tend to award higher mid-career stipends to less educated
workers, wh9 usually start Worldng full-tit at a younger age, and whose annual
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earnings also usually reach a peak earlier in their careers. Favoring iess educated
workers in this way would to some extent offset the usual tendency for more
highly educated workers to take greater advantage.of recurreht education oppor-
tunities.

Mid-career stipends computed in this manner in a given year would be com-
parable to actual retirement benefits being paid to workers who retire in that year.
To support a family, a worker who took a mid-career stipend would probably
have to supplement the Opend from savings, spouse's earnings, or other sources.
Nevertheless, the stipends would help. And the figure of $225 a month given

above is intended to be a conservative estimate, representing what would be
available to workers in mid-career from Social Security alone. Adding private
pension benefrts Could make 'a substantial difference. But -even the amounts
based on Social Security alone woald enable more workers to survive a period of
zero earning§ without going that much deeper into debtassuming banks and
other private lenders would even consider making loans at reasonable interest
rates to pay expense auring a voluntary leave from work, whIch may be unlikely..

The proposal !described here is akin to some other recent suggestions for
financing paid educational leave or more "flexible, life scheduling" generally.'
These proposals have notyet attracted prime-time public attention, however. One
reason may be that the mainstream educatiOnal organizations, which dominate
the national .politics of education, would prefer to ,.talk about money for institu-
tions instead of entitlements for students. Apart from such taétical considerations,
existing proposals for continuing education entitlements would create major new
public fiscal liabilities, although in some proposals these would be offset by stu-
dent repayments. In addition, current proposals would often require a whole new
administrative structure to manage the money. In contrast, the distin r 1 ing
feature and chief political advantage of the pension-financed sabbatical iposal
here is that it would require no new taxes, and no additional con .utions by
employerS or employees.

Summary and CcincluOons

Three .purposes for an expanded system of recurrent education in the U.S.
have been considered here: (1) Help bring about democratization of workplaces:
(2) lIqip increase the rate of growth of labor productivity, and thereby help reduce
the Overall rate of unemployment in the long rum- (3) Mitigate disruptions caused
by the 1945-1960 baby boom, specifically by enabling some individuals to spend

some time working _after instead of before the usual retirement age. These three
purposes are related but distinct, and different systems of recurrent education
could be designed to achieve any one, two, or all thre of them. The decision
where to invest research and development resourcei will depend .on the per-
ceived importance of the three ptirposes, and the perceived feasibility of means.
To.spend resources on recurrent education for .workplace democracy might seem
politically risky in the cautious atmosphere of the 1970s, but the.payoff would be
substantial if the movement for workplace democratization gathers momentum
here aS it has in Europe. There would also be some risk in supporting research on
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recurrent education for higher productivity, although here the risk is not that
puivose would be considered somehow illegitimate-rather, as with any program.
of basic research, there is simply no guarantee that investigating the processes of
"job-learning" would achieve the desired practical payoff. In cofitrast, some care-
ful analysis, and possibly an actual field test, of pension-funded sabbaticals is
likely to be politically popular, but might also require some cooperation among
several fa:6)ral departments, since sabbaticals fiave important implications beyond
recurrent education.
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Chapter 10
Research.Priorities in

Educatiqn Finance and
Organization:*

Concludiqg Note

Charles lienson and Mkhael Kirst

Ameitica's system of financing elementary/secondary education has become
an area of intense governmental concern and activity. The issues have changed
dramaticilly since -the post-World War II concern over how. to consfruct enough
.schools and hire teachers. In the decade 'Of the 1960s, spending on elementary and
secondary education increased at an annual rate of 10'percent and enrollmfnt
grew by 30 percent. By 1970 this prodigious expansion had begun to slow and
concern shifted to the eqdity and adequacy oC the fiscal base. The school system
in the United States relies overwhehningly an state and local education revenues.
As enrollments peaked and hi many cases turned down, local property taxpayers
began to resist tax increasei. Inflation in the early 1970s accelerated at the very
time public support for the schools was slipping. There was increasing talk of a
"fiscal crunch." But most important for this volume, the late 1960s was a period
of reflection and action concerning the equity of this gigantic public fmance
enterprise.

Public education is by far the largest actiVity f state and local government.
Expenditures for current operations consume over 75 billion which is nearly a
third of all state and local expenditures. There are over 1600o local school sys-
teals with two and a half million teachers wOrking with 45 million pupils in 87,000
locaf schools.

A major fiscal problem results from the nature. of School finance support
about SO *cent from local property taxei, 44 percent from state aid, and six
percent from federal fundt. The local Share was even larger in 1969 when school
finance equitir surfaced as a majoi public policy issue after years of being in,the
shadow!. Essentially, court rulings galvanized public action in several states. The
concern spread to other statei that were not facing court challenges. At the core
of the problein is the grossly unequal distribution of local property wealth. School.
districts with high properq Valuap:ons levy low taX rates but are sig.' able to
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finance an expe4sive educational progranh. The result is high taxes and under-

financed schools for people living in poor areas and the reverse for those areas

with high assessed:value per pupil.
Arrangements for financing public education have been under intense scru-

tiny since the mid 1960s. Several overviews of the research on the economics and

politics of public school finance haVe been prepared! Under the impetus of legal

..and political thallenges and often with the advice of the new breed of school

finance expert, about 15 states have already enacted significant taxeand school

finance reforms. By the, time all the states under court orders fall into line, over

50 percent of tbe public school students (and taxpayers) in the United States will

ikave been significantly affected. An alliance of lawyers, researchers, political acti-

vists, interest groups, and foundations has brought about a non-incremental change

in American public poliCy? This change has been accompanied by an impressive

expansion of reSearch. School finance problems are inherently complex, involving

intergovernInental transfers of funds, intricate aid formulas, and multiple systems

of taxation. Economists, political scientists, lawyers, and practitioners have all

been funded to probe varioils aspects of school finance. State legislators and

school officials need to have these complex issues translated into concrete policy

choices. The National Institute of Education has been a crucial source of research

and dissemination funds.3
As the paper by Friedman and Wiseman in this collection indicates,, we are

pow in a period of reconsidering some of the basic premises and measuring the

'impact of this era of public polidy innovation. This type of work needs to be

supported. But in, our view the substantial number of scholars in the field and the

interests of .state and local governments will insure a large research output. The

role for NIE is ro in filling gaps and exploring the more basic discipline oriented

areas. For e*aml.'' organizations such as the Education CommiSsion of the States

(ECS) and the tional Conferenpe of State Legislatures (NCSL) can 'handle
applied issues sua as formula revisions and dissemination of developments in
various states. We Will list some specific priorities forvNIE given the activities

underway by other research oriented organizations.

'Short-Term Research Priorities
In our view the research directions emerging from this symposium are

primarily in the uncharted...and novel areas as compared to the 'IMature" issue

of school' finance. We have nb objective scale for ranking the eitensive research
menu listed in the appendixz Our view of the prioritiesis in part dictated by our

"world view" and involvement in policymaking, as well as knowledge of the status

and likely evolution Of the existing research base.
Given this perspective of priority for .relatively unexplored areas, we would

recommend the following as research endeavors for Immediate NIE attention,

Out-of-School Influences on School Performan0
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types aud availability of public resources) to influence the child's edu-
catival development? To what extent are children% behavior and time
allocation patterns related to societal class? Moreover, are children's
time budget patterns related to school performance? Can an examina-
tion of these out-of-school variables provide insight into the forces
influencing school performance?

Do ifiarent training programs have a positive effect on the children's
school performance? Are the time allocation and behavior patterns of
parents and ,childien different before and after training? In short, we
heed a multiple-faceted investigation oithe impact of parent education
which has been featured in recent federal policy pronouncements.

The Use of Courts to Establish and
. Implement Education Policy

Have the courts the ability to deal with complex economics and
behavioral sciences data, utilized in equal educational opportunity
cases? Is it possible to simplify the data for judges but still present the
issues adequately? Is the adversary system an appropriate approach for
these issues? Are there alternatives to the adversary system which may
be feasible and should be examined?

What are the specific linkages from the court decisions to actual
impact on `children? How have these linkages actually functioned?
Where have they broken down? What do these linkages suggest about
changes in legal structures or procedures?

. What is the role of courts in monitoring and assuring that the
guarantees. of the law are being implemented? What techniques sue
particularly useful in implementing court orders? To what extent do
state and local education agencies comply with court mandates?

Testing Ahernadve Explanationsl of the' Problems
With Traisition From School to Work and "OveraEdueations

Grubb's paper Mises four major alternative conceptual frameworks
whkh deserve detailed examination and verification:

iniperfections in the human capital model
, demographic 'causes

credentialint
degradation of labor.

Moreover, the following questions he raises need to be addressed:
_

Are the models of schools as sorters validated in actual practice?
How and on...what do employers base their employment selection?
Much has been written about the sorting operatio of schools but
there has been little attempt to partial out the, çJ1i6tive and unique
factort *caused by schools.
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Our highest priority areas foius on broader societal forces that impact funds-
, mentally on our various educational institutions. Researchers have talked about

socioeconoinic factors that affect' school performance and student choices but

have rarely explored them systematically (other than statistical regressions Of

widely available data). Now is the time to probe out-of-school influences in depth.

We knbKit is possible to explore rigorously the conditions under which chil-

dren grow up, "a.g., the resources (broadly defined) made .4vailable to children by

parents and other adults, the cha9icteristics of the neighborhood in which children

live, conditions of access to non-school community services, etc. Further, we can

begin to see how the conditions of childhood affect the experiences of individual

children. The next, and very ii,pportant step has not yet been faken: to investigate

hoili the experience of indiviliial children in their out-of-school lives are related to

the progress of those childrépschoot In the analysis of educational production

functions, we suggest it is tiiie to open up the ""black box" of SES.4

Moreover, we believe the current research on federal/state children's services

has progressed to a poinj_roughly equivalent to where research on the economics

and governifince of pu6lic education was in the mid-I960s. Exploratory analyses

of variationsin service levels within states, and the economic and political causes

t
for such variations are now needed. One conceptual,i)ipproach that might be bor-

rowed from school finance is the adequate found ion concept, e.g., no child;

. sholifdlall below a minimum service level regardless of where he or shelves. This

analogy would only hold for services that have a widely agreed minimum-level,

such as health sareening and children's protective:se-1440es. A goal cOuld be to dis-

cover the extent to which there is variation in children's services, where "mini-

mums" were not met, and the extent to which, such service levelrwere caused by

federal, state, or local policies.

4Longer Range Research Priorities:
SchoOl Organization

_

In view of the limits on NIE funds, the areas discussed below fall in our
second tier of prioritiesthey can be delayed but deserve earmarks in long range

NIE plans.
ME haiSuppoited a considerable amo nt of work in orgam2ational theory

and change. The Symposium considered this a and we recommend severaltaddi-

tional dimensions to prior efforts as discusse in the Deal/Derr and Guthrie plpers.

What efforts for educational change have worked and why? Using

e Deal-Derr-three-dimensional framework, such studies would identify

and analyze examples of successful chaige or reform endeavors in edu-
cation. Specifically, what are the str gies and techniques used to.alter

, and maintain an ,internal organiza nal equiibrium in the face of ex-
ternal and environniental pressures? hat types of changes, reforms or

pressures are most likely to be successful in an educational organization?

Ilk What arc the common characteristics of reformS which have left an im-
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print on schools tompared to those that were rhetorical? We are aware
that NIE'hai soine effort ongoing in thb area. However, we feel it needs
to be deepened and extended.

We need to extend existing studies that investigate the incentive
Itructure in ducationl perhaps using the Deal-Derr three-dimensional
framework. Specifically, what are =the incentives for adlninistrators, f
teachers, and students? Do differences in,incentive structures result in
changestin behaviors and along which dimensions?

Does the size of the school attended affect the educational out-
comes at a student? Is there a relationship between size and pupil
performance? Is this relationship general or is it itself a function of
characteristics of structure (SES, etc.)? What is the nature of the rela-
tionship? Is it different at elementary and secondary levelseMoreover,
does the scale of the' school, e.g.; the size and number of pupils, affect
teacher morale and productivity? Perhaps this research should start with
theoretical models of the 'potential relationships mentioned above.

What has been and are likely to be the effects of participatory
mechanisms for education, such as parent advisory councili, state advi-
sow committees, in sUch areas as handicapped and disadvantaged. pro-
grams? Specifically, .who serves on these bodies and how are they
elected? What activities and areas do they influence? How 'do they .

interact with professional staff?

The first two research reConunendations depend on the "use7fulness of the
Deal-Derr three-dimensional theory framework to guide inquiry. We believe the
Deal-Derr appr8ach ha sufficient analytical strength to warrant scrutiny by

-organization theorists.
4 .

New Diredioni in FAlucation Finance Research,

. We have purposely left a detailed discussion of research initiatives in eduia-
tion finance until last. Reform cif public school finance has passed through several
stages in the last twenty years. Stage one from abOut 1957 to 1965 consisted of
policy paralysis and a gradual increase in inequity. The assessed value of local
property became a greater and greater detennina4 of a child'seducational oppor-
tunity: State legislatures did not perceivenr:t hool fmance as' an eqUity issue but
welt 'conterned with rapidly increasing e Ilments. School districts with a hrigh
property value per pupil were able to meet these expanding enrollment pressures
with a much more extensive and intensive education prggram than their less fa-
voied neighbors.

TJA stage from 1965 to 1970 laid the conceptual basks for large scale reform
and moved the issue to the top of state and national agendas. Legal doctrines were
formulated that, provided the impetus- for :iudtcial intervention and court orders':
The first signifioant decision (Serrano) was handed down in 1971 and shortly

. after that other state courts also acted.
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The third stage from 1972-1976 was an era of intense and rapid legislative

and political activity. Politi91 momentum developed at an astounding Ace. In

the 1973 legislative sessim; over 30 governors asked for significant state tax

reform and 21 requested school finance reform. Important finance measures were

passed between 1973 and 1975 in Flotida, Colorado, Minnesota, Illinois, Maine,

Montana, Kansas, Utah, California, New Mexico, Michigan, and Connecticut. But

during this third stage the Supreme Court ruled in Rodriguez that it would not

intervene, leaving the4ssue to the states.
A fourth stage ,began around 1976 and was spurred by reviews of the impact

of this 'dative activity, and new court interpretations which clouded and raised

questions about court edicts in the second stage.

The Friedman/Wiseman paper questions the underlying theory and concept

of equal educational Opportunity as it has been employed in school finance. The

'most popular overall concept is "fiscal neutrality" which simply states that the

amount of-money .spent on a pupil should not depend upon the wealth of the

,pchool district in which he or she lives. But this seemingly simple concept has

many possible meanings (e.g., ex ante vs. ex post) and even more possible ways of

statistically measuring it.' Recent court suits in Ohio and Washington give several

states an alternative to the fiscal neutrality standard. Indeed, parts of the Ohio case

appear tO declare one of the leading remedies for reaching fiscal neutrality (district

power equalization) unconstitutional! In sum, we recommend research to clarify

the various fmance concepts and measurements of equal educational opportunity

and to explore the relationships and inconsistencies among them. Under certain

. conditions, expenditure inequalities represent inequalitY of opportunity; under
other-Conditions, expenditure equality is a departure from equality of oppor-

tunity. The real issues thus raised in the Ohio and Washington cases are two:

(1) who should determine the degee of inequality, the state or the set of local

authorities? and (2) by what standards should such departures from expenditure dr"

equality be judged?
The other priorities in school finance focus on the impact of the substantial

amount of reform now undefway:

What are the impacts of school finance reform on choices for resi-

dential/industrial locations and property values? Specifically, what is

the impact of school finance reform on the capitalized value of land?

C),4 This might entail development and testing of a productive model for

6hanges in 'household location in response to post-reform educational'

costs and opportunities.
Although some preliminary work has been completed, we need an

.ftproved use and development of demand functions for simulation

studies of school finance reform. Such functions would specify the

effect on district expenditure levels of voter incomes, size and compo-

sition of.:.the local property tax base, the amount and character of edu-

cational. grants, and 'the price of education to the district. This woilld

tie in with studies of tax .and expenditure referenda before and after

the implementation of school finance reform.
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How art change,s in demography and voter profiles interacting
with school finance reform? Specifically, is enrollment decline and
fewer voters with school age children reinforcing some of the problems
caused in wealthy districts by school fmance reform? Are specific
types of districts more likely to be confronted With this "double vise"? t

We have summarized all the research ,suggestions from the papers in the
appendix: The rationale lor these various suggestions is contained in each of the
papers. Some of these suggested areas of research may take on higher priority in
the future, though we have not included them in our list of three areas for imme-
diate NIE attention. Vor example, David Stern's paper indicates that recurrent
education will become an increasingly important area .of -concern as the baby-
boom cohort grows older, and to the extent .that employers and labor unions in
the tinited States begin to institute "workplace democratization" along the
lines of recent reforms in Western Europe.

The appendix permits readers ito rank research areas according to their own
sense,of priorities.
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Appendix

Education Finance and
Organization:

A Research Agenda for the Future

Michael Kirst and William Hartman

Recap
The Appendix presents a detailed agenda of research topics in the areas

of educational finance and organization. The emphasis of this agenda is purpose-
fully lot* range. The research studies recommended are designed primarily to
investigate broad, underlying issues about which there is insUfficient basic hlfor-
mation at the present. The purpose of this approach is to identify critical areas
needing further resmich, in-order that the results from the necessary theoretical
and empirical studies will be available /43 assist policy makers in deahng with edu-
cational problems over the next decade:-

The research suggestions are grouped aceording to topic, They center around
each of the papers presented previously. The spao.ific suggestions made by each
author have been summarized and are included. Additionally, the suggestions
reflect comffients and questions made by the seminar participants during the dis-
cussion of each topic, as well a suggestions from outside reviewers and those
dpveloped by the e4litors of this co*tion.

or t

Rile of the Judiciary in Equal Educational Opportunity

The paper; "Law, Politics, and Equal Educational'Opportunity: The Limits
of J4dicial Reform," by David Kirp posits two hypotheses concerning the present
and flaps involvement of the courts in ,ducational eqvity cases. First,,that judi-
cial invOlvement has declined-due to the political and non-judicial nature of many
equal educational opportunity questions. Second, that the involvement that the
courts do havedis most appropriately interpreted as contributing to an essentially
political resolution of such qrstions. Out of these premises arise a number of use-
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ful and interesting topics for further research. They are presented belOw and have

been grouped according to four major themes: 1 ) interrelationship between the

Judicial and political branches of government; 2) impact cif judicial and legislative

actions; 3) judicial process; and 4) significant legal questions in doubt.

The first set of research questions centers on the area of intergovernmental
,

relations and the interaction among
,
the courts, legisla6fe, and federal, state, and,

local agencies.
I. What has been, is, and will be the interrelationships, between the courts

and the legislature and the various educational agencies in the development of

equal opportunity policy?
a. Institutional analyses Of the role of the courts vis-a-vis education are

needed. Current understanding of the role of the courts is either incomplete or
,

severely restricted.
b. What are the specific linkages from the court decisions to actual im-

act on children? How have these linkages actually functioned? Where have they

roken dawn?
e. Ain examination of similar situations in areas other than education

should provide useful insights and analyses, particularly when anticipating the

future actions of the courts in education. \
d. An improved theoretical rend practical framework for determining

responsibilities between the courts and the other branches of government would

be helpful. Which matters are appropriate for the courts to decide, which for the

legislature and executive branches, and which require interplay and interaction?

e. If, as Kirp suggests, the courts are not to be as actiie in equal educa-

tional opportunity policy making in the future, what, are the likely alternative

mechanisms that will function? What groups will be involved? How and to what

extent?
f. What are the probable judicial responses to legislative vagueness in

education statutes? _

g. How twill the courts view interpretive regulations promulgated by

edu tional agencies which provide more specification (and possibly restriction)

tha does-the enabling lee.slation?
h. To what extent do the state and local education agencies comply

with legislative mandates? What is the role of the courts in monitoring and assur-

. ing that the guarantees ot the laws are being implemented?
2. What is the authority of the legislature, under the Fourteenth Amend-

ment, to define rights and remedies in narrower terms than the courts have

ordered under the equal prdtection clause?

In. the last decade, there have been a number of important judicial, legislative,

and agency actions in the area of equal educational opportunity. These next re-

search questions call for an examination of the impyt of these actions.

1 . What has been the response to the judicial activity and decisions in eich

of the following areas: intradstrict resource distributional equity; education rights

of handicapped children and of non-English speaking students; and sex discrimina-

tion?
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a. What has been the response of the defendant, i.e., educational agency,
involved? A caref ption of the specific details and an evaluation of the
rest-tits is needed.

b. What as been the role of the federal agencies involved, e.g.., .HEW,
Office of Civil Righ ?

c.. Have the been additional and supplemental law suits to the primly
cases?-What have been their outcome*?

d. What voluntary actions by educational agencies have been taken?
t have been the courte responses to these actions?

e. What is the state' of educational research on effective programs in
eat:h of the areas? Since many of the suits involve claimsof harm with or without
certain programs, it is increasingly necessary to know what works and what doesn't.

2. Have ihe outcom'bs for children been altered by the recent judicial and
legislative guarantees? Have the reforms involving equal educational opiortunity
conce ucational finance, or handicapped, non-English speaking, or disad-
van dents had an effect on the students involved? To what degree and
how?'-

3. What has been the imkiact of legis/ation imposing new. requirements on
states and districts or tying moneysto particular requirements or reforms?

a. For example, have the fedthl (and state) regulations requiring etre-
ful monitoring, e.g., Title I, been effective? Have the costs been worth the results?
How well has the mandated "mparability" been enforced?

b. Which of the new judicial requirements and judicial reforms have
been successful in accomplishing their objectives (e.g., Serrano, PARC, Mills,
Lau)? What are the characteristies of ,successfial efforts?' Why have others not
succeeded?

c. What changes have occurred in the cultures of the affected institu-
tions as a resat of the new mandates and monies?

d. How are violatiOns5dealt with, ifat ar Is there a different system of
sanctions that would be more effective and appropriate for education?

The use of the courts as a forum, for einial educational claims hasinvolved
the judiciary in a most complex area. The following set of research suggestions
involve an investigation of some of the specific by which. the judicial
process has dealt with educational issues.

I. Bave the courts the ability to deal with complex economics and beha-
vioral Science data utilized in equal educational opportunity cases?

a. Is it possible to simplify the data for judges, but still present the
issues adequately?

b. Is the adversary system an appropriate approach for these issues?
Are there alternatives to the advirsary system which may be feasible and should
be cxamined?

2. Have me use of court appointed masters to aid in the fact-fmding and
dataassestment process and to supervise remedial activity proven effective?

3. How effective has been the creation and utilization of non-judicial insti-
tutions to resolve problems of equity in education?
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a. Review panels.
b. Dueprocess hearings.
c. Ombudsmen.

Finally, there are several important legal questions concerning equal educa-

tional opportunity which remain unresolved., These problems will lequire addi-

tional research and analysis if appropriate solutions are to be reached.

1. How is equal educational opportunity to be dermed? Better, more use-

able, and operatiodal definitions of equal educational opportunity are needed to

aid policy makers.
a. What are appropriate measures or standards to be used?

b. Should there be different definitions and measures for different stu-

dent populations, e.g., handicapped? What would the differences be and why?

c. Should different definitions and measures be used by different gov-

ermnental bodies?
d. How should one distinguish between short run and long run effects

of educational reforms?
e. How should one distinguish the effects of a judicially caused reform

separately from the effects of declining enrollments and collective bargaining?

2. Can there be determined a judicially workable definition of "educa-

tional need" and the appropriate remedigs?
a. How can the "conflicting solution" problem be resolved, i.e., com-

peting theories about what is an appropriate education for certain students? The

problems of conflicting learning theories and edticational philosophies are particu-

larly acute for the handicapped and the non-English speaking students.

3. What are the educational rights of children who live in communities that

disapprove of tax elections and bond issues which result in shortened school years?

a. Should or must the state provide additional aid to prevent or com-

pensate for harm reeitived from such actions?
b. Should or must the state step in to keep open schools that are threat-

ened b9.' closing due to lack of community financial support?
4. What is the constitutional permissibllity of ignoring "municipal overbur-\

den" in talculating state school aid?

School Finagce R4orm and Educational Equity

The paper by Lee Friedman and Michael' Wiseman, "Toward Understanding

the Equity Consequences of School Finance Reform," addresses the significant

question of how past and pptential reforms in the states' school finance system

affect the equality of educational opportunities available to 'children. A research

agenda for this area is proposed in three parts: 1) concepts of equity; 2) actual

impact of reforms on equity; and 3) behavioril responses to school fmance reform.

First, the authors call for more research and' theoretical development to

clarify the various concepts of equal educational opportunity and to recognize the

relationships and inconsistencies among them:

,1 . Are therf additional issues concerning equal educational opportunity (in

addition to those selected by the authorsdivisional and distributional equality,
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simple and conditional neutrality)? Are they consistent with eaph other or do
they conflict when applied gimultaneously?

a. What is the extent of intradistrict per pupil expenditure disparities
among school districts gewelly? Are. these .a result of race or socioeconomic
status, of the pupils involved?'

b. Should the resources be measured in real or nominal terms?

1) Municipal overburden
2) Cost of education indices

c. Should inputs (resources) or outputs (educational outcomes) be used
as the appropriate nieasures? What are the consequences of selecting each one?

d. Should pupil `..`(ieed" be considered in equal opportunity issues? How
*an this be defined .for various types of students? What has been the impact of
pupil weighting systems on interdistrict spending disparities, on the magnitude
of specialized funding and on pupil outcomes?

2. What is an appropriate dermition of categorical assistance and expendi-
tures?

a. How do the present federal and state categorical aid programs affect
equity? Under which defmitions of equity? ,

. b. Do tly funds from these programs, go toward legitiMate categorical

l ) Higher prices for inputs.

liPe

2) Requirements for additional inputs.
c. Have categorical programs encouraged excessive labeling of children

(e.g., mentally retarded) by districts to obtain addjtional funds? .

e second research area concerns an examination of how school fmance
form which have been undeitaken have changed the equality of educational

opport 'ty, under any definition. The speFific topics focus on improved empiri-
cal studi s on what has happened as a result of recent reform§.

1. What has hippened to educational equity in states that have undertaken
# school finance retort'? Has equality been improved to a greater extent than in

states which have not enacted arefonns?
a. Multiple state comparison, including both refoim and non-reform

, states. .

b. Intensive studies of individual state`systems to include:
1) School district characteristres likely to influence spending beha-

4
.

needs?

vior.
2) Construction of detailed cost indices for districts.
3) Actual allocation of expenditures.

2. What improvements can be made in measures of family income of children
within a school district?

a. Can the available data from Title I eligibles count be improved?,
b. Do the, data from the food stamp program provide a useful alternate

source for income information? How could it be used?
3. How are the funds made available through both categorical and general

purpose grants utilized?
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a. Is there an empirl justification for the allocation of categorical
funds? Do the price differences for which they are made actually exist?

b. Do expenditures in diaricts with exAptional costs actually exceed
those without them?

c. Have school finance reforms, particularly new monies to equalize.per

pupil expenditures across districts, affected the compositiqn of district expendi-
tures? How. have such fuuds been used, e.g., increased teacher salaries? Such an
analysis requires the develoPment and use of p price index for deflation of outlays.

4. What effects on student outcomes can be identified as having been caused

or influenced by expenditure changes that have come about through school

finance reform?
a. Has academic performance been affected?
b. Have other, less quantifiable, student outcomes been affected, e.g..,

attitudes, social behaviors, career c

In the final research area, recommendations concentrate on the development
of additional and improved predictive theoretical modeting and empirical testing
of behavioral responses of school districts, families, and firms to school finance
reform. Such an emphasis is chosen: 1 ) because the effectiveness of the reforms
depends upon the behavioral responses; and 2) to uncover important, but unin-
tended or unexpected consequences of the reform.

Additional econometric studies of the demand for education are needed.

a. Supply versus demand studies.
1 ) Influences of short and long run variations in demand for educa-.

tion on its price. For example, if costs to local taxpayers is an important factor in
determining the resistance of school boards to salary increases, then average
teacher salary increaseS should be.greater in districts in which higher levels of state

, aid or matching vants reduce the cost to the taxpayers. Is this assertion borne out

empirically?
2) Speed and patterm.bf adjustments to changes, particularly abrupt

changes wrought bk finance reforms, and the impact of such changes on post
reform expenditure levels (e.g., pricesteacher salaries; quantitystudent-teacher
classroom ratios, number of administrators; "quality"new types of personnel,
equipment).

3) Use of improved estimated demand functions in simulation
studies of school finance reform. Such functions would specify the effect on
district expenditure levels of a) voter incomes, b) size and composition of the local ,
property tax base, c) the amount and characterrof educational grants renewed,
and d) the price of education to the district.

b. Demand function specification in an improvN mathematical formu-
lation. Such formulations could reduce the restrictions and distortions on the
analyses of the effect of intergovernmental grants on district expenditures caused
by the now common log-linear form.

. 2. Analyses of the demand for education based on tax referenda data.
a. Effects of c electorate composition (e.g., increasing age and

reduction in proport of school children) on demand for education.
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b. Studies of tax and expenditure referenda before and after the imple-
mentation of school fmance reform.

3. What is the impact .of school fmancp reform on the location of business
firms?

a. Theoretical models of tax effects on businesses with testable implica-
tions.

b. Effect of finance reforms on valuation of commercial and industrial
.property; particularly, those which differentially affect .the levels of property
taxes across school districts.

4. What are the linpatts of school fmari,Ce reform on residential location
and properti values?

a. Effects on property values of large-sdale reforms.
b. Development and testing of a predictive model for changes in house-

hold location in response to post-reform educational costs and opportunities.
5. What are the determinants of choice for families who send their children

to private schools?
a. Reasons for growth and changing nature-of private schools.

, b. Relationship between privite school utilization and public school
expenditures.

6. How is the use of privately provided supplemental education by families
with children enrolled in public schools determined?

a. Howwidespread are these activities?
tilt-b: Do they vary with public school expenditures?

e. Do they vary with the amount and intensity of school finance refonn?

One way of exploring the questions raised concerning the ,beli4,vioral re-
sponses of school dist4icts, families and business rums to school finance reform is
to focus on a specific subset of school districts. Much of the discussion and con-
cern of school finance reform has centered around the reallocation of monies to
improve low and medium wealth school districts. Lit* systematic research has
been undertaken to investigate the impact of such reforms on high wealth districts,
particularly as changei either restrict or reduce the funds available for their school
programs. The following set of research questions could be examined using a corn-
parative design in a national sample of wealthy suburban districts (e.g., both high
.assesSed value and per capita inieome).'

1 . What programs or ty0es of expenditures are eliminated or reduced when
expenditures in high wealth districts are restricted? Is teacher instructional time
with students affected? If so, what subjects, instructional processes, or student
populations are impacted?

2. Canjhe causes for the program changes be identified and die impact of
each spOcified? For--e7camplerportance of enrollment declines vs. state
school finance changes.

3. Are high wealth districts locked into certain high fixed costs because of
past state regulations and their own practices, e.g., most teachers at upper end of
salary scale?

4. What are the decision processes and criteria utirued in making program
cuts or redactions?

2.5-6
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5. How are the changes in demography and voter profiles interacting with

school finance reform? Are Iligh 'wealth districts experiencing changes that aid

or hinder schools' efforts?
6. Has school finance reform caused a change in tlie perceptions of the

'Citizens in high wealth districts of the quality of their schools? Is school finance

reform Seen as damaging the quality of education available in the public schools?

7. Have wealthy school districts resorted to devices such as private founda-

tions or shifting certain school services to the city budget in order to avoid recap-

ture of local tax monies and state school equalization?
8. Does school finance reform cause an increase in private school enroll-

ments? if so, what are the reasons behind such a trend?
op. Have low income tax payers in high wealth districts been heavily taxed

a§ a result of school finance reform changes wth no commensurAte state circuit

breaker .property tax relief? What 'have been tEe changes in tax' burden. on .this

gyoup l!efore and after schobl finance reform?
What are the mid \and longer term effects of school finance reform on:
a. Value of suburban housing?
b. Locational choice by businesses?
c. Changes ia socioeconomic status patterns of families and students

moving into and out of the districts?
d. Changes in local preferences for mix of local public services, i.e.,

schools vs. police, fire, health, recreation?

"44 Organizational Change in Education

St

The paper by Terrence Deal and Brooklyn Derr, "Toward a Contingency
Theory of Organizational Change in Education: Structure, Processes, and Sym-
bolism," develops a three diniensional framework for conceptualizing and analyz-
ing organizational change in schools. Change is defined as the internal organiza-
tional response to external pressures along three separate, but Interrelated dimen-
sionsstrUcture, profess, and symbolism. The authors suggest that unless all three
aspects of an orpnization are considered when planning organizational change,
the effort will be less than 'fully successful.

A research program to evaluate this view of organizational change in educa-
don will require a thorough evalnation of both the theoretical foundations of the
three linked dimensions and the actual and potential application in schools.
Accordingly, the fesearch .directions suggested by the authors and implied in the
concept fall into two categoriestheoretical development and empirical data
gathering and testing.

The theoretical inquiry should be focused generally on strengthening the
conceptual base proposed in the paper. This would involve the series of research
studies outlined below. .

I . Extend the theoretical development of the three dimensional approach.
The description presented in the paper is necessarily general, but provides an out-
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line for rigorous elaboration. Such an effort would include:
a. Refmement of the concepts of structure, process, and symbolism.
b. Thorough enumeration of the features of each dimension.

. C. Specification of the relationships ainong the dimensions.
d. Identification of the conditions under which these relationships

would be expected to hold. :

The most .underdeveloped dimension is that of the symbols and myths in
education. Particular emphasis should be placed on the identification and defi-
nition of the major symbolic characteristiCs prevalent in school systems.

In this theoretical development some consideration should be given to the
identification and ipecifications'of other important contingencies or contingency
areas (beyond the three dimensions), if any. Some idea of their relative importance
and their relationshiptifith each of the three dimensions is needed.

. 2. Recast or reorganize the existing literature on educational change in
organizations into the three dimensional framework. This effort would involve
the integation, if possible, of the three dimensional concept into the. major
theoretical approaches.

Additionally ,. the reported studies of educational change and_ reform
efforts of the 1960s and 1970s 'should be reevaluated and reinterpreted using
this framework.

3. Incorpostornesy developments from the social and management sciences
into the three dimepsional approach. A multidisciplinary approach involving
sociology, psychology, political science, anthropology, organizational theory, and
economics, among others, should add to the breadth of understanding of cirgani-
zational change in education.

4. Develop case studies of school situations using the three dimensional
framework. The case studies would be used to clarify, analyze, and refine the
three dimensional concept. SuCh studies would highlight:

a. Existence of three separate dimensions to consider.
b. 1nteraction$ among the dimensions.
c. Ways in which an organization maintains equilibrium among the

three dimensions in the face of outside pressure for-change.
5. _Conduct surveys of existing organizational patterns and process in

schools, particularly at the high school level. In addition to documentation of
current practices, an investigation of the incentive structure in education could be
carried out along the three dimensional framework.

a. What are the incentives for administrators? for teachers? for students?
b. Do differences in the incentive structures result in changes in beha-

viors? along which dimensions? in the expected and desired directions?
6. Conduct comparative organizational studies across educational and non-

educational organizations in different environments. Such studies will provide an
opportunity to evaluate the theoretical concepts and their expected outcomes in
organizations.

7. Develop new and improved measures of educational effectiveness. Better
measures of learning butcomes than are presently available from standardized
tests are called for. In addition, entirely new types of Measures which capture
currently unavailable aspects of schools are necessary, e.g., participant morale,

4 0
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community support, quality'of the educational experience, student creativity and
independence.

8. Develop measures for each of the three dimensionsstructure, process,
and myths. If this approach is to be useful, adequate descriptions and measures of
the features of each dimension are necessary. Such measures of organizational
characteristics will provide a more appropriate means of analyzing and comparing
organizations and their efforts at change, than the highlY subjective assessments
relied on primarily today.

9. Investigate the pressures for change and reform on an educational organi-
zation. The paper concerns itself with outsid pressures, but does not address the
possibility of internally generated pressure fo change. This raises the question of
whether all pressures for change come from óitside the school organization. If
not, is there a difference in character and/or utcomes for internally initiated
change? \

Additionally, the types of possible outside p ssures are Rot differentiated.
It would be useful to know if 'the schools respond ifferently to different kinds
or sources of pressure. 'What are the important clarac ristics of outside (or
inside) pressures that make schools more or less resporWve to change?

citThe empirical portion of this research program shoul be designed to gather
and analyze evidence that will both aid in the evaluation f the efficacy of the
theoretical constructs and assist in planning successful effots for organizational
change. Three approaches to the empirical studies are suggested, they are natur
experiments, laboratory, experiments, and planned interventions in field settings.
The use of each will depend on the availability of appropriate organizations will-
ing to participate and the nature of the specific study. A series of suggested re-
search studies is presented below.

I. Conduct empirical studies to test the validity of the three dimensional
approach. As the theory, concepts, and relationships of this approach are further
developed, a companion effort to evaluating their effectiveness in explaining and
predicting organizational change in schools shoulerbe carried out.

a. Does the three dimensional approach explain adequately the observed
organizational respqnses to outside pressures?

b. Are there changes along each , o amensions in accordance with
those predicted by the theoretical relationship the dimensions?

.., e. Is it possible to implement chang g one dimension onlY? In two
dimensions only? Under what conditions?

2. Investigate what efforts at educational change have worked out and why.
Using 'the three dimensional framework, such studies would identify and analyze
examples of successful Change or reform endeavors in education.

a. What are the strategies and techniques used to alter and maintain an
internal orpnizational equilibrium in the face of external and environmental
pressures?

b. What types of changes, reforms, or pressures are most likely to be
successful in an educational organization? Why? What are the least likely to suc-

,.
ceed? Why?
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Vok What axe the common characteristks of the reforms which have left
I

--an imprint on schools. compared to. those that were rhetorical?
d. Are there cycles of reform in education which reappear periodically?

Which tyties of reforms have left a residue or hpd a lasting impact on schoo4 and
which have,been passing fads which are periodically re6ycled? Which of the recur-,
ring reforms (e.g., competency movements) have been tried and not implemented
or discrecllted in the past? Studies of this 'nature should include an investigation
of the impact of reforms at the classroom level.

e. Does the involvement of school personneladministrators, teachers,
tu a tsimprove the chances for successful implementation of changes? How?

f. Have there been successful efforts to change the symbols, myths, and
social expectations concerning schools? What were the teatures changed?' How
was it accomplished"

g. How do the external pressures and requirements get integrated into
the on-going structure, process, and symbolism in successful efforts. How do-they
get modified or subverted in less successful efforts?

3. Examine the relationship between the external envirOnment and the -

internal organization.
a. Are certain patterns of structural, process, and symbol' chiracter-

,
istics of educational organizations more effective in implementing 'Mange under
different environmental conditions?

b. Does the internal organization make -a difference, or are the outside
ptessurS dominant? Under what conditions?

c. It is possible to design and implement an externally induced change
independent of the characteristics ang desires of, tl internal organization? What
would be the key features of such an effort?

4. Test the predictioni cited for the loose-cdupling theory.
a. Successful educational organizations will respond to outside pres-

sures by adding neAr units, but will buffer them from the existing structure and
activities. ,A

b. Successfil educational organilations will resist changes requiring
evaluation of their activities.

One final research area should be mentioned. The three dimensional frame-
woot implies a hierarchy among its dimensions, with the symbolic aspects'being
the most difficult to change, but also the most important in obtaining successful
changes. This suggests a somewhat normative, but critical research area: What are
the new symbols and myths that should , be created in order to enhance the
chances for desired. changes in education? Is it posSible with this framework to

. match the desired change or .reform with the current inhibiting myths and the
needed new myths?- Is it also possible to specify and synthesize the concomitant
changes necessary in the structural and process dimensions to maintain the internal
equilibrium of the organization? 260
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Effects of School and District Size

The -Taper by Jaines *Guthrie, "Organizational Scale and School Success,"
describes the widespread 'school and school district consolidation movement and
points otit the meager and contradictory research base underlying it. Three major
areas of research studies are suggested to provide sound data and-reliable results

on which to base the continuing policy decisions regarding organizational size of
schOols and school districts; they are: 1) the economic efficiencies (and ineffi-
ciencies) of school and district. size; 2) the educational effects on Students and
staff of school and district size; and 3) effects on public control and participation
of school and district size.

'A prellminary recommendation, however, is a complete review and analysis
of the extant research studies relating th effects of the organizational size of
schools end districts. Such a review shyu d cover not only studies in all of the
.social science . areas, but in related fields" such as educatioial admipistration,
business administra-tibn, and industrial engineering as well. lr this review, as in

the following research suggestions, particular care should be iAken to distinguish

among the various organizational levels (district, school, classroom) and the func-
tions (financial, political, instructional outcomes) of each level.

s The first area concerns the economic efficiency (or lack of it) of the size of

thf educational enterprise. What are required are thorough analyses of the empiri-
cal relationships between the scale of educational organizations and their eco-

nomic efficiencies:
1. Do larger schools, or larger school districts, lead to economies of scale?

Are there concomitant diseconomies of scale, as well?

2. What are the nature of any significant economies or diseconomies?

3. Do these economies or diseconomies vary with other characteristics than
siz-eiirthe school or district, e.g., urban vs. rural, population density?

4. How much money; if any, can be saved through future consolidations

and school closings?

The second area for additional research conCerns the educational effects of
school and district size. What are the impacts on students and professional staff of
the size of the organization in which they function?

In studies of this nature it is critical to control for student input. charac-

, teristiCs, such as ability, family background, community characteristics, in order
not to confound then with school or district size.

1. Does the size of the scholl attended affect the'educational outcomes of
a student? Is there a relationship between size Ind performance? What is the
nature of the,, relationship? Does district.size have an. influence on student our-

.
comes?

2. -Does the size of the school of district affect the quality of instruction?
If so, what is the nature of the relationship?

3. Does the scale of a school affect teacher morare and productivity?
4. If there are effects Of school size, do they result from the actual scale of

the physlcal plant and the size of its pppulation, or from the si-ze of the_ waniza-
tion in which the students and teachers participate?
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5. What would be the relative utility of "mini-schools," or schools within
schools, as a strategy for'reducing organizational size, while maintaining some of
the scale economies associated with larger units?

6. What is the impact of scliool and district size on the nature and accuracy
of the perceptions of both students and parents concerning school performance?
Does the school or digrict size influence the use to which such information is put?

The fmal mearch area suggested concerns the relati4hip between school
and district organizational scale and public control over and participation ih these

10 Organizations.
I . What was the natufe of political participation, both at the school and

district level, prior to the influence of the consolidation movement? Studies of
participation rates by social and economic strata and by geographical location
should be included. .' I*

2. Is there a relationship between the size of schools and districts and
public participatioft scbdol governance?

a. Are there differences between large and small schools and school
districts along such -dimensions as: voter turnout; votes for non-incumbents;
number Etna length of school board meetings; characteristics of school or district
decisionmakers; interest group activity; degree of partisanship; and linkage of .the
school political system to the wider politicid sphere? Such analyses should disag-
fgegate participation measures by economic,- demographic, and geographic factors.

b. Is public allegiance to schools affected by changes in district beim-
_daries or school attendance areas and by increases in, size of either?

c. Has the incyease in school and district ske had ihy effet upon
political participation over school matters?

d. Does the organizational size of schools or districts haVe an influence
upon parent participation in their own child's schooling?

e. Does the reduction of representativeness and political access (more
constituents per school board member) affect public participation in school
issues?

f. Do interest groups cpmpensate at the local level for the absence of
personal contact? What has been the result of this change?

t. 3. What has been and what are likely to be the efficts of newly created
participatory mechanisms for education, such as ESEA parent advisory councils,
state advisory committees for the education of handicapped students (required
under P.L. 94-142)?

a. Who serves on these bodies? How are they selected?
b. How much do their members actually parti te?
c. In what activilies do they engage?
d. How do they interact with the professional staff of the schools, dis-

tricts, and state educational agencies?
e. What impacts do they have?

Demography and Enrollments .

In her paper, "Demography and Changing Enrollments," Harriet Fishlow
. Vresents projections of elementary, seconary, and postsecondary enmIlments
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through the year 2000. The major message in these projections is that all educa-
tional levels face substantial enrollment changes in the coming years- -from the
current enrollment declines to expected increases in the next ten to 1 years.

Two main research areas are suggested: monitoring and improving projectionsof
educational enrollments; and strategies for dealing with drastic enrollment fluc-
tuations.

While the basic work in population projections is and will contine to be done

by organizations such as the Census Bureau and the National Center for Healt"E

Statistics, itwi be necessary to develop new and improved techniques and pro-
jections to satisfy specific educational needs. Several studies of this nature are
suggested belch.

I. Continued investigation of the critical assumptions underlying the popu-
lation and enrollment projections, in order to ensure an appropriate base for esti-

mating future school enrollments. Will they require revision in the light of new

and emerging trends in society? Examples of such assumptions would be rates for

high school completion, college (four year and junior) attendance, and college

completion.

2. Create local and state capabilities for enrollment estimation and fore-

casting.
a. Use of trained state level units to assist districts in making more

reliable projections of their enrollments is suggested. A. pilot project to test the

feasibility of this type of assistance would be. an appropriate first step. Califoritia

is recommended as the test site since it has an active projection unit in the State

Department of/tInance. For adequate planning time for long range decisions,

invblving personnel and facilities, the district capability should be extended to

five to 15 years.
b. Better methods and techrxiques for estimating migration patterns for

school .districts need to be developed. Districts need reliable enrollment projec-

tidns at 'the local level to carry out their planning. National or state trends may

provide little useful information or even be counter to actual district experiences.

Can enrollmeivt projection data be developed at a level specific enough to he of

use to local planners?

3. Develop alternative .and new projections of population and enrollments.
Several different kinds of projections, either based on different techniques or
assumptions or providing related information, would beliseful.

a. Projections using a variable birthrate assumption. Such an assump-
tion would begin with the present actual value and phase-in toward an assumed
stable value in a certain numbel of years. This could eliminate the disco-ntinuities
which occur when the value selected for the birthrate is different from current
experience.

b. Projections with birthrate as a function of the economic condition
of the time. Such projections should be preceded by an analysis of the relation-
ship betiveen birthrate and economic condition. Future projections on this basis,
however, will require long range economic forecasts which are perhaps subject to
greater inaccuracies than straightforward estimation of the Iiirthrate.
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4. Develop projections of the resources and the costs neeessary to meet the
enrollment projections. What do the projected numbers of students mean in terms
of teachers, administrators, buildings, and dollars required for their education?

5. Conduct studies of certain specialized populations which may differ sub-
stantially from the' overall patterns of the total population. What are the major
trends associated with these groups? How will their future enrollments be affected?

a. Handicapped. Epidemics such as rubella can cause increases in children
with certain types of handicaps, while improved medical procedures and early
education programs clin remediate previously handicapped children or at least
prepare them better for school. -

b. Disadvantaged. Population shifts, 'particularly in urban ireas, have
been and may continue- to cause changes in the composition of the school popu-
lation. This can have important implications for school planners.

Of primary interest to local administrators will be various strategies and tech-
niques whkhecan be used by the school districts to respond in an effective and
efficient manner to enrollment fluctuations. A number of possible responses which
require further research and testing are 'suggested below.

1 . What methods of coping with the emproyment problems caused by
,changing enrollments are appropriate for districts and under what circumstances?
What effects would such methOds have on personnel requirements, student learn-,

ing, and district costs? The possible responses outlined below should be researched
and analyzed. Since many of the following would require changes in existing legis-
lation and regulations, the analyses should also consider the political ramifications
and strategies of the possible responses.

a. Retraining teachers-for new school positions, e.g., secondary teachers
to elementary, regular teachers to handicapped programs.

.

b. Teacher renewal programs for improving skills and motivation of an
increasingly older and more experienced teacher force, including a "teachers
teaching teachers" strategy, and opportunities for teachers to engage themselves
in applied reseirch in education.

e. Inter-district switching or trading of teachers for both short and
extended periods.

d. Teacher job sharing.
e. Alternatives to teacher layoffs, e.g., reduced class size, more.special-

ized support personnel.
f. Inclusion of layoff provisions in collective bargaining agxeements and

their impact.
g. Alternatives to the tenure system and seniority layoffs.
h. Programs to retrain and fmd new employment for teachers and

administrators.
i. One year certification programs for holder)1 of appropriate college

and gradeate degrees to increase supply of teachers rapidly.
2. Will there be another teacher shortage in ten to 15 yeirs as enrollments

in elementary and secondary schools begin to climb again?
To study this, possibility will gi*uire 'a thorough analysis of the current

teaching force, e.g., age, patterns of turnovei, likely retirement years, along with a'
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projection of these (and other factors) into the future. Then a match could be
made of the expected stock of current teachers, plus additions, with the pro-
jected demand to see if the projected supply (from teacher preparation progxams
less attrition to other careers) is sufficient to fill the gap.

3. *Are teacher salaries reSponsive to the forces of supply and demand in the
educational labor market? Or 'is it a one way streetsalaries rise in times of high
demand, but do not decline in times of slackening demand?

a. If teacher salaries do not rise (e.g., ik times of slackening demand)
how doeS that affect education? Do teachers spend less time with students as a

result?
4. What methods are appropriate for coping with problems of an excess or

shortage of pihysical plants caused by enrollment changes?
a. How can the flexibility of the district's physical plants be increased?

Methods suggested for investigation include leasing, mothballing currently un-
needed facilities, central (state or district-consortium) ownership of moveable
classrooms to be shifted according to need.

b. How have districts successfully -handled school closings and surplus
plants? A survey of districts in which these problems have been resolved could
provide a useful manual of case histories and sUggested Splutions for local admin-

istrators. (
c. Are year round schools a feasible alternative-to increasing the invest-

ment in physical plants? Are there actual economies? Whkt, are the major con-
siderations and problems when planning a year round operatibn? What have been
the experiences'of schools that have tried this approach?

5. What are districts' responses when operating expenses fall mores slowly

than revenues? What acticins have districts takeigt What haVe been the effects on
the composition of the staff? How and on whin bases have the decisióngibeen
made to retain, reduce or eliminate programs? Has the quality of educationlbeen
affected?

6. Do state fmance formulas for schools aid or hinder districts' efforts in
thnes of declining enrollments? Increasing enrollments? How and to what effect?,

7. What have successful post-secondary institutions done in adjusting to the
period of slow growth, impending (if not actual) enrollment declines, and rising
costs? Once again, a survey ef representative ihstitutions could provide informa-
tion for a manual for administrators containing case histories and suggested solu-

tions.

Irwlications Of Demograpey and Enrollments on the
InThwtional Work Force

Two important issues which are related to the predicted Student demographic
and enrollment changes are the changing nature of the labor, force iv education
and the economic implications that these changes may bring. Both of these topics
have important and widespread policy implications. 'A set of ;search questions
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which is presented below addresses both of these subjects.2
1. What are the relevant demographic characteristics of the instkuctional

work force in publie schools today? How are they expected to change, over time
under alternative assumptions about the futurL4

a. What are the profiles of the teachers, other instructional staff, and
a trators, in terms of such demographic characteristics as age, educational

on, professional experience, race and ethnic characteristics, and full-time
time status? Have these undergone significant changes over time?

e demographic characteristics of the instructional work force
the demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the

d students and to the locational chdracteristics of the corn-

I II I

prVp
or e

1b.. Do
vary in relation
local communities
munities?

c. gave changes in the level of district expenditures or the structure of
school funding had an impact on the structure and composition of the instruc-
tional work force?

d. What will be the demographic characteristics of the instructional
work for,ce in the future if present trends continue? Under alternative assump-
tions concerning economic conditions, size of pupil population, level of educa-

.

-tional services, collective bargaining?

2. What" are the fmancial burdens on the districts and on the states of the
demographic characteristics of the instructional work force and what changes in
the, financial burden will result from changes in the demographic characteristics
over time?

a. Has and will the changing fmancial,burden vary systematically with
district locational, demogrhphic, and socioeconomic characteristics?

b. What have been the impacts of differences in the charaiteristics of
the work force and employment conditions on the costs of instruction, e.g., shifts
in salary schedule, mix of types otiii\structional personnel employed, training and
experience of personnel, level of benefits provided, ratios of pupils to various
categories of professional stiff, program assignments of school personnel? What
will be the effects of changes in these factors over time?

c. How have changes in collective bargaining status in states and school
districts affected the demography and compensation- of the instructional work
force?

d. Will instructional salary costs require an increasing proportion of
school budgets? Will certain types of programs and other expenditure items be
squeezed or eliminated to meet increased salary requirements?

è. What impact have changes in fringe benefits (e.g., pension, health,
welfare contributions) for school employees had On the fmancial burden of school
districtii? On the level of educational services prOVided by the districts?

f. What would the impacts be of various state 'and federal funding stra-
tegies and early retirement programs on the demoigaphy of the instructional Ifork
force, the nature of the educational programs offered, and the finibcial burden of
the district?
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Out-of-School Influences on School Performance

.In his paper, "Time and How It Is Spent," Charles Benson proposes a broad

investigation of the effects that different patterns of time use by child'ren, their

, parents, and other Significant adults in their lives have on the process of a child's

growing.land becoming In adult. Such studies would deal with: 1) time alloca-

tions of individual members of householCI -and with their joint activities; 2) effects

of family structure on children; and 3) interactions of time use, family structure,

neighborhood characteristics, and school characteristics.
The suggested methodology is that of child time budget (CTB) .studies,

which is defined as the systematic investigation of children's activities and atti-

tudes in a context of family, neighborhood, and school. A major advance in such

studies is the inclusion of childreQ themSelves as data sources. In addition to the

CTB apgroach, are there other research methodologies which may be appropriate

for addressing the same issues? Similar findings trom different methodologies
would tend to strengthen the results.

A 451 issue in this area is how does farnilyqlackground (broadly defined)

affeCt school achievement? That it does has been Acumented at length, but the

questions of how and why the various factors which make up family background

actually interact to influence school achievement are unanswered. To deal with

the how and why behind the statistical relationships calls for studies itiVestigating

the activities of children and their parents in the context of data concerning
family socioeconomic status (SES), famity structure,vighborhood characteristics,

school cifaracteristics, and the child's school performatice. The following types of

questions would.be examined:
1. Are there identifiable behavior and time allocation patterns of children

which are related to successful and unsuccessful school performance?

a. To what extent are children's activities related to socia,1 class?

b. For children who have different CTB patterns than expected for the

family SES, are such.differences reflected in school performance? Can an exami-

nation of 'these outlying cases provide insight into the forces influencing school

performance?
2. Through what ages and to what extent are children subject to formative

influences from family and neighborhood? Do they maintain the influenel after
children enter school?

a. Do children selectively accept and 'reject parental influences from
early ages? What are the general patterns of influence versus independence? How

do they change over time? Are there important differences by social class?

3. What are the important measures of family structure and do they have a

significant impact on the child's sclitol performance? Such characteristics would
be investigated as family composition and size, birth order of child, education of

parents, number of parents working outside the home, discipline, parent attitudes

toward time use and achievement, level of family activities.
4. How do family structure variables interact with those of the family SES

and neighborhood (physical enVironment, social environment, types and availa-

bility of public resources) to influence the child's development?
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5. How do family structure anti SES affect parents' time available to
children?

6. What are the impacts of parental actions with their chidren?
a. Are child-parent interactions related to social class?
b. Can cific tries of interactions overcome the negative effects of

SES and class on hool performance? What are these interactions and the condi-
tions under which they are likely to be effective?

c. What do parents of successful students do differently with their
children than parents of unsuccessful students? . c.

d. What are the dynamics of parental involvement with their Children,
i.e., extent of involvement, type of involvement, and motivation for involvement?
How are these related to children's mental and social development? To school
performance?

e. Are there differences in the quality of the parents' time spent with
chil flow can this be measured? Does the quality of time make a difference
to child development and school performance? Is the quality of time related to
the activity involved?

f. Is there a tradeoff made by parents beitween the time they spend
with children and the material goods they provide them? Does this vary by
child within a family? Does this tradeoff make a difference in the child's develop-
ment and school performance? Are there social class differenees in these patterni?

g. Doeslhe productivity (efficient develOpment of the child's potential)
of the mother, father, or significant other, adult vary with their educational level?
What are the reasonsufor this? Do these differences vary by social class?

h. Do' parent training programs have a positive effect on the children's
school performance? Are the time allocation andrbehavior patterns of parents and
children different before and after the training?

7. Are there mutually reinforcing patterns of child activity and of child-
parent interactions that eliminate or reduce the effect of social class on school
performance? .

a. What barriers do certain children and parents face in hying to achieve
more effective school performance?

b. Why are changes in behavior patterns productive or Unproductive in
certain situations for certain children and parents?

8. What are the influences of other adults (beyond parents and teachers) on
the lives of children? Who are these other adults? Are there systematic differences
in the importange of other adults across social class and neighborhood?

The separate influence of the school on children should WLto be investigated
as it interacts with the important aspects of the family and neighborhood charac-
teristics:

I. Arc there practices, Orocedures, or policies of the schools which hamper
or nullify parental efforts.for their children% improvement? What are their nature'

*and how do they operate? Are they different for different social classes and neigh-
borhoods?
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2. What are the relationships between successful teachers and schools and
the family and neighborhood characteristics of their students? Can and do suc-
cessful teachers am scnools stimul te productive changes in the families and
neighborhoods of their students? Are there differences across iocial classes?

A general research methodologx suggestion which can apply across many of

the specific studies and questions s4ggested above should be noted. There are

many "experiments" in education (e.g., Early Childhood Education program, in

, California, Title I projects) which provide opportunities to conduct longitudinal

studies on impact of different out-of-school experiences and characteristics.

Such studie can utilize the CTB and other methodologies to add the dimension

. of out-of ool influences on school performance.
As the author acknowledges, the focus of the research is on influences which

improve school performance, an essentially middle class goal. There may be other,'

and kterhaps more appropriate, measures to certain groups of children ind parents.

, Research along this theme would question whethef the schools and their programs,

435 cgrrently structured, are legitimate and appropriate, whether the purpose of
out-of-school activities is to enable children to do better in school, and whether

#

, 'There air not different goals Which are more inWotant for certain social classes.

4

Relationship Between Schooling and Work

tit his paper, "Schooling and Work: The Changing Context of Education,"
Norton Grubb questions the validity of the human capital model as an adequate
explanation of the relati otp ship between education and economic growth. Alterna-

tive Interpretations are pr osed and discussed to explain the social productivity
of schooling. In particular, three primary issues are analyzed-the "over-educated

- American;" ctedentialing; and career education.
C.

,...,
. ,

.. The concept of the lover-educated American" suggests that too many indi-

, viduals are attaining levels of education, especially college and graduate degrees,
amwhich are too high for the available job maftet. A primary focus of research in

thisl area would be the testing of alternative explanations of the "over-educatediu
.." .

. , situiation for credibility and explanatory power, with partieular, emphasis on the
!.

% 4..,..- . current problems of absorbing college graduates into the- labor market. Four.
...

.
altir4ives are suggested for investigation and development. \

I. Imperfections in the human capital model. , li

. .\ a. Persistentlhabit model. This.alternative would investigate the magni-
tude of response of individuals to rates of return to college attendance. Has the

so *al meaning of college become its consumption value, and not'a rational eco-

. no ic investment in upward mobility? If so, will this result in either a continued

de ressed rate of return for college attendance or the establishment of a "cooling
out" mechanism to reduce attendance (mostly among working and lower class

youth)?
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b. Defensive strategy hypothesis. The class specific responses to rate of
return for college would be examined in this research. Have middle class youth
continued to attend college, and will they continue to, even with depressed
returns, while lower class youth do not?

,2. Demographic causei:
Under this alternative, the baby boom is seen as the primary cause of the

over-supply of college graduates. The problem of over-education is then associ -
ted with this cohort and its impact on the economy. 19 dealing with p
responses based on thjs explanation, several important questions require
gation.

a. Can workers of different ages be substituted for one another? What
is the substitutability among older, more experienced workers, and younger, more
educated workers? How will productivity be affected? Wages?

b. Are birth rates a function of labor market conditions? This is a
longer term question which will require the inteiption of birth rare changes with
other economic and social cycles and trends.

3. Credentialing.
Under this explanation, education is used to sort individuals among jobs

and has little relationship with the actual job reqUirements. lias there been an
inflation of the educational requirements for jobs? This will require an analysis
over time of the educational requirements for representative jobs vs. the actual
content of the jobs themselves. If the educational requirements for jobs have
increased, has there been a corresponding increase in produCtivity from the more
educated workers?

, 4. Degradation of labor.
The basic assumptions of this alternative are that: I) with increased tech-

nologi9a1 changes jobs become more specialized/fragmented; 2) relatively fewer
skilled workers will be required; 3) control is centralized in the hands of a few
skilled managers; and 4) most workers will have reduced responsibility versus their
expectations ffom college attendance. All of these assumptions are testable and
should be investigated.

On the other hand thereare-small but noticeable counter-trends toward
labor-intensive methods of production (e.g., E. F. Schumacher, Small Is Beautiful),
worker control, and new patterns of job sharing. How might these affect the
nature of work and workers' education and employment expectations?

A fundamental aspect of the relationship between schooling and work is the
que§tion of how selection in the labor market is related to education. As Grubb
describes, "both the theOretical and empirical work on the Use of schooling to
sort individuals in the labor market are as 'yet Underdeveloped. The various
explanations ought to be more precisely formulated, and empirical tests need
to be clear about the rationale they are deicribing. In many cases the data neces-
sary to test theories of signaling and credentialing must come from small indi-
vidual work settings, with correspondingly high costs of data collection. The
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possibilities for utiezing readily accessible nationak data, such as census data,

appear ço be rather limited, though additional research effort should go toward

uthizatioi of existing sources."

Severà& specific research suggestions in this area are identified and presented

below.
I. Are e models of schools as sorters validated in actual practice? How

and on What do employers base their employment selection?

2. Are there alternative signaling methods that could convey the same or

better information to employers at a reduced cost? ,

3. What would be the distribution of the costs of education if based on the

dIstribution of benefits inherent in the signkng models?
4. Are the inefficient uses of schooling as a sorting device less prevalent in

the competitive sectors of the economy? Have some firms foun they can

operate more profitably and competitively by not uging exce e levels of edu-
!

cation?
5. Conversely, are large bureaucratic organiza eltered from market

forces more likely to exhibit a non-rational utilizationlof schooling in their

employees?
6. Does monopoly power on the employee side of_Ithe labor market, e.g.,

medicine, law, education, lead to the inflation of schooling requirements?

7. Does schooling perpetuate the class structure in die labor market? Such

an analysis would require occupational.and job status anallfses by class and suc-

cessive generations..

The final major topic addressed by Grubb is that of career education. It is

defined as "the complete reorientagien of the curriculum around occupations--

paid employment." The basic focus of the research suggested forllils-area is to

validate or deny the empirical assumptions and expectations of career education.

This is to be done through a comparison of career education and the more tradi-

tional educational programs. The first step re d for such an evaluation effort

is to increase the specificity Of what is cant by retr education and to refine

its objectives. Following this, four specifi areas of re arch are' suggested:

it Do career education programs make discernable differences to students

in theni, compared with non-career education jrograms?
This research would, in effect, test the claiins made by career educators

on behalf of their programs. Areas of comparison would include: traditional aca-

demic skills; information about labor markets; ,attitudes toward schooling, work,

and social institutions; college attendance decisions; careers of students, including

kvical job sequences; minority and handicapped ttudents; unemployment experi-

ences; job satisfaction; leisime time usei and adjustment to family life.

Such a' research effort would require longitudinal daia, an adequate con-

trol group, and an initial non-bias in the students who are in the career education

and non-career education 'programs.
. 2. Does career education reduce the "riiis-match" of workers and jobs by

providing more precise information and training for those jobs which are avan-

t..., able?
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ReseArch into this topic must first clarify the magnitude of these "mis-
matches" and determine if, indeed, they constitute a serious and widespread
problem. Next, the reasons for such "mis-matches" shouki be specified, e.g., lack
of labor market information, training bottlenecks, regic\nal patterns Of supply and
demand. Finally, this reSearch effort would identify satisfactory programs to
reduCe or eliminate the "mis-matches."

3. 'Does career education reinforce the tendency in education to track
individuals by social class, race, and sex?

The research in this area would analyze both the content of the curricu-
lum and the composition of the student population in career education programs
for evidence of stereotype tracking by class, race, or sex. Particular emphasis
should be placed on junior colleges due ,tp theirl large number of career educa-
tion programs and the potential use of Itcooling-out" mephanisms which may
impact differentially across,class, race, and sex.'

4. Is career education an appropriate effort?4.0Pet.
This research effort should be linked to those in signaling and credential-

ing. If schools function primarily as sorting devices, then career education pro-
grams are likely to have little effect. Different individuals may gaiii or lose, but
the aggregate productivity of the labor force would be unaffected.

Recurrent Education

In his Paper, "Recurrent Education and EMployment," David Stern is
concerned with the relationship between recurrent education and over-education.
He focuses first on the potential for work-related recurrent education to re.
duce both underemployment and unemployment. Then, a possible mechanism
for fmancing recurrent eduCation is discussed. The research suggestions concerning
recurrent education are grouped according to these two areas!

Prior to an investigation of the effects.of implementation strategies,.however,
it is necessary to sharpen the basic understanding of recurrent education itself.
A di-finition of recurrent education is pfovided by Stern, although the broad Ind
sometimestvague use of the concept is also noted. Specification of an agreed upon
defmition of recurtent education (Stern's or another), including the programs and,
activities to be included, the objectives, and the means of nieasuring the achieve-
ment, or lack of it, is i necessary initial step in a comprehensive and cohesiiie
research program. Stern also poses a fundamental question concerning the role of
recurrent education in the educational System.

"How would recurrent education fit into the traditional life pattern of
first education, then work, then leisure? Would it redistribute the same
number of years of education over the averige person's lifetime? Or
would it add extra years of schooling throughout a person's life instead
of only at the beginning?"
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With the basic defmitions established, an examination of the current and
potential impact of recurrent education on work and productivity can be carried

out systematically. The researth suggestions in this area rang& from fundamental

inquiries into the relationship between learning and work to specific questions
concerning the effects of recurrent education on worker output.

1. As a base from which to proceed, Stern proposes a set of research ques-

tions to investigate the nature of work-related learning. With the answers to these

questions, it will be possible to design and target recurrent education programs

more effectively. The studies suggested below would concentrate on organizations

where wOrkers are already motivated to learn and to use their learning to become

more productive.
a. How can the amount of job-learning that takes place in actual work

settings be measured? To what extent can the written and practical tests presently

administered in schools and training programs be adapted to measure learning in

particular jobs?
b. Among similar work organizations, what is the relationship between

rate of job-learning, rate 'of profit (or other output measure), and change in num-

ber of employees?
c. What characteristics of organizations are most strongly associated

with job-learning?
d. How is job-learning distributed among employees by age, sex, and

level in the organizational hierarchy?
e. What are the mechanisms for job learning? What is the importance of

formal on-the-job training compared to informal exchanges aigod guidance?
.-

f. How much does job-learning interfere with job doing? Does job-

learning reduce output and wages? Are learning and doing sometimes the restilt

of the same activity?
g. To the extent that the learning applies only to a specific j , how is

the pa off divided between employer and employee? What factors d ermine the

h. What are the attitudes of employees toward job-learning? What char-

ac ristics of the employees and of work organizations influence these attitudes?

i. Do any organizations provide formal or informal incentives for job-

teaching? What are these incentives and have they been effective?

2. Does or can recurrent education increase employee motivation and pro-

ductivity? What is the magnitude of this effect, if any?

a. Can educational experiences improve worker interest in work with-

out changing the nature of the work?

b. Can recurrent education change unfavorable attitudes toward work?

c. Will an increase in worker mopvation result in an increase in produc-

tivity? Will output rise faster than real wages following recurrent education?

d. Can recurrent education offset productivity declines by compensat-

ing fr the obsolescence and depreciation of knowledge in workers?
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3. Is there a need or desire for recurrent eacation programs? If so, whtt
types of programs and of what magnitudes?

a. Is there evidence that significant numbers of people want or need tcii
"stop out" for education in mid-career?

b. What are the motivations ofincentives for recurrent education?
c. Why is there such low utilization of the existing systems and oppor-

tunities in the United States? In other countries with established sabbatical leave
programs for employees,.e.g., France and Germany?

d. Is the degree of worker contiol of the work place related to the
demand or need for recurrent education among the workers involved? Does
"industrial democracy," i.e., greater exercise of authority at lower levels, lead
to an increased utilization of recurrent education by workers?

e: Are schools attractive mechanisms for recurrent education programs
or do they discourage people from participating?

4
f. Are there alternatives in.adult education Without having to interrupt

a career?
g. Is there e significant demand for recurrent education which is not

work or career related, but is for consumption benefits and personal develop-.
ment? What is the nature of this and hoW can it be met?

4.

4. Will recurrent education affect worker substitutability? Will it make
possible greater substitution of retrained older workers for younger workers?

a. Are'employers willing to hire older retrained workers for entry level
jobs?

..." b. Are older workers willing to accept entry level jobs? i
c. .Can the retrained workers b,e absorbed by the labor market if signifi-

cant numbers of workers utilize recurrent education opportunities?
1

5. Can recurrent education, prevent inflationani rises due to labor skill
shortages? l

a: Is itipiassible to use recurrent, education as a tool for avoiding labor
"bottlenecks?" .

. b. Can the trailfing be accomplished quickly enough and in th i neces-
sary locations to relieve labor shortages? Or will the response via recuu t educa-
tion be too slow and instead create more overeducation and underemployment?

6. Are there altertiative work organizations which can be structured to
maximize or increase the educational value of work for the people involved?
Such research . would probably involve expetimentation in specially created,
laboratory organizations,

: Borrowing against their Social &curity or private pensions is a proposed
mechanism for individuals to fmance ben- recurrent education programs. A num-

-

ber of research questions arise concerning the means and effects of financing
recurrent education. - .

fOfI. What financial incentives are necessary to cause a worker to utilize recur--
rent education? %

,-----v-a. Will the proposeil Social Security funding amounts be sufficient
incentive or support for workers to use recurrent 'education?
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b. What lezel of financial, support would bilAtequireS'it attract workers

to recurrent education? kiow is the demand for recurrent education related to the

financialsupport provided?
2. What are the costs of recurrent education to the individual (private costs)?

To the employer? To society?
a. Dd they equal or exceed the economic benefits derived from recur;i

!tilt benefits?
What are the potential and likely magnitudes of workers who might use

this option?
a. What would theimpact be on the Social Seclurity system of such

utilization? 1.

4. What parallel changes in retirement la s, pension plans, and related

items would be required.to utilize the Social Secu ty system as suggested?

5. Whiit are alternative entitlementp 1er financial mechanisms which

might be used to ac4jeve the same objec yes as -the use of the Social Security

system?
a. How do they compare si4gi the proposed systerii in terms of: fiscal

impact; pbIitia,i constriints; likelihood and magnitude of potential Use; types of

ptpgrams utilked; cha,racteristics of users; and learning results?

Conclusion

As is evident from the preceding research suggestions an& the papers. on

whicly they are based, there exists an extensive awnda-for research in educational

fmance apd organization. While no claim is made that the research questions are
exhaustive, the editc:, have been careful to kri4ure that many major policy issues

with which American education will haVe to deal over the next ten to twenty
years have been covered in this effort. This began with the determination of the
specific topics for the papers themselves, continued in the use of a seminar format
to provide the individual authors with an opportunity to test their ideas and con-

cepts, and tondluded with the selection of the specific research suggestions .to

include in the agenda.
Consequentli, we believe that the agenda presented is challenging, bet at the

same time urgent. To -wprk .§uccessfully in dealing with the pressing issues at the

Vtional, ptate, andAlocal levels, education must wand the present knoWledge

base along both theoretical and4mpirical dimensions. It is to this purpose, then,
that the research agenda has been developed.
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